International Volunteer Workcamps - season 2008
France
	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CBF01	TEEN	01.08.2008	20.08.2008	15-17
	description
	CBF01 MONTLOUIS SUR LOIRE       01/08/08 - 20/08/08    20 vol      RENO    
	YFE project Open only to  LEGAMBIENTE -IBG-COCAT-FIYE
	Well known for its wines, Montlouis-sur-Loire, expresses daily its own identity, consisting of quality of life, 
	economic development, cultural vitality and solidarity. 
	Montlouis-sur-Loire has expanded thanks to the Loire which was in the past one of the busiest rivers for transport in
	 Europe and to the wine-production activity that emerged in the region in the early Middle Ages. 
	The Children and Youth centre wants to work in partnership with our association in order to enable local young 
	people to meet other youngsters of different nationalities while participating in a collective and constructive project.
	 This town is a supportive host  for a youth exchange group, particularly  on the theme of "the big European 
	rivers." Various opportunities for exchanges  will be organized around this topic which will have been prepared 
	beforehand in each country. The final objective is to create an Internet blog on this topic. The work will include the 
	rehabilitation of a small wall near the bank of the river. It is one of the symbols of  small local heritage still present
	 in the town that we really want to be preserved. The work will  mainly focus on masonry and the cleaning of  the 
	river banks.
	Location : Montlouis-sur-Loire is  situated in the department of Indre-et-Loire. This town) is situated on the left ban, 
	at  16 km from Tours, and  230 km from Paris.
	Terminal: Tours               Nearest airport: Paris               Meeting point : on 01/08/2008  in Tours
	Accommodation: It will be in tents at the town campsite.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CBF02	TEEN	04.08.2008	24.08.2008	15-17
	description
	CBF02 BECOURS-ECO-CITIZENSHIP      04/08/08 - 24/08/08   20 vol     ENVI    
	YFE project Open only to  LEGAMBIENTE -CBB-UNA-ISL
	The secular scouts association manages an international center, "the hamlet of Bécours" located in the heart of the
	 Aveyron regional park close to the Gorges du Tarn and the Cevennes. Abandoned for years, the hamlet built with 
	traditional stone and slate presents a rich and varied architecture. The international center offers  wide open 
	spaces, a home, and a campsite  to nature lovers, and is a place where meetings,  discoveries and projects are 
	both rich and interesting  allowing many opportunities for getting to know people.
	The environment, eco citizenship and openness towards Europe are the  goals of this association, however it 
	wishes to host an  European youth exchange to bring fresh ideas, to create cultural exchanges with the public at 
	the center and to share their interest in the  protection of the environment .
	The project will bring together 20 young people, aged from 16 to 17, from five European countries. This exchange  
	will be divided into several phases: 
	- A workcamp: restoration of stone walls (de-plastering and rejoining stone with lime ).
	- A part connected with environmental protection within the different countries represented, where the following 
	themes will be discussed: 
	- Recycling, raising awareness of environmental problems, ways to save energy 
	- Discovery of the local fauna and flora 
	- The question of eco citizenship
	Location : The project is located 20 km from Millau in southern Aveyron.
	Terminal: Sévérac le château ( 12 km)                        Nearest airport: Toulouse
	Meeting point : on 04/08/2008 at Sévérac le château train station.
	Accommodation: In tents at the centre. Use of a temporary kitchen. Toilets and showers at the centre.
	Special remarks: the hamlet of Bécours welcomes groups of young people from different nationalities and 
	backgrounds who will promote exchanges and knowledge of the other. 
	Participants must realize in advance, in their respective countries, research in connection with the environment and
	 eco citizenship to exchange and engage joint reflections. Discovery also of the European programme Youth In 
	Action. The place is very isolated.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CBF03	RENO	07.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	CBF03 Lavoir de Mondoubleau        07/07/08 - 26/07/08      8 vol       RENO 
	TRI LATERAL CAMP OPEN ONLY FOR SPANISH + GERMAN   
	We work in partnership with the town of Mondoubleau and the association Les Palissons whose aim is to encourage 
	the restoration of  local heritage sites, with respect for the local environment and the use of traditional techniques.
	
	The aim of the workcamp is the restoration of an old wash-house in order to improve its position in the natural 
	surroundings, especially as it is next to a very popular path for walkers.  It will involve carpentry, construction of 
	the roof’s framework and the use of traditional tiling techniques and materials.
	Location : the workcamp is situated near Vendôme, 200km from Paris. Terminal: Vendôme.                                  
	  
	 Nearest airport: Paris                
	 Meeting point : on 07/07/08 at 14h in Vendôme train station.
	Accommodation: in tents at the town campsite. An inside space will also be available.
	Language:  French/English. 
	Special remarks: a local group of young adults will work alongside the international group.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CBF04	CONS	03.08.2008	22.08.2008	18+
	description
	CBF04 LE TRAIN HISTORIQUE DE RILLE     03/08/08 - 22/08/08   8 vol     CONS    
	This workcamp is located on the outskirts of a little village named Rillé, with an association called "le petit train 
	historique de Rillé" (the little historical train of Rillé). 
	The objective of this association is, by means of the railway activity and the renovation of old trains, to gather 
	together people who want to share, exchange, and to meet young and not-so-young people. This workcamp has 
	been  held for the last 3 years, and we will continue the roundhouse construction already begun. The work will 
	consist of  the construction of brick pillars. Mainly masonry works  but some maintenance work on the site 
	(painting, cleaning, light manual work in the trains) will also be done.
	Location : Rillé is located 50 Km west from Tours and about 300 Km from Paris.
	Terminal: Tours.                                              Nearest airport: Paris
	Meeting point : on 03/08/08 at 14h in Compagnons Bâtisseurs’ offices in Tours.
	Accommodation: in tents at the campsite located at a 5 minute-walk.    
	 Language:  French/ English.
	Special remarks: solar showers and dry toilets.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CBF05	RENO	29.06.2008	19.07.2008	18+
	description
	CBF05 LE VILLAGE DES JEUNES DE METTRAY - 29/06/08 -19/07/08  8 vol    RENO    
	The "Village des Jeunes" de Mettray, created in the XIX century, is historically a former penitentiary center called " 
	La Paternelle". Today it is used as a rehabilitation and  medical  center which hosts around 100 young people.
	The site is listed as a place of historical interest. The work planned for this summer will be mainly  masonry: de-
	plastering and recoating the wall of a building  adjoining a playground, on which a graffiti mural will afterwards be 
	painted.
	Terminal: Tours                         Nearest airport: Paris.
	Meeting point : on 29/06/2008 at 14h in Compagnons Bâtisseurs’ offices in Tours.
	Accommodation: In premises.                     
	Language:  French / English.
	Special remarks: The rules of the site will be explained to the group on arrival and must be respected.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CBF06	SOCI	07.07.2008	27.07.2008	18+
	description
	CBF06 FAMILLES BZH                07/07/08 - 27/07/08       9 vol           SOCI    
	For more than 40 years our association in Brittany has been working with people in difficult situations to improve 
	their housing conditions. This workcamp will be a  chance to meet families who live in isolated countryside and to 
	participate with them in  the  restoration of their homes (masonry, painting, and joinery).  It's a chance to learn 
	different construction skills and to offer your solidarity to help these families. This work will also help people in 
	difficult situations to control their  electricity consumption and will encourage them to fight against insalubrity.
	You will have the opportunity to use different techniques of  secondary building work, in co-operation with a family.
	 The family participates   in renovation work with a team of long-term Volunteers who take part in this type of 
	workcamp throughout the year within  the Association.
	Your participation in this workcamp will be an act of solidarity and will help this familly to live in better conditions …
	 All this demands a real engagement from you in the work, contact, listening and exchange that's why  you should 
	be able to speak French.
	Work : secondary building works that can sometimes be physical.
	Location : not confirmed yet.         Accommodation: in tents.                           Language:  French / English.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CBF07	TEEN	07.07.2008	26.07.2008	15-17
	description
	CBF07 POUANCE           07/07/2008 - 26/07/2008         11 vol           RENO   
	The small town of Pouancé is situated on the border of Anjou and Haut Maine, historically a strategic region when 
	Britanny was still independent of France.  The 13th and 14th century fortress of Marches of Bretagne and the 
	Doors of Anjou dominate the walled town.  Today, only some towers and walls remain to give testimony of this 
	important monument.
	International volunteers have already come in recent years to restore certain parts of the castle and carried out 
	different types of work: maintenance of paving stones, restoration of walls, hewing of stones for the 
	reconstruction of underground stairs and so on…
	Step by step  the castle is being rebuilt and to give it even more value, the municipality wishes to create a visitors’
	 walking path to encourage more visitors during the summer.
	This year you will arrange a visitors’ trail within the castle giving access to a new part of the castle recently 
	restored:  "the southern gate" .
	This restoration work will teach you  the technique of  stone masonry with lime mortar, repointing , pavement 
	renovation...
	Location : Pouance is located at around 60km from Rennes, Angers, Laval and Nantes.
	Terminal: Chateaubriand                 
	Nearest airport: PARIS ou RENNES
	Meeting point : on 07/07/2008 at 14hs in Chateaubriand train station.
	Accommodation: Camping  just below the château, by the edge of a pond.         L
	anguage:  French/ English
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CBF08	RENO	04.08.2008	17.08.2008	18+
	description
	CBF08 POUANCE 2             04/08/08 - 17/08/08          11 vol           RENO    
	The small town of Pouancé is situated on the border of Anjou and Haut Maine, historically a strategic region when 
	Britanny was still independent of France.  The 13th and 14th century fortress of Marches of Bretagne and the 
	Doors of Anjou dominate the walled town.  Today, only some towers and walls remain to give testimony of this 
	important monument.
	International volunteers have already come in recent years to restore certain parts of the castle and carried out 
	different types of work: maintenance of paving stones, restoration of walls, hewing of stones for the 
	reconstruction of underground stairs and so on…
	Step by step  the castle is being rebuilt and to give it even more value, the municipality wishes to create a visitors’
	 walking path to encourage more visitors during the summer.
	This year you will arrange a visitors’ trail within the castle giving access to a new part of the castle recently 
	restored:  "the southern gate" .
	This restoration work will teach you  the technique of  stone masonry with lime mortar, repointing , pavement 
	renovation...
	Location : Pouance is located at around 60km from Rennes, Angers, Laval and Nantes.
	Meeting point : on 04/08/08 at 14h00 in Chateaubriand train station.  
	Accommodation: Camping  just below the château, by the edge of a pond.    Language:  French/ English.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CBF09	RENO	04.08.2008	24.08.2008	18+
	description
	CBF09 LA CHAPELLE LAUNAY          04/08/08 - 24/08/08     11 vol       RENO    
	The village is situated among foot paths which, when followed, lead to the discovery of valleys , rich in botanic 
	variety and local heritage. Today, the town council wishes to pay special attention to these foot paths and to 
	improve them by restoring the heritage beside them. The protection program started 2 years ago with work on the 
	baker's oven located in the old presbytery, a beautiful 18th century residence recently restored. The vault cover 
	and part of the bakehouse have been restored.
	Last year, the work created  access to the building and restored part of the low wall which surrounds the 
	presbytery.  Now the backer's oven is finished and a new adventure is awaiting 2008’s team. In the valley a public
	 wash house deserted by the laundress has degraded with time.
	Volunteers passionate about small rural heritage and curious to discover a small town which is ready to welcome 
	you with open arms: “ Come to La Chapelle Launay ! ”
	This is a great opportunity  to have a lot of contact with locals in this convivial village: the young people will take 
	you along to discover the area and the older people will come to share with you their memories of the past...
	Location : La Chapelle de Launay is located 60 Km from Nantes and from St Nazaire.
	Settled on the Sillon de Bretagne hill, this village overlooks the Loire and offers splendid views of the estuary. The 
	history of this area is rich, from the existence of a Gallo Roman village to the battles during the Vendée wars in 
	the 18th.century.
	Meeting point : on 04/08/08 at 14h00 in Savenay train station.  
	Accommodation: in tents.            Language:  French/ English.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CBF10	RENO	04.08.2008	24.08.2008	18+
	description
	CBF10 CAC SUD 22 CIDERAL         04/08/08 - 24/08/08      11 vol         RENO    
	For some years, international workcamps based on the restoration of heritage were organized by municipalities 
	working together in central Brittany. In addition to the workcamp, the team of volunteers was totally integrated into 
	the life of the village through activities, meals, involving both young and less young people.  
	Following this great experience, Cidéral wishes to organize an international workcamp and to pursue the adventure 
	… After La Motte, Le Quillo and Plouguenast last year a new municipality is going to join the project and to propose
	 a new support for a workcamp.
	A local team of activity organisers will accompany you for the 3 weeks to encourage you to discover the region 
	and its inhabitants.  Work : renovation of small heritage.
	Location : Small rural village situated in Central Brittany, in a green area, within the department of Côtes d’ Armor, 
	15 km from Loudéac and 30 km from the Saint-Brieuc Bay.
	Terminal: Lamballe.                     Meeting point : on 04/08/08 at 14h00 in Lamballe train station.
	Accommodation: in tents.           Language:  French/ English.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CBF11	RENO	04.08.2008	24.08.2008	18+
	description
	CBF11 BAINS SUR OUST          04/08/08 - 24/08/08        11 vol         RENO    
	Bains sur Oust, crossed by the Roman road of Redon in Lohéac in the west, is mentioned in texts since 834 under 
	the name of “antiqua ecclésia Bain”. This place is rich in history and legends which you will discover throughout 
	your time here…  An example: at the end of the Middle Ages, the populations lived in terror of sorcerers or of 
	elves. It is said that the inhabitants of Bains, exasperated by these elves, met and swore to get rid of these 
	cumbersome dwarves. The latter heard about this assembly and the next Sunday, to get revenge, they poisoned 
	the blessed bread which was to be distributed to the congregation during the mass. 
	A lord called " Joues Rouges" (Red Cheeks)  because of his Herculean force and the vigorous blood which 
	coloured his cheekbones, had the idea to take a piece before the mass and to give it to one of his dogs. It died 
	immediately and Red Cheeks, who was also possibly known as a sorcerer,  saved in this way the life of the 
	parish. Maybe you will discover these elves or " Joues Rouges" (Red Cheeks) in the path close to the SAINT 
	LAURENT chapel, where you will take part in the restoration of the ruins of a water mill that has suffered from 
	neglect over time. The owner of this water mill decided to give it to the municipality so that it could be preserved 
	and given pride to the place for the pleasure of the hikers who walk in the countryside of BAINS SUR OUST. You 
	will continue  the work begun last year by the international workcamp.
	This is a good opportunity to get to know people in this convivial village: the young people will take you out to 
	discover the area and will let you  take part in sports and cultural activities  that they organize, as well as traditional
	 local festivals, etc. The older people will come to share with you their memories of the past...
	Location : This workcamp is located 60 km from Nantes and from Rennes and 30mn from Golfe du Morbillan.
	Terminal: Redon.                             Meeting point : on 04/08/08 at 14h00 in Redon train station.
	Accommodation: in tents.                    Language:  French/ English
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CBF12	RENO	04.08.2008	24.08.2008	18+
	description
	CBF12 GUILVINEC              04/08/08 - 24/08/08         11 vol          RENO    
	The town of Guilvinec - ar Gelveneg in Breton, " the rocky village " - is situated at the western extreme of Brittany.
	 It is a country rich in colors and traditions. Guilvinec is the most important  small-scale fishing port in France. 
	Born more than a century ago of a small fishermen's colony, the town makes its living from fishing and at the 
	rhythm of life reflects this . It is identified as the “heart of French fishing". It is the administrative capital of the 
	maritime district which groups the ports of Guilvinec, Loctudy, Lesconil and Saint-Guénolé. The letter " GV " on 
	boats indicates that they belong to this maritime district.
	The municipality has not only a maritime heritage but also a building heritage which it wishes to enhance by hosting
	 an international workcamp to restore a baker's oven located in an exceptional setting next to the sea. You will 
	have the opportunity to learn the construction techniques and the functioning of a baker's oven while taking 
	advantage of the exceptional view and the encouragement of numerous hikers who walk in the neighbouring roads. 
	
	Leisure time activities will allow you to discover Guilvinec. A few kilometres away from the sea, the landscape 
	changes into an ideal countryside for strolls. From small roads to sunken paths, you will discover chapels, 
	fountains and megaliths. All along the 10 km coastline you will see sandy beaches and rocky outcrops. You can 
	choose between the sheltered creek or the family beach. You can practise water sports: sailing, kayak, water-
	skiing, etc.
	Location : situated in the south extremity of the department of Finistère, Guilvinec is a big port in a picturesque 
	municipality, typical of the Bigouden Country, which lies at the extremity of Brittany, 35 km South of Quimper. 
	Framed on one side by the port, and on the other by its beaches, the city stretches down to the sea, offering a 
	magnificent view.
	Terminal: Quimper.                             Meeting point : on 04/08/08 at 14h00 in Quimper train station.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CBF13	RENO	04.08.2008	24.08.2008	18+
	description
	CBF13 PONT SCORFF             04/08/08 - 24/08/08       11 vol            RENO    
	Pont-Scorff, a Breton municipality of the Morbihan department, is situated in the valley of the Scorff river. For a 
	long time, the ford of Pont-Scorff was the only place where the river could be crossed. It is the reason for which 
	the Romans established a bridge there, allowing the cities of Nantes and Brest to be connected by a Roman road.
	
	Pont-Scorff thus began to develop thanks to the construction of this bridge. Numerous industries related to the 
	river activity established themselves in the lower part: flour mills, fisheries, canal transport and also laundresses.
	After rapid urban development, the years 1980-1990 were marked by an increased awareness  of the local heritage
	 and by cultural development. The restoration of ancient buildings, the renewed desire to preserve the natural 
	heritage and the protection of the natural landscape were  accentuated  by the creation of cultural places and 
	exhibitions. Today part of the Rural Heritage of Brittany, Pont-Scorff claims above all to be a city of Art and 
	Culture.
	Heritage is always at the heart of the concerns of the municipality and for that reason it has decided to welcome a 
	team of volunteers to continue the program of restoration and development of its heritage.
	The workcamp is expected to restore old embankments found almost everywhere in the municipality, the lovers of 
	old stones and traditional masonry will warmly be received by the inhabitants who will thank you for your help and 
	for saving the "treasures" of their town.
	Work: traditional masonry.
	Location : Pont-Scorff is situated 10 minutes from Lorient in a green setting, along the valley of Scorff, near the 
	Atlantic Ocean. Rich in historical, cultural and environmental heritage, Pont-Scorff, classified as a village of rural 
	heritage in Brittany and a city of the art professions, is ready to host you.
	Terminal: Lorient           Meeting point : on 04/08/08 at 14h00 in Lorient train station.
	Accommodation: in tents.                      Language:  French/ English
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CBF14	ENVI	04.08.2008	25.08.2008	18+
	description
	CBF14 SERVIES                04/08/08 - 25/08/08           12 vol            ENVI    
	Servies is a small village located in the Tarn department at the edge of a river and on the slope of a hill. Different 
	projects have been carried out to make this small village more attractive. There is still some work to do and the 
	municipality not only wants to host an international group of volunteers to help to continue the work but also to 
	bring an international dynamic to the local population and  permit others to appreciate its small heritage.
	Work : Restoration of stone walls (de-plastering and rejoining stone with lime), and maybe restoration of a fountain.
	 To be confirmed.
	Location : this workcamp is located 20km from  Castres and 60km from Toulouse. Numerous possibilities for 
	hiking or riding will give you the opportunity to discover the nature and countryside around. Excursions to cultural 
	sites: Lautrec, Albi, Sidobre …is also possible. Many local fêtes in the villages around will offer the occasion to get
	 to know and to share in French culture. Exchanges with other workcamps present at the same time will allow you 
	to meet many volunteers from all over the world.
	Terminal: Vielmur sur Agoût.                      Nearest airport: Toulouse
	Meeting point : on 04/08/08 at 16h42 in Vielmur sur Agoût train station.
	Accommodation: An interior space for sleeping, showers are in the locker rooms very near the accommodation 
	place. You will use a kitchen installed in a room.  Special remarks: A lot of contact with the locals.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CBF15	RENO	07.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	CBF15 MONCLAR DE QUERCY 1        07/07/08 - 26/07/08     12 vol       RENO    
	A small rural town, perched on the last hills of "bas - Quercy", Monclar gives the impression of clinging on so as 
	not to slide down the hill. In the past fortified, with an tumultuous history, Monclar had a big feudal Castle which 
	was partially destroyed on several occasions in the past. Today the castle no longer exists.
	This municipality has been hosting groups of volunteers for several years.  After undertaking the construction of 
	wooden fences to recreate the fortifications of the castle, and of a little stone staircase and a fountain, last year 
	the volunteers finished the restoration of a chapel near the school to host local cultural activities (theatre, 
	exhibitions etc...).
	Works: continuation of the realization of the fence on the hill of feudal castle, finishing the entrance (stone wall and
	  wood), finishing repointing a wall of the school.
	Location : this workcamp is located 50km from Toulouse and 20 km from Montauban. If you like nature, you will 
	have the opportunity to go for walks around the lake. 
	Rich in heritage, Monclar and the surrounding area offers a lot of unmissable sites: Gorges de l'Aveyron, Cordes 
	Sur Ciel, St Antonin Noble Val, Forest of Grésigne…. There is a leisure centre and possibilities for various 
	activities nearby.
	Terminal: Montauban.                          Nearest airport: Toulouse.
	Meeting point : on 07/07/08 at 16h36 in Montauban train station.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CBF16	RENO	03.08.2008	23.08.2008	18+
	description
	CBF16 MONTCLAR DE QUERCY 2        03/08/08 - 23/08/08      12 vol      RENO    
	A small rural town, perched on the last hills of "bas - Quercy", Monclar gives the impression of clinging on so as 
	not to slide down the hill. In the past fortified, with an tumultuous history, Monclar had a big feudal Castle which 
	was partially destroyed on several occasions in the past. Today the castle no longer exists.
	This municipality has been hosting groups of volunteers for several years.  After undertaking the construction of 
	wooden fences to recreate the fortifications of the castle, and of a little stone staircase and a fountain, last year 
	the volunteers finished the restoration of a chapel near the school to host local cultural activities (theatre, 
	exhibitions etc...).
	This year, the municipality wishes to continue the restoration of the small chapel situated a few kilometres from 
	Monclar in the heart of the countryside. This chapel, built of stone and brick, endowed with a typical charm was de-
	plastered on the inside in 2007. Work: Repair of the joining of the red bricks with lime. Small-scale masonry work 
	will also be done if necessary. BE CARREFUL : work at height on scaffolding.
	Location : this workcamp is located 50km from Toulouse and 20 km from Montauban. If you like nature, you will 
	have the opportunity to go for walks around the lake. 
	Rich in heritage, Monclar and the surrounding area offers a lot of unmissable sites: Gorges de l'Aveyron, Cordes 
	Sur Ciel, St Antonin Noble Val, Forest of Grésigne…. There is a leisure centre and possibilities for various 
	activities nearby.
	Terminal: Montauban.            Nearest airport:Toulouse.
	Meeting point : on 03/08/08 at in Montauban train station.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CBF17	RENO	09.06.2008	27.06.2008	18+
	description
	CBF17 MOURVILLES 1           09/06/08 - 27/06/08          8 vol           RENO    
	The association " a place for utopia " which host individuals with long-term difficulties (like emergency 
	accommodation, or in a campsite residence) is situated in the municipality of Mourvilles-hautes in the department 
	of Haute Garonne. The head office of the association is situated on a hill near a wood that offers an open and 
	panoramic view of the Pyrenees. This bucolic place allows vistors to recharge their batteries and to take advantage
	 of the natural setting (environment, healthy and natural food). To bring an international dynamic and to revitalise 
	the current projects, this association wishes to welcome you and to share with you moments of cultural exchange, 
	conviviality based on human values and culinary wealth.
	Work: participation in the construction of a lagoon (draining, enclosure of the ponds, clearing) and intervention on 
	the toilets of the campsite (fitting-out of the interior). Attention: work may be modified according to its progress.
	Location : This workcamp is situated 21km from Castelnaudary and 50km from Toulouse. Several possibilities for 
	hikes which will give you the occasion to discover the local nature and the countryside.
	Discovery of the surrounding cultural and natural sites: Castelnaudary, Revel, St Ferréol …
	Terminal: Castelnaudary.              Nearest airport: Toulouse.
	Meeting point : on 09/06/08 at 16h54 in Castelnaudary train station.
	Accommodation: In the dormitory of the first floor of the living house. Bathrooms on the site. The meals will be 
	prepared by members of the association.
	Special remarks: A lot of contact with the members of the association. You will take advantage of the rich local 
	gastronomy, consisting of natural products taken from the garden and from the farm (vegetables, poultry, pâté).
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CBF18	RENO	04.08.2008	23.08.2008	18+
	description
	CBF18 MOURVILLES 2           04/08/08 - 23/08/08          8 vol          RENO    
	The association " a place for utopia " which host individuals with long-term difficulties (like emergency 
	accommodation, or in a campsite residence) is situated in the municipality of Mourvilles-hautes in the department 
	of Haute Garonne. The head office of the association is situated on a hill near a wood that offers an open and 
	panoramic view of the Pyrenees. This bucolic place allows vistors to recharge their batteries and to take advantage
	 of the natural setting (environment, healthy and natural food). To bring an international dynamic and to revitalise 
	the current projects, this association wishes to welcome you and to share with you moments of cultural exchange, 
	conviviality based on human values and culinary wealth.
	Work: Works of masonry for the studio for emergency hosting (working with stones, the opening..). The works will 
	be exactly defined later according to the progress.
	Location : This workcamp is situated 21km from Castelnaudary and 50km from Toulouse. Several possibilities for 
	hikes which will give you the occasion to discover the local nature and the countryside.
	Discovery of the surrounding cultural and natural sites: Castelnaudary, Revel, St Ferréol …
	Terminal: Castelnaudary.            Nearest airport: Toulouse
	Meeting point : on 04/08/08 at 16h54 in Castelnaudary train station.
	Accommodation: In the dormitory of the first floor of the living house. Bathrooms on the site. The meals will be 
	prepared by members of the association.
	Special remarks: A lot of contact with the members of the association. You will take advantage of the rich local 
	gastronomy, consisting of natural products taken from the garden and from the farm (vegetables, poultry, pâté).
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CBF19	RENO	07.07.2008	28.07.2008	18+
	description
	CBF19 VIEUX              07/07/08 - 28/07/08           12 vol              RENO    
	The municipality of Vieux is situated in the department of Tarn and has about 150 inhabitants. This small village of 
	remarkable architecture and built on stone is situated where the  Gaillacois and the forest of Grésigne cross. Due 
	to its geographical situation, its typical houses, as well as its numerous hiking trails, the municipality of Vieux 
	attracts every year many tourists who come to discover the architectural wealth of this small village and in 
	particular its listed church.
	Vieux, with its inhabitants, who are very concerned about the protection of their village, has begun a program of 
	embellishment of his municipality. Built in white stone, this village began the protection of its heritage with the 
	restoration of its classified church, the local pride, which deserves a visit to discover this local wealth. To continue 
	the development of its village, Vieux wishes to restore its washhouse situated in the heart of the village; a historic 
	place, a place of exchange and a symbol of local identity.
	Work: De-plastering and rejoining of the wall and the fountain of the washhouse. Digging, evacuation and cleaning 
	of the entrance. Clearing, stone and lime construction of the collapsed wall. Small-scale works not defined yet.
	Location : This workcamp is situated 15 km from Gaillac in the western North-West of the department of the Tarn, 
	near Tarn-et-Garonne and 70 km from Toulouse.
	Discovery of the Gaillac region ( wine-producing area) and of the forest of Grésigne, classified site Natura on 
	2000. Region rich in heritage, you will have the occasion to discover beautiful villages, such as Penne, Castelnau 
	de Montmiral, Cordes sur ciel…
	Terminal: Gaillac                         Nearest airport: Toulouse
	Meeting point : on 07/07/08 at 16h51 in Gaillac train station.
	Accommodation: in premises (to be confirmed).
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CBF20	SOCI	01.08.2008	31.08.2008	18+
	description
	CBF20 HOW THE CITIES CHANGE?  Dates not confirmed yet (August 08) - 20 vol         
	YFE project
	Target group : Youth between 18 and 25 who have an interest for accommodation/urban change and who like 
	dancing or who are interested to dance. It will be contemporary dance.
	In Bordeaux and suburbs they destroy the big and ugly building and build new ones better for people. Or near the 
	city center some district which were disadvantaged before are now fashionable/popular. The life change a lot in 
	those areas. Why? How? When? ...What’s happen about that in other cities, in other countries? Why and how 
	cities change? The participants will dance with a professional dance teacher in many public places and 
	disadvantaged areas in Bordeaux. Dance is a support to exchange about the urban mutation/how cities change. We
	 hope to find french participants who have lived this experience and how they feel about this mutation. It’s also a 
	way to give life in areas which change, which are in transition.The project still open to new propositions from you of
	 course.
	Location : Bordeaux (city in the south west of France, near Atlantic ocean (more or less 45 min by car), in wines 
	and castles regionOfficial website: www.bordeaux-city.com 
	Nearest airport: Bordeaux
	Special remarks: YiA project . Partners will be choosen during the TM.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CBFMTV01	KIDS	02.07.2008	15.08.2008	18+
	description
	CBFMTV01 - LUDOTHEQUE CASTRAISE - 02/07/08-15/08/08 1 vol  KIDS
	Since more than 20 years the Ludoteque of Castres is organising each summer a leisure centre with special 
	activities in July and August for the children of our town. 
	Leisure time activities are daily proposed from Monday to Friday from 9.00 to 18.30  to 50 - 60 kids in the age of 3
	 to 12 years old. These activities are organised by a team of 7 animators (aged from 20 to 30 years old) and this 
	year the association decided to invite also an international volunteer to join the team of animators and to help to 
	carry out the activities with the kids. The volunteer is fully integrated in the team as animator taking 
	responsibilities, initiatives  and is invited to bring a new international point of view, facilitating the discovery of 
	another culture for the kids, intercultural learning and maybe some specific leisure  activities linked to the country 
	he/she is coming from. The group of children will be divided in 4 age-groups (3/4; 5/6; 6-9, 9-12) and the animator 
	will develop adapted activities around some themes. The panorama of activities is very large and depends on the 
	age of the kids, but always different  sportive, cultural, scientific, creative or manual activities and excursions in 
	the region and very different kinds of  play schemes will be put into practice.
	Profile of the volunteer: The project looks for a dynamic and creative volunteer, willing to take responsibility and to
	 gain some  experience in the field of animation in France.
	French language skills are requested, at least to communicate more or less well  with the kids and the team. Some 
	experience in animation or with an organisation of (leisure time) activities for kids would be very useful.
	Location : This project will be in Castres.          Terminal: Castres
	Nearest airport: Toulouse
	Accomodation: The volunteer has lodgement and food for free. For lunch s/he will eat with the kids, for the rest 
	s/he will have a budget for food. He/she will have a single room in our  apartment with our long term volunteers 
	(EVS).  No travel costs refund but 75€ pocket money for the period!
	Language:  French / English
	Conditions: the volunteer will work in the leisure centre from July 4th to August 14th, but to facilitate her/his 
	integration in the project and with the team s/he is invited to come some days before.  The work in the leisure 
	centre will be from Monday to Friday, about 35-40h (it will be intensive and long days!) but with free time at the 
	weekends and also some half days free during the week. Men volunteers will be preferred.
	Please send application and motivation letter, deadline for selection end of April.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC 01-2008-MTV	SOCI	01.03.2008	01.07.2008	18-26
	description
	MTV  CONC 02-2008 – Concordia France
	Paris office
	
	
	Concordia France is a non-governmental, non-profit organisation established in 1950.  We organise around 120 
	workcamps in 7 regions of France and we send volunteers to workcamps abroad organised by 60 partner 
	organisations all around the world. 
	Since 1989, we have had medium term volunteers (MTV) in our office in Paris. They help us in the busiest time of 
	the year.
	MTV Volunteer project 
	
	Being MTV in Concordia ….
	...You’re in Paris in spring, it’s not just for a romantic weekend or a brief visit. You’re going to stay for 5 months in
	 the dynamic, busy and sometimes hectic Concordia office. You’ll be involved in the placement of more than 2000
	 volunteers on international workcamps in France and in more than 60 countries throughout the world. What’s more,
	 there will be the opportunity to lead or participate in a workcamp, improve your English and French and even enjoy
	 the city, if you’ll not be too tired (below, Tiziano, MTV in 2005, after sending more than 250 volunteers)!
	So, how can this become reality? 
	Did you have a previous voluntary experience?
	Can you speak and write French?
	Do you enjoy living and working in a group?
	Are you organised and able to work under stress and during long hours?
	Do you enjoy contact with people (usually very nice ones)?
	Do you want to make friends all over the world (often only by sending faxes, emails or by telephone)?
	
	Being MTV in Concordia means to offer a better welcoming to Concordia volunteers.  We are expecting from MTV 
	volunteer to come with a great sense of humour especially when it is getting really crazy during the hottest time of 
	the placement season. 
	Of course if you have a personal project, Paris office team will make all the efforts to help you to realise it!  
	
	THE WORK 
	
	This year CONCORDIA is looking for 4 Volunteers. Those positions will start on the 17th of March to the end of 
	July (or August if you decide to participate in a camp or be camp leader). During this period you must be prepared 
	to work very hard: the working hours in Concordia are from 9 to 18 from Monday to Friday, with lunch break from 
	13 to 14. The busiest time is in May and June, when most of the placements of volunteers for summer workcamps
	 are made, and it will be sometimes necessary to stay longer to finish the work…Some activities, like trainings or 
	information days, will also take place during the week-ends and you’re of course invited to participate, but in most 
	of the cases not obliged…
	
	MAIN TASKS
	
	3 volunteers will be involved in the placement of French volunteers abroad (around 1000 applications), mainly in 
	projects in European countries.
	1 volunteer will be involved in the placement of French volunteers in international projects in France.
	
	Outgoing placements
	
	Communication with partner organisations   		mostly 	in English
	Communication with volunteers and their nice families			in French
	Organisation of the technical work/planning				in French/English
	
	Incoming placements (French volunteers in France)
	
	Communication with French volunteers					in French
	Organisation of the technical work/planning				in French
	Reception									in French 
	
	Basic knowledge of Word, Excel and Outlook (or similar) are « strictly required » for all positions.
	An experience of few days in your sending organisation is a must!
	Even if you can’t do all these things you can still apply. You may be just the sort of person that we’re looking for!
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	PRACTICAL INFORMATION
	

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	
	ACCOMMODATION
	
	In Concordia’s flat, 25 minutes from the new office. 
	You will sleep in basic rooms shared with the other MTVs, with bathroom and kitchen. Please bring a sleeping bag or
	 sheets.
	The neighbourhood is one of more lively and multiethnic in Paris, whit lot of small restaurants, strange people and a
	 lot of typical wild life Parisian animals (pigeons, mice, rats…)! 
	POCKET MONEY
	
	80 € per week and a monthly card for public transport in Paris. This isn’t a lot, but it’s enough to eat (all meals are 
	at your expense) and go out once or twice a week if you are careful. If you’re trying to quit smoking, that could be 
	the right time.
	
	INSURANCE
	
	You will be covered during the time at work, but you need medical insurance. Bring Form E111 if you are coming 
	from European Union countries or a medical insurance if you come from outside EU.
	There are all the exciting places to visit in Paris, and all the wonderful people in Concordia office (and their friends).
	 After the busiest time and according to the schedule in the office you will have one week of holidays, and of 
	course you will also have the possibility to take part in a workcamp in August. 
	
	It can be very exciting to live and work in Paris, but it can also be very hard and demanding. Are you ready to 
	share your life for 5 months with the other volunteers (at the office and “at home”), answer tons of telephone calls 
	and e-mails in a foreign language and survive the proverbial kindness of indigenous Parisian?
	
	Applications: Until 10th of February maximum.
	“Selection” of CVs: from Mid January until Mid February.
	Period of MTV project: 17th March to the end of July, end of Augsut for 2 MTV. 
	Please tell us if you are ready or not to stay until the end of Augsut !!!
	If you want to take part to one or more of Concordia’s workcamps you can stay with us for longer!
	
	HOW TO APPLY
	
	Send your motivation letter and curriculum vitae (in French) through your sending organisation to:
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC 02-2008-MTV	SOCI	01.07.2008	01.10.2008	18-26
	description
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC 155	ENVI	04.07.2008	25.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC 155   04/07-25/07
	WIMEREUX  
	ENVI
	PROJECT: The “Fort de la Creche” is an old military base in front of the sea between Boulogne and Wimereux. 
	Since some years ago, there is one French governmental organization called “Le Conservatoire du Littoral” which 
	takes care of the coast in with the objective to protect it. Since some years ago, they work with a local association
	 (in charge of the “Fort de la Crèche”) to give value to the military base, in order to open it to the public. Now is our
	 turn to help them for the second year in this task. The association waits us with impatience to help them in the 
	works inside the military base. With this task you will be able to discover the wonderful Opale’s coast and also one 
	historical monument. 
	WORK: The volunteers have to insure one track to arrive in the military base and also to give value to the ruins. If
	 the weather is not so good, the work will be in the interior of the barrack buildings, with e rehabilitation of one of his
	 alveolus. 
	LOCATION: the “Fort de la Crèche” is situated in Wimereux, in Pas-de-Calais region, close to the chanel. 
	ACCOMODATTION: in tents in the public camping
	MEETING POINT: Boulogne sur Mer’s train station 
	REQUIREMENTS: bring your own work’s and its essential the tetanus vaccination
	15 VOLS.  17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC 183	RENO	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC 183   04/07 – 26/07
	CASTELNAU DE LÉVIS 
	RENO 
	PROJECT : this is the seventeenth year that Concordia organises a workcamp in Castelnau-de-Levis. The groups 
	used to restore the week parts of the castle, a pigeon house and various parts of heritage in the village. Notice 
	that the local population is very friendly and that an important close friendship is linked each year. 
	http://patwo.com/escapade/castelnau.htm
	WORK : this year, you’ll carry on the restoration of some weak parts of the castle with basic masonry.
	LOCATION : with its impressive tower (40 m) and its ramparts, the castle overlooks the village. Castelnau is 5 Km 
	from Albi. It is an historically rich area with many possibilities for walks and visits (the cathedral of Albi is very 
	famous)
	ACCOMMODATION : lodging in a village hall
	TERMINAL : Albi-Ville station.
	13 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC 184	SOCI	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC 184    04/07 – 26/07
	EMMAÜS  1  
	Social   Partnership with the Emmaüs community
	PROJECT: in partnership with the GIVE (International Group of the Volunteers Emmaüs), Concordia puts in place 
	its seventh workcamp. Led by Emmaüs comrades, you’ll work with the comrades (recovering, sorting, sale, 
	cooking for a group of 30 persons, etc). You’ll share the life of the comrades as well as the life of other 
	international volunteers. 
	WORK : various sorting and cleaning works, etc.
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS : the volunteers will work during the same hours that the comrades and their free days 
	will be the Wednesday and the Sunday.
	ACCOMMODATION: under tent. If you have one, you may bring it.
	LOCATION: 15 Km south-east of Toulouse 
	TERMINAL: Escalquens train station
	12 VOLS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
	http://www.emmaus-toulouse.org/fr/index.php?gestion=pages&id_page=3
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC 185	RENO	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC 185   04/07 – 26/07  
	SAINT IZAIRE 
	RENO
	PROJECT: the village of St Izaire is a very nice village of the Aveyron, very rich in historical heritage, crossed by
	 the river “Le Dourdou”. During the five previous years, the volunteers made various works like clearing vegetation
	 and doing basic masonry in the village and especially around the castle. The area offers many leisure possibilities
	 (walks, swimming, visits, etc.). Notice that you will be very well welcomed by the inhabitants who are very 
	friendly so that you will have many contacts to discover this region and its uses. 
	WORK:  Fitting out around the castel and on a spring. Clearing vegetation on various sites. Those works will be set
	 by the town council according with the needs.
	LOCATION: isolated village, in south of France, between Millau and Albi 
	http://www.vivreaupays.fr/communes/com67.htm
	ACCOMMODATION : lodging under tent (if you have one, you may bring it)
	TERMINAL: bus stop of Vabres
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: only 2 buses per a day. So, don’t miss them 
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC001	CULT	06.06.2008	28.06.2008	17+
	description
	CONC001   06/06 – 28/06 CUBLIZE – LAC DES SAPINS 
	CULT/RENO 
	PROJET: The tourism centre of « Lac des Sapins » organize each year a triathlon on the site of the lake. 850 
	participants from the whole of France participate to this sportive demonstration. A lot of volunteers will help to the 
	organization of this 12th edition which will take place the 21st and 22nd June. You can be sure that you will have a 
	lot of nice exchanges with local population.
	WORK: You will help to the logistic setting up of the triathlon. You will work before, during and after this sportive 
	demonstration in order to discover in totality the organization of this type of event. Also, you will work on the 
	renovation of the “Youth local house” situated next to the lake. Some works of painting will be realized and in 
	particular a fresco about international solidarity.
	ACCOMMODATION: Under tents next to the lake to the  “Youth local house”
	Special requirements: Bring working gloves, good walking shoes and a sleeping bag.
	LOCATION: The lake called “Lac des sapins” is situated to the heart of a recreation base in a wonderful wooded 
	place at 440 meters of altitude. At 65km in the Northwest of Lyon.
	TERMINAL : To Amplepuis train station.
	SPECIAL REMARKS: For more information have a look at: www.lacdessapins.fr
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC002	RENO	23.06.2008	08.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC002   23/06-08/07   
	PNR MONTS D’ARDECHE – SAINT JOSEPH DES BANCS   
	RENO 
	PROJECT:  The “Parc Naturel Regional des Monts d’Ardèche” was founded in 2001 to preserve and develop the 
	present treasures in the region.
	This is the first year that the Park welcomes an international workcamp. You will work face to a magnificent 
	panorama in the “Parc Naturel des Monts d’Ardèche”, in a rich region thanks to its natural, cultural and landscaped 
	heritage.
	The Mont Mézenc, the Massif de la Tanargue, the musée de la châtaigneraie (a museum about sweet chestnuts) are
	 only waiting for you, so let you charmed!!!
	WORK: You will restore a part of a small roman alley called “calade” in French on the “via podiensis” an ancient 
	way of business around “Le Malpas” site, a sensational place overhanging the mountains of Ardèche. Situated near
	 a community clinic ruins, the restoration of this alley will be made according to an ancestral traditional method. 
	This is a meticulous work which is waiting for you.
	ACCOMMODATION: In a shelter or in a campsite at St Joseph des Bancs
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Bring comfortable shoes for hiking, working gloves, a sleeping bag and warm clothes: 
	you’re in the mountains!
	LOCATION: At 20 km of Aubenas, 25km of Privas and 70 km in the southwest of Valence.
	TERMINAL: At Privas bus stop
	Special remarks: www.parc-monts-ardeche.fr
	12 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC003	RENO	09.07.2008	24.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC003   09/07 – 24/07
	PNR MONTS D’ARDÈCHE – GENESTELLE      
	RENO 
	PROJECT: The PNR des Monts d’Ardèche was founded in 2001 to preserve and develop the present treasures in 
	the region. This is the first year that the Park hosts an international workcamp. You will work face to a magnificent 
	panorama in the PNR des Monts d’Ardèche in a rich region thanks to its natural, cultural and landscaped heritage. 
	The Mont Mézenc, the massif de la Tanargue, the musée de la châtaigneraie ( a museum about sweet chestnuts) 
	are only waiting for you, let you charmed !!!
	WORK : In the continuity of the June workcamp which took place on the municipality of St Joseph des Bancs, the 
	same types of works are waiting for you for this second workcamp in the Parc Naturel Régional on the municipality
	 of Genestelle.
	You will restore a part of the small roman alley called “calade” in French located on the “via podiensis” an ancient 
	way of business around the “Bourlateyron” site, a sensational place overhanging the mountains of Ardèche. This 
	restoration will be made according to an ancestral traditional method. This is a meticulous work which is waiting for 
	you !
	ACCOMMODATION : In a shelter or in a campsite at Genestelle
	Special requirements: Bring comfortable shoes for hiking, working gloves, a sleeping bag and warm clothes: you’re 
	in the mountains!!!
	LOCATION : At 17km away of Aubenas, 30km of  Privas and 70 km in the Southwest  of Valence.
	TERMINAL : At Privas bus stop
	SPECIAL REMARKS: www.parc-monts-ardeche.fr
	12 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC004	RENO	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC004  09/07 - 31/07
	LA MURE  
	RENO 
	PROJECT: Concordia has already organised successfully 3 workcamps with the organization « Mountain Rural 
	University ». Since 2006 the MRU hires the « chapelle de Beaumont » in la Mure village. One of their aims is to 
	make a « Resource centre on the techniques for renovating the old buildings” out of this old chapel, in order to 
	develop the local and ecological methods and building materials. Several works will be realized in the future, 
	particularly by working sessions open to anybody. Come help the birth of this new place dedicated to the 
	ecological and traditional ways of building !
	WORK : Inside the chapel, to the ground floor, you will make a slab with ecological and local materials : 
	“Valbonnais plaster” and you will lay a parquet floor. To the first floor, after taking out the old coating ,you will 
	make a coating with lime on an interior wall of the chapel.
	Attention : Work on a scaffolding !!!
	ACCOMMODATION : Under tents to the football stadium.
	Special requirements: Bring good walking shoes, working gloves, a sleeping bag and warm clothes: nights can be 
	cold in mountain area!
	LOCATION: La Mure is a little, mountain village situated 40 Kms south of Grenoble, near the Ecrins National Park. 
	For the leisure time, you will have  a lot of possibilities : hiking in the mountain, discovering the traditional, 
	mountain architecture, swimming in the Lake of Laffrey, visiting Grenoble… 
	TERMINAL: La Mure bus station, reachable from Grenoble train station.
	SPECIAL REMARKS: For more information have a look at : www.ville-lamure.com
	12 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC005	RENO	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC005   09/07 - 31/07     
	LA MOTTE-SERVOLEX  
	RENO
	PREJECT: Six international workcamps have already been hosted successfully on the “Reinach Domain”, and on 
	some hamlets of the village (work on a washing-place and on a path). The cooperation with the Youth Service of 
	the village led to rich exchanges and a great involvement of the local youth. This year again, the town suggests to 
	work in order to improve the quality of life of inhabitants.
	WORK: You’ll work on the amphitheatre in Henri Dunant park, you’ll remove, replace and paint the wooden 
	structure of the seats. Also, you’ll work next to the village hall “Les Pervenches”, there you will make some new 
	pavement.
	ACCOMMODATION: Sleeping under tents, kitchen and bathroom in a gymnasium beside.
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Bring working gloves, good walking shoes and a sleeping bag!
	LOCATION: In Savoie, in the surroundings of Chambéry. Lots of possibilities for leisure time: hiking in Bauges or 
	Chartreuse mountains, swimming in Bourget or Aiguebelette lakes, visit of Chambéry, Annecy, Aix-les-Bains cities,
	 of Hautecombe abbey, tasting the famous Savoie wines… 
	TERMINAL: Chambéry train station.
	SPECIAL REMARKS: For more information have a look at : http://www.la-motte-servolex.com/
	15 VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC006	RENO	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC006  09/07 – 31/07
	PEISEY-NANCROIX 
	RENO 
	PROJECT: Peisey-Nancroix is a mountain village of 600 inhabitants, located in Vanoise national park and 
	surrounded by the Mont-Pourri (3779m). End of XVIIIth century, an important silver-lead mine was worked. The 
	mine was definitely shut in 1866 but the place is worth being restored to keep up with this incredible patrimonial 
	history. After a good participation of volunteers during the last year, the village would like to renew the partnership.
	 If all turns out well, Concordia may organise more workcamps in the future on the site! 
	WORK : Ground clearing, some lime masonry, dry-stone walls building, cleaning of ironworks.
	ACCOMMODATION : In a rural gîte, 300m from the work place.
	Special requirements: Bring good walking shoes, working gloves, a sleeping bag and warm clothes: nights can be 
	cold in mountain area!
	LOCATION : Peisey-Nancroix is a very isolated village in the mountain,10 Km south from Bourg St-Maurice by the
	 air (!), in Savoie département
	TERMINAL : Bourg St-Maurice train station
	Special remarks : www.peisey-vallandry.com
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC007	EDU	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC007   09/07-31/07
	SAINT GERMAIN AU MONT D’OR 
	EDU
	PROJECT: Based on its cultural, medieval and industrial heritage, St-Germain au Mont d’Or is a municipality of the 
	town of Lyon suburb which kept a very green environment and which took care of its goldstones heritage (notably 
	church and medieval castle). It hosts its second international workcamp this year further to its success in 2007. 
	Between the ponds of Dombes and the vineyards of the Beaujolais, come to discover all the gastronomic, historic 
	and patrimonial treasures of this small village with multiple facets.
	WORK: You will work on the conception and the installation of an heritage circuit dedicated to a public which each 
	year, come visit the numerous buildings present in the municipality.
	ACCOMMODATION: Under tents
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENT: Bring comfortable shoes for hiking, working gloves and a sleeping bag.
	LOCATION: Saint-Germain au Mont d’Or is situated in the north limit in the Rhône department.
	TERMINAL: At Saint-Germain au Mont d’Or train station
	Special remarks: www.saintgermainaumontdor.fr
	15 VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC008	RENO	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC008    09/07 - 31/07
	SAINTE-AGNES 
	RENO     
	PROJECT : Sainte-Agnès is a 10 hamlets village spread over 1000 meters high. Hanged on the “Belledonne 
	Balcony”, it’s a perfect place for ramblers and flocks. This year the village will host their 13th international 
	workcamp : an event the inhabitants of “la Perrière” hamlet are looking forward ! Every year, Jean organises a 
	“bread-oven day” and a wood sculpture workshop. And next to your house, the “Grand Joly” restaurant will be will 
	be of some precious help for sure!
	WORK : You will be guided by Bernard in mostly upkeeping and fitting out work in the village. Planning is not fixed 
	yet. But you will not be bored! Painting, repairing jobs, keeping up mountain footpaths, clearing and cleaning river 
	borders … Expect a diversity of tasks! You will have to walk from one working place to another.
	ACCOMMODATION :  Under tents next to an old house with basic comfort at an altitude of 900 m. If some work 
	will take place in mountain pastures you will sleep in a mountain shelter. 
	Special requirements : Ramblers and adventurers, this workcamp is for you ! Very important: bring working gloves,
	 good walking shoes, warm clothes and sleeping-bag. Backpack is compulsory.
	LOCATION : Sainte-Agnès is situated 15 km north-east from Grenoble, in the Belledonne mountains.
	TERMINAL : Brignoud train station.
	Special remarks : For more information have a look at:
	http://www.isere-tourisme.com/pages/index/id/4046
	12 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC009	ENVI	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC009   09/07 – 31/07      
	COGNIN 
	ENVI / RENO  
	PROJECT: Third workcamp with this village, very enthusiastic and particularly interested in the exchanges you will 
	have with the local youth. It will be possible for you to take part in some animations of the pedagogical municipal 
	farm for which you will work… and why not putting forward some of your ideas, for the children ? Lots of activities
	 are possible for leisure time : hiking in Bauges or Chartreuse mountains, swimming in Lac du Bourget, visiting wine
	 cellars and vineyards of  Savoie,  the old city centre of Chambéry, the Hautecombe abbey…
	WORK : On the big municipal Domain of Forézan, you will build a new hut with wooden boards for the sheeps and 
	goats. You will also do the spadework on some fields and on a botanic path, build a wooden portal, and improve a 
	crossing place for the goats. And if you have time, the construction of a small wall in dry stones is possible.
	ACCOMMODATION : In the castle of  Forézan
	Special requirements: Bring working gloves and good walking shoes.
	LOCATION :  Cognin is situated in the surroundings of Chambéry, in Savoie.
	TERMINAL : Chambéry train station. 
	SPECIAL REMARKS: For more information have a look at: www.123savoie.com/index.php?act=art&art=210
	12 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC010	RENO	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC010      09/07 – 31/07
	BOUVESSE QUIRIEU
	RENO
	PROJECT: Restoration of Quirieu, 12th century archeological site 
	Located in the north of the “Pays des Couleurs” (Colours’ Country), on a small rock mountain, the old border spot 
	standing between Dauphiné and Savoie has been being restored since 1993. The “Pays des Couleurs” local 
	Community has started rebuilding the castle and the church and fortified house from the lower-village. The 
	objective is not to rebuild as it used to be but to give a true idea of how the site was structured at that time in order
	 to get a better understanding of the life of the village. The workcamp will be the third in the village even if 
	Concordia has been in contact with Bouvesse-Quirieu for 6 years. The community is willing to involve international 
	workcamps into this fabulous site restoration for many years.
	WORK: You will work in the lower-village. You will rebuild dry-stone walls lining the main and central cobbled 
	avenue. The local Community wish to invite you in different activities to discover the place together with local 
	young people.
	ACCOMMODATION: In Les Gaillards hamlet (250 inhabitants) in Bouvesse-Quirieu, in the old primary school. Beds 
	on the floor, kitchen outside under the covered playground. 500 m from the working place by foot.
	Special requirements: Bring good walking shoes,  working gloves and a sleeping bag.
	LOCATION: In the North-East of Isère département, the “Pays des Couleurs” is made of 18 villages, 22 000 
	inhabitants. You will go to Morestel, the Painters’ City, visiting its 11th century squared tower and its painting 
	private galleries; Crémieu, the medieval and fortified city. You will walk around the Stone Country, visiting 
	Montalieu museum and discovering traditional stone houses. Bouvesse-Quirieu (1165 inhabitants) surrounds the 
	Rhône valley and the plain country of Isère. 54 Km from Chambéry and 70 Km from Lyon.
	TERMINAL: Bouvesse townhall bus stop
	Special remarks: http://www.isere-tourisme.com/pages/index/id/5303 and http://www.morestel.com/x-ot-
	tourisme.html 
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC011	ENVI	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC011   01/08 - 23/08      
	SAINT-PIERRE D’ALLEVARD 
	ENVI    
	PROJECT : In Belledonne mountains, the area of Allevard is proud of its past of iron mining and water power use. 
	St-Pierre d’Allevard also offers many walking paths and a protected, natural area : the marshland of Sailles (Marais
	 de Sailles). After two years to work in the marshland, and the last year in the arboretum (a tree conservation and 
	collection place) This year, you will work on the improvement and valorization of pastures . For nature lovers!
	WORK : You’ll work on pastures managed by an association (Association Foncière Pastorale)
	 at 1192m of altitude. You will clear the ground, select trees, and fit out stocking water point for animals. You will 
	work with Annayk, the community Environment project Officer who will reveal all nature secrets to you.
	ACCOMMODATION : Under tents close to the primary school in the centre of the village.
	Special requirements : Bring working gloves, good walking shoes, warm clothes and sleeping-bag. You are in the 
	mountain, nights can be fresh !
	LOCATION : In Belledonne mountains above the Grésivaudan Valley, less than 40 km from Grenoble and 
	Chambéry.
	TERMINAL : Goncelin train station.
	15 VOLUNTEERS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC012	RENO	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC012  01/08 – 23/08
	PIERRE BENITE   
	RENO  
	PROJECT The « petit Perron » is a veritable jewel of the Renaissance. Redeemed in 1978 in order to be saved, the
	 buildings were renovated step by step. This building, classified “historic monument” of the 16th century, is 
	intended in the future for some ambitious projects. Indeed, created in 2005, the association of “The Perron 
	Conservatory of  know-how” wish to create a meeting place for artisans and arts artists. In contact with Concordia 
	since 2005, the place of “Petit Perron” is waiting for you in 2008 for a new workcamp in this incredible monument.
	WORK : You will work on the renovation and the enhancer of the buildings of Petit Perron through traditional 
	masonry. You will take out the old coating in a room of the building and you will re-do a new coating with lime. 
	Some works on the floors of the building will be predicted.
	ACCOMMODATION : In a room of the petit Perron building.
	Special requirements: Bring working gloves, good walking shoes and a sleeping-bag.
	LOCATION : At 10 km in the south of Lyon
	TERMINAL : To the Pierre Bénite train station
	SPECIAL REMARKS: For more information have a look at: www.ville-pierre-benite.fr
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC013	RENO	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC013  01/08 – 23/08
	MEILLONNAS    
	RENO 
	PROJECT: You are in Meillonnas, a very picturesque village of the Revermont area. Concordia comes back in the 
	village after a workcamp in 1995 on the medieval castle and in 2007 on varied rehabilitation works.
	Located next to a way of walkers, the workplace will allow a lot of echanges with the walkers and the local 
	population.
	For the excursions, you will have the choice between the forested hills of Revermont, the canyon of the Ain river, 
	the old city of Bourg-en-Bresse, the Bugey food specialities and typical villages, local craftsmen … 
	WORK: You’ll work on the valorization of the traditionnal wash-house of “la Verne”, for that you’ll do different works
	 : To destroy the old joints, and to rebuilt news joints of a wall with lime, to clean and paint the carpentry and some 
	small works…
	ACCOMMODATION: In the medieval castle, 200m from the village centre.
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENT: Bring working gloves, good walking shoes and a sleeping bag.
	LOCATION: Meillonnas is about 10 Km north-east of Bourg-en-Bresse, in Ain département.
	TERMINAL : At the Bourg-en-Bresse train station.
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC014	ENVI	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC014  01/08-23/08
	DESAIGNES   
	ENVI / CULT  
	PROJECT : Village located to the  Natural Park of Ardèche Mounts, Désaignes is a place where there are a lot of 
	terraces in dry-stone. Deteriorated or abandoned, these terraces will be renovated in order to preserve the 
	exceptional know-how for their constructions and particularly to use for agriculture. Some grapevines will be 
	replanted, an area will be dedicated for the culture of medicinal plants and one space for apiculture. For hobbies 
	during the afternoons, bathing in the river called “Doux”, visit of  “Puy en Velay” and local farms, hiking, 
	observation of the flora and fauna, concerts … will be possible to do ! 
	WORK : You will work on the terraces where the panorama is wonderful. You will clear of brushwood certain areas 
	and you will restore some dry-stone walls. Also, you will help to prepare the medieval party which will take place in 
	the 1st week-end of august. (Decoration of the village, welcome public…)
	ACCOMMODATION : To the school of the village at 10 minutes to the work place.
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS : Bring working gloves, good walking shoes and a sleeping bag.
	LOCATION : Located to the North of the Ardèche Department at 40 km to Valence and 130 km of Lyon.
	TERMINAL : Valence train station
	SPECIAL REMARKS: For more information have a look at : http://www.desaignes.fr/
	13 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC015	RENO	08.08.2008	30.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC015   08/08 - 30/08      
	FORT-BARRAUX 
	RENO 
	PROJECT: You are in Fort-Barraux, the oldest “bastionned” stronghold in France built in the 16th century, a huge 
	fortress controlling the Grésivaudan Valley. In 2007, a Concordia workcamp gave back to the Fort its original 
	wooden flaps. This year, the partnership continues with the town of Barraux : your mission will be to reassure one 
	of the building of the Fort in obstructing esthetically the openings (doors and windows).
	WORK: You will measure, cut up, paint and screw some wooden boards on each openings to the ground floor of 
	one building.
	ACCOMMODATION: Under tents on the Fort’s plots, kitchen and common room in a building.
	Special requirements: Bring working gloves, good walking shoes and a sleeping bag.
	LOCATION: Barraux is on the border between Isère and Savoie areas, 20 kms south-east from Chambéry. Natural 
	Park of Chartreuse, Belledonne mountains, Plateau des Petites Roches… will make the hikers happy. And also the 
	Museum Bayard in Pontcharra, Grenoble and Chambéry cities, Lac du Bourget, famous vineyards of Savoie... 
	There will be something for everybody !
	TERMINAL: Pontcharra train station.
	Special remarks: For more information have a look at:
	www.atelierdesdauphins.com/forts/barraux/barraux.htm
	12 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC016	ENVI	08.08.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	CONC016  08/08 - 30/08
	GEX 
	ENVI / RENO 
	PROJECT : Imagine you are in the middle of mountains, with a breathtaking view on the Alpes and the Leman 
	Lake… It’s the 6th time that the Natural Reserve hosts an international workcamp, involving itself very much 
	every year : daily visit, animations for discovering the local fauna and flora, supplying of your shelter with an 
	ATV. For the outgoings, you will have the choice between rambling on the top of the Jurassic crests, visiting 
	Geneva or tasting the cheese in the villages of the “Pays de Gex”…
	WORK : The first part of workcamp will take place to the town of Crozet where you will work on some plots of land 
	situated at a low altitude of the natural reserve. Your will work against the vegetal invasion. Then on the « La 
	Ramas » high mountain pasture, you will do a vegetal selection in order to protect the natural reserve against the 
	vegetal invasion. There, you will rebuild a small wall following the “dry stone” way (without any mortar). 
	You will work in a tough and steep environment, helped by the rangers of the Natural Reserve. Good physical 
	condition required 
	ACCOMMODATION: The two first weeks in the village hall of Crozet, then the last week in the mountain shepherd 
	of “La Ramas”, more than 1400m high and very isolated. Basic comfort, smart-ness required!
	Special requirements: Ramblers and adventurers, this workcamp is for you! Very important: bring working gloves, 
	electric torch, good walking shoes, warm clothes and sleeping-bag. Backpack is compulsory.
	LOCATION: The Jura Natural Reserve is about 35 Km north-west from Geneva, in Ain departement.
	TERMINAL : Bellegarde-sur-Valserine train station.
	SPECIAL REMARKS: For more information have a look at:
	www.haute.chaine.jura.reserves-naturelles.org and www.pays-de-gex.org
	10 VOLS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC017	RENO	08.08.2008	30.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC017 08/08 - 30/08
	CHINDRIEUX  
	RENO
	PROJECT: You will work in front of a magnificent panorama above the “Lac du Bourget”, the Hautecombe abbey, 
	the marshland and vineyards of Chautagne… It will be the sixth year that this village hosts an international 
	workcamp. Last year some activities took place with the local youth, and every year a welcoming and departure 
	party are offered to the volunteers. And of course, the traditional “fondue savoyarde” organised by the Mayor ! 
	WORK: You will work on some dry-stone walls retaining the old path of “Cellier et Moulin Rouge”. This walls are 
	very common in the local landscape, in order to allow the culture of grapevine. You will clean and unclutter the 
	base of the wall, and select the stones to rebuild it without using any mortar. It’s a meticulous and rather physical 
	work : every stone has to be well placed and wedged.
	ACCOMMODATION : In the village gymnasium, on camp beds.
	Special requirements: Bring working gloves, good walking shoes and a sleeping bag.
	LOCATION : 20 km north from Aix-les-Bains city, very close to the Lac du Bourget, in Savoie.
	TERMINAL : Culoz train station.
	Special remarks: For more information have a look at : 
	www.avant-pays-savoyard.com/index.html www.supphoto.net/galerie/photos/savoie/pays_savoyard.php
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC018	CULT	15.08.2008	06.09.2008	17+
	description
	CONC018  15/08 – 06/09
	LEYMENT 
	CULT / ENVI 
	PROJECT : It’s the 7th year that the village hosts an International Concordia Workcamp. After five years  
	consecutive of work on the rehabilitation of an old barracks, the town would like to realize some news works for 
	local population.
	Leyment village also organise every year the famous “Farfouille” (30th edition this year), which attracts about 100 
	000 visitors during a week end ! It’s like a giant second-hand market for which a big part of the population is 
	helping. During each workcamp there were many dinners and exchanges with the inhabitants, who are doing 
	everything in order to make life easier for you !
	WORK : This year, you will fit out some picnic areas next to the communal forest. And, of course,  you will help 
	for the preparation of the Farfouille: settling stands, displaying posters, cooking traditional “galettes”, welcoming 
	visitors and exhibitors.
	ACCOMMODATION : In a house located at 1km of the centre.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC019	CULT	29.08.2008	20.09.2008	17+
	description
	CONC019  29/08 - 20/09      
	CREMIEU 
	CULT/RENO 
	PROJECT: The “St-Hippolyte” Hill offers a panoramic view on the medieval city of Crémieu. For 7 years, the city 
	has been hosting Concordia workcamps to renovate this place, with people with social difficulties of the 
	Association for Renovation of Crémieu’s Ramparts (ARRC). This year, during the first week, you will work with the
	 ARRC on the restoration of the ramparts of the town. The second week, the workcamp will be focused on “Les 
	Médiévales de Crémieu”, a 2 days party where the whole city turns back to Middle-Age! 
	WORK: On the St-Hippolyte Hill : building of “dry stone” walls and traditionnal masonry. Preparation of the 
	“Médiévales”, which take place 13th and 14th september: making of the flags, decoration of the city, raising of the 
	stands, welcome and guidance of the public, logistic help, unbuilding and disassembly after the party. 
	ACCOMMODATION: In the village hall, in the city centre.
	Special requirements: Bring working gloves, good walking shoes and a sleeping bag.
	LOCATION: Crémieu is a 3400 inhabitants medieval city, 35 km far from Lyon and 80 km from Grenoble. Ste-
	Hippolyte Hill, the medieval Market Hall of 14th century, the Delphinal Castle, the old houses and monasteries, the
	 picturesque streets … are waiting for you !
	TERMINAL: Crémieu bus station.
	Special remarks: For more information have a look at:
	www.ville-cremieu.fr and www.isere-tourisme.com/pages/index/id/1104
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC020	RENO	25.08.2008	16.09.2008	18+
	description
	CONC020  25/08 – 16/09    
	MIRIBEL - JONAGE 
	RENO   
	PROJECT: For some years, the suburban Park of Miribel-Jonage leads an animation and preservation program in 
	order to enhance the value of  its natural environment. Also, the park develops a cultural politics in order to 
	organize some events for the urban community of Lyon. Concordia is in contact with the Park of Miribel-Jonage 
	since 2 years. The last year, volunteers worked on the “Allivoz” farm to build a wall in using a traditional method. 
	(Traditional technical with rammed earth). For this 2nd year, some works of landscaping will be realized in a 
	sensitive area of the Park. Finally, volunteers will help in the organization of the Park party “Destination Nature” 
	and in the organization of a music festival “Woodstower”.
	WORK: You will work on a branch (arm) of the Rhône river in order to fit out and preserve this delicate ecosystem.
	 Also you will clear of brushwood and clean in an area dedicated to the environment pedagogy. Moreover you will 
	implicated in the organization of “Destination nature” will take place the 7th September as well as in the organization 
	of the “Woodstower” music festival which will take place the 29th and 30th August. 
	ACCOMMODATION: Under tents.
	LOCATION: The Park of Miribel-Jonage is situated to the Northeast of Lyon agglomeration. Come on to discover, 
	with the Park’s employees, fauna and flora in the wetlands of the park! And of course, the exceptional gastronomy
	 and historic heritage of Lyon and its surroundings.
	TERMINAL: At the tramway station of Meyzieu.
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENT: Bring working gloves, good walking shoes and a sleeping bag. For more information 
	have a look at: www.grand-parc.fr
	12 VOLS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC021	ENVI	01.09.2008	23.09.2008	17+
	description
	CONC021  01/09 – 23/09
	PNR EN VERCORS 
	ENVI  
	PROJECTS: The Vercors Natural park is one of the first Natural park created in the Alps. Above 2500 km of paths 
	stride this wonderful park which is exposed to some important degradation caused by erosion, climate et hikers. It 
	will be the fourth workcamp after the ones of 2005, 2006 and 2007. The Vercors Park is really enthusiastic to 
	restart the experience in 2008 in the villages of Saint Jean en Royans and Bouvante. The mountain culture is 
	waiting for you through wonderful panorama and forests. Hikers and adventurers, this workcamp is for you!
	WORK : You will work to the rehabilitation of some paths where some of them are damaged. To clear of 
	brushwood, lay out some paths will be the main works. Good physical condition required!
	ACCOMMODATION: In a collective inn to Saint Jean en Royans or Bouvante.
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Bring working gloves, good walking shoes, warm clothes and sleeping-bag. Backpack 
	is compulsory.
	LOCATION: At 1000 meters of altitude, Saint-Jean en Royans and Bouvante are two villages at 75km of Grenoble 
	and 50km of Valence.
	TERMINAL: To Saint Jean en Royans bus station (Bus from Valence train station)
	SPECIAL REMARKS: For more information have a look at: www.royans.com and www.pnr-vercors.fr
	Special remarks: For more information have a look at:
	http://www.isere-tourisme.com/pages/index/id/4046
	12 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC031	RENO	09.06.2008	30.06.2008	17+
	description
	CONC031   09/06-30/06 
	PODENSAC 
	RENO 
	PROJECT: This will be the fourth year that CONCORDIA organises an international work-camp in Podensac to 
	participate in improvements to the park surrounding the Château Chavat (an old 19th Century manor house) The 
	park is full of rather ornate statues and landmarks – and is classed as historic monuments since 2006) Podensac 
	is situated on the banks of the river opposite the medieval village of Rions and the walled town of Cadillac. For 
	those who like skateboarding there’s a half-pipe just next to the park and for those who like to taste the local 
	specialities Podensac is the home of the famous Lillet wine! 
	WORK: Restoration of the outside of the stone wall surrounding the park. Re-pointing and applying mortar 
	protection to the wall. Participation (third week) in the preparations for the festival « Côté jardin » which takes place
	 in the park at the end of the work-camp. 
	ACCOMMODATION: In a house in the park. Dormitary sleeping arrangements. Very basic collective living 
	condition. Bring a sleeping bag, working clothes, sport shoes and warm clothes. 
	LOCATION: Podensac is 25km south-west of Bordeaux next to the river Garonne. 
	Note: There are very few transport options. For nature lovers and those who like walking! For more information you
	 may consult the website: www.podensac.fr
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC032	RENO	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC032   04/07 – 26/07
	PAUNAT   
	RENO 
	PROJECT: Paunat is a small isolated village in Dordogne with a rich heritage in terms of traditional buildings and 
	installations, many of which are in need of restoration. The municipal council would like to host their first 
	international work-camp to help restore these elements and create exchanges between international volunteers and 
	the local population. 
	WORK: You will participate in the restoration of different traditional stone elements in the village (washing-place, 
	fountain…) and you will begin restoration work on an old roman bridge. Traditional stonework. 
	ACCOMMODATION: The kitchen and dining area are in a building. The sleeping areas are in tents. There are hot 
	showers but the WC are « dry » and situated outside in wooden huts. The living conditions are very basic. Bring 
	warm clothes, a warm sleeping bag as well as solid waterproof shoes for the work.
	LOCATION: Paunat (300 inhabitants.), 40 Km east of Bergerac, 40 km south of Périgueux. 
	TERMINAL: The train station in Bergerac.   
	Note: There are no buses or trains to the village. You need to like the nature and walking for this camp! 
	For more information you can consult the website: 
	http://www.pays-de-bergerac.com/mairie/paunat/index.asp
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC033	RENO	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC033  04/07-26/07
	NAVARRENX 
	RENO 
	PROJECT: Navarrenx is a walled town in the Atlantic Pyrenees region. CONCORDIA has organised many work-
	camps here including the first Concordia camps in the area (work on the ramparts, restoration of a fountain…) This 
	year you will finish the restoration of an old washing-place and construct a wooden staircase at the foot of the 
	ramparts. 
	WORK: You will take part in the restoration of a washing place (traditional stonework) and in the construction of a 
	wooden stairs (wood work / earthworks -terracing). 
	ACCOMMODATION : In a building. Collective living conditions for all volunteers. Bring a sleeping bag, working 
	clothes, sport shoes and warm clothes. 
	LOCATION: Navarrenx, in the Pyrenees Atlantiques, South-West of Pau (35 km)
	TERMINAL: Pau train station
	Note: Few transport options, for nature lovers and those who like walking!
	For more information about the village you may visit the website: http://www.ville-navarrenx.fr
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC034	RENO	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC034  04/07 – 26/07
	VANXAINS 1  
	RENO  
	PROJECT : After having hosted an international work-camp several years ago the inhabitants of the village started
	 restoring local landmarks. Now they would like to host two international summer camps to help with the restoration 
	of the wall surrounding some parkland which the village has just acquired and which is used for cultural events in 
	the summer months. 
	WORK : You will take part in the restoration of both faces of a stone wall surrounding parkland. Reconstruction, 
	cleaning, repointing, reconstruction. Traditional masonry. 
	ACCOMMODATION: To be determined. Bring a sleeping bag, working clothes, sport shoes and warm clothes. 
	LOCATION : Vanxains  (700 inhabitants) 40km from Périgueux. Vainxains is a picturesque village which has 
	retained its rural charm. 
	TERMINAL : The train station at Périgueux.    
	Note: The work may be quite physical sometimes. A small isolated village with no public transport. For nature 
	lovers and walking enthusiasts !
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC035	ENVI	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC035   09/07 – 31/07
	SAINTE EULALIE  
	ENVI  
	PROJECT: Ste Eulalie is a village on the outskirts of Bordeaux which has managed to preserve its rural character 
	and village festivities. It has been hosting work-camps for a number of years now and CONCORDIA’s volunteers 
	are keenly awaited! Contacts with the local population are rich and the location (in a park with an old manor house) 
	is lovely. 
	WORK : You will take part in riverbank maintenance to a small stream and pond – clearing away debris and excess
	 vegetation. You will also help to remove a non-native pond alga which is damaging the ecosystem.  
	ACCOMMODATION :  Sleeping quarters are in army tents with camp-beds. Kitchen living-space and sanitary 
	facilities are in a building. Living conditions are very basic so bring warm clothes and a sleeping bag.
	LOCATION : Sainte Eulalie (4000 inhabitants), 17 km north-west of Bordeaux. 
	TERMINAL : Bordeaux St Jean train station
	Note: Bring rubber boots and solid shoes with you as you will sometimes work with your feet in the water. The work
	 is quite physical. Few transport options, for nature lovers and those who like walking! For more information about 
	the village you may visit the website: http://www.mairie-ste-eulalie.fr/
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC036	RENO	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC036    09/07 – 31/07
	SAINT MARTIN DE SEIGNANX THE OCEAN MEETS THE FOREST 
	RENO / ARTS
	PROJECT: The Youth service of the town of St Martin de Seignanx would like to host an international work-camp in
	 the village for the first time. The camp is reserved for 15-17 year olds and the idea is that the young 
	internationals will meet with the young locals and that they may work together on different projects and have fun 
	together. You will participate in some local festivities which take place in the summer, and you will have friendly 
	and welcoming contacts with the local population in order to discover the surroundings. 
	WORK: You will take part in the renovation of various installations in the village (bus-shelter, sports facilities…). 
	Sanding, painting, woodwork and a fresque (graffiti project) or an artistique mosaic are on the menu! 
	ACCOMMODATION: Camping in shared tents with sleep-mats. A nearby building (local rugby team)  has a kitchen,
	 sanitary facilities, showers and a meeting room.Very basic living conditions – bring warm clothes and sleeping bag
	 with you. 
	LOCATION: St Martin de Seignanx (5000 inhabitants). It is a town with different geographical zones: the Barthes 
	(wet zone) and the Séqué (highlands). It is a rural and quiet town situated in a well preserved environment minutes 
	away from the beach. It is situated 10 Km North of Bayonne, 40 kms South-West of Dax and 30 kms from Spain. 
	
	TERMINAL: Bayonne train station.
	Note: There is very little public transport to and from the village. A workcamp for those who like walking, sports, 
	nature and the “Basco-Landaise” (local) cultures. 
	Do not expect to spend all your free time on the beach:  the Atlantic ocean is dangerous here so you won’t go 
	often and  only to specially designed beaches (with lifeguards) 
	For more information you may visit the website: http://www.saintmartindeseignanx.fr/
	16 VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC037	ENVI	11.07.2008	02.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC037   11/07 – 02/08  
	POMPIGNAC I  
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: The village of Pompignac has been able to preserve its rural feeling even though it’s quite close to 
	Bordeaux. The town council has also managed to preserve « green » areas ion the village and you will help to 
	maintain these – in particular a stream which crosses the village.  This will be the third year running that Pompignac
	 hosts an international work-camp.
	W: You will take part in maintenance work to a small stream (selective scrub clearance, removal of branches and 
	deadwood on the banks and removal of obstructions in the water…)
	ACCOMMODATION : In the room used for Judo (sleeping on mats dormitory style). Kitchen and dining area in the 
	local school. Bring a sleeping bag, working clothes, sport shoes and warm clothes. 
	LOCATION : Pompignac (2300 inhabitants), 13 Km East of Bordeaux. 
	TERMINAL : Bordeaux Saint Jean train station. 
	Note: Bring rubber boots to work in. Few transport options, for nature lovers and those who like walking! For more 
	information about the village you may visit the website: http://www.pompignac.fr/
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC038	ENVI	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	18+
	description
	CONC038    01/08-23/08
	HAUX 
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: The cooperation between the commune of Haux and Concordia launched in 2000 continues, and Haux 
	is eager to continue this intercultural experience like every other year. Cordiality, spontaneity and good moods are 
	what the workcamps in Haux are known for…This village, situated in the Entre 2 Mers area, is famous for its 
	châteaux, for its church with a porch classified as a historical monument… and its mayor, who is very enthusiastic
	 about the work-camp experience. The inhabitants always assure a warm and festive welcome for our volunteers. 
	
	WORK : You will take part in the maintenance and improvement of footpaths around the village (scrub and 
	selective tree- clearance, way-marking…)
	ACCOMMODATION : In the local village hall (collective living conditions). Bring a sleeping bag, working clothes, 
	sport shoes and warm clothes. 
	LOCATION : Haux, 25 km South-East of Bordeaux 
	TERMINAL :  Bordeaux St Jean train station 
	Note: Bring strong, protective shoes to work in (like rubber boots). Haux is an isolated village with very few 
	transport options. For nature lovers and those who like walking! For more information about the village you may 
	visit the website: www.mairie.haux33.fr/ 
	14 VOLUNTEERS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC039	RENO	01.08.2008	30.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC039   01/08 - 30/08
	SAINT GERVAIS  
	RENO / CONS  
	PROJECT : Saint Gervais, a small village situated on the banks of the Gironde estuary in the vineyards, wishes to
	 host an international work-camp for the third year running in order to preserve its local heritage sites and bring an 
	intercultural element to the community. In previous years, volunteers have been restoring the surrounding wall of 
	the town hall which is in a lovely former château. This year’s work-camp will continue that work.  
	WORK:  You will help to repair and restore the old stone surrounding wall (traditional masonry)
	ACCOMMODATION  : In a building (collective living conditions). Bring a sleeping bag, working clothes, sport shoes 
	and warm clothes. 
	LOCATION : Saint Gervais is a small village in Gironde, situated between St-André-de-Cubzac and Bourg-sur-
	Gironde and 25km from Bordeaux. 
	TERMINAL : The train station at Saint-André-de-Cubzac.    
	Note: the work is quite physical.  Few transport options, for nature lovers and those who like walking! 
	16 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC040	ENVI	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC040  01/08-23/08
	CADILLAC 
	ENVI
	PROJECT: This year the walled town of Cadillac-sur-Garonne wishes to host an international work-camp for the 
	fifth year running. This year the volunteers will be invited to participate in the cleaning of the banks of a freshwater
	 stream which crosses the town. Cadillac is famous for its castle, its name, its hospital, its cultural events, its 
	sweet wine, its bastions, its “bastide” (a walled town)... 
	WORK : You will participate in the cleaning and restoration of a freshwater stream and its banks : selective scrub 
	clearance, removal of branches and deadwood on the banks and removal of obstructions in the water. 
	ACCOMMODATION: Camping (collective tents for all volunteers). Kitchen and dining facilities are also under 
	canvas. Precarious living condition: bring a sleeping bag, working clothes, sport shoes and warm clothes. 
	LOCATION : Cadillac (2300 inhabitants), 25 Km south-east of Bordeaux. 
	TERMINAL : Cérons train station 
	Note: Bring rubber boots to work in. Few transport options, for nature lovers and those who like walking! For more 
	information about the town you may visit the website: www.mairiedecadillac.com
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC041	RENO	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC041  01/08-23/08  
	ASCARAT  
	RENO 
	PROJECT: There is in the world about 14 million Basque people, on every continent: 3 million in the Basque 
	country, 3.5 million in Argentina, 0.7 million in Uruguay… others in the United States, in Greece, in Italy… Exiled 
	between the late 18th century and the 1940’s, Basques gather in a huge Diaspora around the world, lots of them 
	don’t know the Basque country, they wish to re-learn the Basque language, they wish to find the magic of Basque 
	village festivities, they are looking for their cultural and geographical roots… The organisation EuskoSare’s goals 
	are local dynamism, intercultural exchange and meetings of this organisation. An international Basque Diaspora 
	centre is going to be set up in Ascarat.  A place for meeting, research, and local dynamism … This house will be 
	the centre for international and intercultural meetings of Basque culture. In partnership with the municipality, 
	Concordia and the EuskoSare organisation (www.euskosare.org) we are organising the third workcamp on the same 
	project! 
	WORK : disassembling, small masonry work, cleaning. 
	ACCOMMODATION :  To be determined. Very basic collective living condition. Bring a sleeping bag, working 
	clothes, sport shoes and warm clothes.
	LOCATION : Ascarat is situated in the Pyrénées Atlantiques area. It is 2 kilometres away from St Jean Pied de 
	Port and from the Spanish border. 
	 TERMINAL : St Jean Pied de Port train station 
	Note: Few transport options, for nature lovers and those who like walking!
	For further information on the village and the project you can check the following website : 
	http://www.euskobizia.com/article.php3?id_article=885
	Considering the specificity of this project, we wish it to host in priority people coming from the basque diaspora, 
	motivated by the language, culture and history. A motivation letter is compulsory.
	20 VOLS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC042	RENO	01.01.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC042   01/08-23/08
	ARETTE 
	RENO / ENVI 
	PROJECT: The village of Arette in the Pyrenees was completely destroyed in the last earthquake to hit France in 
	1967. The village is famous because of this but also for its wonderful situation in the mountains. (www.arette.fr ). 
	In the heart of Béarn country you will discover village life, meet the local population and contribute to the 
	restoration of local heritage sites. 
	WORK: You will help to find and renovate the source of the spring which feeds the river in the village. You will also
	 help with scrub and vegetation clearance in an area of the village which conceals a historic site. 
	ACCOMMODATION : Sleeping room in large communal tents. Kitchen in a building. Accommodation is very basic. 
	Bring warm clothes and sleeping bag as you will be at high altitude and the weather may be cold. 
	LOCATION  : Arette (1500 inhabitants), 15km south-west of Oloron-Ste-Marie (Pyrénées Atlantiqes)
	TERMINAL : The train station at Oloron-Ste-Marie.   
	Note : Bring rubber boots for the work. There is no public transport to and from the village. A camp for those who 
	appreciate walking and nature! 
	16 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC043	RENO	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC043   01/08-23/08
	MONTUSSAN   
	RENO
	PROJECT: This is the sixth year running that Montussan will host an international work-camp. Previous years have
	 been a great success with rich and warm interest and exchanges with the local population from the young to the 
	elderly. On this camp you’ll have the chance to experience life in a slamm Gironde community.  
	WORK:  You will take part in work to restore an old washing-place : scrub clearance, cleaning of irrigation and 
	drainage channels, traditional masonry (stonework). 
	ACCOMMODATION : In the gymnasium (sleeping on the gym mats) Cooking and group life also in the 
	gymnasium. Collective living condition. Bring a sleeping bag, work clothes and strong shoes and warm clothes. 
	LOCATION : Montussan (2200 inhabitants), 15 Km East of Bordeaux. 
	TERMINAL : Bordeaux Saint Jean train station.
	Note: Bring rubber boots to work in. Few transport options, for nature lovers and those who like walking! For more 
	information about the village you may visit the website: http://www.montussan.fr/ 
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC044	RENO	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC044  01/08-23/08
	VANXAINS II  
	RENO
	PROJECT: After having hosted an international work-camp several years ago the inhabitants of the village started 
	restoring local landmarks. Now they would like to host two international summer camps to help with the restoration 
	of the wall surrounding some parkland which the village has just acquired and which is used for cultural events in 
	the summer months. 
	W: You will take part in the restoration of both faces of a stone wall surrounding parkland. Reconstruction, 
	cleaning, repointing, reconstruction. Traditional masonry. 
	ACCOMMODATION : To be determined. Bring a sleeping bag, working clothes, sport shoes and warm clothes. 
	LOCATION : Vanxains  (700 inhabitants) 40km from Périgueux. Vainxains is a picturesque village which has 
	retained its rural charm. 
	TERMINAL: The train station at Périgueux.    
	Note: The work may be quite physical sometimes. A small isolated village with no public transport. For nature 
	lovers and walking enthusiasts !
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC045	ENVI	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC045  01/08-23/08
	SAINT CAPRAIS DE BORDEAUX 
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: Saint Caprais de Bordeaux has been hosting international work-camps since 1996. The village is 
	situated on the hills which rise on the East Garonne riverbank and is surrounded by vineyards, woodland and 
	pasture.  The municipality has decided to initiate several years of work to improve the green areas in the village 
	for inhabitants and visitors alike. 
	WORK : Improvements to various green areas in the village (parkland, grassland…) 
	ACCOMMODATION : Camping. Collective living conditions for all volunteers. Bring a sleeping bag, working 
	clothes, sport shoes and warm clothes. 
	LOCATION : Saint Caprais de Bordeaux (2800 inhabitants), 20 Km South-East of Bordeaux
	TERMINAL :  Bordeaux St Jean train station.
	Note: St Caprais de Bordeaux is an isolated village with very few transport options. For nature lovers and those 
	who like walking!
	For more information about the village you may visit the website:  www.saintcapraisdebordeaux.fr
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC046	RENO	03.08.2008	25.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC046    03/08 – 25/08
	POMPIGNAC 2 
	RENO 
	PROJECT : The village of Pompignac has been able to preserve its rural feeling even though it’s quite close to 
	Bordeaux. The town council has also managed to preserve « green » areas in the village and value its inheritance. 
	To this end a work-camp began the restoration of an old watermill last year (site clearance principally) and the 
	municipality would like to host a second camp to begin the restoration work.
	WORK : You will take part in the restoration of an old watermill (traditional masonry – stonework)
	 A: In the room used for Judo (sleeping on mats dormitory style). Kitchen and dining area in the local school. Bring 
	a sleeping bag, working clothes, sport shoes and warm clothes.  
	LOCATION : Pompignac (2300 inhabitants), 13 Km East of Bordeaux. 
	TERMINAL  : Bordeaux Saint Jean train station. 
	Note: few transport options, for nature lovers and those who like walking! For more information about the village 
	you may visit the website: http://www.pompignac.fr/
	14 VOLS.  17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC047	ENVI	05.09.2008	27.09.2008	17+
	description
	CONC047   05/09-27/09
	ONCFS  
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: The national protected area called Prés Salés d’Arès-Lège Cap Ferret (a salt meadow reserve) has a 
	surface of 496 hectares situated at the very north of the Arcachon Basin. This area depends on the tides which 
	contribute to the diversity of species living on the site, including some plants of particular botanic interest, for 
	which reason the site has become a national nature reserve.  In this tidal zone a very specific localised flora has 
	developed which is home to many species of birds (166). The area is currently being managed by a group of 
	specialists in order to preserve and restore its unique flora and fauna (principally birdlife) The ecological balance of 
	this habitat is currently threatened by the rapid growth of non native and invasive species such as the salt marsh 
	elder (Baccharis halimifolia) which competes with the local flora because it develops very quickly. The reserve 
	manager is setting up a number of experimental zones, in cooperation with scientists, where they want to test 
	different methods for curtailing the growth of the salt marsh elder in order to restore the unique flora of this site. 
	WORK: In the salt meadows, clearing the Salt Marsh Elder. You will work on 3 different zones of 1 hectare with a 
	different technique for each zone (cutting / uprooting….) 
	ACCOMMODATION: Very basic collective living conditions. Bring a sleeping bag, work clothes, strong shoes and 
	warm clothes. 
	LOCATION: Arès and Lège Cap Ferret 50km West of Bordeaux.
	TERMINAL:  To be finalised.
	Note: Physical outdoor work, please bring rubber boots for the work. A camp for nature and walking lovers! Atlantic
	 ocean is dangerous here so you won’t go often and  only to specially designed beaches (with lifeguards) 
	http://www.aquitaine.ecologie.gouv.fr/article.php3?id_article=254
	http://www.ville-lege-capferret.fr/
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC048	ENVI	12.09.2008	27.09.2008	17+
	description
	CONC048  12/09-27/09
	PAYS DE BELEYME  
	ENVI   
	PROJECT : The organisation « Pour Les enfants du Pays du Beleyme » is a centre for rural education, leisure and 
	nature protection. The partnership between Concordia and this association will allow enhancing the environment of 
	this organisation and the international camp. It will as well give the volunteers a possibility to live during the camp a
	 real ecological everyday life and work to restore ponds and its aquatic life to make it a pleasant and ecologically 
	sound environment. The warm welcome and the quality of the exchanges made the 2 partners willing to renew the 
	camp experiment. 
	WORK: You will participate in the restoration of different ponds (selective wood cutting / wood gathering / cleaning 
	and landscaping of the pond bank). 
	ACCOMMODATION: To be determined. Collective living conditions: Bring a sleeping bag, working clothes, sport 
	shoes and warm clothes. 
	LOCATION : The association is settled in a very small village called Montagnac la Crempse, situated 20 km away 
	from Bergerac, in between the towns of Villamblard et Campsegret. The work takes place in the surrounding area. 
	TERMINAL : In the Bergerac train station. 
	Note: Bring strong, protective shoes to work in (like rubber boots). Montagnac  is a very  isolated village with very 
	few transport options. For nature lovers and those who like walking!
	For further information you may check the following website: HTTP://WWW.ASSOBELEYME.ORG/
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC049	ENVI	03.10.2008	25.10.2008	17+
	description
	CONC049   03/10- 25/10
	LA TANCANNE 
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: After different work camps since 2003 to revive a stream, the partnership with the Fishing Federation 
	of the Lot & Garonne Department is going to continue with the town of Penne d’Agenais in order to work on La 
	Tancanne, a small stream. It will be revived to favour the reproduction of fishes… This is a wonderful project, as 
	the fishermen and the workers of the Federation will consult you on technical issues, as well as will introduce you 
	into their passion. You will have an opportunity to discover the environment in a different way, to find more about 
	the stream ecology and the life of local fishes! This is a very “rural” workcamp in the region of plums and walled 
	towns, where volunteers will be welcome for the second time because last year work and exchanges between local 
	population and international volunteers were rich for all.  
	Be careful you will have to squelch through water and mud. 
	WORK : You will participate in the Revival of a stream; cleaning of the banks; bush clearing and woodcutting, 
	stone putting and construction of shelters for the fish. 
	ACCOMMODATION : Bring a sleeping bag, working clothes, sport shoes and warm clothes. 
	LOCATION : Small beautiful medieval village in the Lot & Garonne called Penne d’Agenais and situated 40 km 
	north east of Agen. 
	TERMINAL : In Penne d’Agenais train station. 
	Note: For nature lovers and those who like walking! For further information you can check the following websites: 
	www.ville-pennedagenais.fr  / http://www.peche47.com/federation.html
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC061	FEST	20.06.2008	12.07.2008	18+
	description
	CONC061  20/06 – 12/07
	OULALA FESTIVAL 
	FEST 
	FRENCH SPEACKING CAMP
	PROJECT: The Oulala Association is a very active cultural association based in the Loire country. From 04th - 
	06th July, they will be hosting their firth rock festival in St Bonnet-le Chateau. During this festival, various 
	associations will be gathered as a village and will organise exhibitions, forums, workshops and events. The 
	workcamp will be part of the logistic organisation, before, during and after the festival. During this time, you will 
	have the opportunity to see some of the show (local, national and international artists). This project is definitely a 
	good human and cultural experience.
	WORK: Setting up and installing concert podiums, welcoming posts, refreshment stands, car parks and organising 
	a stand for Concordia. You will add an intercultural touch to the festival and you can propose different events: 
	juggling, street theatre shows, games etc. You will help for the recycling project and to clean up the place.
	ACCOMMODATION: Collective accommodation in a gymnasium (bring your sleeping mat)
	LOCATION: St Bonnet le Château is at the crossroads between the Loire, the Puy de Dôme and the Haute Loire 
	counties, near the Monts du Forez. St Etienne is 31 km away, and the  Puy-en-Velay is at 70km. 
	TERMINAL:  Bonson train station
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: As you will be working for a festival, there will be long times of work, late at night and 
	non regular schedules. To apply for this workcamp, a motivation letter in French is required.
	More information: http://www.oulalafestival.com/lieu2.htm and http://www.cc-pays-st-bonnet-le-chateau.fr/
	11 VOLS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC062	ENVI	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC062   09/07 – 31/07
	BELLERIVE-SUR-ALLIER 
	ENVI
	Workcamp OFAJ tri-national: France, Germany, Turquey
	PROJECT: For the sixth year, Bellerive-sur-Allier works in partnership with Concordia to improve the different 
	green spaces along and around the walking path that cross this small city. The municipality and Concordia wish to 
	multiply encounters with the local inhabitants. In the continuity of last year's workcamp and in the pleasant setting 
	of the Bost castle's park, around a pond.
	WORK: In a park, you will build wooden stairs, install pic-nic table, clear vegetation and you will build bird’s nest 
	with an organisation who protects birds. 
	LOCATION: Bellerive-sur-Allier (8500 inhabitants) is located in the outskirts of Vichy (25000 inhabitants) in Allier 
	county, 60 km North East of Clermont-Ferrand and 350 km South of Paris. It is an agricultural region with an 
	important architectural heritage (roman castles and churches).
	ACCOMMODATION: In tents (bring your own sleeping-mat) for sleeping and group life in a public house.
	TERMINA : Vichy train station
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Urban type workcamp.
	12 VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC063	ENVI	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC063   09/07 - 31/07 
	FEURS 
	ENVI 
	PROJECT : After very good experiences the three last years, the town hall decided to pursue the work done on the
	 “Rozier park”. This old gallo-roman place and wooden area is in the town centre.
	Last year, the relationship with the population was rich and warm: it will certainly be the same with you this year!
	The workcamp will take place in an urban environment; but in Feurs, nature is never far away. The Loire river is 
	beautiful and invites you for a walk. You will also be able to visit Ecopôle du Forez (wild life observatory).
	WORK: You will open different accesses and participate in creation of a pathway (clearing, putting gravel and sand
	 on the pathway).
	LOCATION: Feurs is a town of 7600 inhabitants situated in the heart of the Forez plain, by the Loire river, between 
	Clermont-Ferrand, Lyon, St-Etienne and Roanne.
	A: Sleeping in tents (bring your sleeping-mat) and in a little bulding for group life at the camping ground.
	TERMINAL: Feurs train station.
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Nights could be cold. Don’t forget warm clothes and your sleeping bag.
	12 VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC064	RENO	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC064   09/07 - 31/07
	JENZAT - COMMUNAUTÉ DE COMMUNES DE GANNAT 
	RENO 
	PROJECT: Concordia has been working with the community of “Bassin de Gannat” district since 1997. Many 
	districts already welcomed international workcamps based on projects linked with small local heritage. These 
	various experiences, strong in encounters and human exchanges, have always been warmly welcomed by the local
	 people.
	This first project of the season will be in the village of Escurolles. This is the fifth project in this village. 
	WORK : You will work on a on a stone wall in the center of the village, make masonry jobs like making joints with 
	lime (mortar) and brushing the old joints. Beware, you will work on scaffoldings.
	Location : Jenzat (450 inhabitants) is located 50 km north of Clermont-Ferrand and 10 km east of Gannat in Allier 
	county. It’s a rural region rich in historical heritage (numerous castles and romanesque churches).
	ACCOMMODATION :  In tents (bring your own sleeping mat) for sleeping and in the village hall which is equipped 
	for group life. Toilets and showers in the soccer stadium’s changing rooms.
	TERMINAL : Gannat train station.
	SPECIAL REMARKS : Nights can be chilly, so bring warm clothes and sleeping along. Bikes will be lent to you for 
	moving around.
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC065	ARTS	09.07.2008	23.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC065  09/07 – 23/07
	SAINTE-FEYRE 1 
	ARTS / SOCI 
	FRENCH SPECKING CAMP
	PROJECT: Sainte-Feyre medical centre celebrated its 100 years birthday two years ago. Former sanatorium, it 
	welcomes now patients with heart and lungs diseases. The centre has a cultural structure that helps patients to 
	maintain a link with the outside and everyday life. So the structure proposes a show room and welcomes numerous
	 events like concerts, movies, conferences, exhibition…
	The camp takes place in this cultural policy, and the project will consist in artistic and human meeting. Around 
	sculptures and painting, the aim of the project is to create dynamic exchanges between patients, volunteers, 
	visitors and staff. In addition, your participation in Sainte-Feyre local festivities will help you to meet inhabitants.
	WORK  : You will make a mural painting on a big wall in the main corridor of the medical centre. You will make 
	sculptures in the center of village of Sainte-Feyre, and you will participate at a photos exhibition with the patients. 
	
	LOCATION : Sainte-Feyre (2400 inhabitants) is 7 km south east of Gueret, in the department of Creuse. 
	Landscapes with wooded hills offer a pleasant setting for walkers. Its wolf reserve and its archeological site have 
	to be seen. 
	ACCOMMODATION : Tents on the centre campground (you can bring sleeping mat). You will have your meals with 
	the patients at the centre. Warning : nights could be chilly, bring warm clothes and sleeping bag.
	TERMINAL : Guéret train station
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: French motivation letter required, anti-tuberculosis vaccine required; you’ll be asked 
	to respect the rules of the medical centre, in terms of quietness and hygiene. Artistic and social sensibility 
	required. You have to know swimming.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC066	FEST	16.07.2008	30.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC066   16/07 - 30/07     
	WORLD CULTURES FESTIVAL  
	FEST 
	FRENCH SPEACKING CAMP
	PROJECT : For 30 years, the association ‘Cultures et Traditions’ has been organising an important “ World Cultures
	 Festival” with musicians and artists from all over the world, in order to promote cultural exchanges and people 
	encounters. The main aspects of the festival are cultures and folklore, which are discovered by the music, crafts 
	works, the culinary and artistic specialities and by meetings and debates. You will work with local volunteers (400 
	persons) helping to organise and prepare the festival which will take place from July 20th to the First of August. 
	You will be warmly welcomed and you will take part actively in the festival. 
	WORK  : You will help to prepare the festival with its logistical aspects (pitching the tents, big top, stands, stalls 
	and decoration ). You will help for cleaning and for typical meals (work in the kitchen and in stands).
	LOCATION : Gannat (6000 inhabitants) is located at 48 km north of Clermont-Ferrand in Allier county. It is an 
	agricultural region which owns lots of architecturally important treasures (roman castles and churches).
	ACCOMMODATION  : Basic, in tents for sleeping (bring your sleeping-mat) and big tent for group life. 
	TERMINAL : Gannat (train station)
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS : You have to provide a motivation letter in french. You have to be motivated to work 
	even during the night.
	Note: To have more informations: www.gannat.com
	9 VOLS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC067	ENVI	16.07.2008	30.07.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC067  16/07 - 30/07 
	CLERMONT 1  
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: Since 1993, Concordia has been renovating footpaths in the outskirts of Clermont-Ferrand to make 
	them more accessible (clearing of vegetation and little masonry of stonewalls which are next to the paths). This 
	activity aims to upgrade the value of the site, attractive green place at the borders of the town with 25 kms of 
	hikingpaths that lead to an archeological site and to a "natura 2000" protected area. This year you will work to the 
	creation of a pedagogical garden for the children of the district house of Croix de Neyrat. 
	WORK : You will transform an uncultivated land in a pedagogical and organic garden. You will implement a fence, 
	restore a smalll stonemade garden shed and you will make and put in place a compost box. You will also continue 
	the works from last year. You will restore a stone made wall with lime mortar alongside a walking path. 
	LOCATION: Regional capital of Auvergne, Clermont-Ferrand is located in the country of Puy-de-Dôme, between 
	the Regional Parc des Volcans d'Auvergne and the Parc Livradois-Forez, 200 km west of Lyon and 400 km south 
	of Paris. Clermont-Ferrand is situated in a valley surrounded by volcanoes.  
	ACCOMMODATION: Under tents (bring your sleepingmat) and collective tents for the life of group on a canp-site. 
	
	TERMINAL : Clermont-Ferrand (train station)
	SPECIAL REQUIERMENTS: Urban workcamp. Accommodation far from the town centre. 
	12  VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC068	RENO	16.07.2008	30.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC068   16/07 - 30/07
	GRAÇAY 1  
	RENO 
	PROJECT: We can still see a mound, an apse and ramparts which are interesting us! Dating from XIII century, 
	those surrounds the city and gives it a typical circular form. Enriched by this heritage that gives this style and 
	roundness to the city, the commune wishes to welcome three international workcamps to restorate the fortification 
	this summer. 
	WORK : You will continue the works started last year for the restoration and the improvment of the enclosing 
	walls: devegetalisation, disassembling, selection of the stones and rebuilding with lime mortar. Beware, you will 
	work on scaffolding.
	LOCATION : The commune of Graçay, on the river Fauzon (1574 habitants) is located at the Ouest center of 
	France, at 40 km of Chateauroux. The village is established in the natural area of the Champagne Berrichone, a 
	heart of greenery crossed by charming rivers.
	ACCOMMODATION : Under tents (bring your sleepingmat) and collective tents for the life of group on the 
	municipal camp-site.
	TERMINAL  : Vierzon train station.
	SPECIAL REQUIERMENTS: Working at heights in scaffolding, obligatory medical certificate   
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC069	ENVI	16.07.2008	30.07.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC069   16/07 – 30/07 
	COMMUNITY OF PAYS DE CAYRES-PRADELLES 1 
	ENVI
	PROJECT: Since 2004, International workcamps take place each summer in the communities of Pays de Cayres 
	and Pradelles. This year, workcamp will be in three stages (one camp in July, and two in August). You will begin a 
	cycle of heritage restoration site.
	W: You will work on old wash-house, cross, water fountain... You will use different practical methods of stonework.
	  
	LOCATION: The community of Pays de Cayres and of Pradelles is in the middle of three French départements : 
	Haute-Loire, Lozère and Ardèche, 150 km south-east of Clermont Ferrand and at a distance of 30 km from the 
	volcano Puy-en-Velay. 
	This region of elevated plains (at an altitude of about 1000 m) is rich in wide, green, and mountainous spaces, 
	perfect for friends of hiking and nature. 
	ACCOMMODATION: You will be sleeping in tents (bring your own sleeping mat) and collective tents for the life of 
	group, at the football stadium.         
	T: Le Puy-en-Velay train station.
	Special requierments: On the August workcamp, the works will be on steep ground. The workcamp site is in a 
	remote place, nice for nature lovers. Take some warm clothes. 
	12 VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC070	ENVI	30.07.2008	13.08.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC070   30/07 - 13/08
	CLERMONT 2 
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: Since 1993, Concordia has been renovating footpaths in the outskirts of Clermont-Ferrand to make 
	them more accessible (clearing of vegetation and little masonry of stonewalls which are next to the paths). This 
	activity aims to upgrade the value of the site, attractive green place at the borders of the town with 25 kms of 
	hikingpaths that lead to an archeological site and to a "natura 2000" protected area. This year you will work to the 
	creation of a pedagogical garden for the children of the district house of Croix de Neyrat. 
	WORK: You will transform an uncultivated land in a pedagogical and organic garden. You will implement a fence, 
	restore a smalll stonemade garden shed and you will make and put in place a compost box. You will also continue 
	the works from last year. You will restore a stone made wall with lime mortar alongside a walking path. 
	LOCATION: Regional capital of Auvergne, Clermont-Ferrand is located in the country of Puy-de-Dôme, between 
	the Regional Parc des Volcans d'Auvergne and the Parc Livradois-Forez, 200 km west of Lyon and 400 km south 
	of Paris. Clermont-Ferrand is situated in a valley surrounded by volcanoes.  
	ACCOMMODATION: Under tents (bring your sleepingmat) and collective tents for the life of group on a canp-site. 
	
	TERMINAL: Clermont-Ferrand (train station)
	SPECIAL REQUIERMENTS: Urban workcamp. Accommodation far from the town centre. 
	12 VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC071	RENO	30.07.2008	13.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC071   30/07 - 13/08
	GRAÇAY 2 
	RENO 
	PROJECT: We can still see a mound, an apse and ramparts which are interesting us! Dating from XIII century, 
	those surrounds the city and gives it a typical circular form. Enriched by this heritage that gives this style and 
	roundness to the city, the commune wishes to welcome three international workcamps to restorate the fortification 
	this summer. 
	WORK : You will follow the works started last year for the restoration and the improvment of the enclosing walls: 
	devegetalisation, disassembling, selection of the stones and rebuilding with lime mortar. You will work on 
	scaffolding.
	LOCATION : the commune of Graçay, on the river Fauzon (1574 habitants) is located at the Ouest center of 
	France, at 40 km of Chateauroux. The village is established in the natural area of the Champagne Berrichone, a 
	heart of greenery crossed by charming rivers.
	ACCOMMODATION : under tents (bring your sleepingmat) and collective tents for the life of group on the 
	municipal camp-site.
	TERMINAL : Vierzon train station.
	SPECIAL REQUIERMENTS: Working at heights in scaffolding, obligatory medical certificate   
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC072	ENVI	30.07.2008	13.08.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC072    30/07 – 13/08  
	COMUNITY OF PAYS DE CAYRES-PRADELLES 2 
	ENVI
	PROJECT: Since 2004, International workcamps take place each summer in the communities of Pays de Cayres 
	and Pradelles. This year, workcamp will be in three stages (one camp in July, and two in August). You will begin a 
	cycle off heritage restoration site.
	W: You will work on old wash-house, cross, water fountain... You will use the differents practical methods off 
	stonework.  
	LOCATION: The community of Pays de Cayres and of Pradelles is in the middle of three French départements : 
	Haute-Loire, Lozère and Ardèche, 150 km south-east of Clermont Ferrand and at a distance of 30 km from the 
	volcano Puy-en-Velay. 
	This region of elevated plains (at an altitude of about 1000 m) is rich in wide, green, and mountainous spaces, 
	perfect for friends of hiking and nature. 
	ACCOMMODATION: You will be sleeping in tents (bring your own sleeping mat). Community life will take place in a
	 commun “Marabout” (big tent), at the football stadium.         
	TERMINAL: Le Puy-en-Velay train station.
	SPECIAL REQUIERMENTS: On the August workcamp, the works will be on steep ground. The workcamp site is in a
	 remote place, nice for nature lovers. Take some warm clothes. 
	12 VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
	
	CONC158				01/08 – 23/08	
	DUNE DE SAINT FRIEUX BAIE DE CANCHES 		
	ENVI
	PROJECT: this is a nature workcamp that we organize for the first time in partnership with the Coastal 
	Conservatory and Eden 62. You will be settled on the site of the St Frieux dune, unless 1km of the beach (not 
	watched) in the heart of the natural area. That’s to say, an idyllic place for a natural workcamp. You will also 
	intervene in Bay of Canche on the natural reserve. Several exchanges in perspective have to be planned with the 
	young people of Etaples.
	WORK: Your role will be contributing to the maintenance of 2 natural reserves: cuttings, exports, diverse 
	protections. Animations will also be programmed concerning bats.
	LOCATION: Dannes in the Pas-de-Calais, where is located St Frieux belongs to some kilometres of Etaples 
	Touquet, also called Paris-Beach, sea resort very known of the coastal of Opal.
	ACCOMODATION: under tent.
	SPECIAL REMARKS: Many walking by the program to go from a site to another one. This workcamp require a large
	 environment sensibility.
	TERMINAL: At the SNCF station of the Etaples le Touquet
	15 VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC073	CONS	06.08.2008	28.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC073  06/08 - 28/08
	GANNAT 2
	CONS 
	PROJECT : Concordia has been working with the community of “Bassin de Gannat” district since 1997. Many 
	districts already welcomed international workcamps based on projects linked with small local heritage. These 
	various experiences, strong in encounters and human exchanges, have always been warmly welcomed by the local
	 people.
	This second project of the season will be in the village of Escurolles. This is the fifth project in this village. 
	W : You will work on the stone walls of the church in the center of the village, you will make masonry jobs like 
	making joints with lime (mortar) and brushing the old joints. Beware, you will work on scaffoldings.
	LOCATION  : Escurolles (650 inhabitants) is located 50 km north of Clermont-Ferrand and 10 km east of Gannat in
	 Allier county. It’s a rural region rich in historical heritage (numerous castles and romanesque churches).
	ACCOMMODATION :  In tents (bring your own sleeping mat) for sleeping and in the village hall which is equipped 
	for group life. Toilets and showers in the soccer stadium’s changing rooms.
	TERMINAL : Gannat train station.
	SPECIAL REQUIERMENTS : Nights can be chilly, so bring warm clothes and sleeping along. Bikes will be lent to 
	you for moving around. 14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC074	RENO	06.08.2008	28.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC074  06/08 – 28/08
	MAURS 
	RENO 
	PROJECT : This will be the third workcamp that will take place in Maurs-la-jolie. This pleasant county, located right 
	in the middle of the Cantal chestnut grove has a very interesting local patrimony and an important social life, 
	especially with its associations. You will be able to participate to the Saint-Cézaire festivities which helps you  to 
	meet many local inhabitants.
	At the present time, the county is renovating a place called “Le Domaine du fau” with an old watermill and a pond. 
	They want to change it into a park where people can go and relax. You will work on that project by restoring the wall
	 bordering the path that leads to this place.
	WORK  : You will work on the wall of the path that goes to the “Domaine du fau”: cleaning, clearing of undergrowth,
	 stoneworking on the damaged parts of the wall (rebuilding of the collapsed parts and reconstructing the top of the 
	wall with lime mortar).
	LO : Maurs is a village of 2500 inhabitants located in the French department of Cantal (15), 40 km south west of 
	the town of Aurillac.
	ACCOMMODATION : You will be hosted in the community camping. You will sleep under tents (bring your own 
	mattress) and have a collective tent for the group life.
	TERMINAL  : At the Maurs train station.
	Special remarks : Cantal is a beautiful department but it has a small number of inhabitants. This rural workcamp is 
	specially prepared for nature lovers. Remember to bring warm clothing because the nights may be quite cold.
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC075	ENVI	06.08.2008	28.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC075   06/08 - 28/08
	MONISTROL SUR LOIRE  
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: Since 2003, the commune of Monistrol sur Loire welcomed international workcamps. Lots of bonds 
	have been established between the volunteers, the local people and the elects, which created a rich dynamic of 
	contact and exchanges. This year, you will participate to encounters and activities with sports and leisure clubs, 
	opportunities to multiply the exchanges. You will have free time to enjoy the numerous sports facilities available 
	(soccer field, tennis court or swimming pool). You will participate to the rehabilitation of a small stone canal and to 
	the creation and the development of a walking path near an aqueduct. 
	WORK : You will work in the heart of the commune of Monistrol. You will participate in various tasks by the canal: 
	cleaning and cutting off the vegetations, reparation of a stonemade wall…. You will make some arrangements near
	 an aqueduct: implementing stairs, a footbridge…
	LOCATION : Monistrol sur Loire (7500 inhabitants) is located in Haute-Loire near the regional park of Pilat, 30 km 
	south of  St-Etienne and 100 km south of Lyon.
	ACCOMMODATION :  In the Youth and culture hall’s building, in a common room (campbeds).
	TERMINAL : Bas-Monistrol train station.
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC076	RENO	06.08.2008	28.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC076  06/08 – 28/08
	LE PAYS D’OLLIERGUES 
	RENO 
	PROJECT : The municpality of Olliergues have hosted Concordia since 2001, reinforcing thus this positive 
	partnership conducive to multiple exchanges with the local population. After collaboration with all the communes of 
	the territory for the valorization of pedestrian paths, you will continue the works for the valorisation of the local 
	heritage. So, you are going to take part in various works for the valorisation of the castle of Olliergues by 
	intervening on its terraces. As every year, the feast of bilberry in Col du Béal will be the best opportunity to meet 
	the local population as you will take part in the preparation and the process of the event. 
	WORK : You will participate in the valorization of the northern side of the hill of the castle of Olliergues: cleaning 
	off the ivy and reconstruction of  parts of the stone wall on the terraces. 
	LOCATION  : The municipality of Olliergues is located 60 km to the east of Clermont Ferrand, in the magnificent 
	Natural Park of Livradois-Forez. Ideal for open air activities and trekking in the forest.
	ACCOMMODATION : On the ground, in a gymnasium
	TERMINAL : At the bus station of Vertolaye
	Special requierments:  The nights can be fresh, take with you warm clothes and sleeping bag.
	For more information: www.paysdolliergues.com
	12 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC077	ENVI	13.08.2008	27.08.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC077   13/08 – 27/08
	CLERMONT 3 
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: Since 1993, Concordia has been renovating footpaths in the outskirts of Clermont-Ferrand to make 
	them more accessible (clearing of vegetation and little masonry of stonewalls which are next to the paths). This 
	activity aims to upgrade the value of the site, attractive green place at the borders of the town with 25 kms of 
	hikingpaths that lead to an archeological site and to a "natura 2000" protected area. This year you will work to the 
	creation of a pedagogical garden for the children of the district house of Croix de Neyrat. 
	WORK : You will transform an uncultivated land in a pedagogical and organic garden. You will implement a fence, 
	restore a smalll stonemade garden shed and you will make and put in place a compost box. You will also continue 
	the works from last year. You will restore a stone made wall with lime mortar alongside a walking path. 
	LOCATION: Regional capital of Auvergne, Clermont-Ferrand is located in the country of Puy-de-Dôme, between 
	the Regional Parc des Volcans d'Auvergne and the Parc Livradois-Forez, 200 km west of Lyon and 400 km south 
	of Paris. Clermont-Ferrand is situated in a valley surrounded by volcanoes.  
	ACCOMMODATION: Under tents ( bring your sleepingmat) and collective tents for the life of group on a canp-site. 
	
	TERMINAL : Clermont-Ferrand (train station)
	SPECIAL REQUIERMENTS: Urban workcamp. Accommodation far from the town centre. 
	12  VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC078	RENO	13.08.2008	27.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC078  13/08 - 27/08
	GRAÇAY 3 
	RENO
	PROJECT: We can still see a mound, an apse and ramparts which are interesting us! Dating from XIII century, 
	those surrounds the city and gives it a typical circular form. Enriched by this heritage that gives this style and 
	roundness to the city, the commune wishes to welcome three international workcamps to restorate the fortification 
	this summer. 
	WORK  : You will follow the works started last year for the restoration and the improvment of the enclosing walls: 
	devegetalisation, disassembling, selection of the stones and rebuilding with lime mortar. Pay attention, you will 
	work on scaffolding.
	LOCATION : The commune of Graçay, on the river Fauzon (1574 habitants) is located at the Ouest center of 
	France, at 40 km of Chateauroux. The village is established in the natural area of the Champagne Berrichone, a 
	heart of greenery crossed by charming rivers.
	ACCOMMODATION  : Under tents (bring your sleepingmat) and collective tents for the life of group on the 
	municipal camp-site.
	TERMINAL  : Vierzon train station.
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Working at heights in scaffolding, obligatory medical certificate   
	14 VOLS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC079	ENVI	13.08.2008	27.08.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC079   13/08 – 27/08
	COMUNITY OF PAYS DE CAYRES-PRADELLES 3  
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: Since 2004, International workcamps take place each summer in the communities of Pays de Cayres 
	and Pradelles. This year, workcamp will be in three stages (one camp in July, and two in August). You will begin a 
	cycle off heritage restoration site.
	WORK: You will work on old wash-house, cross, water fountain... You will use the differents practical methods off 
	stonework.  
	LOCATION: The community of Pays de Cayres and of Pradelles is in the middle of three French départements : 
	Haute-Loire, Lozère and Ardèche, 150 km south-east of Clermont Ferrand and at a distance of 30 km from the 
	volcano Puy-en-Velay. 
	This region of elevated plains (at an altitude of about 1000 m) is rich in wide, green, and mountainous spaces, 
	perfect for friends of hiking and nature. 
	ACCOMMODATION: You will be sleeping in tents (bring your own sleeping mat). Community life will take place in a
	 commun “Marabout” (big tent), at the football stadium.         
	TERMINAL: Le Puy-en-Velay train station.
	SPECIAL REQUIERMENTS: On the August workcamp, the works will be on steep ground. The workcamp site is in a
	 remote place, nice for nature lovers. Take some warm clothes. 
	12 VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC080	ARTS	13.08.2008	03.09.2008	17+
	description
	CONC080 13/08 – 03/09
	SAINTE-FEYRE 2 
	ART / SOCI 
	PROJECT : Sainte-Feyre medical centre celebrated its 100 years birthday two years ago. Former sanatorium, it 
	welcomes now patients with heart and lungs diseases. The centre has a cultural structure that helps patients to 
	maintain a link with the outside and everyday life. So the structure proposes a show room and welcomes numerous
	 events like concerts, movies, conferences, exhibition…
	The camp takes place in this cultural policy, and the project will consist in artistic and human meeting. Around 
	sculptures and painting, the aim of the project is to create dynamic exchanges between patients, volunteers, 
	visitors and staff. In addition, your participation in Sainte-Feyre local festivities will help you to meet inhabitants.
	WORK  : You will make a mural painting on a big wall in the main corridor of the medical centre. You will make 
	sculptures in the center of village of Sainte-Feyre, and you will participate at a photos exhibition with the patients. 
	
	LOCATION : Sainte-Feyre (2400 inhabitants) is 7 km south east of Gueret, in the department of Creuse. 
	Landscapes with wooded hills offer a pleasant setting for walkers. Its wolf reserve and its archeological site have 
	to be seen. 
	ACCOMMODATION : Tents on the centre campground (you can bring sleeping mat). You will have your meals with 
	the patients at the centre. Warning : nights could be chilly, bring warm clothes and sleeping bag.
	TERMINAL : Guéret train station
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: French motivation letter required, anti-tuberculosis vaccine required; you’ll be asked 
	to respect the rules of the medical centre, in terms of quietness and hygiene. Artistic and social sensibility 
	required. You have to know swimming.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC091	ENVI	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	CONC091 04/07 - 26/07
	BOBIGNY 
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: On the edge of Paris, Bobigny is an ancient market gardening city. During the Commune, an important 
	moment of France History, it was partially destroyed. At the end of the 19th century, with railways the market 
	gardening city becomes an industrial city. Today, Bobigny is a melting pot. The city is changing with constructions 
	of new districts and rehabilitation of old ones. 
	WORK: Tree planting, garden maintenance, creation of a shared garden. Activities about environment to aware the 
	local population.
	LOCATION : Bobigny –North of Paris
	ACCOMMODATION : In a permanent building. Bring your sleeping bag. 
	TERMINAL  Paris
	15 VOLUNTEERS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC092	ENVI	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	CONC092 04/07 - 26/07
	PARIS 
	ENVI / CONS 
	PROJECT: in cooperation with OPAC and local organizations, Concordia organizes this year an international 
	workcamp to transform a green area in a shared ecological garden. It is an environmental action in an urban area. It
	 takes place in “Léon Giraud” garden, located in the North of Paris. 
	The main idea is to think about a better interaction with our environment and to try to leave together. Thanks to this
	 action, it is a way to enforce the environmental awareness of the local population through ecological behavior. 
	A shared garden is a good way to meet local population and to create link between all spheres of the city (school, 
	hospital…). It is also a way to preserve the environment and the eco-diversity. 
	During this workcamp you have great opportunity to visit Paris and the region.
	WORK: creation of agricultural area, compost area construction and construction of a system to get the rain water.
	 Workshops about environmental behavior and awareness.
	LOCATION : Paris 19°district close to « Parc de la Villette »
	ACCOMMODATION: In building
	TERMINAL : Paris
	15 VOLS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC093	ENVI	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC093  01/08- 23/08
	SEVRAN LIVRY 
	ENVI 
	PROJECT : « Parc Forestier de la poudrerie (powder factory) » of Sevran-Livry is a green lung of a large urban 
	area surrounding Paris. A big amount of visitors in this park and drought make lots of damages. Because of the 
	standing around, it is necessary to work on this damaged green parcel.
	For 25 years, “Parc Forestier de la Poudrerie” works on this area preservation and on pedagogical activities to take 
	care of the local environment.
	The workcamp is the result of cooperation between Concordia and friends of organization implicated in the 
	preservation of this previous powder factory park, a natural place in a urban area. 
	During the workcamp lots of leisure will be proposed (horse riding, accrobranche…)
	WORK: Surgery for trampled parcel, building of natural fences, creation of activities about natural and biodiversity
	 preservation
	LOCATION: North of Paris. 
	ACCOMMODATION: In buildings
	TERMINAL: Paris
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC094	ARTS	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC094  01/08 - 23/08
	AUBERVILLIERS 
	ART / CONS 
	PROJECT: Aubervilliers is a town with a great artistic and cultural history. In this frame, the council of the town 
	supports a cultural policy towards the youth. It enforces also the development of cultural actions. It is why it 
	exists a large amount of cultural area in the town. In cooperation with “Les Frères Poussières” organization, which 
	gathers artists, students and young from Aubervilliers, and “Charron de Noyers” organization, which owns lots of 
	buildings, Concordia works on the renovation of a place, where a theater is raised, to create a cultural area close to
	 the local population. This work is a long work. 
	WORK : Sandpapering, plastering, painting… Cultural activities for local population.
	LOCATION: Parisian suburb
	ACCOMMODATION: In buildings.
	TERMINAL: Paris
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC121	CONS	12.04.2008	26.04.2008	18-26
	description
	CONC121   12/04 - 26/04 
	LE MANS  
	CONS 
	PROJECT : It’s the first time that a workcamp take place in collaboration with Le Mans municipality and France 
	Bénévolat Sarthe. The aim of this workcamp it’s the discovery of Le Mans‘s heritage, the traditionals technics of 
	masonry and the meeting to associations of this dynamic town. You are going to work on the old Vivier’s fountain 
	in the heart of the medieval town, you also will take part in associations tour with many activities and meetings 
	with local people and associations. 
	WORK : Traditional masonry 
	LOCATION: Le Mans is the capital of Sarthe Department and 2h30 south-west far from Paris by car.
	ACCOMMODATION: Collective tents at Yvré l’Évêque Camping next to le Mans. Building toilets and showers. 
	Catering under a big tent. To be confirmed.
	MEETING POINT: Le Mans train station.
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Urban workcamp. French speaking workcamp.
	15 VOLS INCLUDING 10 FRENCH PEOPLE. 18-25 YO
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC122	ENVI	04.07.2008	18.07.2008	16-20
	description
	CONC122   04/07 - 18/07  
	COLLEVILLE OUISTREHAM 1 
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: it is the fourth year that the commune of Colleville-Montgomery and Ouistreham call upon the 
	volunteers to take part in a marsh development of a natural zone plug between the dune cord and Norman scrap-
	metal. Located in edge of sea, the communes are particularly tourist and charged historically (unloading, Battle of 
	Normandy). The volunteers will thus have many possibilities of visits, excursions and of animation on the 
	education to environment thanks to a significant participation of the young people of the two communes.  
	www.ville-ouistreham.fr  and www.colleville-montgomery.fr  
	WORK: Bush clearing, ship canal cleaning (you will be on a boat, you must be able to swim), observatory building 
	(end of work).
	Location: On the Norman littoral, in the Calvados department. 10 km from Caen. Loading’s harbour for England.  
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents at  the Ouistreham Young House, facilities in building. Bring ground sheet. 
	Rendez-vous: The Caen train station.
	Special requirements: hard work in damp zone, bring boots.
	15 VOLS. 16 -20 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC123	RENO	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC123   09/07 - 31/07
	ALENÇON 
	RENO 
	PROJECT: Alençon, chief town of the Orne department has welcomed for 11 years international work camps. In 
	the frame of this work camp, you will take part in accessibility improvement of leisure centre in urban area. 
	Entertainment and walk place, it is the best place to meet local people through the generations. Actually, the place 
	is located in the middle of the Perseigne district which is in total reorganization where young and old people can 
	speak together. This dynamic city of 30 000 inhabitants offers you many possibilities like meet inhabitant in local 
	organizations or discover the neighbouring countryside.
	WORK: You will fit out the place thanks to strairs setting, sand spreading;
	LOCATION:  Alençon is in the south of Normandy in the Department of Orne.  
	ACCOMMODATION: Under a collective tent in the municipal camp-site, use of facilities and catering on the camp-
	site
	Rendez-vous: The Alençon train station.
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: The workcamp takes place in an urban area. Think to bring a ground sheet.
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC124	ENVI	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC124  09/07 - 31/07
	VIMOUTIERS 
	ENVI 
	FRENCH SPEAKING WORKCAMP
	PROJECT: for the eighth year, the commune of Vimoutiers organizes an international workcamp of young people.  
	The volunteers will work on the Vie River bank cleaning, which crosses the city. Volunteers will meet local 
	population through the partnership that Concordia develops with the Fishermen Federation: “la Truite 
	Vimonastérienne”. Fishermen from the federation will help volunteers during their work. Working on the bank, the 
	workcamp will move along the river. Therefore, it is a nice way to meet people through the trip in the city. 
	The volunteers will commute between work and lodging by walk or bicycle, which would give them occasions to 
	come in contact with the inhabitants.
	WORK: various works including bush and bank cleaning.
	LOCATION: in the Orne Department, 50 kilometres in the south-east of Caen, the heart of the Battle of Normandy.
	   
	www.mairie-vimoutiers.fr.
	ACCOMMODATION: sleep in tents near the municipal camping facility equipped with shower and toilettes and 
	cooks in the club-house.
	TERMINAL :  bus stop of the town hall of Vimoutiers.
	15 VOLUNTEERS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC125	ENVI	18.07.2008	01.08.2008	16-20
	description
	CONC125    18/07 - 01/08 
	COLLEVILLE OUISTREHAM 2  
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: it is the fourth year that the commune of Colleville-Montgomery and Ouistreham call upon the 
	volunteers to take part in a marsh development of a natural zone plug between the dune cord and Norman scrap-
	metal. Located in edge of sea, the communes are particularly tourist and charged historically (unloading, Battle of 
	Normandy). The volunteers will thus have many possibilities of visits, excursions and of animation on the 
	education to environment thanks to a significant participation of the young people of the two communes.  
	www.ville-ouistreham.fr  and www.colleville-montgomery.fr  
	Work: Bush clearing, ship canal cleaning (you will be on a boat, you must be able to swim), observatory building 
	(end of work).
	Location: On the Norman littoral, in the Calvados department. 10 km from Caen. Loading’s harbour for England.  
	Accommodation: in tents at  the Ouistreham Young House, facilities in building. Bring ground sheet. 
	Rendez-vous: The Caen train station.
	Special requirements: hard work in damp zone, bring boots.
	15 VOLS. 16 -20 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC126	CONS	06.08.2008	28.08.2008	17-25
	description
	CONC126     06/08 - 28/08
	FRESNAY SUR SARTHE  
	CONS 
	PROJECT: For the seventh year, the commune of “Fresnay sur Sarthe” organizes an international workcamp. The 
	municipal team will be able to make you discover this old medieval place, a very special small city. This year 
	volunteers will take part in the restoration of the old lantern of the previous train station. During the workcamp, you
	 will get opportunity to discover the area history involved in textile and agricultural industry in a preserved nature.
	WORK: Various restoration work of the previous train station outbuildings : staking, brushing, painting, plastering. 
	Location: In the Sarthe Department, area of the Alps Mancelles. www.fresnaysursarthe.fr
	ACCOMMODATION: Gymnasium of the commune with facilities and cooks in the canteen of the primary school.
	TERMINAL: The  La Hutte Coulombiers train station.
	Special requirements: Exiguity of the lodging place.
	15 VOLS. 17 TO 25 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC127	ENVI	18.08.2008	03.09.2008	17+
	description
	CONC127   18/08 - 03/09
	ST LÉZIN  
	ENVI / ART / CONS 
	PROJECT: It is a new partnership between Concordia and the local organization “Un pas de côté”, which is an 
	information desk for the Youth. One of their actions is to manage eco-construction workcamp on a charming site. 
	This year volunteers will create environment workshop. The first step will be the construction of sliding dry toilets. 
	These dry toilets will be after used by local organizations for their own exhibitions, to aware the ecological sense of 
	the local population. Then volunteers will set a solar water-heater. At the end, volunteers will build a wooden 
	structure for sound animation of “Un pas de côté”. 
	At the end of the week, local organizations will give life to the town. In this frame, you will take part in artistic 
	workshops to elaborate a spectacle which will be shown at the end of the workcamp. 
	Food will be biological as far as possible and bought directly to local farmers. 
	WORK: Woodwork, plumber…
	LOCATION: St Lézin is a little town (700 inhabitants) of Maine and Loire between Cholet and Angers
	ACCOMMODATION: In eco-hut at St Lezin Youth center. Meal under a covered part and facilities at the center. 
	TERMINAL: Chemillé train station.
	Further information: http://pajstlezin.zeblog.com/
	15 VOLS. 18 TO 25 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC128	ENVI	03.09.2008	18.09.2008	17+
	description
	CONC128 03/09 - 18/09
	FLEE 
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: Thanks to the success action at Thoiré last year, Concordia and the Fishermen Federation renew the 
	experience at Flée, the city besides Thoiré, which hosts for the first time an international workcamp. Flée is 
	situated right in the heart of Dinan valley on the edge of the Bercé forest. This workcamp is a proof from the city 
	of its engagement to foster the naturalistic and charming site. Volunteers will work alongside fishermen and local 
	people to help with conservation programme Work: Variety of environmental tasks around the river, e.g. clearing 
	paths from trees and brambles, habitat management, gardening, pond clearing. 
	LOCATION:  Flée is about 40 km north from Tours.
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents close to the football stadium. Facilities at the stadium. Common life under a large 
	tent “Marabout”. Please, bring your own tent and roll mats if you have it!
	TERMINAL: Château du Loir train station.
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: the site is quite isolated. The village has less than 400 inhabitants. You will work along
	 the river, so please bring adequate and waterproof shoes!
	concerning the Dinan River. 
	12 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC151	RENO	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC151   04/ 07 – 26/07
	CARDONNETTE   
	RENO 
	PROJECT: This is the fifth consecutive year that the 500 habitants of Cardonnette welcome a workcamp in order 
	to restore their church, situated in the village. This church is very famous because his architect was the same who
	 build the Cirque Jules Verne in Amiens.  The forth last workcamps were wonderful opportunities of exchanges with 
	the inhabitants and openness to the world.  They are always ready to help the volunteers as well as possible: 
	organization of parties, tourism, sporting tournaments... Moreover, at a few kilometres from Amiens, the capital of 
	the Picardie, and at one hour of the Baie de Somme, you will have many opportunities to discover the treasures of
	 the region.
	http://www.mairie-cardonnette.fr
	WORK: This year the work camp will try to continue with the work of the last year. A part of the extern walls (re-
	pointing) of the church and a pavement will be restored 
	LOCATION: Cardonnette is situated in the department of Somme (80), 8 km from Amiens, the capital of the 
	region.
	ACCOMMODATION: in the school, meal in the village hall and showers at the football stadium.
	TERMINAL: Amiens train station.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC152	RENO	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC152    04/ 07 – 26/07
	ROZOY SUR SERRE  
	RENO 
	PROJECT: For the second year Rozoy sur Serre host a international workcamp. It’s a small village with a big 
	church considered as an historical monument. There, a local association helped the council-town to organize 
	different activities and entertainments (concerts, expositions…) with the objective to give value to the cultural 
	patrimony of the village. Like last year, your work will consist in the rehabilitation of the church, and also to join the
	 activities and animation which are already planned. On the other hand, the region has a very attractive landscape,
	 green and undulated, with several streams, perfect to make nice shots, trips and excursions. Also there is a 
	chance of visiting Belgium, which is very close! 
	WORK: The work will consist on replacing the bricks and rejoining them outside the sacristy’s hall, made with 
	bricks. The church is an historical monument; therefore all the works will be supervised by a French architect 
	specialized in these kinds of buildings.  
	LOCATION: Rozoy Sur Serre is a village in the North of the Aisne’s department, close to Ardennes in the North of 
	Reims.  
	ACCOMMODATION: You will be accommodated in tents in a football stadium 
	Meeting Point: at Rozoy Sur Serre’s bus station. 
	15 VOLS.  17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC153	ENVI	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC153   04/ 07 – 26/07
	BAIE DE SOMME MARQUENTERRE 
	ENVI
	PROJECT: We organize for the first time a nature workcamp in partnership with The Coastal Conservatory and the 
	Joint Union Marquenterre parks manager. The park is an incredible discovery zone of marine’s birds. It established 
	a relevant stop for migrants. Different arrangements allow seeing them without inconvenience. The volunteers will 
	work in this environment.
	WORK: You will achieve different arrangements at the edge of the park and into it. You will rehabilitate an access 
	path which follows the sea and accompany the guard in different protection activities.
	LOCATION: The Marquenterre park is situated in the Somme Bay, on the Picardie coast. It’s one of the most 
	beautiful bays of the world and one of the last Channels wild bays, also known for its seal colony.
	ACCOMMODATION: Accommodation under tent.
	Caution: this workcamp require a large environment sensibility
	MEETING POINT: At Rue train station
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC156	RENO	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	17+
	description
	CONC156   09/07 – 31/ 07
	MONJAVULT 
	RENO 
	Workcamp from 17 years old
	PROJECT: This is a workcamp that we organize for the first time in this small town of French Vexin. The 
	municipality preserved several elements of heritage which it wishes to maintain. The washhouse which had 
	disappeared under the vegetation was rediscovered .The stake is now to make stronger what it rest in order to 
	conserve a trail of his rural heritage. Moreover, volunteers are expected to create an animation rather different of 
	this village! Then, to discover differently campaign near to Paris, you are welcome.
	WORK: The 1ST part of work will consist in finishing the clear and the clean of the site. Then, it will be necessary 
	to sort out stones and begin the (rejointage) and the reassembly of walls. Work with lime and traditional technicals.
	
	LOCATION: Montjavoult municipality is a small one which has conserved his rural characteristics very near from 
	the Parisian region, just a step from Paris, close to the French Vexin and near from Gisors.
	ACCOMMODATION: under tent
	TERMINAL: At Chaumont en Vexin train station
	14 VOLUNTEERS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC157	ENVI	11.07.2008	02.08.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC157   11/07 - 02/08 
	COMMUNAUTE DE COMMUNES OUEST AMIENS 
	ENVI
	PROJECT: This is the second year that we organize this work camp in collaboration with the Communauté de 
	Commune Ouest Amiens. There, the volunteers will try to fight against the Jussie, an invasive plant which is 
	making problems in the region. Indeed it will be the opportunity to discover the ecosystem of a small river and also
	 to value the natural heritage. During the work camp you will join several activities and entertainment in this village,
	 all of them organized in collaboration with the entertainment center in the village. And the last week we will finish 
	with a great festival organized by the young village people. 
	WORK: The Jussie is an invasive plant which develops itself thanks to the rest of the flora, making a great 
	damage in the normal develop of the plants. Only to uproot in the manual way will allow stopping the expansion. 
	With the collaboration with the club Canoé and le CAJ, the volunteers will go in different places (with high humidity)
	 to pull up the plant.
	SITUATION: The Communauté de Commune Ouest Amiénois collects different rural villages like Picquigny or 
	Breilly.  Picquigny is in the department of Somme (80), 20km from Amiens, the capital of the region Picardie.
	ACCOMMODATION: camping ground in tents
	MEETING POINT: Picquigny’s train station.
	Please we will ask you to write a motivation letter about how you are concerning by the ecological problems
	EXTRA INFORMATION: It’s very important to know how to swim
	15 VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC159	ENVI	06.08.2008	28.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC159  06/08 - 28/08
	ST MAXIMIN  
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: This is the second year that we intervene at St Maximin. This town has several quarries partially in 
	opened sky, stone extraction. Various animations are organized around this noble material (biennial events, etc). A 
	museum is being set up, “The stone house” which will enable you to value this heritage and its workers “the 
	quarrymen”. You will intervene in this environment in order to restore an old quarrymen’s vegetal garden and to 
	contribute to the pedagogical garden creation in the museum site, into the career called “the trench”. At last, 
	various animations will be foreseen with the youth of the town.
	WORK: You will clean and clear at feet of coalfaces in several places. Different arrangements have to be realised
	 (shelters, beaconing of the discovery road, work plan for children…)
	LOCATION: St Maximin is situated in the South of Creil in the Parc Naturel Regional Oise Pays de France. Several
	 ballads have to be planned into the Chantilly hood and its castle.
	ACCOMMODATION: under tent
	TERMINAL: meeting at the SNCF station of Chantilly.
	13 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC160	RENO	06.08.2008	28.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC160  06/08 – 28/08
	LAIGNEVILLE 
	RENO 
	PROJECT: Laigneville is a small village close to Creil, with a very cultural heritage, whose buildings are principally 
	made with the stone’s extractions of the quarries around the region. Like last year, the volunteers of ASPEL’s 
	association (organization to safeguard the wealth of Laigneville’s environment) will join us make the work camp in 
	St Louis chapel, which is date back in the XII century. We also have prepared some activities and entertainment 
	with the people of the village. 
	WORK: carry on the St Louis chapel‘s restoration, initiated by the ASPEL’s volunteers and the volunteers of the 
	last camp. The work will consist in replacing stones and rejoining the exterior of the building. The work will be over 
	the stones with a whitewash. 
	LOCATTION: Laigneville is located in Creil’s North. Outlying’s zone, in Plateau Picard’s limit. We will join many 
	activities in the Chantilly’s forest, in the Castles and in Compiège.
	ACCOMMODATION: In a room
	TERMINAL: Creil’s train station
	REQUIREMENTS: scaffolding’s work
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC161	RENO	06.08.2008	28.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC161  06/08 - 28/08
	LA FLAMENGRIE 
	RENO 
	PROJECT: La Flamangrie is a small village located in Thierarche, famous thanks to his Maroilles (a famous French
	 cheese). La Capelle is a close town known by all the north of France and Benelux for its racecourse and its horse-
	races. There are several small hamlets which one get a small church built with “blue stones”. It’s here that you will 
	be called to intervene. The village is also famous because it represents the place of the forehead that Germans 
	crossed in November, 1918 to go to sign the Armistice terminating the 1st world war. 
	WORK: The work will consist in replacing stones and rejoining the exterior of the building. The work will be over the 
	stones with a whitewash. 
	LOCATION: The Flamengrie is a village located between la Capelle Fourmies and Avesne sur Helpe, near Chimay 
	(Belgium) in the north-east of Aisne.
	ACCOMMODATION: under tent
	TERMINAL : At Avesne sur Helpe train station
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC162	RENO	06.08.2008	28.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC162  06/08 – 28/ 08
	BEAUREVOIR 
	RENO 
	PROJECT: This is the first time that we organize a workcamp in the village of Beaurevoir. This is a typical village 
	of the Thiérache. The “tour du guet” called “tour Jeanne d’Arc” is classified in ancient memorials since 1920 
	because it remains a strong symbol of the history of France. The tower was an advanced castle’s post built in 
	1310 and demolished in the reign of Louis XIV, in whom Jeanne d’Arc was prisoner in 1430 during 4 months. The 
	castle was on the boarder of l’Escaut and had to undergo and to push away various assailants. The work will be 
	interesting and people of the town, attached to their heritage will be friendly.
	WORK: You will intervene on tour’s bases making a re-pointing and a re-pointing of parts in stoneware of the 
	building.
	LOCATION: Beaurevoir is situated in the department of Aisne, in Picardie.
	ACCOMMODATION: In a room
	TERMINAL : at Bohain en Vermandois train station
	15 VOLUNTEERS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC163	RENO	06.08.2008	28.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC163  06/08 – 28/ 08
	AUBENTON 
	RENO 
	PROJECT: The small town of Aubenton is one of the most typical and ancient of Thiérache and remains engraved 
	on a very rich historical past. It was ravaged several times in the course of the centuries because of it’s 
	importance and a famous airman, Jean Mermoz was born over there. The church of Notre-Dame called “le moustier
	 d’Aubenton” is dated of the XI century. It had a sculptured gate dated of the XIIIth century, a square keep of white
	 stones, a ceiling paint of the XVIth, an organ of XVIIIth which comes from the abbey of Bucilly and underground 
	passages. You will intervene on the internal walls of this jewel of the architecture and picard heritage.
	WORK: The bell tower strengthened of the church was recently the object of a consolidation. You will strip the 
	roughcast off .
	LOCATION: Aubenton is a small village of the north of Aisne. It’s situated on the road connecting Hirson with 
	Charleville.
	ACCOMMODATION: Under tent
	TERMINAL: At the Hirson train station
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC164	ENVI	17+
	description
	CONC164 DATE TO BE CONFIRMED
	LANDSCAPING IN “LEFFRINCKOUCKE”
	ENVI
	PROJECT: This is the first time that we organize this work camp in collaboration with the Conservatoire du Littoral 
	on a Conseil Général du Nord’s site. You will be settled on the site of the Leffrinckouke dune, with was reinforced 
	to protect the Dunkerque’s port. Today the dunes are considered as a particular and interesting ecosystem and a 
	rich historical place that you will have the opportunity to discover. 
	WORK: There, on the seaside, the volunteers will work to develop the site.
	LOCATION: Leffrinckoucke is situated on the North sea coast, between the Belgian border and the town of 
	Dunkerque. 
	ACCOMODATTION: need to be specified 
	TERMINAL: SNCF train station of Dunkerque
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: bring your own works and we ask you to have the tetanus vaccination. This workcamp
	 require a large environment sensibility.
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC165	CULT	05.09.2008	27.09.2008	17+
	description
	CONC165  05/09 – 27/09
	MONTATAIRE 
	CULT 
	PROJECT: The Palace is a spectacle room which was created by a work’s council and a French Trade Union. The 
	factory was closed some years ago and the spectacle room was taken back by the town hall of Montataire. Today,
	 its role is creating a social link around the culture between the municipality inhabitants. Tops of the bill come to 
	Montataire, local groups rise on the scene.
	A teenager group of a local organisation will participate to the workcamp.
	WORK PROJECT: The work will be made in 2 parts: a classic painting of reception hall improvement (taking back 
	of few daub, cleaning and painting), and an achievement of a fresco on a wall (about 30 metres). The theme will be
	 in touch with the place and have to be define between the volunteers.
	LOCATION: Montataire is an industrial city of the south of  Oise (close to Chantilly and Creil).
	ACCOMMODATION: in a house in the town centre
	MEETING POINT: At Creil train station
	13 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC166	RENO	05.09.2008	29.09.2008	17+
	description
	CONC166   05/09-29/09
	AVRICOURT  
	RENO 
	PROJECT: Following the success of the last eigth work camps in the village of Avricourt, you will continue the 
	work on the church. Each year, the major makes every effort to encourage meetings and discovery of every 
	one’s culture. We would like you to bring passport photos in order to create a photo file that you will hand out to the
	 local population at the beginning of the project. This is an interested way of mobilizing the inhabitants into taking an
	 active part in your project. We would like you to organize activities for the local population in order to associate 
	them more with this work camp. You will make it in the village school. Again, this year we have a special activity: 
	the word camp will finish with a great concert in the church (august, 28th  evening).
	WORK: Renovation of the floor and the benchs of the church, cutting, sandpapering and teinturing. Make also a 
	whole altar...
	LOCATION: 8 km from the local Concordia office (hosting workcamp organisation), 14 km from Noyon in the north
	 of the department of Oise.
	ACCOMMODATION: In the party’s room of the village
	REQUIREMENTS: Take warm clothes!
	MEETING POINT: At Noyon train station.
	12 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC181	CONS	09.04.2008	30.04.2008	17+
	description
	CONC181  09/04 – 30/04 
	LES ARESQUIERS 
	CONS 
	PROJECT: “Les Aresquiers” is a place welcoming holidays camps, group meetings as well as school discovery 
	workshop. Since five years, this organisation began to work with Concordia and decided to organise workcamps in 
	order to make wood outdoor pieces of furniture (tables, benches, huts, shelters, etc.).. 
	WORK: This year, you’ll have to build wood  pieces as tables and chairs
	LOCATION: 15 Km south-west of Montpellier. This isolated place is wonderful, just on the beach of Vic-la-Gardiole. 
	From there, one can visit the vineyards and the hilly hinterlands. 
	http://www.falep.org/classes/centres/vic/vic_prog.php
	ACCOMMODATION: in the welcoming centre of Les Aresquiers
	TERMINAL: bus stop of Vic-la-Gardiole
	WARNING: we recommend you to take worm clothes for windy days.
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC182	RENO	02.05.2008	23.05.2008	17+
	description
	CONC182  02/05 – 23/05
	FRONTIGNAN 
	RENO
	PROJECT: the Youth Service of Frontignan calls the volunteers of Concordia for the fifth time. In 2008, the 
	sailing school begins restoring-works in its buildings and fencing. The work will be done in link with a team of 10 
	young people from Frontignan who will be very good guides for the discovery of the region and the leisure time.
	WORK: you’ll have various painting works to do as well as basic masonry. You’ll work the same hours that they 
	do. Sometimes you’ll work the whole day and sometimes you’ll be free for the discovery of the region. 
	LOCATION: 20 Km south-west of Montpellier.
	http://www.tourisme-frontignan.com
	ACCOMMODATION: under tents. If you have one, you may bring it. The day life premises will be in a sea side 
	building, on a private beach.
	TERMINAL: Frontignan train station.
	WARNING: we recommend you to take worm clothes for windy days.
	NB: it’s possible to join this workcamp after the one of Les Aresquiers. 
	20 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC186	ENVI	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC186   04/07 - 26/07 
	BARBAIRA 
	ENVI 
	From 15 to 17 years old
	PROJECT: after twelve successful years of workcamps, the village council of Barbaira decided to welcome a new 
	group. The work will be on the surroundings of the castle of Miramont fortress of the XI-XIIth with nice important 
	ruins, (see http://209.85.129.104/search?q=cache:Cpx2BKbDV2EJ:cathares.org/miramont-
	intro.html+barbaira+chateau&hl=fr&ct=clnk&cd=1&gl=fr ). Notice that the local population is very friendly and that 
	an important close friendship is linked each year. 
	WORK: this year you’ll carry on clearing the vegetation around the castle, cleaning the pine-forest down this castle
	 and doing various arrangements begun by the last workcamps with basic masonry.
	LOCATION: 15 Km east of Carcassonne, in the heart of the Pays Cathare.  Barbaira, between the Corbières and 
	the Minervois, overlooks the Valley of the river Aude.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a village hall.
	TERMINAL: Carcassonne train station
	14 VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC187	ENVI	09.07.2008	31.07.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC187  09/07 – 31/07 
	MURVIEL LES MONTPELLIER 
	ENVI 
	PROJECT: it is the third year that this village works with Concordia. The town council has environmental fitting out 
	projects and works on heritage elements in the village (fountain, church place). You’ll discover this region near 
	Montpellier between the see and the hinterlands. Young people from the village will be present on this project.
	WORK: this year, you’ll arrange a foot path on clearing vegetation and rebuilding the bordering dry stone walls. 
	LOCATION: 20 Km west of Montpellier http://www.ville-murviel-les-montpellier.fr/accueil.php
	ACCOMMODATION: under tent (if you have one, you may bring it)
	TERMINAL: bus stop of Murviel les Montpellier
	14 VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC188	RENO	11.07.2008	01.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC188   11/07 – 01/08
	CAPDENAC LE HAUT 1  
	RENO 
	PROJECT: for the fifth time Capdenac le Haut welcomes Concordia’s volunteers to restore a part of the rampart 
	surrounding this historical town. The region is very touristic and welcoming so the volunteers will have many 
	possibilities of visits, hikes, leisure. 
	WORK: you’ll dispoint the week parts, to repoint and sometimes rebuild in traditional masonry. Work on 
	scaffolding.
	LOCATION: Capdenac le Haut is a splendid historical village in the heart of a very touristic region. Near Figeac, 
	between Cahors and Rodez http://www.tourisme.fr/office-de-tourisme/capdenac-le-haut.htm
	ACCOMMODATION: under tent. If you have one, you may bring it.
	TERMINAL: Capdenac-Gare station
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC189	CONS	11.07.2008	01.08.2008	16+
	description
	CONC189  11/07 – 01/08
	MASSALS 1 
	CONS 
	PROJECT : the district planing authority of Les Monts de St Alban planed to give a second life to an old seminary 
	of 2600m², empty since 25 years, in the very isolated village of Massals. This work will be done with several 
	workcamps to come to its preservation. 
	Work : you’ll have some earthworks around the seminary and building of stone walls. Traditional masonry.
	LOCATION : very isolated village in the Tarn, in south of France, between Millau and Albi 
	ACCOMMODATION : in different rooms of the “castle”, in the middle of the buildings
	TERMINAL : bus stop of Alban
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS : only 2 buses per a day . So, don’t miss them!
	16 VOLS. 16 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC191	RENO	16.07.2008	06.08.2008	18+
	description
	CONC191    16/07 – 06/08
	FORT-BRESCOU 1  
	RENO  
	PROJECT : Fort-Brescou is an island opposite Le Cap d'Agde on which a fortress has been build in the 16th, and 
	used for a while as a jail. Unique in the area, famous touristic attraction, this fortress suffers from the wind and 
	the sea. Since twelve years the village council of Agde has requested Concordia to restore it. In 2008, two new 
	groups will settle on the island for three weeks. Isolated between 6 PM and 11AM, you’ll be visited by the tourists 
	during the rest of the day.
	WORK : you’ll carry on the restoration of the walls, to repoint (work on scaffolding) 
	LOCATION : Béziers 25 km and Montpellier 45 km. Fort-Brescou is a change of scenery, without electricity, without
	 running water, without night-club...only tourists coming to visit the fortress by boat 4 times a day. This workcamp 
	is reserved for the bold adventurers.  www.ville-agde.fr
	TERMINAL: train station of Agde, 
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENT : train to Agde then boat to finish the journey (only link with the earth), neither shower 
	nor electricity.
	Accommodation : particularly basic lodging in a room of the fortress
	12 VOLS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC192	ENVI	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC192   01/08 – 23/08
	AZILLE 
	ENVI 
	PROJECT : it’s the second time that this nice village in the heart of the “minervois” receives the volunteers of 
	Concordia. This year, the township wants the help of volunteers for varius works as clearing vegetation and 
	planting in the village. Also, there is a three days festival in the village and you’ll be welcomed to help for the 
	organisation. You’ll discover too this very visited region, rich in heritage and outdoor activities. 
	http://www.azille.com/indexf.htm
	WORK : clearing and various planting works
	LOCATION : 30 km east of Carcassonne, in the heart of the Minervois.
	ACCOMMODATION : in a village hall.
	TERMINAL : Azille bus stop
	15 VOLS. 16 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC193	RENO	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC193    01/08 – 23/08
	CAPDENAC LE HAUT 2 
	RENO 
	PROJECT : for the fifth time Capdenac le Haut welcomes Concordia’s volunteers to restore a part of the rampart 
	surrounding this historical town. The region is very touristic and welcoming so the volunteers will have many 
	possibilities of visits, hikes, leisure. 
	WORK : you’ll dispoint the week parts, to repoint and sometimes rebuild in traditional masonry. Work on 
	scaffolding.
	LOCATION : Capdenac le Haut is a splendid historical village in the heart of a very touristic region. Near Figeac, 
	between Cahors and Rodez http://www.tourisme.fr/office-de-tourisme/capdenac-le-haut.htm
	ACCOMMODATION : under tent. If you have one, you may bring it.
	TERMINAL: Capdenac-Gare station
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC194	SOCI	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC194  01/08 – 23/08
	EMMAÜS2  
	SOCI  12VOLS
	Partnership with the Emmaüs community
	PROJECT : in partnership with the GIVE (International Group of the Volunteers Emmaüs), Concordia puts in place 
	its seventh workcamp. Led by Emmaüs comrades, you’ll work with the comrades (recovering, sorting, sale, 
	cooking for a group of 30 persons, etc). You’ll share the life of the comrades as well as the life of other 
	international volunteers. 
	WORK : various sorting and cleaning works, etc.
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS : the volunteers will work during the same hours that the comrades and their free days 
	will be the Wednesday and the Sunday.
	ACCOMMODATION : under tent. If you have one, you may bring it.
	LOCATION : 15 Km south-east of Toulouse 
	MEETING POINT : Escalquens train station
	12 VOLS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
	http://www.emmaus-toulouse.org/fr/index.php?gestion=pages&id_page=3
	COMMUNITY OF EMMAÜS
	Emmaüs, laic impulse of solidarity, was born in 1949 from a mutual aid and help will for all the suffering people, 
	coming from socially privileged persons and from unprovided persons. From that date, under the impulse of the 
	Abbé Pierre, the “comrades” work all over the world to help the more unproved persons to rediscover security, 
	dignity and autonomy with work and mutual aid. They collect all kind of equipment (electric domestic appliances, 
	furnitures, cloths, etc), they repair and sell it. The profit is used to make live underprivileged people and to go 
	further more in the solidarity.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC195	RENO	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	18+
	description
	CONC195   01/08 – 23/08
	MASSALS 2  
	RENO 
	PROJECT : the district planning authority of Les Monts de St Alban planed to give a second life to an old seminary
	 of 2600m², empty since 25 years, in the very isolated village of Massals. This work will be done with several 
	workcamps to come to its preservation. 
	Work : you’ll have some earthworks around the seminary and building of stone walls. Traditional masonry.
	Location : very isolated village in the Tarn, in south of France, between Millau and Albi 
	Accommodation : in different rooms of the “castle”, in the middle of the buildings
	TERMINAL : bus stop of Alban
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS : only 2 buses per a day . So, don’t miss them!
	14 VOLS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC196	RENO	06.08.2008	28.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC196   06/08 – 28/08
	ALBAS 
	RENO
	PROJECT: it’s the third time that this nice isolated village of 60 inhabitants receives the volunteers of Concordia. 
	Last year, the volunteers arranged old gardens and began various works as fitting out in the village.
	WORK: this year, you’ll carry on the works of fitting out in the Carraira street . You’ll work on the last part of this 
	street on building some stony steps. The second part will be the restoration of the “calade” in front of the church.
	LOCATION: 40 km south-west of Narbonne. Wild region of the Corbières, in Pays Cathare, with many possibilities 
	of walks and a rich historical heritage.
	ACCOMMODATION: under tent. If you have one, you may bring it.
	TERMINAL: Narbonne train station
	WARNING: This village is very isolated. The station is 40 Km from Albas. Don’t miss the meeting point!
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC197	RENO	06.08.2008	28.08.2008	18+
	description
	CONC197  06/08 – 28/08
	FORT-BRESCOU 2 
	RENO 
	PROJECT : Fort-Brescou is an island opposite Le Cap d'Agde on which a fortress has been build in the 16th, and 
	used for a while as a jail. Unique in the area, famous touristic attraction, this fortress suffers from the wind and 
	the sea. Since twelve years the village council of Agde has requested Concordia to restore it. In 2008, two new 
	groups will settle on the island for three weeks. Isolated between 6 PM and 11AM, you’ll be visited by the tourists 
	during the rest of the day.
	WORK : you’ll carry on the restoration of the walls, to repoint (work on scaffolding) 
	LOCATION : Béziers 25 km and Montpellier 45 km. Fort-Brescou is a change of scenery, without electricity, without
	 running water, without night-club...only tourists coming to visit the fortress by boat 4 times a day. This workcamp 
	is reserved for the bold adventurers.  www.ville-agde.fr
	ACCOMMODATION : particularly basic lodging in a room of the fortress
	TERMINAL: train station of Agde, 
	SPECIAL REQUIREMENT : train to Agde then boat to finish the journey (only link with the earth), neither shower 
	nor electricity.
	12 VOLS. 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC198	ENVI	06.08.2008	28.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC198  06/08-28/08
	LAVELANET  
	ENVI / CONS
	PROJECT :the aim of this second workcamp in Lavelanet is to bring back to life the site of the castle which is 
	hidden under the vegetation. For the second year you’ll have to finish clearing the vegetation of the site and to 
	begin the works of preservation of the walls. Sorting of the stones, excavation and building will be in program. 
	You’ll take part to different activities (swimming, hiking, etc.) in link with the municipality and local youth. In 2007, 
	they have been numerous and enriching.
	WORK: clearing the vegetation on the site. Excavation. Masonry.
	Warning : work partly on scaffolding
	LOCATION: Lavelanet is a magnificent little town at the foot of the Pyrenees 
	http://www.audar.com/lavelanet/index.htm at 18 Km south of Mirepoix
	ACCOMMODATION: under tents. If you have one, you may bring it. (To confirm)
	TERMINAL: train station of Mirepoix
	16 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	CONC200	ENVI	06.08.2008	28.08.2008	17+
	description
	CONC200  06/08 – 28/08
	SAINT MARTIN LAGUEPIE
	ENVI
	Project: after some years, we come back in this magnificent village of the Tarn. This year, the town council 
	decided to appeal to you to clean the surrounding of the castle. 
	Work: you’ll have to clear vegetation and to clean around the castle.
	Location: St Martin Laguépie has a magnificent castle from the XIIIth. The region is very rich in heritage and in nice
	 landscapes. . http://209.85.129.104/search?q=cache:NGo-NZkOvhAJ:fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint-Martin-
	Lagu%C3%A9pie+st+martin+lagu%C3%A9pie&hl=fr&ct=clnk&cd=2&gl=fr
	Accommodation: under tent. If you have one, you may bring it.
	Terminal: Bus stop
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	CONC202	RENO	03.09.2008	25.09.2008	17+
	description
	CONC202  03/09 – 25/09
	OLARGUES 
	RENO 
	PROJECT : Olargues is a pleasant medieval listed village. Since 1994, the township has work with Concordia to 
	rehabilitate the surroundings of the castle, to restore the covered way (with 4 surveillance towers cut in the stone) 
	and to make easier access to the castle. The main tower overlooks the village. The works of the last workcamps 
	helped to do archaeological excavations and to discover many parts of the ancient castle. Fantastic welcome in a 
	unique natural site in Europe (Regional Park of the high Languedoc).
	WORK: this year, you’ll carry on the arrangement needed for the visits : lanes, stairs, little walls, etc 
	LOCATION: Olargues is in the heart of the Natural Regional Park of the Haut-Languedoc (south of France), 45km 
	north-east of Béziers and 100km west of Montpellier   http://olargues.free.fr/html/visite/village.htm
	ACCOMMODATION: lodging in a common room in the Campotel.
	TERMINAL: bus station of Olargues
	WARNING  only two bus from Montpellier. Don’t miss them!
	14 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
	
	CONC201				03/09 – 25/09
	NAJAC 1 
	RENO / ENVI
	
	CONC203 			25/09 – 16/10
	NAJAC 2 
	RENO / ENVI
	Project: back in the medieval village of Najac classified among the "nicest villages in France". Since 97, the 
	volunteers began the restoration of an old house called "The house of the governor" (13th century), built some 
	walls and cleared the vegetation. 
	Work: this year, you’ll do different arranging works like clearing vegetation, excavation and basic masonry in the 
	village and around the castle. Those work will be set by the town council according with the needs.
	Location: on its stony peak, Najac overlooks the valley of the river Aveyron. One will discover the ruins of a 
	fortress from the XIIIth century looking down upon the old village, the gothic church and a nice rural area very rich 
	in its history. A wonderful region to discover:  Villefranche-de-Rouergue (30 Km) and Albi (45 Km), in “the gorges of
	 the Aveyron”      www.najac.com
	Terminal: Najac train station.
	Accommodation: to confirm.
	15 VOLS. 17 YEARS OLD AND OVER
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR_SCI 4.4	DISA	03.08.2008	25.08.2008	20+
	description
	FR 4.4 MARSEILLE
	03/08 – 25/08
	7 vols
	The Centre of Bellevue in Marseille accommodates disabled persons (physically handicapped). 
	W : The volunteers will organize animation activities. They’ll be careful to maintain exchanges with the residents 
	and then, to try to create a friendly and dynamic atmosphere. They will help during the meals some persons who 
	can’t eat alone. The volunteers are encouraged to be dynamic and take initiatives. 
	A : in the centre.
	L : It is necessary to speak french.
	X : We ask volunteers to be at least 20 years old, very motivated for this camp and to speak French. They have 
	to send a motivation letter in french with the standard application form. No volunteer will be accepted until we get 
	this motivation letter.
	Driving licence would be an asset.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 10.1	CULT	28.07.2008	11.08.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 10.1 JEUNESSE & NON-VIOLENCE (to be confirmed)
	28/07-11/08
	20/40 vols
	“Jeunesse et Non-violence” aims to train youth on non-violence through  the organisation of , youth camp, 
	workcamp and international exchanges . The NGO has created a non-violence international network and participate 
	to various Peace education activities. The volunteers will joint  a group of about 40  participants (mainly from 
	France) and will work  (masonry; weeding and cleaning) on a building  that will be  used  to host groups for  
	trainings. The afternoon can be used for artistic workshop  (dance, theatre) and non-violence education. A : bring 
	your own tent.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 11.1 AUI 1	SOCI	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	SCI-FR 11.1 AUI 1
	05/07-26/07
	15 vols
	This workcamp will be organised in co-operation with Action d'Urgence Internationale (International Emergency 
	Action). It organises trainings and works on disasters prevention. The camps will take place in the Alps. 
	W : Volunteers will renovate former silver mines, archaeological remnants from 9th century: renovating the ancient
	 galleries, as well as the outskirts. Volunteers will work 35 hours per week
	A : Big tents, with beds inside. Sleeping bags needed
	L :  French, English and Spanish. 
	X : Camp non accessible for wheel chairs
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 11.2 AUI 2	SOCI	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	18+
	description
	FR 11.2 AUI 2
	02/08-23/08
	15 vols
	This workcamp will be organised in co-operation with Action d'Urgence Internationale (International Emergency 
	Action). It organises trainings and works on disasters prevention. The camps will take place in the Alps. 
	W : Volunteers will renovate former silver mines, archaeological remnants from 9th century: renovating the ancient
	 galleries, as well as the outskirts. Volunteers will work 35 hours per week
	A : Big tents, with beds inside. Sleeping bags needed
	L :  French, English and Spanish. 
	X : Camp non accessible for wheel chairs
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 11.3	SOCI	07.07.2008	27.07.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 11.3 	DOJO PAJOT
	07/07-27/07
	12 vols
	L'association DOJO PAJOT, in the south-east of Paris, organizes various activities, cultural or physical, for 
	disadvantaged younggster. The volunteers will help renovate the building.
	A : tent.
	X : Camp non accessible for wheel chairs
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 11.4	SOCI	01.09.2008	14.09.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 11.4 LILLE
	01 / 09  - 14 / 09 
	08 vol
	The volunteers will have to help SCI Lille in north of France to renovate the office, to make it adapted for hosting 
	volunteers. The work will be demolition of walls and little building works.   
	W :  building work
	A : house
	Q : No particular competences required
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 4.1	DISA	07.07.2008	27.07.2008	20+
	description
	FR-SCI 4.1 RENNES I
	07/07-27/07
	4 vols
	The workcamp takes place in Rennes, in a center for spastic (not mental handicapped). 
	W : The volunteers will be in charge of the animation activities : games, discussions, going out with residents, 
	introducing their country. Volunteers knowing arts or theatre are very welcome. 
	A : in the centre.
	L : It is necessary to speak french. 
	X : We ask volunteers to be at least 20 years old, very motivated for this camp and to speak French. They have 
	to send a motivation letter in french with the standard application form. No volunteer will be accepted until we get 
	this motivation letter..
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 4.2	DISA	04.08.2008	24.08.2008	20+
	description
	FR-SCI 4.2 RENNES II
	04/08 –24/08
	4 vols
	The workcamp takes place in Rennes, in a center for spastic (not mental handicapped). 
	W : The volunteers will be in charge of the animation activities : games, discussions, going out with residents, 
	introducing their country. Volunteers knowing arts or theatre are very welcome. 
	A : in the centre.
	L : It is necessary to speak french. 
	X : We ask volunteers to be at least 20 years old, very motivated for this camp and to speak French. They have 
	to send a motivation letter in french with the standard application form. No volunteer will be accepted until we get 
	this motivation letter..
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 4.3	DISA	28.07.2008	17.08.2008	20+
	description
	FR-SCI 4.3 HOSPITALET
	28/07-17/08
	5 vols
	The workcamp will be held in a residence for physically heavily handicapped persons, near Blois, the Loire valley 
	castles, 45 minutes from Paris with the TGV. A specialised work is done in order to give the residents a self-
	aptitude to their daily tasks. 
	W : The volunteers will bring their personal competences (music, theatre,...) and national culture (songs, pictures, 
	diaporama, ...) and help the animation team, taking part in the residents daily activities : games, debates, visits 
	outside, picnics… They'll take their meals with the residents.
	A : in the centre. A car will be at their disposal.
	L : it is necessary to speak french
	X : We ask volunteers to be at least 20 years old, very motivated for this camp and to speak French. They have 
	to send a motivation letter in french with the standard application form. No volunteer will be accepted until we get 
	this motivation letter.
	X : non accessible for wheelchairs
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 4.5	DISA	14.07.2008	24.08.2008	20+
	description
	FR-SCI 4.5 NOEUX-LES-MINES
	14/07–24/08
	6 vols
	In an APF center (Association of handicapped persons, France) in the North of France, the workcamp will focus on
	 animation activities. 
	W : Volunteers will take part to animation activities and to the residents daily life. They will do some artistic  work: 
	paintings, decoration... according to their abilities.
	A : Accommodation in the centre. 
	L : It is necessary to speak french. 
	Q : We ask volunteers to have artistic competencies such as drawing, painting, sculpture…
	X : We ask volunteers to be at least 20 years old, very motivated for this camp and to speak French. They have 
	to send a motivation letter in french with the standard application form. No volunteer will be accepted until we get 
	this motivation letter
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 4.6	DISA	06.07.2008	27.07.2008	20+
	description
	FR-SCI 4.6 TONNEINS 1
	06/07–27/07
	6 vols
	In an APF center (Association of handicapped persons, France) in the south of France, the workcamp will focus on
	 animation activities. 
	W : Volunteers will take part to animation activities and to the residents daily life. 
	A : Accommodation in the centre. 
	L : It is necessary to have a good understanding of french. 
	X : We ask volunteers to be at least 20 years old, very motivated for this camp and to speak French. They have 
	to send a motivation letter in french with the standard application form. No volunteer will be accepted until we get 
	this motivation letter.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 4.7	DISA	03.08.2008	24.08.2008	20+
	description
	FR-SCI 4.7 TONNEINS 2
	03/08–24/08
	6 vols
	In an APF center (Association of handicapped persons, France) in the south of France, the workcamp will focus on
	 animation activities. 
	W : Volunteers will take part to animation activities and to the residents daily life. 
	A : Accommodation in the centre. 
	L : It is necessary to have a good understanding of french. 
	X : We ask volunteers to be at least 20 years old, very motivated for this camp and to speak French. They have 
	to send a motivation letter in french with the standard application form. No volunteer will be accepted until we get 
	this motivation letter.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 4.8	DISA	11.07.2008	08.08.2008	20+
	description
	FR-SCI 4.8 CHATEAUNEUF
	11/07-08/08
	4 vols
	This APF center, in Chateauneuf sur Cher, in the heart of France, Le foyer APF de Chateauneuf sur Cher, dans le
	 centre de la France, welcomes handicapped persons.  W : Volunteers will take part to animation activities and to 
	the residents daily life. 
	A : Accommodation in the centre. 
	L : It is necessary to have a good understanding of french. 
	X : We ask volunteers to be at least 20 years old, very motivated for this camp and to speak French. They have 
	to send a motivation letter in french with the standard application form. No volunteer will be accepted until we get 
	this motivation letter..
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 5.1	SOCI	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	20+
	description
	FR-SCI 5.1 MAISON BLANCHE
	5 vols
	04/07-26/07
	In a small village, in the East of France, the Maison Blanche residence welcomes elderly people. Some of the 
	residents are affected with alzheimer .
	W : the volunteers will be asked two types of work : animation, mainly, and small hand labor. It would be really 
	appreciated if the volunteers came with their guitars, traditional songs and dances, national recipes... and lots of 
	ideas.
	A : accomodation in an independant house of the center
	L : it is necessary to speak french..
	X : We ask volunteers to be at least 20 years old, very motivated for this camp and to speak French. They have 
	to send a motivation letter in french with the standard application form. No volunteer will be accepted until we get 
	this motivation letter.
	Driving licence would be an asset (a vehicle is lended to the volunteers).
	X : non accessible for wheelchairs
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 6.1	ENVI	29.06.2008	13.07.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 6.1 VITRY/PLANETE LILAS 1 (to be confirmed)
	29/06-13/07
	12 vols.
	The project of Planete Lilas is situated in the departmental park of “Les lilas” in the southern part of Paris. It's aim 
	is to create an activity of biological farming and fair trade, an open space for inhabitants of the area, a place for 
	debates and discussion, and a collective garden.. It is the second  workcamps year on the place. Volounteers will 
	work in the garden : gardening, weeding, workshop  animation with children and participation to local events.  Going 
	to Paris will not be possible every day. 
	A: tents
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 6.2	ENVI	14.07.2008	27.07.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 6.2 VITRY/PLANETE LILAS  2(to be confirmed)
	14/07-27/07
	12 vols 
	The project of Planete Lilas is situated in the departmental park of “Les lilas” in the southern part of Paris. It's aim 
	is to create an activity of biological farming and fair trade, an open space for inhabitants of the area, a place for 
	debates and discussion, and a collective garden.. It is the second  workcamps year on the place. Volounteers will 
	work in the garden : gardening, weeding, workshop  animation with children and participation to local events.  Going 
	to Paris will not be possible every day. 
	A: tents
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 6.3	ENVI	04.08.2008	17.08.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 6.3 VITRY/PLANETE LILAS  3(to be confirmed)
	04/08-17/08
	12 vols 
	The project of Planete Lilas is situated in the departmental park of “Les lilas” in the southern part of Paris. It's aim 
	is to create an activity of biological farming and fair trade, an open space for inhabitants of the area, a place for 
	debates and discussion, and a collective garden.. It is the second  workcamps year on the place. Volounteers will 
	work in the garden : gardening, weeding, workshop  animation with children and participation to local events.  Going 
	to Paris will not be possible every day. 
	A: tents
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 6.4	ENVI	25.08.2008	13.09.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 6.4 VITRY/PLANETE LILAS  4 (to be confirmed)
	25/08-13/09
	12 vols 
	The project of Planete Lilas is situated in the departmental park of “Les lilas” in the southern part of Paris. It's aim 
	is to create an activity of biological farming and fair trade, an open space for inhabitants of the area, a place for 
	debates and discussion, and a collective garden.. It is the second  workcamps year on the place. Volounteers will 
	work in the garden : gardening, weeding, workshop  animation with children and participation to local events.  Going 
	to Paris will not be possible every day. 
	A: tents
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 6.5	ENVI	01.09.2008	30.10.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 6.5 GUICHEN (to be confirmed)
	sept/oct.
	8 vols
	In the South of Rennes, the association Culture bio is working on the promotion of the organic agriculture and also 
	for a sustainable lifestyle (renewable energy, environment). Every year, they organize an organic forum in 
	Guichen which welcomes around 10 000 visitors. 
	W : The first week of the workcamp will be dedicated to manual work. During the second week volunteers will help 
	to prepare the Forum on organic farming (setting up exhibition; parking, services and information, bar, building and 
	cleaning the toilet with litter...)  Many meetings with the mains actors will take place and will enable volunteers to 
	have a better understanding about the organic in this part of France.
	A : in a dormitory (elementary)
	L : French would be an asset
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 6.7	ENVI	01.07.2008	14.07.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 6.7 BERGES DE LA DEULE
	01/07-14/07
	8 vols
	The project is about environnemental protection. It consists in sailing on little boats through differents sites along 
	the river “Deûle”, closed to Lille, in the north of France. The volunteer will actively participate in the river’s 
	environnement protection  by working directly on pollution effects : cleaning the riversides, the water and  fauna 
	and flora protection. W : The volunteers will actively participate in the river’s environnement protection  by working 
	directly on pollution effects : cleaning the riversides, the water and  fauna and flora protection
	A : tents
	X : non accessible for wheelchairs
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 6.8	ENVI	13.08.2008	27.08.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 6.8 MAISON DE LA NATURE 
	13/08-27/08
	12 vols
	The “Maison de la nature of Sundgau” is an educational centre promoting ecology. Created in 1999, it is situated in 
	Altenach, a little village in Alsace, near Switzerland. 
	W : This summer, volunteers will help restoring the “discovery path” (the wooden stairs and the “bird observatory”, 
	and creating a meeting area with natural material ( wood and stones), arrange a secure place around the campfire, 
	and build a furnace.
	A : tents.
	X : non accessible for wheelchairs
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 6.9	ENVI	18.08.2008	31.08.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 6.9 FERME AU DRAGON
	18/08-31/08
	8 vols
	The goal of the project is to built ecological little houses, around the “Draggon Farm, located in Merville, in the north
	 of France, which host visitors with a goal of environment and ecological building. Each house will be 30m3 tall and 
	built in natural material ( wood and soil).
	W : building ecological little houses
	A : tents
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 9.1	FEST	05.07.2008	28.07.2008	18+
	description
	SCI-FR 9.1 SIRIUS (to be confirmed)
	05/07-28/07
	12 vols. 
	Tri-national French German and  a third country to be chosen
	Sirius works  for the improvement of the relation between differents area of Paris through cultural projects. In 
	2008, the NGO is preparing a film and an exhibition called “Dream in the city – City of dream”. The film aims to 
	link areas of Paris through artistic workshops. (videos and plastic art). Volunteers will help to prepare the  film 
	decoration and the settlement of the  video exhibition (24-26 of july) in the north of Paris.. They will prepare it by 
	animating workshop with children  and adults(painting; ,joinery,  sound  installation ...). Parts of the film are 
	prepared by the inhabitants and local NGO's.
	A : in the centre of an NGO partner, in the suburbs.
	L : French, German, and ..
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 9.2	FEST	01.07.2008	30.07.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 9.2 RESONANCES : (to be confirmed)
	july.
	12 vols.
	“La compagnie Résonances” organise artistic activities in a disadvantaged area of Paris. They also  work on the 
	question of citizenship and Human rights with the inhabitants. Since 2005, the NGO manages a garden in the 
	middle of the buildings. The project aims to invite the inhabitants to invest themselves in the garden. Volunteers 
	will work on the installation of the garden in an artistic way with local people. ( mosaic terrace; painting on a room 
	close to the garden , may be a mosaic fountain). 
	A : in the centre of an NGO partner, in the suburbs.. Artistic skills welcome
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 9.3	MANU	07.07.2008	21.07.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 9.3 CHATEAU DE BLAMONT 1
	07/07-21/07
	10 vols/20 
	The association « Clé de Voûte du Blâmontois », created in 1991, is renovating a medieval castel in the village of 
	Blâmont, between Nancy and Strasbourg.
	W: The volunteers will help with building work (masonry), reparing the walls, stone-cutting, clearing the site and 
	general maintenance of the site.
	A : The volunteers need to bring their own tent and sleeping bags.
	Q : It is good but not obligatory to speak a little bit of French because 10 other french volunteers will be present !
	X : non accessible for wheelchairs
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 9.4	MANU	22.07.2008	04.08.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 9.4 CHATEAU DE BLAMONT 2
	22/07-04/08
	10 vols /20
	The association « Clé de Voûte du Blâmontois », created in 1991, is renovating a medieval castel in the village of 
	Blâmont, between Nancy and Strasbourg.
	W: Identical to the first one, but without clearing and maintenance work asked for that second workcamp…
	A : The volunteers need to bring their own tent and sleeping bags.
	Q : It is good but not obligatory to speak a little bit of French because 10 other french volunteers will be present ! 
	
	X : non accessible for wheelchairs
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 9.5	RENO	21.07.2008	03.08.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 9.5 ETAPLES
	21/07-03/08
	8 vols
	In the north of France the volunteers will help an association working on saving martim heritage.
	W : repair old boats for an exhibition in a maritim museum
	S : maritim history
	A : camping
	Q : ability or enthusiasm for woodwork, curiosity for boats and maritim history,...
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 9.6	FEST	01.06.2008	30.06.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 9.6 COMBLESAC (to be confirmed)
	june
	12 vols
	Comblesac is a small village situated in the west or Rennes (Brittany). The municipality is willing to renovate an old
	 farm in order to open a traditional museum on Gallo (local language), and traditional craft. 
	W : Volunteers will work on the building and help to prepare a traditional party on the theme of horse.
	A: In the farm or under tents.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	France	FR-SCI 9.7	FEST	07.07.2008	20.07.2008	18+
	description
	FR-SCI 9.7 FORT DE JOUY
	07/07-20/07
	15 vols/30
	In the East of France, the Fort de Jouy is an old military fort of the 19th century. The vols wil help renovate it with
	 building work (masonry, carpentry).
	A : very rudimentary in the fort. The vols need to bring their own sleeping bags and sleeping mats. The showers 
	are outside of the workcamp site. Vols must be aware of  this rudimentary lifestyle.
	Q : It is good but not obligatory to speak a little bit of French because 15 other french volunteers will be present ! 
	
	X : non accessible for wheelchairs
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/01	RENO	07.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/01  LEFFRINCKOUCKE  Dunkerqu  07/07-26/07/08  RENO  18-30.  17 VOLS  
	WORK: With a technical leader, you will work on various parts of the site of the fortress for the clearing of its 
	outskirts, the restoration of the external staircases, the collecting of old paved stones and branches and finally, 
	the clearing of undergrowth in the ditches. This work will be carried ou in small groups.
	ACCOMODATION: At the mucipal football grounds (stade municipal). We cannot be responsible for you if you 
	arrive before the beginning of workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: The town of Leffrinckoucke is located at a few km from the The town of Dunkerque. The fortress is at
	 500 meters from the beach, and at 500 meters from the town of Dunkerque. Buses are available to reach 
	neighbour towns. The nearest train station is in Dunkerque, and many connections are available by TGV to LILLE 
	(35min) or PARIS (2h00).
	TERMINAL: DUNKERQUE
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/02	CONS	26.07.2008	08.08.2008	14-17
	description
	JR08/02  A PETITS PAS  Arras   26/07-08/08/08  CONS  14-17.  25 VOLS  
	SPECIAL FEE 400.00 EUR 
	WORK: The topic of the workcamps is «the House of the Association”;. Two weeks to get started in a ecological 
	project, the construction of a wooden building that will contain dry toilets (compost toilets) that help saving water! 
	All the work will be done according to the principal of eco-construction. There will also be plenty of time to go our 
	for hikes and camping with the donkeys, to participate in artistic workshops, to discover new activities, to meet 
	local youth, to discover the region.
	ACCOMODATION: In a former and restored farm.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Volunteers will work at the main centre of the association “A Petits Pas”;, located in the village of 
	Ruisseauville, located at 35 km south of St Omer, and 60 km west of the town of Arras, and 100 km sout-west if 
	Lille. Accommodation is different from working place, and is located on the village of Lisbourg (8 km from 
	Ruisseauville).
	TERMINAL: ARRAS 
	EXTRA REQUIREMENTS: Extra fee to pay on arrival is 400 €
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/100	ENVI	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/100  LE MONT DORE  Le mont dor  06/07-26/07/08  ENVI   18-30.  12 VOLS  
	WORK: You will clear an invasive plant, from the banks of the Dordogne river : clearing, cut the plants. You will be
	 guided by the camp leader of Jeunesse et Reconstruction and supervised by local employees. NB : physical work
	 because the plants are very high and thick, banks are sometimes very inclined. Bring boots.
	ACCOMODATION: In an appartement. Altitude : 1050m (bring warm clothes) / Walk to go to the workcamp. If you 
	arrive before the beginning of the workcamp, you can go, at your charge, to the Youth Hostel (+33 (0)4-73- 65-03-
	53) Other possibilities at Le Mont Dore : phone the tourist office at +33 (0)4 73 65 20 21, 
	http://www.sancy.com/acc-com-t.php?ville=9 (link lodging) http://www.tourisme.fr/office-de-tourisme/le-mont-
	dore.htm (link lodging)
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located in the heart of the Auvergne, in the Regional Natural Park Volcans d’Auvergne, the town of 
	Mont Dore enjoys a natural setting, and a rich heritage that volunteers will discover. The area has several lakes 
	with craters (maar) as Pavin and lakes and lakes Chauvet, formed by lava flows as Chambon Lake and Lake 
	Guéry. The Sancy also has plenty of streams and rivers like the Dordogne and Couze Chambon, wetlands and 
	peat bogs as Gayme Barthe or the many waterfalls and cascades of such Cheix, the Bois de Chaux, the Vernière ,
	 Great Cascade. Finally, the site will enable the integration of local youth in a dynamic opening, environmental 
	awareness, discovery and boost local volunteerism. Local Animations possible: welcome drink offered by the 
	council with representatives of associations, meals prepared by the international group to thank the town. 
	Discovery of pottery craft and the metal work, participation in the organization of the National Day on July 14.
	TERMINAL: LE MONT DORE
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/101	RENO	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/101  MONTMORIN  Clermont-ferrand  06/07-26/07/08  RENO  18-30.  12 VOLS  
	WORK: You will be guided by a professional stone-cutter who used to restore historical monuments. Delighted to 
	share his know-how, he already guided several workcamps. Volunteers must be committed to the project. Students 
	and people passionated by built heritage are expected. Work to be undertaken: construction of a canopy adjacent 
	to the chapel: site preparation and materials, establishment of the frame, setting up the roof. Restoration of the 
	ceiling of the oven: site preparation, sorting stones, preparation of binders (lime), redoing of new plaster.
	ACCOMODATION: In the village school. Walk to go to the showers (10 min). The 3 first days, you will stay in 
	another local building because the school won’t be finished. There are no shops in the village. Walk to go to the 
	workcamps (15 min). If you arrive before the beginning of the workcamp: there is no lodging in Montmorin. 
	Therefore, you will have to go, to Billom, at your own charge - check availability): local campsite Le Colombier(+33 
	(0)473684325 - 6 Euros), Chambre d’hôte (hotel), Billom Tourist Office +33 (0)4.73.68.39.85 www.stdb-
	auvergne.com/tourisme/Rheber.php, Lodging at Clermont Ferrand : Tourist Office +33 (0)4.73.98.65.00, 
	http://www.ot-clermont-ferrand.fr/fr/HTML/se_loger/p52.htm
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: The small village of Montmorin is located in the Puy de Dôme region, next to Billom, east of Clermont 
	Ferrand. It belongs to the St Dier-billom grouping of towns. Montmorin is a small rural village divided into 40 
	hamlets, and located in the middle of a valley. Nature lovers are expected. Population: 525 inhabitants, Altitude: 
	630 m. Towns nearby: Clermont Ferrand (25 kms). Jeunesse et Reconstruction organizes one visit during the 
	workcamp. Possible free time activities : Meeting with young people, Visit of the medieval castle at Montmorin, 
	Visit of Billom, Swimming-pool in Billom, tennis, basketball, Visit of the castles around (Mauzun, Ravel, 
	Martinanches), Walk in the Madet valley, Canoe at Ste Marguerite, Hike to the Puy de Dome, Visit of Clermont 
	Ferrand, Visit of Issoire (international folklore festival), Meeting with the Issoire workcamp http://www.route-
	chateaux-auvergne.org/Chateau_de_Montmorin_francais.htm (Montmorin Castle), www.stdb-auvergne.com/ (around
	 Montmorin)
	TERMINAL: CLERMONT-FERRAND
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/102	RENO	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/102  SIAUGUES STE MARIE (FRENCH-SPEAKING)  Langeac  06/07-26/07/08  RENO 18-30. 12 VOLS 
	WORK: You will be guided by a local employee or/and a mason retired.  Restoration of a traditional bread oven : 
	remove old plaster from the outside wall and redo the coating with lime, leaving stones visible; bring down partly 
	the cheminey and rebuild it; to redo the floor inside the buinding; cleaning of the wooden parts.
	ACCOMODATION: Lodging in a house at Ste marie des Chazes (gîte) / Lodging is isolated (no shops on the site) / 
	Few shops in the centre of Siaugues. Altitude: 900m high (bring some warm clothes !) / You will be driven by bus 
	for some visits / If you arrive before the beginning of the workcamp, you can go, at your charge, to the local 
	campsite or the local hotel at Siaugues Ste Marie (+33 (0)4 71 74 21 42) http://www.mairie-siaugues-stemarie.fr/ 
	(link « Tourism ») / at Langeac phone the tourist office (+33 (0)4 71 77 05 41), Camping Langeac 
	http://www.campinglangeac.com/
	LANGUAGE: French
	LOCATION: Located in the south of Auvergne, in an essentially rural region, the town of Siaugues-Ste-Marie is in 
	an area which has an historical and cultural heritage, within protected natural landscapes. Small village of 800 
	inhabitants, located at 25 km west of le Puy en Velay. Jeunesse et Reconstruction organizes one visit during the 
	workcamp. Possible free time activities : Football match with the female club, Game of bowls, market with calves 
	(typical), Walks with local people, Swimming in a lake, Meeting with young people, Meeting with an old volunteer 
	(inhabitant of Siaugues), Exhibition of local artists, Canoe-kayak, Visit of Le Puy en Velay, Visit of the castle 
	Chavaniac lafayette, Museum of the beast of Gevaudan. http://www.mairie-siaugues-stemarie.fr, http://www.haut-
	allier.com/
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/103	RENO	13.07.2008	02.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/103  VERNET LA VARENNE  Issoire  13/07-02/08/08  RENO  18-30.  12 VOLS 
	WORK: Renovation of a supporting dry stone wall: sorting stones, 
	Establishment of the panel, filling the rear. Painting work : cleaning of the walls (washing or scraping), painting.
	ACCOMODATION: accomodation and food 
	In the presbitery / Altitude : 900 m high (bring warm clothes) / Small walk to go to the workcamp / If you arrive 
	before the beginning of the workcamp, you can go, at your charge, to the campsite or to the hotel at Vernet la 
	Varenne Vernet Tourist Office +33 (0)4.73.71.39.76, http://www.mairie-vernetlavarenne.com/ (link lodging) / At 
	Issoire : Tourist Office + 33 (0)4.73.89.15.90, http://www.tourisme.fr/office-de-tourisme/issoire/issoire-hotel.htm
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: location 
	South-east of Clermont Ferrand, located in the Natural Park of Le Livradois Forez; le Vernet la Varenne is located 
	at 900 m high and is surrounded by pines forests. This small village, very active in the summer, attracts many 
	hikers thanks to its lake, its markets, its cafés and its cultural center in the Montfort castle. Population: 600 
	inhabitants / Altitude: 900 m /Towns nearby: Issoire (20 kms). Jeunesse et Reconstruction organizes one visit 
	during the workcamp. Possible free time activities : Visit of the castle and the exhition, Swimming in the lake, 
	Participation in the 14th July celebration, Exchanges with an agricultural college, Walk to discover the local stone 
	améthyste, visit of farms, Visit of the castle Chaméane, Exchanges with young people (bal, game of bowls, 
	tennis, badminton), Local market, VTT, Horse riding, Hike to Puy de Dome, Visit of Clermont Ferrand 
	http://www.mairie-vernetlavarenne.com/ http://www.parc-livradois-forez.org/index.php4
	TERMINAL: ISSOIRE
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/104	RELIEF	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/104 MALICORNE -  06/07-26/07/08  RENO  18-30  12 VOLS  
	WORK: As a first step, volunteers will clear the site overgrown with vegetation. Then they will carry out some 
	small masonry work to restore a crumbled wall running along a path, then restore a fountain: restoration of the 
	stones, preparing the coating, cleaning, brushing. The work will be supervised by a professional mason.
	ACCOMODATION: In a tent at the Municipal campsite in Commentry or Chamblet; facilities at the campsite.  WE 
	CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOU IF YOU ARRIVE EARLIER THAN STARTING DATE. Possible 
	accommodation, at your expense, if early arrival (please check by calling) : Camping Grenouillat
	Tél. : 04 70 03 17 44, Hotel Le Lyon vert, Tél. : 04 70 64 31 27 30 Courriel : lyonverthotel@wanadoo.fr - Tourist 
	office : www.tourisme.fr/office-de-tourisme/neris-les-bains.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Malicorne is part of the community of municipalities Commentry / Néris-les-Bains, located in 
	Auvergne region, department of Allier (12 municipalities : Bizeneuille, Chamblet, Colombier, Commentry, Deneuille-
	les-Mines, Durdat-Larequille, Hyds, La Celle, Malicorne, Neris-les-Bains, San Angel, Verneix). The center of 
	Malicorne has kept its old character, its quietness and tranquillity. Previously, Malicorne was a fairly large town. 
	Indeed between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, historians have traced the presence of royal 
	administration. A railway line used to cross the village, running from from Montlucon to Gannat. Possible activities:
	 Visit the town, hiking (180 Km of trails), Swimming, Participation in the National Day celebration (July 14), hiking 
	on pedestrian paths, Visit to the church of the sacred heart, Visit Workshop Jean-Michel Lartigaud, visit the Chapel
	 of St. Joseph, castle of Grand Champ, discover local rural heritage (more than 90 crosses, many fountains, 
	traditonal washing places…).
	TERMINAL: -
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/105	RENO	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/105  PLATEAU DE LA CHAISE DIEU  Brioude  06/07-26/07/08  RENO  18-30.  12 VOLS  
	WORK: Volunteers will be supervised by a professional staff. Work will consist in the rehabilitation of an 
	arboretum: cutting of brushes, clearing of other invasive plants. Restoration of a dry stone wall: constitution of 
	establishment of a stock of stones, sorting stones, making of the brickwork. Setting up pickets information: 
	digging of the earth, placing pickets, sealing with concrete.
	ACCOMODATION: Under tents at the campsite. Altitude : 1050 m (please bring warm clothes). WE CANNOT BE 
	RESPONSIBLE FOR YOU IF YOU ARRIVE EARLIER THAN STARTING DATE. Possible accommodation, at your 
	expense, if early arrival (please check by calling) : camping tel: 04 71 00 07 88, Tourisme office tel: 
	04.71.00.01.16. Tourisme office : http://www.tourisme.fr/office-de-tourisme/la-chaise-dieu.htm
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: The “Plateau de La Chaise Dieu” is a rich territory that offers a variety of activities to be discovered. 
	The town of La Chaise Dieu is characterized by its Benedictine abbey, founded in 1050 by Robert de St Turlande 
	that future Pope Clement VI used to visit. The town now has grown around the abbey. The territory is worth visiting
	 thanks to its rich environment: varied landscape and architectural heritage of the Plateau can be discovered 
	through a network of trails, for pedestrians and mountain bike ... Swimming and fishing are possible at the Breuil 
	artificial lake. Many art and craft workshops are open to the public all year. Not to be forgetten, the gastronomy, 
	with cheese, pure milk, homemade marmelade, honey and mountain sausages of incomparable taste.
	TERMINAL: brioude
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/106	ENVI	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/106  ST GEORGES DE MONS  Clermont ferrand  06/07-26/07/08  ENVI  18-30.  12 VOLS  
	WORK: Creation of a pedagogical trail and layout of 2 observation sites. Under supervision of a municipal 
	employee, the volunteers will carry out the following tasks: maintenance of trails, cutting of brushes, and other 
	invasive plants, stabilization of the road. Observation sites: preparation of the various components, fixing in the 
	ground.
	ACCOMODATION: Under tents at the municipal campsite.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: St Georges de Mons is a small town of 2309 inhabitants, in the North West department of Puy-de-
	Dome in the early Combrailles, between Auvergne and Limousin. It is located on a plateau at an average altitude of
	 715 m. Crossed by small valleys, the most important being that of the Viouze, the town of St-Georges-de-Mons is
	 bordered by river Sioule Gorges at the west and by the Puys mountains at the east. Possible activities locally and
	 around: meeting with local sports and cultural associations, welcome drink offered by the council with 
	representatives of local associations, international meal prepared by the group of volunteers, visit of the town, 
	walks (180 Km of trails), bathing, participation in the celebration of 14th July. Discovery of the surroundings: 
	discovery of the “Paradise of Queuille”, discover the Volcano Park, discovery of the Fades Viaduct.
	TERMINAL: Clermont Ferrand
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/107	RENO	27.07.2008	16.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/107  CHAMEANE (FRENCH-SPEAKING) -Issoire  27/07-16/08/08  RENO  18-30.  12 VOLS  
	WORK: Volunteers will be supervised by a municipal employee. Details of work to be carried out: restoration a 
	retaining wall made of dry stones, sorting of the stones, setting up the siding, filling the rear. The stones will be 
	taken from the former wall. Bigger stones will be placed in the front, and the rear wall will be composed of smaller 
	stones and rubble that will facilitate the drain. The wall would not require binding and stones will overlap (a stone 
	that rests on two stones).
	ACCOMODATION: Under tents, near the multi-purpose hall. Average altitude is 900 m (please bring warm clothes). 
	WE CANNOT BE RESONSIBLE FOR YOU IF YOU ARRIVE BEFORE STARTING DATE. Possible accommodation
	 at your expense (check by calling): «Camping municipal des Prairies» in Sauxillange, Tél 04 73 96 86 26, Email: 
	château@grangefort.com , Site web: www.lagrangefort.com/
	LANGUAGE: French
	LOCATION: This town is characterized by the presence of a castle built between the 14th to 16th century. It hosted
	 within its walls powerful feudal lords, and the families of landowners and aristocrats, before becoming the summer 
	residence of an important family of the nobility. Spared by the 1914-1918 war, still it could not resist that of 1939-
	1945. Animations possible on the sport and in surrounding area: welcome drink offered by the council with 
	representatives of associations, contacts with the Leisure Centre managed by the Community of municipalities, 
	meals prepared by the international group to thank the inhabitants. Visit of the castle, participation in the 
	organization of a local village feast(1st Sunday of August), organized by a municipal association (comité des 
	fêtes), meeting with the Elderly club. Discovery of the surroundings: discovery of Issoire, hiking.
	TERMINAL: -Issoire
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/108	RENO	10.08.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	JR08/108  USSEL  -saint flour  10/08-30/08/08  RENO  18 ans.  11 VOLS 
	WORK: Under the direction of a technical leader, the volunteers will take part in the renovation of the roof of a 
	bread oven: identify and clean the existing roof, sort the tiles, in places repair the framework, cover the roof with 
	tiles.
	ACCOMODATION: In the multi-purpose hall of the town. Average altitude is 1000 m (please bring warm clothes). 
	PLEASE NOTE WE CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOU IF YOU ARRIVE BEFORE STARTING DATE. 
	Possible accommodation, at your expense (please call to check vacancies) :  Municipal Camping of the Orgues 
	(Saint Flour) : Tel : 04 71 60 44 01. Tourist office : http://www.saint-flour.com/
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: The municipality of Ussel has many places of interest. From its calvary, a panorama of 360 degrees 
	is possible at the Planèze, the Cantal mountains and the Margeride mountains. The banks of river Ander allow a 
	pleasant discovery of the village. In the neighbourhood of the village, many small castles can be visited. Some 
	contain are worth a visit. Among these, the Castle of oeillet, in the town is rich of old history. Its unique character 
	is the preservation of a walkway allowing visitors to go from one tower to the other. Volunteers will also benefit 
	from the proximity of the town of Saint Flour. Possible activities : welcome drink offered by the mayor, with 
	reprentatives of local associations, contacts with the local associations and elderly club. International meal 
	prepared by the group for the local population. Visit of the castle of Sailhant and cascades of Babory. Visit of St 
	Flour.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/109	RENO	24.08.2008	13.09.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/109  BILLOM  Clermont-ferrand 24/08-13/09/08 RENO 18-30. 16 VOLS  
	WORK: You will be guided by a technical leader of our association (mason). You will restore of low walls located in 
	the town centre : brushing of the wall, removing of plaster and clearing, replacing of the stones, replastering.
	ACCOMODATION: Under tents, at the campsite. Average altitude is 500 m, so please bring warm clothes along 
	with you. Please note we cannot be responsible for you if you arrive before camp starting date. If you arrive 
	before the beginning of the workcamp, possible accommodation (at your expense- please check availability). In 
	Billom : local campsite (+33 (0)4-73-68-91-50), Hôtel du centre (+33 (0)4-73-68-40-92), Hôtel du Beffroi (+33 (0)4-73-
	68-41-04) / In the surroundings: : http://www.stdb-auvergne.com/tourisme/Rheber.php, In Clermont-Ferrand: 
	http://www.ot-clermont-ferrand.fr/fr/HTML/se_loger/p52.htm
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Billom is a small town of 5000 inhabitants in the regional park of Livradois Forez, 20 min from 
	Clermont-Ferrand and Thiers. Originally druidic center, its intense development enabled this gallic village to become
	 one of the first important town of Auvergne, in the XII°century and to build its fortifications. The medieval area 
	and old documents are not enough to describe this welcoming town. Population: 4300/ City nearby : Clermont 
	Ferrand (25 kms). Jeunesse et Reconstruction will organize one visit during the workcamp. Possible free time 
	activities: Participation in a medieval festival organized by the association Billom Renaissance, meeting with the 
	local associations, Visit of the medieval city with Billom Renaissance, discovering of the pink Garlic of Billom, 
	Swimming pool, football, basketball, tennis, walk in the Madet Gorges, horse riding, Visit of Castles (Mauzun, 
	Lachaux Montgros), Visit of the Livradois forez park, Visit of the town of Clermont-Ferrand, Visit of Issoire 
	http://www.stdb-auvergne.com/tourisme/ot.htm, site of the commune of Billom, http://www.parc-livradois-
	forez.org/index.php4
	TERMINAL: Clermont-Ferrand
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/110	RENO	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/110  ISSOIRE  Issoire  06/07-26/07/08  RENO  18-30  15 VOLS  
	WORK: This workcamp will have 3 main objectives : - renovation of urban furniture (games for children), cleaning 
	and painting of the structures; - renovation of a small stone wall of about 25 to 30 m length (0,4m X 0,4m), 
	renovation with stone and lime; - creation and animation of information stands about voluntary directed towards 
	local youth (this will be done regularly).
	ACCOMODATION: Dormitory in the local gymnasium of Murat (lycée Murat), kitchen in the changing rooms of the 
	stadium Albert Buisson (50 m from the gymnasium). the workcamp is close to the gymnasium. Please note we 
	cannot be responsible for your if you arriver before camp starting date. If you arrive before the beginning of the 
	workcamp, you can go, at your charge to : Le Clos du Mas (+33 (0)6 82 25 26 09), wooden cottage at camping du 
	Mas (+33 (0)4-73-89-03-59), http://monsite.orange.fr/campingmas/, 
	http://www.issoire.fr/index.php?lien=visitez_et_decouvrez (other lodgings in Issoire, link Hébergements)
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Town of 13,000 inhabitants, Issoire is located 35 km south of Clermont Ferrand, between two natural 
	parks: the Auvergne Volcanoes Park and the Livradois Forez Park. The Allier river runs through Issoire and attracts
	 many canoe riders in the summer. During the workcamp, you will benefit from one week of the international 
	folklore festival, big event for this town. Jeunesse et Reconstruction will organize one visit during the workcamp. 
	Possible free time activities : Visit of Issoire (abbey, Clock Tower, Centre of Roman Art), Exchanges with young 
	people and organizers of the Youth House, International Folklore Festival, Meetings with the International folk 
	groups, Exchanges with local associations (Sport), cinema, canoe on the Allier river, Meeting with the workcamp of 
	Montmorin, Visit of the caves at Perrier, Visit of Clermont-Ferrand, Hikes around (Puy de Dôme) 
	http://www.sejours-issoire.com/publication/index.php (office de tourisme d’Issoire), 
	http://www.issoire.fr/index.php?lien=visitez_et_decouvrez
	TERMINAL: ISSOIRE
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/111	RENO	27.07.2008	17.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/111 ANDELAT Saint flour 27/07-17/08/08  RENO  18-30.  12 VOLS 
	WORK: Renovation of the bread oven of Viallard: sorting of the stones, clearing of the damaged parts, rebuilding 
	of the walls, preparing lime coating.
	ACCOMODATION: In a former hotel in the hamlet of Sailhant. Average altitude is 1000 m (please bring warm 
	clothes). PLEASE NOTE WE CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOU IF YOU ARRIVE BEFORE STARTING 
	DATE. Possible accommodation, at your expense (please call to check vacancies) : Municipal Camping of the 
	Orgues (Saint Flour) : Tel : 04 71 60 44 01. Tourist office : http://www.saint-flour.com/
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Volunteers participating in this project will be able to discover the rich history of this territory. Among 
	the heritage of the municipality, is the castle of Sailhant, that used to be an element of defence of St Flour against
	 the English. Andelat offers an overview on the whole range of mountains of Cantal from the Puy de la Barre. In 
	this rural area, volunteer  will benefit from the proximity of the town of Saint Flour. The workcamp will be supported
	 by the Community of municipalities, which will disseminate information and mobilize local associations. Animations
	 possible in and around town: welcome drink offered by the council with representatives of local associations, 
	exchange with the local leisure centre elderly club, meal prepared by the international group for the local population.
	 Visit and discovery of the castle and the cascade of Sailhant; participation in the feast of Sailhant (medieval 
	feast in mid-August); participation in the feast of bread in La Combe (July). Discovery of Saint Flour.
	TERMINAL: Saint Flour
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/112	RENO	10.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/112  ST PRIEST DES CHAMPS  - -  10/08-30/08/08  RENO 18-30 12 VOLS
	WORK: The volunteers will carry out various tasks in connection with the renovation of the access to the church: 
	clean a stone staircase, restore crumbled part, paint the edges. Then the volunteers will clear and restore a site 
	containing of a traditional washing place, a drinker and a small fountain. Finally, volunteers will reopen a footpath 
	leading to the cascade of Saillant : clearing, replacing of stones, marking of the trail.
	ACCOMODATION: Under tents, near the dressing rooms of the stadium. Average altitude is 900 m (please bring 
	warm clothes). PLEASE NOTE WE CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOU IF YOU ARRIVE BEFORE STARTING
	 DATE. Possible accommodation, at your expense (please call to check vacancies) : à St Gervais: CAMPING 
	L’ETANG PHILIPPE Tél : 04 73 85 74 84  /  HOTEL DE LA PLACE   Tél : 04 73 85 70 17
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: The municipality of Saint Priest des Champs is located in the heart of Combrailles. It is a hilly area 
	consisting of moorland, groves, forests and ponds. Near towns: Clermont-Ferrand (45 km), Vichy (45 km).
	Animations possible on the spot: welcome drink offered by the council with representatives of associations, 
	involvement amongst local associations (Youth Club, holiday committees, sports associations,…) , visit of a 
	pottery workshop: the Potteries of lacost, meals prepared by the international group to thank the town. Discovery 
	of the surroundings: discovery of the territory of Combrailles.
	TERMINAL: -
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/113	RENO	03.08.2008	23.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/113 ST PREJET D'ALLIER Monistrol 03/08-23/08/08 RENO 18-30. 12 VOLS 
	WORK: You will carry out the laying of the roof on the small construction containing  a traditional bread oven: 
	preparation of the walls, laying of the framework and of the roof. Work will be done under supervision of a 
	professional staff. NB : physical work, in height. Strong motivation needed.
	ACCOMODATION: In the former village school. Please note the altitude is 850 m (bring warm clothes). No shops in
	 the village (shops in Saugues at 13 kms). We will not be responsible for you if you arrive before the beginning of 
	the project. Possible lodging, at your expenses (please check by calling): camp-site and country cottages in St 
	Préjet d’Allier (+33 (0)4 71 57 58 22), hotels in Monistrol: contact the tourist office: +33 (0)4.71.77.71.38 
	http://www.cc-paysdesaugues.fr/ (town of Saugues), http://www.haut-allier.com/
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: The community of towns of the County of Saugues is a rural territory located between the gorges of 
	Allier and the Margeride Monts. It is a vast territory of mountains, located between 600 and 1500 meters, which is 
	composed of 16 municipalities. The County of Saugues is also the place where was born the legend of the beast of
	 Gévaudan, which attracts each year many tourists. This territory located on the way to St Jacques of Compostele
	 is also marked by religion. St Préjet d’Allier is characterized by its situation. This small rural village, located in a 
	deep small valley where two rivers (Ance and Virlange) run, offers a pleasant environment for fishing lovers. Two 
	dams were built in the village of St Préjet d’Allier, which feed the hydroelectric factory of Monistrol d’Allier. 
	Population: 200 inhabitants; Close towns : Saugues (13 kms), Puy in Velay (35 kms). Jeunesse et Reconstruction 
	will organize one visit during the workcamp. Free time activities in St Préjet: welcominc drink, meetings with local 
	population, taking part in animations of the camp-site, exchanges with local associations, Initiation to fishing on 
	river Ance, international meal, Visit of St Préjet (roman Church, Gallo-Roman Vestiges with Veyrines, Dams 
	Pouzas and Valette), visit of the rock of Verdun, the rock of the Farmhouse of Teuch, the gorges of Ance and 
	Virlange, football. Free time activities in the neighbourhoods: Visit of Saugues, Visit of Langeac, Rafting on river 
	Monisrol, Horse riding in Saugues. http://www.mairie-saugues.com/ (town hall of Saugues), http://www.haut-
	allier.com/)
	TERMINAL: Monistrol
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/114	RENO	10.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/114  ST JUST Monistrol  10/08-30/08/08 RENO 18-30 12 VOLS 
	WORK: The volunteers will carry out two main tasks. Landscaping : cutting of brushes, and other invasive plants, 
	flowering of certain parts. Renovation of the Calvary : cleaning of the wall, fixing of damaged parts.
	ACCOMODATION: Under tents at the municipal campsite. Average altitude: 800 m (please bring warm clothes) 
	.WE CANNOT BE RESONSIBLE FOR YOU IF YOU ARRIVE BEFORE STARTING DATE.  Possible 
	accommodation at your expense (check by calling): -In St Just: camping  Tél. 04 71 73 70 48 - Fax. 04 71 73 71 
	44 , website : http://www.saintjust.com (see «hébergement»)   - In St Flour: Camping des orgues tél: 04 71 60 44 
	01,  hôtel L’EVENTAIL TEL: 04 71 60 14 07 Website : http://www.saint-flour.com  - Tourist office:  http://www.saint-
	flour.com/
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located on the banks of a small river was a fortified castle, which was long held by the Calvinists. It 
	was demolished 1584. Vestiges of the castle are visible today. The municipality also has a church that once 
	belonged to the Abbey of Pébrac and whose Calvary is still present. In this rural setting, volunteers renovate the 
	Calvary of Recoux as well as other part of rural heritage, very important in this territory.
	Possible activities on the spot: Animations possible in and around town: welcome drink offered by the council with 
	representatives of local associations, exchange with the local leisure centre elderly club, meal prepared by the 
	international group for the local population, visit of the village, hiking(180 Km of trails ), bathing, swimming, tennis, 
	soccer, mountain biking. Discovery of the area: visit to Saint Flour, visit the Eco-museum, visit of an educational 
	farm, visit the Garabit viaduct. Websites: http://www.margeride-truyere.com,  http://www.saint-flour.com,  
	www.saintjust.com/
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/115	RENO	27.07.2008	16.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/115  GELLES  Laqueuille  27/07-16/08/08  RENO  18-30.  15 VOLS  
	WORK: Renovation of the inside wall of the martyrdom: Cleaning and brushing of the wall, removing of plaster of 
	the stone wall, replastering with lime (using a machine). Replacing of the stones. You will be guided by a communal
	 employee and a local inhabitant. You will also take part in the organization of the village feast from the 11 to 15 
	August. You must thus bring the traditional costumes of your countries to take part in the processions. You will be 
	living into an environment of festival with fireworks, concerts, processions, bals.
	ACCOMODATION: In the presbytery; in the heart of the village and close to the working place; altitude: 800 m, 
	bring warm clothes/there are shops in the village. We will not be responsible for you if you arrive before the 
	beginning of the project. Possible lodging, at your expenses (please check by calling): Several possibilities in 
	Gelles (http://www.gelles63.com/), Lodgings in Laqueuille and surroundings http://www.terresdomes-
	sancy.com/moteur-recherche-sancy.html (site of the tourist office Domes sancy), Tourist Office Sancy Domes: 
	+33 (0)4 73 65 89 77, http://www.tourisme.fr/office-of-tourisme/orcival.htm (Orcival tourist office)
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located at 850 m of altitude, the village of Gelles covers a surface with 4753 ha and gathers a 
	population of 1002 inhabitants. Gelles is sheltered by the small chain of Puys (Neuffont, Vialle, Banson, and 
	Boucaud). Gelles owns beautiful houses made of gray-blue stones, around the Saint-Georges church. Formerly, it 
	was a stage on the Roman way from Clermont to Limoges. Today, close to major roads of communicaiton, it 
	offers beautiful nature. Population: 1000 inhabitants: close towns : Clermont Ferrand (46 kms). Jeunesse et 
	Reconstruction will organize one visit during the workcamp. Possible free time activities in Gelles: welcoming drink, 
	village festival on 11 to 15 August, exchanges with the Conscrits (young people of the village who organize this 
	festival), musical evening and traditional dance of Auvergne with a folk group “Bruyères et Jonquilles”, basket ball,
	 initiation to fishing, pétanque at night every Friday during summer, Gel’ Arc: shooting with bow, international meal, 
	football, tennis, hiking and mountain bike, discover a botanical garden, Visits churches. Possible free time 
	activities in the neighbourhoods: Visit of Vulcania, Visite castle of Cords, Puy de Dôme, Excursion in Clermont 
	Ferrand Internet sites: http://www.terresdomes-sancy.com/ (office of tourism)
	TERMINAL: Laqueuille
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/116	RENO	29.06.2008	19.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/116  ESPINASSE-VOZELLE  Vichy  29/06-19/07/08  RENO  18-30.  12 VOLS  
	WORK: Reding of the painting in the municipal stadium : cleaning and brushing of the walls, preparation and 
	painting. Creation of the pedagogical pond: digging of the ground (0.80 m deep), preparation of the banks, planting 
	of
	ACCOMODATION: In the multi-purpose hall in the village. Altitude: 300 m. No shops in the village; shops in Vichy 
	(10 kms). We will not be responsible for you if you arrive before the beginning of the project. Possible lodging, at 
	your expenses (please check by calling): lodgings in Espinasse: Mr. Rozier +33 (0)4-70-56-51-62, Mr. Veysseire + 
	33 (0)4-70-56-52-89 Mrs. Najean - +33 (0)4-70-56-38-26, tourist office of Vichy +33 (0)4-70-98-71-94. Internet site: 
	http://www.vichy-tourisme.com/index-fr.html (office of tourism of Vichy, http://www.tourisme.fr/office-of-
	tourisme/vichy/vichy-hotel.htm
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Espinasse-Vozelle is a rural village of 700 inhabitants in the heart of the Limagne Bourbonnaise region,
	 which is part of the grouping of towns of Vichy. The village is located in the western end of this territory. 
	Espinasse-Vozelle has a primary school which hosts each year approximately 70 pupils. The municipality wishes to
	 preserve this school and the life that it brings to the village. The local council is caring for the children but also for 
	the teenagers of the village. The project of a youth centre will be carried out before summer. This will allow to 
	establish links between local teenagers and the international volunteers. Close towns : Vichy (10 kms). Jeunesse et
	 Reconstruction will organise one visit during the workcamp. Possible free time activities in Espinasse: welcoming 
	drink, Exchanges and meetings with the young people by the means of the youth centre, Participation in the 
	festival of 14th July, meetings with the club of Edlerly people, excursion in the neighbourhoods with the 
	inhabitants, football with the local club, international meal, visit of the church. Possible free time activities in the 
	surroundings: Visit of Vichy, sporting in the sport Center in Vichy, Visit Castle of Billy, meeting with volunteers of 
	Busset workcamp. Internet sites: http://www.vichy-tourisme.com/index-fr.html (Vichy)
	TERMINAL: Vichy
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/117	FEST	20.07.2008	02.08.2008	18+
	description
	JR08/117 BROUT-VERNET Vichy 20/07-02/08/08 FEST 18 ans.  13 VOLS 
	WORK: You will be guided by volunteers of the Galib’art association. Before the festival: help with the installation 
	of the marquee, stands, barriers, stages, camp-site, toilets, catering place, cooking: preparation of the international
	 drinks (drinks and meals – please bring your recipes), Preparation of a stand for Jeunesse et Reconstruction 
	(decoration, panels) During the festival: preparation of the reception of visitors. You will have to hold the stand 
	Jeunesse et Reconstruction and the stand international drink. After the festival: Dismantling of the installation, 
	cleaning of the site. You will have to work a lot the first week except on Monday and will benefit then of free days 
	after the cleaning of the site. BE CAREFUL! You will work a lot during the whole duration of the festival, and until 
	the site is cleaned.The rhythm of the work can vary from one day to another, and work is physically very 
	demanding. Be flexible and committed. The work is physically demanding. According to your capacities, you will 
	placed on positions needing more or less strenght, either cooking, installation, decoration, electricity…
	ACCOMODATION: Under tents, next to the football changing rooms. You will eat with the association Galib’art 
	during the festival. After the festival (Th, Fr, Sa), you will eat in the room next to the changing rooms. You will be 
	accommodated near 5 persons with physical handicap, who will also work for the festival. It’s an occasion to create
	 an interesting relationship. The accommodation is on the site of the festival / football stadium at 5 min from the 
	village / few shops in the village. Please note we cannot be responsible for you if you arrive earlier than camp 
	starting date. If you arrive before the beginning of the workcamp, you can stay at Vichy or Brout Vernet, at your 
	expense. Tourist office number (for lodgings aroud Brout Vernet): + 33 (0)4 70 90 17 78, Tourist office number (for 
	lodgings at Vichy): +33 (0)4-70-98-71-94 / http://www.bassin-gannat.com/article/archive/16/ (lodgings around Brout 
	vernet ) http://www.vichy-tourisme.com/ (lodgings at Vichy, link lodging)
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Brout Vernet is located 20 km north-west of Vichy. It has been the site of Rock Preserv’ festival 
	organized by the Galib’art association for more than 10 years. This rock festival gathers almost 5,000 people 
	during an evening. It is very eclectic and we can find there pop music, metal, reggae, electronic and experimental 
	music. Those concerts are the opportunity for local and national groups to become more popular. For the 
	association, the festival represents 200 volunteers who offer to the public a festival where the good atmosphere 
	and the friendship dominate. Come to create the festival with them and bring your happiness and love for the 
	music. You will follow the rhythm of the association. Prepare yourself for the festival by bringing your ideas of 
	cocktails and recipes for the international drink and meal. Bring your Cd’s to share musical moments. Population: 
	1,124 inhabitants. Towns nearby: Vichy (15 kms) / Possible free time activities : Sport with the volunteers of 
	Galib’art : volley, foot, badminton, Game of bowls (typical french), Canoe, Visit of Brout Vernet with the 
	association Azi la Garance, Swimming-pool, Visit of Vichy http://mairie-brout-vernet.planet-allier.com/index.htm , 
	http://www.val-de-sioule.com/loisir.html, http://www.bassin-gannat.com/
	TERMINAL: Vichy
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/118	RENO	27.07.2008	16.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/118 PONT SALOMON - 27/07-16/08/08   RENO  18-30.  12 VOLS  
	WORK: Restoration of the ancient canal : cleaning, removing of old coating, restoration of stones, redoing of the 
	coating.
	ACCOMODATION: To be determined (under tents, or in a building). Altitude: 400 m, bring warm clothes/there are 
	shops in the village. We will not be responsible for you if you arrive before the beginning of the project. Possible 
	lodging, at your expenses (please check by calling): - In Pont Salomon : Hôtel La Gargotte Tel : 04 77 35 50 09  - 
	in the neighbourhood : please check http://www.tourisme.fr/office-de-tourisme/aurec-sur-loire/aurec-sur-loire-
	hotel.htm LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: The name of Pont Solomon was mentioned for the first time in 1563, under the former regime. It is a 
	village stretched from east to west along the road from Lyon to Toulouse, and from south to north along river 
	Semène. The village has grown since the mid-nineteenth century through forgery and sickles. Possilbes activities: 
	welcome drink offered by the council with representatives of associations, exchanges with the leisure centre 
	representatives, trade with the EJC, participation in the project young people in difficulty to the community of 
	common meal prepared by the international group to thank the town. Hike (four channels of hiking trails), walks 
	cycling (two circuits ATV), visit the Museum of Faulx. Discovery of the surroundings: because excursion organized
	 by Youth and Reconstruction, visit the Puy en Velay.
	TERMINAL: -
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/119	MANU	10.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/119  YTRAC Aurilla 10/08-30/08/08 MAN 18-30.  12 VOLS 
	WORK: Renovation of sport urban furniture : sandpapering, painting, varnishing.
	ACCOMODATION: Under tents at the municipal campsite. Average altitude : 800 meters (please bring warm 
	clothing . PLEASE NOTE WE CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOU IF YOU ARRIVE EARLIER THAN CAMP 
	DATES. Accommodation options at your expense (contact to check availability): - In  Ytrac: Hotel La Terrasse, 
	Tél: 0471477076 - In Aurillac: Camping Camping de l’Ombrade, 04 71 48 28 87. Website: http://www.iaurillac.com/ 
	www.tourisme.fr / office-tourism / aurillac.htm www.ville-aurillac.fr
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: The town is located in the Massif Central on rivers Cère and Authre, bordering the town of Aurillac. The
	 town has three distinct villages: Bex, Espinat and Ytrac. «Castle Ytrac» was originally a fortification. At the XVth 
	century, towers were reinforcing its defensive function. Later was built on the castle a typical roof of High 
	Auvergne. Today is a beautiful mansion decorated with taste. Opposite the castle, alongside the road to Aurillac, 
	there is a typical barn / stable of traditional design with advanced roof  called courpou. 
	Population: 3300 inhabitants. Near towns : Aurillac 15 kms. Events scheduled: Welcome drink offered by the 
	council with representatives of associations, Participation in the village feast, exchanges with sports associations, 
	meetings with members of the youth centre, International meal prepared by the volunteers, Hiking, visit to the 
	church of St. Julien, Visit to the castle of Ytrac, Lamartinie, Leybros and Espinassol, cycling, swimming pool,  
	visit to the medieval village, excursion to Aurillac.
	TERMINAL: Aurillac
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/120	CULT	20.07.2008	02.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/120  LANGEAC ( FR SPEAKING)  Langea  20/07-02/08/08  CULT  18-30.  15 VOLS
	WORK: You will be guided by volunteers of the association the Beautiful Day. You will certainly be divided into 
	small groups. Help with the organization of the festival : (according to needs, you will do several tasks): 
	decorations, installation of wooden barriers, tables, stands, kitchen (peel vegetables) assistance in rapid restoration
	 and refreshment bar, participation in scenes and processions, cover the traffic signs to hide them, disassembling 
	after the festival, cleaning. You will have to work a lot the first week and will benefit then of free days after the 
	cleaning of the site. NB: The rhythm of the work can vary from one day to another. Be flexible and committed. 
	The work is physically demanding. Persons who are passionate on history are expected.
	ACCOMODATION: Kitchen in a communal building called Delongevialle (Dumas street) and dormitory just in front 
	in a building above the appartments of the Centre CADA / Altitude: 500 m (bring warm clothes) / If you arrive 
	before the beginning of the workcamp, possible accomodation (at your own charge - please check availability): 
	contact the tourist office of Langeac (+ 33(0)0471770541), Camp-site at Langeac http://www.campinglangeac.com/
	
	LANGUAGE: French
	LOCATION: Langeac became in 1786 the Marquisat of the Lafayette General is an event of local history at the 
	time very important. For 200 years, the universal notoriety of the hero of the two worlds, who got passion for 
	freedom and human rights, has amplified the importance attached to its personality. Indeed, Lafayette since its 
	glorious return of the United States fights concretely in France for civic freedom and the abolition of slavery. 
	Three years before the Revolution, the langeadois (inhabitants of Langeac) hope to get a little more freedom with 
	the arrival of the General. Sunday August 13, 1786, La Fayette enters Langeac to receive the keys of the city and
	 to officially take possession of its new Marquisat. This day, another young man, Jean-Baptist Belmont, lawyer at 
	the Parliament, attends this event and reports the adventures in a text entitled: The Beautiful Day. This Beautiful 
	Day reconstituted since 1997 each year at the end of July, is the occasion of one homage to freedom at the same
	 time as a great popular festival. Population: 4200 / close Cities: Puy in Velay (44 kms), Clermont Ferrand (97 
	kms) Jeunesse et Reconstruction will organize one visit during the workcamp / Possible free time activities in the 
	village: Visit of Langeac (Museum of Jacquemard, Chapel of the illuminations, forest of Pourcheresse), Meetings 
	with the volunteers of the association the Beautiful Day, Participation in the festival of the Beautiful Day, Walks, 
	horse-ridding, Canoe-kayak, fishing, touristic train / in the surroundings: Visit Gorges de l’Allier, Visit of Chavaniac 
	Lafayette castle, Visit of salmon breeding at Chanteuges, Visit of Saugues: Museum of the beast of Gévaudan, 
	English Touwer, Visit of Le Puy en Velay http://www.haut-allier.com/, http://www.mairie-le-puy-en-velay.fr/
	TERMINAL: Langeac
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/121	SOCI	20-30
	description
	JR08/121  JOB AGGLO (FR SPEAKING Clermont ferrand  AUG  SOCI  20-30.  7 VOLS DATES TO BE 
	CONFIRMED
	WORK: Rehabilitation of urban furniture in a socially disadvantaged area, in Clermont Ferrand. The work will mainly
	 consist in painting and repairing common areas of public housing. You will work with local youth (often quite 
	difficult) in the heart of sensitive areas: motivation needed.!
	ACCOMODATION: In an apartment. Altitude : about 800 meters (please bring warm clothes). We will not be 
	responsible for you if you arrive before the beginning of the project. Possible lodging, at your expenses (please 
	check by calling): - www.ville - clermont-ferrand.fr - www.ot-clermont-ferrand.fr/ -www.tourisme.fr/office-de-
	tourisme/clermont-ferrand.htm
	LANGUAGE: French
	LOCATION: Clermont-Ferrand is the prefecture of the department of Puy-de-Dome and capital of the Auvergne 
	region. Partly for historical reasons, the city is often called Clermont. The modern city was born of a union of two 
	separate cities, Clairmont and Montferrand imposed by Louis XIII and confirmed under Louis XV. While Montferrand
	 was founded in the early twelfth century by the Counts of Auvergne, on the model of Southwest towns, Clairmont
	 is much older, as it existed in ancient times. The oldest mention of the existence of Clairmont appears in the work 
	of Strabo, in the early first century. Clermont is located in the Massif Central, at 410 metres above sea level. To 
	the west, the city is dominated by basaltic plateau (900m on average) with the chain of Puys, the largest chain of 
	volcanoes (extinguished) in Europe, including the Puy de Dome, the most famous volcano. To the east of the 
	metropolitan area reaches the plain of Limagne, with river Allier. The city is both a point of contact between the 
	plain Limagne and Mountains of Domes. A large part of the city occupies a volcanic hill called the central plateau. 
	It is, in fact, the edge of the crater, one hundred fifty six thousand years old. It is approximately 1,5 km in 
	diameter and has been filled by the alluvium of the Tiretaine, small river running through the city. Clermont is also 
	built on the edge of the valley of Allier. The city has developed around this central plateau on which stands the 
	cathedral, extending to the east in the plain, and to a lesser extent, on the hillsides to the west. Activities planned: -
	 Welcome drink offered by the group Job’Agglo with representatives of local associations, exchanges with sports 
	and cultural associations, exchanges with associations developing actions towards youth, where the volunteers will 
	develop themes sur as inter-cultural, citizenship, meal prepared by the International group. – In town : pedestrian 
	street, Cathedral… - Visit the various museums: the Museum of Art, museum Lecoq, museum Bargouin… - Sports 
	Activities - Discovery of the Puy de Dome – Visit of Vulcania.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/200	RENO	13.07.2008	02.08.2008	18-30
	description
	 JR08/200  CHOMERAC  (FR-SPEAKING)  Valence-ville  13/07-02/08/08  RENO  18-30.  15 VOLS
	WORK: You will participate in the cleaning and in the renovation of lanes of the old village:- removing of plaster 
	and cleaning; - replacement of missing stones and replastering. You will take part in the restauration of a stone 
	lane already started by the previous workcamps (seeking and sorting out of stones, masonry according to 
	traditionnal methods of «calade»). You will participate in the organisation of the open-air cinema festival which 
	takes place every Tuesday in the evening: support to volonteers to install and bring down the material.
	ACCOMODATION: In the multi-purpose hall of the village. We will not be responsible for you if you arrive before 
	the beginning of the project. Possible lodging, at your expenses (please check by calling): 1 rural hostel in 
	Chomerac: : 04 75 65 20 96 - Ardèche Camping in Privas : 04 75 64 05 80. many hotels in Privas - Tourist office : 
	04 75 64 33 35.
	LANGUAGE: French 
	LOCATION: Chomérac is located in the center of a basin which is encircled: Barrés in the east, the volcanic 
	Coiron, in the south and in the west, and limestone hills in north. This diversity makes it the paradise of the 
	geologists, paleonthologists and archeologists. The richness of the landscapes is due to this geological diversity 
	and makes this region particularly attractive. Possible free time activities (you can organize them, at your charges,
	 with the coordinator). Discover of Cruas (guided visit of the abbey, the old village, night market...). Numerous 
	hikes around the village and in the Natural Park of the “Monts d’Ardèche”; visit of the town of Privas, of the valley 
	of the Rhône (Rochemaure, Montélimar, Viviers...). Canoe in gorges of the Ardèche. Spectacle of sound and light 
	at the castle of Rochemaure. Meeting with other workcamps during some excursions to discover the region. 
	http://www.ardeche-tourisme.com http://www.paysdeprivas.com/index2.html 
	http://www.iletaitunesoie.com/ang/environs.html
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/201	ENVI	29.06.2008	19.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/201  FONTANES  St etienne chateaucreux  29/06-19/07/08  ENVI  18-30.  15 VOLS
	WORK: Cleaning and clearing the brushwoods in different points of the castle park : pigeon house, former aviary, 
	wash house…and the opening of a botanical path will be the main tasks to do. Be careful, the work project can 
	evolve before the summer and thus the work may include masonry work.
	ACCOMODATION: In a castle annex. We can not take care of you if you arrive before the starting date of the 
	workcamp. Accomodation is nevertheless possible, at your own expenses, (please, call and check availability 
	before coming) : La Gimond (2 km) - Gite communal : 04 77 30 97 34
	Chatelus (10 km) - Gite de séjour : 04 77 20 76 12.  http://www.loire.fr - http://www.agglo-st-etienne.fr
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Fontanès is a rural village of 620 inhabitants, located in the « monts du Lyonnais » area, 20km from 
	St Etienne. It is a region of mid mountain, the landscapes are hilly and the slopes are generally steeply. The fact 
	that it is located next to the Natural Park of Pilat is also a great asset for that village.
	Possible free time activities : visits of St Etienne (museum of mines, museum of Arts and Industry, park of 
	Montaud…), discovery of the city of Firminy (Biggest site of Le Corbusier in Europe). Visits of Lyon, trekking in 
	the Park of Pilat. Sport activities : football, trekking, tennis, swimming pool.
	TERMINAL: St Etienne Chateaucreux
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/202	CONS	29.06.2008	19.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/202  POMMIER  Villefranche-sur saône  29/06-19/07/08  CONS  18-30. 12 VOLS
	WORK: Guided by two or three inhabitants, you will participate in the restoration of stairs and walls around the 
	stadium, according to traditional methods.
	ACCOMODATION: In the changing rooms of the football ground. We will not be responsible for you if you arrive 
	before the beginning of the workcamp. Accomodation is possible in the area, at your own expenses: At Villefranche
	 sur Saône (at 8 kms from Pommiers): “La Colonne” hotel-restaurant (phone: 04 74 65 43 69); “le Moulin à Vent” 
	hotel (04 74 68 36 13); local camping (04 74 65 33 48); at Anse (at 7 km from Pommiers): “les Portes du beaujolais”
	 camping (04 74 67 12 87). http://www.beaujolais.com http://www.cg69.fr http://www.rhone-en-decouverte.com 
	http://www.francebeaujolais.com http://www.monts-du-beaujolais.com
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located at the south of the “Monts du Beaujolais”, at 40 kms from Lyon, Pommiers is part of the most
	 important places for Beaujolais wine growing. The municipality is also attentive to preserve its historical heritage. 
	Possible free time activities : visit of Lyon and Villefranche sur Saône. Discover of vineyards activity: visits of 
	explotations and cellars. Walks-discovers in the valley of Azergue, the “Monts du Beaujolais” or the “Dombes”. Visit
	 of medieval villages such as Oingt, Châtillon d’Azergues, or Anse. Swimming at the lake of Villefranche. Sport: 
	foot, hikes, tennis, swimming... Participation in the festivities of July 14.
	TERMINAL: Villefranche-sur Saône
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/203	RENO	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/203  MARCY SUR ANSE  Villefranche-sur saôn  06/07-26/07/08  RENO  18-30.  15 VOLS
	WORK: Under the supervision of a communal employee, you will take part in the restauration of some small walls 
	in the centre of the village, using traditionnal methods. Thus, it will be mainly masonry and stonework.
	ACCOMODATION: In a seasonal worker building. We can not take care of you if you arrive before the starting 
	date of the camp: accomodation is possible, at your own expenses, in the area of Marcy (please call and check 
	availability before coming): At Villefranche sur Saône (12 km from Marcy) : Hôtel-Restaurant La Colonne* , tél. 04 
	74 65 43 69; Hôtel le Moulin à Vent*, tél. 04 74 68 36 13 ; Camping Municipal***, tél.04 74 65 33 48; -At Anse (4 km
	 from Marcy) : camping « Les Portes du Beaujolais »**** : 04 74 67 12 87. Sites Internet à consulter : 
	http://www.beaujolais.com http://www.cg69.fr http://www.rhone-en-decouverte.com http://www.francebeaujolais.com
	 http://www.monts-du-beaujolais.com
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located in the Rhône department, close to the cities of Villefranche sur Saône and Lyon, Marcy is a 
	village of approximatively 600 inhabitants, at the very heart of the country of «golden» stones («pierres dorées») 
	and of Beaujolais (French famous wine).  Possible free time activities: visit of Lyon and Villefranche sur Saône. 
	Discover of vineyards activity: visits of explotations and cellars. Walks-discovers in the valley of Azergue, the 
	“Monts du Beaujolais” or the “Dombes”. Visit of medieval villages such as Oingt, Châtillon d’Azergues, or Anse. 
	Swimming at the lake of Villefranche. Sport: foot, hikes, tennis, swimming...
	TERMINAL: Villefranche-sur Saône
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/204	RENO	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/204  ETOILE SUR RHONE   Valence ville  06/07-26/07/08  RENO  18-30.  15 VOLS  
	WORK: That restauration is a project on which international workcamps have been working for a few years with the 
	teenagers of the MJC (House of Youth and Culture) and with the volunteers of an organization specialized in old 
	building protection.In 2006 and 2007, clearing and cleaning work were done by international volunteers, as well as 
	the starting of the restauration work on the walls. You will work on the restauration of the building (masonry) with 
	the help of a professional mason, specialized in traditionnal methods.
	ACCOMODATION: In the a chapel (“les Pénitents Blancs”), regional office of Jeunesse et Reconstruction. We can 
	not take care of you if you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp. Accommodation possible, at your own 
	expenses, if you arrive before: Valence – hotel with restaurant: “Le Régina” ( in front of the train station) / hotel 
	with restaurant – camping “l’Epervière”: 04 75 42 32 00 / Etoile – camping “La mare”: 04 75 59 33 79.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located 10 km south of Valence, in the Drôme department, Etoile (4 500 inhabitants) is a town which 
	overhangs the Rhône valley. Its village, at the heart of an enclosure of the 15th century, reveals an architectural 
	heritage of quality: church, apparent-stone houses, chapel and castle. As for its countryside, it is characterized by 
	very diversified landscapes (edge of river – Rhône and Véore -, agricultural and fruit-bearing zones, hills and 
	woods). Possible free time activities (you can organize them, at your charges, with the coordinator): discover of 
	Crest (visit of the Tower and abseiling, old town, night activities) and of various sites of the Drôme valley such as 
	Die (old town and cooperative cellar), Saillans (magnanerie), Aouste (oil mill)...; visit of the towns of Valence, 
	Montélimar (museum of the miniature and manufacture of nougat), Romans (the shoe museum); excursion to 
	discover the Vercors; sport: rides, swimming, canoe (Drôme); lake festival at Etoile; meeting with other 
	workcamps. http://www.drometourisme.com http://www.vallee-drome.com http://www.cg26.fr
	TERMINAL: Valence ville
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/205	RENO	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/205  LIVRON SUR DROME  Livron sur drôme  06/07-26/07/08  RENO  18-30.  15 VOLS
	WORK: You will participate in the cleaning of retaining walls: clearing of the vegetation, digging of the joints; and in
	 the replacement of the missing stones and redoing of the plaster.
	ACCOMODATION: In the changing rooms of the football ground. We will not be responsible for you if you arrive 
	before the beginning of the workcamp. Possible lodging, at your charges, if you arrive before the beginning: at 
	Valence – hotel with restaurant: “Le Régina” (in front of the train station) – hotel with restaurant Camping 
	“l’Epervière”: 04 75 42 32 00./ Etoile – Camping “La Mare”: 04 75 59 33 79.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located between Valence and Montélimar, Livron is a necessary passage on road N7, for the holiday 
	makers of the Mediterranean region. its landscapes is made of valleys, with the junction of the Drôme and the 
	Rhône rivers, Livron offers the possibility to do various hikes on river banks. The old village located on the 
	“hillock”, reveals a panorama on the Ardèche and the Drôme valley. Possible free time activities (you can organize
	 them, at your charges, with the coordinator): visit of Livron (the old village, the channels...) with the president of 
	the “Amis du vieux Livron” association, evenings with the inhabitants of the district... Discover of Crest (visit of 
	Tower, old village, concerts...), and of various sites of the Drôme valley. Many excursions at Valence, and at 
	Montélimar (museum, manufacture of nougats), at Romans. Sports:rides, kayak (Drôme, hikes, tennis, game of 
	bowls... Excursion in the Vercors. Meeting with other workcamps during the excursion to discover of the 
	department. http://www.vallee-drome.com http://www.drometourisme.com http://www.cg26.fr
	TERMINAL: Livron sur Drôme
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/206	RENO	22.06.2008	12.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/206  CLERIEUX (FR SPEAKING)  Valence tg  22/06-12/07/08  RENO  18-30.  10 VOLS
	WORK: With a municipal employee, you will work on the restoration of former train station, removing of former 
	plaster and replastering according to traditionnal methods.
	ACCOMODATION: In a municipal building. We can not take care of you if you arrive before the starting date of 
	the camp. Accomodation is nevertheless possible, at your own expenses, in the area (please, call and check 
	availability before coming): In Romans (10 kms from Clérieux): Terminus hotel (in front of the train station): 04 75 
	02 83 77; in Valence (20 kms from Clérieux): “de Lyon” hotel, 04 75 41 44 66; “Epervière”camping, 04 75 42 32 00.
	
	LANGUAGE: French 
	LOCATION: At the heart of the “Drôme des Collines”, between Vercors and Coteaux Ardéchois, between Romans 
	and Tain l’Hermitage and 20 km north of Valence, you will find Clérieux, a farmers’ village, that also had a rich 
	industrial past with its grinding and its factory of fabrics. Its medieval past has left ramparts and a castle. Today, 
	this dynamic town of 2,000 inhabitants, who participate in many associations’activities enjoys a huge demographic 
	growth. Possible free time activities (you can organize them, at your expenses, with the coordinator): excursion to 
	Romans with a visit of the shoe museum and of the old town; discover the towns of St Donat sur l’Herbasse, 
	Hauterives (the “Facteur Cheval” palace), Tain l’Hermitage (cooperative cellar, chocolate factory), of St Marcellin, 
	of St Antoine l’Abbaye en Isère; sport (hikes, football, swimming), lake of Chambos; excursion to discover the 
	Vercors; meeting with other workcamps. http://www.drometourisme.com http://www.cg26.fr http://www.cc-pays-
	romans.fr
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/207	RENO	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/207  CHAUSSAN  Lyon perrache  06/07-26/07/08  RENO 18-30.  15 VOLS  
	WORK: Guided by a municipal employee, you will participate in the restoration of walls of the village square: 
	staking, rejointment, by respecting the traditional aspect of the frontage made of apparent stones. Morever, the 
	work will also consist into making the pavement in the city hall yard.
	ACCOMODATION: In a school. We ca not take care of you if you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp.
	 Possible lodging, at your own expenses, if you arrive before the beginning: - at Mornant (at 4 km from chaussan): 
	hotel with restaurant of “la Poste” (post office), 04 78 44 00 40; local camping “La Trillonnière”, 04 78 44 16 47.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located at 28 km from Lyon and at 40 km from St-Etienne, Chaussan belongs to the region of “les 
	Coteaux du Lyonnais”. Due to the nearness of the two urban poles, the town has developped, and thus, its 
	population has increased from 382 to 1000 inhabitants between 1962 and today. It is an essentially rural town, 
	classified in zone of mountain, which has succeeded in preserving and diversifying its agricultural productions: red 
	fruits; apples; pears; vegetables; dairy products. Possible free time activities (you can organise them, at your 
	charges, with the coordinator)-some visits will be organised by the association. Visit of the “Monts du Lyonnais”; of
	 the zoo of Courzieux; excursion to Lyon; visit of the «house of jobs» at St Symphorien. Sports activities: rides, 
	trekking, horse-riding, swimming pool of Mornant. Visit of St Etienne (the museum of the Mine and of the Beaux 
	Arts). Discover of the Roman aqueduct, of the towns of St Galmier (Badoit spring), Mornant, St Symphorien dur 
	Coise or Riverie. http://www.cg69.fr http://www.cc-forez-en-lyonnais.fr http://www.monts-du-lyonnais.org 
	www.rhone-en-decouverte.com http://www.cc-paysmornantais.fr/Tourisme/tpm_presentation.htm
	TERMINAL: Lyon Perrache
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/208	RENO	13.07.2008	02.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/208  MALATAVERNE  Montélimar  13/07-02/08/08  RENO  18-30.  12 VOLS  
	WORK: Under the supervision of a municipal employee, the work will be mainly masonry with the restauration of 
	small walls in a neighboorhood of the village. There will also be a square to make. You will have the opportunity to 
	help the inhabitants to prepare the village celebrations and to participate to it.
	ACCOMODATION: Dormitory in a tent next to the stadium. Bathrooms and kitchen in the changing room of the 
	stadium. We can not take care of you if you arrive before the starting date of the camp: accomodation is then 
	possible, at your own expenses, in the area of the workcamp: - in Montélimar: Hotel Les Blaches *: 04 75 01 84 02 
	- Hotel Pignata *: 04 75 01 87 00. Tourist office: 04 75 01 00 20. - Malataverne: Camp-site of Moulinas : 04 75 90 
	72 35 - Internet sites : http://www.drometourisme.com http://www.la-drome-provencale.com http://www.cg26.fr 
	http://www.dromeprovencale.org http://www.guideweb.com/grignan
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: In the South East of France - village of 1436 inhabitants, Malataverne is located in the southern part 
	of the  Drôme department (drôme provençale), at 8 km south of Montélimar. In its privileged green environment, 
	its inhabitants find there quiteness while being near the zones of activity.  Possible free time activities: visits of 
	Montélimar, its nougats shops and the museum of miniatures, visits of Valence, Pierrelatte, La garde Adhémar, 
	Donzère, Avignon (bridge, popes palace),Grignan and its famous castle. Many sports activities are possible 
	around: trekking, bike, lakes, canoë….
	TERMINAL: Montélimar
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/209	ENVI	13.07.2008	02.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/209  ROUSSAS  Montélimar  13/07-02/08/08  ENVI   18-30.  10 VOLS  
	WORK: Under the supervision of the municipal employees, you will work in several teams : continuation of the 
	laying out of terraces, clearing of the vegetation and removing of the surplus of ground; building of a dry stone 
	wall: selection and laying of the stones; landscaping: levelling of the ground to prepare plantations. Another team 
	will work on the maintenance of green areas (village outskirts, botanical village, ...).
	ACCOMODATION: In the changing rooms of the foot ball ground. We can not take care of you if you arrive before
	 the starting date of the workcamp. Possible accommodation, at your own expenses, if you arrive before: (contact 
	them to check disponibilities): At Grignan (at 8 kms from Valaurie), local camping: town hall phone: 04 75 46 50 06. 
	At Montélimar: contact the tourist office: 04 75 01 00 20. http://www.drometourisme.com http://www.la-drome-
	provencale.com http://www.cg26.fr http://www.dromeprovencale.org http://www.guideweb.com/grignan/
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located in the southern Drôme, in the region of Grignan, at the edge of the Rhone valley, the village 
	of Roussas is located around a rock pick. A superb botanical circuit goes through the village and enables visitors 
	to discover plantations of new roses and Mediterranean plants. The village has also a rich cultural heritage with its 
	castle and its two chapels. Towns nearby: Montelimar (20 km) Orange (55 km). Possible free time activities (you 
	can organize them, at your charges, with the coordinator): visit of Grignan (night market and castle), Pierrelatte 
	(crocodiles farm), Montélimar, Nyons, Suze la Rousse, swimming pool at Grignan, Festival of Avignon. Excursion 
	in gorges of Ardèche: swimming, canoe, hikes. Visit of the Aiguebelle monastery or of cathedral cellars at St 
	Restitut. Football and “pétanque” contest may be organised with the local population.
	TERMINAL: Montélimar
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/21	RENO	13.07.2008	02.08.2008	18+
	description
	JR08/215  ST VINCENT DE BARRES  Valence ville  13/07-02/08/08  RENO  18 ans.  12 VOLS
	WORK: With a professional mason and local volunteers, you will continue the restoration work of the medieval 
	borough in a very friendly atmosphere.
	ACCOMODATION: In a municipal building. We can not take care of you if you arrive before the starting date of 
	the project. Accomodation is nevertheless possible, at your own expenses, if you arrive before the beginning: six 
	rural lodging, rooms of hosts, a local camping, possibility of camping in a farm: you can get information with the 
	town hall: 04 75 65 15 93. http://www.ardeche-tourisme.com http://www.guideweb.com/ardeche/ 
	http://wwwpaysdeprivas.com/index2.html http://www.iletaitunesoie.com/ang/environs.html
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located in Ardèche, at 10 kms from Privas, St Vincent de Barrès is a small village of 500 inhabitants. 
	Perched on a rock piton, it is an isolated site but of high quality in so far as it is a medieval village which has 
	numerous vestiges of fortifications, narrow lanes, and arched passages. Possible free time activities (you can 
	organize them, at your charges, with the coordinator): discover of Cruas (guided tour of the abbey, the old village, 
	night market); numerous hikes and swimming at the local camping; visit of the town of Privas; the valley of the 
	Rhône (Rochemaure: spectacle of sound and light, Montélimar, Viviers); numerous picturesque villages (Coux, 
	Ajoux, Lyas...). Participation in the village celebrates; excursion in gorges of the Ardèche and canoe; sports (horse-
	riding, ping pong, football...); meeting with other workcamps
	TERMINAL: Valence ville
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/210	RENO	20.07.2008	09.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/210  ST JULIEN EN ST ALBAN  Valence ville  20/07-09/08/08  RENO  18-30.  15 VOLS
	WORK: Under the supervision of a municipal employee, the 2008 team of volunteers will continue the work of 
	restauration in the patrimony buildings, thus, it will mainly be masonry work.
	ACCOMODATION: At the multi-purpose building « Jean Villard ». We can not take care of you if you arrive before 
	the strating date of the workcamp but accomodation is possible, at your own expenses (please call and check 
	availability before coming) : In Valence – Hôtel restaurant / Camping L’Epervière*** : 04 75 42 32 00 - Hôtel 
	restaurant Le Régina (in front of the train station): 04 75 44 24 36 - A St Julien en St Alban – Camping l’Albanou*** 
	: 04 75 66 00 97 - Au Pouzin (4,5 km) – Hôtel Restaurant Le Provençal : 04 75 63 82 29
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: St Julien St Alban is located at 4 km East of the Rhône valley. Inhabited by approximatively  1000 
	people, it is located in a broad plain, at 125 m high, along the Ouvèze gorges which open on the “Portes du Bas-
	Vivarais”. The village has two historical sites: the castle of St Alban’s ruins and its small Roman church. Possible 
	free time activities : Discover of the region with visits of the towns of Privas (its night market), of Valence and of 
	Montélimar; visit of the paleonthology museum (fossils) in La Voulte; discover of many picturesque villages 
	(Coux, Pranles, Ajoux, St Vincent de Barrès, Chomérac...). sports activities (hikes, rides, swimming in river); visit 
	of caves; meals; sports contest with the inhabitants. Local swimming pool. Excursion in the Ardèche gorges. 
	Meeting with other workcamps. http://www.ardeche-tourisme.com http://www.guideweb.com http://www.ardeche-
	guide.com http://www.paysdeprivas.com/index2.html
	TERMINAL: Valence ville
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/211	FEST	27.07.2008	16.08.2008	18+
	description
	JR08/211  CREST JAZZ VOCAL  Crest  27/07-16/08/08  FEST  18 ans.  15 VOLS  
	WORK: Guided by volunteers of the association which organizes the Festival and by people in charge for the 
	engineering department, you will participate in the installation of the stages and platforms, in the support of the 
	Festival promotion (posters; distribution of leaflets in the region), in the cleaning after each performance, and in 
	the dismounting and the arrangement of the whole material of the Festival. NB: these are tasks which are 
	repetitive, but essential; organizers of the festival rely on your motivation to help them before, during, but also 
	after the festival; hours of the work will be very VARIABLE according to the needs; little time for leisures or for the
	 group life.
	ACCOMODATION: In the sport hall. We can not take care of you if you arrive before the strarting date of the 
	camp. Accomodation are possible, at your own expenses (please, check availability before coming) : -at Crest: “Le
	 Square” hotel, 04 75 40 65 75; “Les Moulins”hotel, 04 75 76 74 11; “Les Clorinthes”camping, 04 75 25 05 28. 
	www.lesclorinthes.com. / -At Valence (at 30 km from Crest): hotel of Lyon, 04 75 41 44 66; camping of 
	“l’Epervière” and lodging in dormitories, 04 75 42 32 00.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located in the Drôme valley, in the south of the regional park of the Vercors, the small town of Crest 
	has 8000 inhabitants. It is a town which owns an inheritance of quality, dominated by its medieval tower (52 m 
	height). Very busy in summer period, the town offers many sports activities as well as cultural ones. Towns 
	nearby: Montélimar (40 km) or Valence (30 km). Possible free time activities (you can organize them, at your 
	charges, with the coordinator)-some visits will be organized by the association. Visit of the Tower and abseiling; 
	visit of the towns of Valence, Montélimar (museum of the miniature and manufacture of nougat) or Die (old town 
	and cooperative cellar); night markets; canoe (on river Drôme); visit of a magnanery at Sailans, of an oil mill at 
	Aouste; free concerts within the jazz festival; hikes: 3 Becs, Piegros la Clastre, discover of the Vercors; swimming
	 pool; meeting with other workcamps . http://www.drometourisme.com http://www.vallee-drome.com 
	http://www.crest-tourisme.com/ http://www.tourisme.fr/office-de-tourisme/crest.htm
	TERMINAL
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/212	ENVI	03.08.2008	23.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/212  ARRAS SUR RHONE Valence ville 03/08-23/08/08   ENVI  18-30.  15 VOLS 
	WORK: With a communal employee and volunteers from the village, you will have to clear brushwoods, clean the 
	terraces. Restoration work of the dry stone walls will be carried out according to traditional method of construction 
	of the terraces. There will also be some work to make the access to the site easier.
	ACCOMODATION: Dormitory in a large tent and kitchen and bathrooms in the school. We can not take care of you
	 if you arrive before the starting date. In case you arrive earlier, accomodation is possible around Arras, at your 
	own expenses (please check availability before coming)  : 
	Tourism office of Tournon Tel.: 04 75 08 10 23 - Camp-site of Tournon HPA Tel.: Tel.:04 75 08 05 28 - Camp-site 
	Le Manoir Tel.: 04 75 08 02 50 - Hôtel Le Manoir Tel.: 04 75 08 02 50
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located in the north of Ardeche, between vineyards of the Rhône, Arras remains a very rural village. 
	it is possible to practise the trout fishing in the river which crosses the village,. The deep gorges of Ozon, the 
	banks of the Rhône and the two main roads which lead to the close Ardèche Plateau, are as many places 
	privileged for hiking. Arras sur Rhône is one of the typical villages of the Rhône right bank : it is crossed by main 
	road 86 at the foot of mountains, and its territory is spread in the neighbouring hills which one can reach by typical 
	mountain roads. Many associations of the village allow the practice of several activities: tennis, folk dance, 
	pétanque, table tennis... You will be able to visit many picturesque villages by travelling by the small touristic train
	 of the valley of Doux , visite of Valence, Tain l’Hermitage, Tournon, Romans, www.arras-on-rhone.fr; 
	www.ardeche-guide.com; www.ville-tournon.com; www.ardeche-verte.fr/
	TERMINAL: Valence ville
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/213	ENVI	03.08.2008	23.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/213 SECHERAS (FR- SPEAKING) Valence ville 03/08-23/08/08 ENVI  18-30. 12 VOLS
	WORK: With a communal employee, the work will be to clear the brushwoods and to clean the paths leading to the 
	castle and its ruins. There will also be work to clean the ruins in order to be able to find again the organization of the
	 rooms of the castle as it was before. Some consolidating work on the walls will be started too. 
	Be careful: 30 min walk between the workplace and the accommodation place.
	ACCOMODATION: Dormitory in a big tent. Kitchen and meals taken in a municipal building.
	We can not take care of you if you arrive before the camp starting date : in that case, you can find 
	accomodation, at your own expenses, in Sécheras area. Please, check the availability before coming :
	Office de Tourisme de Tournon Tél : 04 75 08 10 23 -Camping de Tournon HPA Tél : Tél :04 75 08 05 28 - Camping 
	Le Manoir Tél : 04 75 08 02 50 - Hôtel Le Manoir Tél : 04 75 08 02 50
	LANGUAGE: French
	LOCATION: Located in the north of Ardeche, the village of Sécheras is  10 minutes away from Tournon. It offers 
	many possibilities of excursions. You will be able to visit many picturesque villages by travelling with the small 
	touristic train of the valley of Doux, visit of Annonay, Valence, Tain l’Hermitage, Tournon, Romans, visit and 
	tasting of many local products (cheeses, wines, pork-butcheries, produced containing sweet chestnut...); 
	www.arras-on-rhone.fr; www.ardeche-guide.com; www.ville-tournon.com; www.ardeche-verte.com
	TERMINAL: Valence ville
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/214	ENVI	03.08.2008	22.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/214 CLONAS SUR VAREZE Le péage de roussillon 03/08-22/08/08  ENVI 18-30. 15 VOLS  
	WORK: Under the supervision of volunteers from the local organization, you will take part in the maintenance of 
	the channel : selective clearing of the brushwoods and cleaning.
	ACCOMODATION: In the multi-purpose hall of St Alban du Rhône. 
	We can not take care of you if you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp. Accomodations are available 
	at your own expenses, in the region of Clonas. Please check availability before coming : VIENNE tourism office 
	tél. 04.74.53.80.30 ; Youth Hostel in VIENNE, tél. 04 74 53 21 97 ; Hôtel  LE CLOS DE LOUZE in AUBERIVES-
	SUR-VAREZE, tél. 04.74.84.90.25,
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Half way between Valence (in the south) and Lyon (in the north), Clonas sur Varèze is a village of the 
	department of Isere. Its situation in the heart of the Rhone-Alps region is an important asset. The climate is good 
	enough there to allow the culture of many varieties of fruit and vegetables. The possibilities of hiking are infinite: 
	the natural park of Pilat and the Rhone are  easy to access to,  The Vercors park and the Alps are close. Possible 
	visits: Roussillon (potteries, castle, church,), of Malleval (medieval village), of Vienne and St Romain en Gal, of la 
	Côte St Andre (palace of the chocolate, museum H. Berlioz), of St Désirat, of the museum of the Canson paper 
	mill and Montgolfier in Davézieux, of the natural reserve of the island of the Platière in Salons. www.ville-
	Roussillon-isere.fr Fine sands; www.vienne.fr; www.vienne-isere.net; www.tourisme.fr/office-of-tourisme/vienne
	TERMINAL: Le Péage de Roussillon
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/216	ENVI	10.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/216  ST MARCEL LES VALENCE Valence tgv 10/08-30/08/08 ENVI  18-30. 15 VOLS
	WORK: The work will consist in cleaning and clearing the brushwoods of a former channel and of green areas. You 
	will also take an active part in the preparation, organization and above all animation of the meeting with a group of 
	German young people, coming within the frame of the twinning of the cities.
	ACCOMODATION: In a municipal building belonging to the city. We can not take care of you if you arrive before 
	the starting date of the camp. Accomodation is nevertheless possible, at your own expenses (please call and 
	check for availability before coming) at : Valence Ville: hôtel restaurant le Régina (devant la gare de valence 
	VILLE), hôtel restaurant camping «l’Epervière»:04.75.42.32.00, Hôtel de Lyon (à côté de la gare, 23 avenue Pierre 
	Semard) 04.75.41.44.66
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located in the Drôme department, near the Rhône Valley, Saint Marcel lès Valence is a small city of 
	4600 inhabitants, surrounded by fruit trees plantations. Many organizations make the local life very dynamic. In 
	spite of the closeness of Valence, small shops remain active and make the daily life easier. Saint Marcel lès 
	Valence is located at the centre of several touristic sites : the Drôme and its hills with the Ideal palace, Romans 
	(museum of shoes), St Nazaire en Royans (aqueduc and caves), the Vercors natural park. Grenoble and Lyon are 
	easily and quickly accessible thanks to the Valence TGV train station. Easy access to several sports such as 
	trekking, hiking…
	TERMINAL: Valence TGV
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/217	MANU	13.07.2008	02.08.2008	18+
	description
	JR08/217  LENS LESTANG (FR-SPEAKING)  St vallie  13/07-02/08/08  MANU  18 ans.  15 VOLS 
	WORK: Under the supervision of a municipal employee, you will have to do the paintings in different municipal 
	buildings and also some maintenance work.
	ACCOMODATION: In the premises of a school. We can not take care of you if you arrive before the starting date 
	of the camp. Anyway, accommodation is nevertheless possible, at your own expenses (please call and check 
	availability before coming) : Hauterives (approximatively 6 km from Lens Lestang) camping municipal 
	04.75.68.80.19, hôtel Le Relais 04.75.68.81.12 ; à Beaurepaire (approximatively 6 km from Lens Lestang) hôtel 
	restaurant chez René, avenue du Général de Gaulle, 04.74.84.64.50
	LANGUAGE: French
	LOCATION: Half-way between Lyon, in the North, and Valence, in the South, located in the north of the Drôme 
	department, in the heart of the Hills, Lens Lestang is a small rural and quite isolated village of around 700 
	inhabitants. Even with the closeness of Hauterives and its different touristic places (Ideal palace, salted water 
	swimming pool, maze…), Lens Lestang has kept a calm and peaceful lifestyle, perfect of outdoors and nature 
	activities. Possible visits in the area : Hauterives (Ideal palace), visit of Valence, Romans (museum of shoes), 
	Lyon, Lens Lestang mill, the farm of Pichat (Le Grand Serre). Sport activities possible : tennis, pétanque, 
	trekking… You will be ale to enjoy the 14th of July celebrations (national holiday in memory of the French 
	revolution)
	TERMINAL: St Vallier
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/218	CONS	20.07.2008	09.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/218 ST JULIEN DU SERRE Montélimar 20/07-09/08/08  CONS  18-30. 5 VOLS 
	WORK: The work will be to build a traditionnal bread oven according to local methods : this action is really expected
	 by the local volunteers and by the inhabitants who think that the workcamp and its work is going to create a 
	stronger link between the people. You will work under the supervision of local volunteers.
	ACCOMODATION: Under tents.  We can not take care of you if you arrive before the starting date of the camp. 
	Accomodation is nevertheless possible, at your own expenses (please call to check availability before coming) : 
	Aubenas: camping les Cledelles 04 75 35 18 15; Etap hotel, route de Montélimar 04 75 93 81 51; HOTEL LE 
	CEVENOL 77 Boulevard Gambetta Tél : 04 75 35 00 10
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: St Julien du Serre is a village of around 1000 inhabitants, located in the very heart of Ardèche. Even 
	if it is quite isolated, the village has a nice heritage with its church classified as historical building. 5 km away from
	 Aubenas and 17 km away from Privas, St Julien has managed to keep a perfect environment  for nature activities
	 such as trekking (around 10 trekking paths in the village).
	The village is located on the first mountains of the «Cévennes Ardéchoises», a few kilometres away from Ucel 
	and Vals-les-bains. The traditionnal housing, in the forms of small hamlets, has been conserved throughout the 
	years. Possible visits in the area: Chucrh of St Julien, Aubenas: castle, old town, Visit of Montélimar, Privas..; 
	Sports: canoë on the gorges de l’Ardèche, trekkings, tennis, swimming pool, outdoor sports…etc.
	TERMINAL: Montélimar
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/219	RENO	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/219  ST MARTIN LA PLAINE  Rive de gier  06/07-26/07/08  RENO  18-30.  15 VOLS
	WORK: Under the supervision of a municipal employee, you will have to do painting work and masonry work on 
	small building and heritage such as crosses, sculptures…
	ACCOMODATION: In the MJC (House of Youth and Culture). We can not take care of you if you arrive before the
	 starting date of the camp. Accomodation is nevertheless possible in the area, at your own expenses (please call 
	before and check availability): Rive de Gier: Hostellerie « La Renaissance » Tél : 04-77-75-04-31 ; Star Hotel Tél : 
	04-77-83-89-18 - A Lyon : Auberge de jeunesse :  45, Montée du Chemin Neuf Tel : 04 78 15 05 50
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Half way between Lyon and St Etienne, St martin la Plaine offers a nice panorama on the Pilat 
	Regional park, and, when it is sunny, you can even see the Alpes mountains. Traditionally, the economy of the 
	region was based on metallurgy, coal industry and mechanics: “la fête de la forge” on the 2nd week end of May 
	celebrates that activity.  The main touristic place of St Martin is a zoological park which welcomes 120 000 people 
	every year. Possible visits: numerous trekking paths around St Martin. Visits of Lyon, St Etienne, Vienne, Ste 
	Croix en Jarez, excursion to the Pilat regional Park. www.saintmartinlaplaine.fr ; www.rivedegier.fr ; www.parc-
	naturel-pilat.fr
	TERMINAL: Rive de Gier
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/300	RENO	03.08.2008	23.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/300  PUY L'EVÊQUE  Cahors   03/08-23/08/08  RENO  18-30.  15 VOLS  
	WORK: Under the supervision of a specialist (retired, former construction worker), your work will consist in clearing
	 the overgroth, excavating and rebuilding stone walls on a plot of land situated in the heart of the Medieval City, 
	with the objective of creating a public area for visitors and tourists.
	ACCOMODATION: In the premises of the municipal sports grounds, in a dormitory-style accommodation, with 
	kitchen and sanitary facilities available. We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of the 
	workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: At an altitute of 130 m, 30 km west of the town of Cahors, Puy l’Evêque is a village of 2300 
	inhabitants. It is a former mevieval town, located in the heart of Cahors vineyards, it is built on a hill overlooking 
	the river Lot. It has a very rich heritage of stonebuilt houses and walls. Possible free time activities (at your 
	expenses and in agreement with the camp leader): swimming pool, canoeing and kayaking, visits to surrounding 
	castles, hikes. Nearest town is Cahors, rich in history. Please browse: www.visit-midi-pyrenees.com
	TERMINAL: Cahors
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/301	RENO	31.08.2008	20.09.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/301  CAYLUS  Caussade (tarn-et-garonne)  31/08-20/09/08  RENO  18-30.  15 VOLS
	WORK: In the frame of a large-scale project of rehabilitation of the “terraces” of the village, your work will consist 
	in re-building stone walls and clearing the overgrowth along several plots and trails. The work will be supervised by 
	the municipal services of Caylus and by a volonteer council member. In the long term, this project will enhance a 
	forgotten local architecture and it will allow the reopenning of certain hiking trail..
	ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated in the “holiday-village”of Caylus, in small residences, with all 
	facilities available. We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Caylus, a stone-built village located within a natural cirque, was a highly developped fortress in the 
	Middle Ages. The remains of this rich history are still numerous in the village: several washhouses, a castle, 
	churches, houses in the traditional architectural style, water mills ... thus a lot to be discovered on the spot and in 
	the neighbourhood. To be seen in the surroundings: wild and preserved natural sites to discover, between rivers and
	 forests with very beautiful viewpoints. You will have the occasion to meet the inhabitants who will tell you about 
	the history of their village and who will warmly welcome you. Please browse: www.visit-midi-pyrenees.com
	TERMINAL: Caussade (Tarn-et-Garonne)
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/302	MANU	03.08.2008	23.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/302  EAUZE  Auch  03/08-23/08/08  MANU 18-30. 15 VOLS 
	WORK: You will work under the supervision of the technical staff of the municipality. This year the work will 
	consist in painting and renovating the arena (or bullring) and a traditional wash-house. The group might as well do 
	some painting work in the municipal school and in the Panblan parc.
	ACCOMODATION: In the building of the municipal stadium. Lodging in dormitory style, kitchen and sanitary 
	facilities are available. We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Altitude 160m. Near the towns of Auch and Condom. Eauze is one of the most important towns of the 
	Gers district (4400 inhabitants). It has a very rich historic patrimony from the roman period. Today, the village is 
	renowned for its gastronomy, its Armagnac and for its laid-back way of life. Possible free time activities: cinema, 
	free swimming pool, cultural visits, beautiful landscapes and hiking trips, lakes, typical villages... Please browse 
	the following websites: www.visit-midi-pyrenees.com and www.mairie-eauze.fr. Furthermore, archelogical work is 
	going on near the town at the time of the workcamp and the group will have a chance to visit the site and maybe 
	work with the archeologists some afternoons.
	TERMINAL: Auch
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/303	CONS	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/303  VARILHES  Varilhe  06/07-26/07/08  CONS  18-30.  12 VOLS  
	WORK: Under the supervision the municipal staff, your work will consist in clearing up the overgrowth, excavating 
	and paving with riverstones a public area situated in the heart of the historical center of the town. This work will 
	make the access to the river easier. Furthermore, you will help in the reconstruction of a public building (masonry 
	work).
	ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated tents, on a municipal ground. Kitchen and sanitary facilities are 
	available. We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting dates of the workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Altitude 332m, 3200 inhabitants. Varilhes is a rural village on the river Ariege. It offers charming 
	country-side landscapes, in an agricultural and cattle-raising region, at the foot of the Pyrenees mountains, in the 
	heart of the Cathar country. Nearby cities: Pamiers(10km), Foix(10km), Toulouse(80km). Possible free time 
	activities : the environment allows amazing hikes and cycling tours to discover the region; sites to visit in the 
	surroundings: Mirepoix, Foix, medieval city of Carcassonne, Cathar castles... Please browse: www.visit-midi-
	pyrenees.com . The municipality grants a free access to the swimming pool and to many historical sites in the 
	surroundings to the volunteers.
	TERMINAL: Varilhes
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/304	FEST	24.08.2008	06.09.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/304  CASTELNAU-RIVIÈRE-BASSE (FR-SPEAKING)  Tarbes  24/08-06/09/08  FEST  18-30.  15 VOLS  
	WORK: In association with EPC who will lead the work, you will participate in the preparation, the organisation and 
	the closing of the «Riff Mania» music festival, where many bands will perform on the stage. Your tasks will include
	 the handling and the assembling of the equipment, the preparation of the stage, the activities linked with the 
	theme of the festival (workshops, debates, exhibitions, etc.) and finally the preparation of meals, the cleaning of 
	the site and disassembling of the stage. Attention: a certain flexibility in the work is required according to the needs
	 of the festival; you might have to start work early in the morning or finish late.
	ACCOMODATION: In the municipal football grounds building, near the village, dormitory style with sanitary 
	facilities. The kitchen and dining room are located in the party hall of the village. We cannot accommodate you if 
	you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French 
	LOCATION: Located at about 2 hours by car from Toulouse, Castelnau-Riviere-Basse is a small village of 800 
	inhabitants, at the limit between the Gers and the Hautes-Pyrenees departments. The region offers an amazingly 
	wide range of landscapes, and it is famous for its vineyards, namingly the Madiran wine. Possible free time 
	activities : hiking, swimming, visits to typical villages, visits to castles, exchanges with the local population, the 
	organisers of the festival, the members of EPC and the visitors. Attention: the village is quite remote and only few
	 buses are available. Please browse: www.visit-midi-pyrenees.com
	TERMINAL: Tarbes
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/305	RENO	17.08.2008	06.09.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/305  LAROQUE D'OLMES  Pamiers  17/08-06/09/08  RENO CONS  18-30.  12 VOLS
	WORK: You will participate in the renovation of the MJC (Centre for Youth and Culture), as a follow-up of the 2007
	 workcamp. In partnership with the municipality and the MJC, this project will be the occasion to work together with 
	the local youth (12 to 18 year-olds), in the objective of an intercultural cooperation. The work will consist in painting 
	and doing small masonry work. You will also participate in the reconstruction of stone walls situated in the “Castéla”
	 (upper part of the fortified town) or on the path that leads to the St Roch chapel. Attention: you may have to work 
	on a scaffolding.
	ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated in an appartment located in the school. You will stay in shared 
	rooms; kitchen and sanitary facilities are available. We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting 
	date of the workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Laroque d’Olmes is a charming and lively little town of the Ariege department, offering a rich and 
	preserved natural environment; it is also the stronghold of the local textile industry. It is situated in the heart of the
	 Cathar country and at the foot of the Olmes Mountains (Pyrenees), in a calm and rural area. Possible free time 
	activities: hiking or cycling tours, visits to Cathar castles, sport activities, visit to the textile plant of the town, 
	swimming at the lake, visits of the cities of Foix, Toulouse or the medieval city of Carcassonne. Please browse:  
	www.visit-midi-pyrenees.com  . Some activities will be organised jointly with the local teenagers of the MJC.
	TERMINAL: Pamiers
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/306	RENO	07.07.2008	28.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/306  SAINT-PARTHEM  Viviez-decazeville  07/07-28/07/08  RENO  18-30.  15 VOLS
	WORK: A masonry specialist will initiate you to dry stonework technics as you will participate in the recontruction 
	of various stonewalls, typical of this region. The work will take place in various places within the village. 
	Furthermore, during the last weekend of the workcamp, you will help with the organisation of the local festival, 
	which is a unique moment of celebrations in the local life (shows, feasts and music!). Attention: we require all 
	volunteers to stay until the last day of the workcamp!
	ACCOMODATION: In a dormitory style accommodation (school building), in the village, with kitchen and common 
	bathroom and toilet. We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Saint Parthem is located approximately 2 hours and a half by car northeast of the city of Toulouse, in 
	the Aveyron district. The surrounding natural environment is very pleasant, wild and preserved; thus the village is 
	quite isolated. Possible free time activities: swimming at the river, visits to historical monuments, viaduct of Millau
	 (the highest bridge in Europe!), hikes, culinar specialities, sport, or relaxation. Please browse: www.visit-midi-
	pyrenees.com
	TERMINAL: Viviez-Decazeville
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/307	RENO	30.07.2008	20.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/307 BRAMEVAQUE  Montréjeau-gourdan-polignan  30/07-20/08/08  RENO  18-30.  15 VOLS  
	WORK: Supervised by an experienced mason, you will continue the conservation of the remains of the castle of 
	the Earls of Comminges: clearing of the overgrowth, masonry, building of small stone walls. The site hosts several
	 hundreds of visitors in the summer months. Furthermore you participate in the medieval show organised by Mr 
	Marrot, president of the district council of Barousse: this show talks about the history of the valley. You will 
	participate in 3 rehearsal sessions and one live performance, as extras.
	ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated under tents, within the castle. Important: the living conditions are 
	very simple and basic, this camp is for nature lovers who like to be in a quiet environment. The castle is 
	accessible only by foot (10 minutes from the village). We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the 
	starting date of the workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Bramevaque is a small rural village of 30 inhabitants, at the foot of the Pyrenees mountains which 
	mark the border with Spain. The site offers beautiful landscapes and view points. The Barousse valley is one of 
	the most remarquable valleys of the Pyrenees; it is also on the itinerary of the “Tour de France” cycling race. 
	Possible free time activities : hiking, swimming in the river, visit of prehistorical caves, the famous abbey of St 
	Bertrand de Comminges, the watersports resort of Antignac, the Barousse museum. Please browse: www.visit-midi-
	pyrenees.com .
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/308	RENO	20.07.2008	09.08.2008	18+
	description
	JR08/308 ASSIER (FR-SPEAKING) Assier 20/07-09/08/08   RENO FEST 18 ans 15 VOLS
	WORK: This workcamp will be divided in two parts. During the first week, under the supervision of a professionnal, 
	you will participate in public utility work in the village: reconstruction of typical stonewalls, and painting work in the 
	municipal house, which hosts local associations. During the 2nd and 3rd week: in collaboration with the organizers 
	and the volunteers of the jazz music festival, you will take part in the preparation, the organisation and the closing 
	of the festival: handling and the assembling of the equipment, the preparation of the stages , the sale of entrance 
	tickets, of food and drinks, and finally the cleaning and disassembling of the stages... You will also have a chance
	 to prepare the decorations if you have artistic skills. Attention: a certain flexibility in the work is required according
	 to the needs of the festival; you might have to start your work early in the morning or finish late.
	ACCOMODATION: You will be hosted under tents at the football stadium. The kitchen, showers and toilets are 
	located in the stadium building. We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of the 
	workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French 
	LOCATION: Altitude: 340m. Located at 20km northeast from the town of Figeac in the dry plains of the Causses 
	region, Assier is a charming little village with a rich historical patrimony. There is a castle from the Renaissance 
	period and also a fortified church. In spite of its small size (550 inhabitants), the village is very dynamic and has 
	received more than 1500 spectators during the festival in 2006. Possible free time activities: the Padirac cave, 
	visits to the towns of Figeac and Rocamadour. Sports: canoeing, hiking and cycling tours, football games with the 
	village youths. Cultural events: the Assier Jazz Festival! Please browse: www.visit-midi-pyrenees.com, 
	www.quercy-tourisme.com, http://assier.festival.free.fr
	TERMINAL: Assier
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/309	SOCI	30.06.2008	19.07.2008	20-30
	description
	JR08/309  EMMAUS 1  Montauban  30/06-19/07/08  SOCI  20-30. 8 VOLS 
	
	WORK: You will share the life and activities of the Emmaus community of La Villedieu du Temple, where 60 
	companions live permanently, organised around the collection and sale of second-hand articles. You will do the 
	same work as the companions: collection of objects donated to the community (furniture, clothes, household 
	equipment), sorting out, repairing and recycling of those objects, public sale in the community shops. Above all, 
	open-mindedness beyond discriminations and intercultural exchange will be central in the work. The community is 
	self-sufficient and does not accept public funding. The principles of collective responsibility, sharing, and active 
	participation are central for Emmaüs, and they regularly call out to the public authorities on issues of housing and 
	of social exclusion.
	ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated in the community buildings, in a dormitory style accommodation. 
	Showers and toilets are available there. The meals will be taken with the community members and you will have to 
	participate in the daily housework duties. Important note: consumption of alcohol and drugs is forbidden at the 
	community as a mark of respect and solidarity towards those who struggle against alcohol and drug addiction 
	problems. Any violent and/or intolerant behaviour is not acceptable.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: La Villedieu du Temple is situated at about 10 km west of the town of Montauban, and 1 hour drive 
	from the city of Toulouse, in a rural region of cereal production. The community is located 3km from the village of 
	La Villedieu du Temple; it is a small hamlet in itself. Your leisure activities will be organized with the companions: 
	theme parties, visits to Montauban, Toulouse and Moissac, canoeing and a lot of differents sports. To know more 
	about the Emmaüs community and the activities that they  organise, please browse: http://emmaus82.praksys.net
	 To know more about the region, please browse: www.visit-midi-pyrenees.com
	TERMINAL: Montauban
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/310	SOCI	11.08.2008	30.08.2008	20-30
	description
	JR08/310  EMMAUS 2  Montauban  11/08-30/08/08  SOCI  20-30. 8 VOLS 
	WORK: You will share the life and activities of the Emmaus community of La Villedieu du Temple, where 60 
	companions live permanently, organised around the collection and sale of second-hand articles. You will do the 
	same work as the companions: collection of objects donated to the community (furniture, clothes, household 
	equipment), sorting out, repairing and recycling of those objects, public sale in the community shops. Above all, 
	open-mindedness beyond discriminations and intercultural exchange will be central in the work. The community is 
	self-sufficient and does not accept public funding. The principles of collective responsibility, sharing, and active 
	participation are central for Emmaüs, and they regularly call out to the public authorities on issues of housing and 
	of social exclusion.
	ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated in the community buildings, in a dormitory style accommodation. 
	Showers and toilets are available there. The meals will be taken with the community members and you will have to 
	participate in the daily housework duties. Important note: consumption of alcohol and drugs is forbidden at the 
	community as a mark of respect and solidarity towards those who struggle against alcohol and drug addiction 
	problems. Any violent and/or intolerant behaviour is not acceptable.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: La Villedieu du Temple is situated at about 10 km west of the town of Montauban, and 1 hour drive 
	from the city of Toulouse, in a rural region of cereal production. The community is located 3km from the village of 
	La Villedieu du Temple; it is a small hamlet in itself. Your leisure activities will be organized with the companions: 
	theme parties, visits to Montauban, Toulouse and Moissac, canoeing and a lot of differents sports. To know more 
	about the Emmaüs community and the activities that they  organise, please browse: http://emmaus82.praksys.net
	 To know more about the region, please browse: www.visit-midi-pyrenees.com
	TERMINAL: Montauban
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/311	ENVI	28.06.2008	19.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/311  PRAYSSAC  Cahors  28/06-19/07/08  ENVI  18-30. 15 VOLS 
	WORK: Under the supervision of the municipal services, you will work at opening a new path situated on the river 
	bank (the Lot river). The aim is to create an area where the local population and the many tourists of this region 
	can relax in the midst of a remarquable natural environment. Your work will consist in clearing the bush and 
	overgroth, installing sign-posts, excavation work to stabilise the path and finally the construction of wooden units 
	for physical excercise. On the 1st day of the camp, the “River Festival” will inaugurate the workcamp which will be 
	presented to the local population. You have to be present for this occasion!
	ACCOMODATION: You will be hosted in the municipal stadium building, in a dormitory style accommodation. The 
	kitchen and sanitary facilities are located in the “club house” buliding. We cannot accommodate you if you arrive 
	before the starting date of the workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Altitude : 180 m. Prayssac is ideally located in the heart of the touristic Quercy region, on the banks 
	of the river Lot, in one of its wonderful meanders, right in the heart of the Cahors vineyards. Possibles free time 
	activities: amazing and preserved nature to discover, hikes, visits to wine-making farms, visits to castles, 
	colourful markets, visits to the city of Cahors. To know more about Prayssac, please browse: www.mairie-
	prayssac.info46.com
	TERMINAL: Cahors
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/312	RENO	20.07.2008	09.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/312  DURAVEL Cahors 20/07-09/08/08 RENO 18-30. 12 VOLS 
	WORK: Under the supervision of a volunteer mason, you will participate in the reconstruction of a part of the 
	ancient fortifications, in order to secure the site which is located alongside a walking path that goes all around the 
	village. This path is used by many people as it is a good way to appreciate the rich patrimony of the surroundings. 
	You will do some masonry work, sorting out the stones, clearing the bush and overgrowth. You might have to work 
	on the renovation of an ancient washhouse as well.
	ACCOMODATION: You will be hosted in the municipal sports house, in a dormitory style accommodation with 
	sanitary facilities. The kitchen is located in the school nearby. We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before 
	the starting date of the workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Altitude : 180 m. Duravel is a very pleasant little town, strategically located in the plains of the Lot 
	region; it indeed played an important role during the 100-Years-War. It is in the heart of the Quercy region, 
	surrounded by Cahors vineyards, and a remarquable local patrimony is to be seen there. Possible free time 
	activities: amazing and preserved nature to discover, hikes, visits to wine-making farms, visits to the Castle of 
	Bonaguil, colourful markets, visits to the city of Cahors. For more information please browse: www.duravel-
	tourisme.com/index_en.php ; www.mairie-duravel.info46.com
	TERMINAL: Cahors
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/313	ENVI	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/313  SAINT-ORENS  Toulouse  06/07-26/07/08  RENO 18-30. 12 VOLS  
	WORK: Under the supervision of the technical staff, you will renovate the surrounding wall and the railings of the 
	old people’s home. This impressive and ancient building dates from the 19th century, but many renovation projects
	 allowed it to fit the needs of the old people’s home. You will paint the railings and you will rebuild and renovate the 
	most damaged parts of the surrounding wall (masonry work, using traditional materials), which will secure the site.
	ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated under tents in the park of the old people’s home. The kitchen and 
	sanitary facilities are available in the main building. Attention: you are asked to respect the calm atmosphere of 
	the place, for the sake of its residents. We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of 
	workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Saint-Orens is a city of 11 000 inhabitants, located 10 km from Toulouse. Its population grew 
	tremedously in the past 20 years, and it has become one of the most important cities of the region of Toulouse. 
	Nevertheless, it offers a nice natural environment and relaxing areas, as well as a remarquable patrimony (a 15th 
	century church and a 17th century castle). Possible free time activities: walking or cycling tours, visits to the city 
	of Toulouse, cultural activities (museums, cinema, theatre,...), swimming pool. To know more about the city, 
	please browse: www.ville-saint-orens.fr. Furthermore, we will encourage intergenerational and intercultural activities 
	with the residents (old people). Your creativity is most welcome!
	TERMINAL: Toulouse
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/314	RENO	07.07.2008	27.07.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/314  MONLEON-MAGNOAC (FR-SPEAKING)  Lannemezan  07/07-27/07/08  RENO FEST  18-30.  15 VOLS  
	
	WORK: This workcamp will have 2 parts. During the first week, you will participate in the renovation of the 
	municipal house; you will help renovating the wooden flooring of the attic where all the equipments of the festival 
	will be stored in the future. During the 2nd and 3rd week, under the supervision of the volunteers of Lezart Maniak, 
	you will participate in the preparation, the organisation and the closing of the music festival, during which many 
	bands will be on the stage and where many debates and cultural and gastronomical events will take place. Your 
	tasks will include the handling and the assembling of the equipment, the preparation of the stages, the events 
	linked with the theme of the festival (debates, exhibitions, etc.) and finally the cleaning and disassembling of the 
	stages. Attention: a certain flexibility in the work is required according to the needs of the festival. You might have
	 to start your work early in the morning or finish late.
	ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated in tents, at the municipal camping grounds; sanitary facilities 
	available. The meals will be taken with the organisers and the volunteers of the festival. You will take part in the 
	preparation of the meals. We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French
	LOCATION: About 20km from the town of Lannemezan, near Tarbes. Altitude: 340m, 350 inhabitants. The rural 
	village of Monléon-Magnoac is situated in the midst of a hilly landscape with amazing viewpoints over the Pyrenees
	 Montains, when the weather is clear. This location offers the possibility for many excursions in the mountains: the 
	“Pic du Midi” (2877m of altitude), the Gavarnie cirque, the Esparros cave, etc... Possible free time activities: hiking
	 around the village, swimming at a lake, sports activities. However, the main entertainment activity during your 
	stay will be the festival in itself! Please browse: www.monleon-magnoac.com ; www.picdumidi.com ; 
	www.gavarnie.com ; www.visit-midi-pyrenees.com
	TERMINAL: Lannemezan
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/315	RENO	18.08.2008	08.09.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/315  BONREPOS  Toulouse  18/08-08/09/08  RENO  18-30. 12 VOLS  
	WORK: Under the supervision of volunteers from the village, you will renovate the Notre-Dame church of 
	Bonrepos-sur-Aussonnelle, which is at the centre of the village. This aim is to valorise the site in order to develop 
	tourism in the village together with other projects (putting up sign posts, etc). You will do painting (doors, furniture) 
	and masonry on one of the outer walls as well as other maintenance work. Furthermore, during the last weekend of 
	the workcamp the local festival will take place: you will participate in the preparation with the population. Attention: 
	we require all volunteers to stay until the last day of the workcamp!
	ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated under tents; the kitchen and sanitary facilities are available in a 
	municipal building. We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Bonrepos-sur-Aussonnelle is a rural village of 850 inhabitants. Located 35 km from Toulouse, close to 
	St-Lys and Muret, it is at the border of the Gers district. An ancient Roman way and a 15th century castle can be 
	found there. During the 2nd World War, the French resistance fighters had a stronghold near the village. 
	Surrounded with woody hills, Bonrepos overlooks the plains of the region of Toulouse. Possible free time activities:
	 walking and cycling tours, sports activities, adventure park “Tépacap”, visits to the city of Toulouse. Bonrepos 
	website:  http://bonrepossa.free.fr. Exchanges with the local youth will be encouraged for a better integration of the
	 workcamp in the local life.
	TERMINAL: Toulouse
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/316	RENO	04.08.2008	23.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/316 ST-JEAN-DE-VERGES St-jean-de-verges 04/08-23/08/08 RENO 18-30. 12 VOLS
	WORK: Supervised by a volunteer from the village and by the municipal staff, you will rebuild stonewalls situated 
	in the centre of the village, using the traditional method with river stones. The idea is to give a better look to the 
	place and to revive this type of construction which tends to be lost and forgotten.
	ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated under tents, at the camping side of “Marseillas”, a farm-type 
	camping side situated 2 km from the village of St-Jean-de-Verges, near the remains of the castle of Marseillas. 
	Attention: this accommodation is quite basic and isolated, but it is an ideal location for nature-lovers. We cannot 
	accommodate you if you arrive before the starting dates of the workcamp. Website of the camping side: 
	http://marseillas.free.fr
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Altitude 350m, 1000 inhabitants, the village of St-Jean-de-Verges is set upon the river Ariege, at the 
	foot of the Pyrenees mountains, in the heart of the Cathar region. It offers charming country-side landscapes, 
	although it is very close to the city of Foix, main city of the District of Ariege. The following cities are accessible 
	by train from the village: Foix (5 km), Pamiers (15 km), Toulouse (80 km). Possible free time activities : the 
	environment allows amazing hikes and cycling tours to discover the region; sites to visit in the surroundings: 
	Cathar castles, the cities of Mirepoix, Foix, Toulouse or also the medieval city of Carcassonne. For more 
	information, please browse: www.visit-midi-pyrenees.com ; www.ariege.com .
	TERMINAL: St-Jean-de-Verges
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/317	RENO	18-30
	description
	JR08/317 FLAMARENS Agen RENO 18-30. 12 VOLS 
	DATES TO BE CONFIRMED
	WORK: Supervised by a volunteer from the village, you will consolidate the walls of the 16th century church and 
	of the former market hall (changed into a chapel now). Furthermore, you will rebuild a stonewall situated in front of 
	the Church. This historical site also has a 15th century Castle and the centre of the village dates from the 
	medieval period.
	ACCOMODATION: You will be hosted at a villager’s house, in dormitory style, kitchen and sanitary facilities are 
	available. This accommodation is usually meant for the pilgrims of the Way of St James of Compostela (Santiago 
	de Compostela). We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Altitude 200 m. 150 inhabitants. The peaceful little village of Flamarens is perched at the top of a hill. 
	The village and its history was revived thanks to the initiative of the association of the “Friends of Flamarens” who
	 started the restoration of the village, which used to be in ruins. The village is on the Way of St James of 
	Compostela; thus many pilgrims walk through it during summertime. Possible free time activities: beautiful hikes 
	and cycling tours, local cullinary specialities tasting, visits to historical sites of Miradoux, Lectoure, Condom. 
	Nearest cities: Valence d’Agen (15 km), Agen (30 km), Toulouse (80 km). To know more, please browse: 
	http://www.villagesdefrance.free.fr/dept/page32_lomagnegersoise.htm ; http://www.citaenet.com/miradoux ; The 
	Way of St James of Compostela on Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Way_of_St._James
	TERMINAL: Agen
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/318	FEST	02.09.2008	20.09.2008	20+
	description
	JR08/318  EMMAUS 3 (FR-SPEAKING  Montauban  02/09-20/09/08  FEST  20 ans.  12 VOLS
	WORK: You will participate in the organisation of the “Festival vers une Humanité Equitable” (“Festival for a Fair 
	Humanity”), which will take place at the Emmaüs Community on September 12th, 13th and 14th 2008. This 
	Festival is the outcome of the cooperation between a large number of organisations. For more information about 
	the festival, please browse: http://emmaus82.praksys.net/Festival. Your tasks will include the handling and the 
	assembling of the equipment, the preparation of the stage, the activities linked with the theme of the festival 
	(workshops, debates, exhibitions, etc.), the preparation of meals, and finally the cleaning of the site and 
	disassembling of the stage. Attention: a certain flexibility in the work is required according to the needs of the 
	festival; you might have to start work early in the morning or finish late...The community is self-sufficient and 
	does not accept public funding. The principles of collective responsibility, sharing, and active participation are 
	central for Emmaüs, and they regularly call out to the public authorities on issues of housing and of social 
	exclusion.
	ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated under tents at the community. Showers and toilets are available in 
	the community buildings. The meals will be taken with the community members and you will have to participate in 
	the daily housework duties. Important note: consumption of alcohol and drugs is forbidden at the community as a 
	mark of respect and solidarity towards those who struggle against alcohol and drug addiction problems. Any violent
	 and/or intolerant behaviour is not acceptable.
	LANGUAGE: French 
	LOCATION: La Villedieu du Temple is situated at about 10 km west of the town of Montauban, and 1 hour drive 
	from the city of Toulouse, in a rural region of cereal production. The community is located 3km from the village of 
	La Villedieu du Temple; it is a small hamlet in itself. Your leisure activities will be organized with the companions: 
	theme parties, visits to Montauban, Toulouse and Moissac, canoeing and a lot of differents sports. To know more 
	about the Emmaüs community and the activities that they  organise, please browse: http://emmaus82.praksys.net
	 To know more about the region, please browse: www.visit-midi-pyrenees.com
	TERMINAL: Montauban
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/319	RENO	13.07.2008	02.08.2008	18-30
	description
	JR08/319  ALMONT  Viviez-decazeville  13/07-02/08/08  RENO  18-30. 12 VOLS  
	WORK: Supervised by a volunteer from the village and a municipal staff, you will participate in the renovation of 
	dry stonewalls, typical from this region. The work will consist in rebuilding damaged walls and in maintaining existing
	 ones.
	ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated under tents at the municipal stadium, with kitchen, bathroom and 
	toilet in the stadium building. We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp.
	
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Altitude: 500 m. Almont-les-Junies (450 inhabitants)  is located approximately 2 hours and a half by 
	car northeast of the city of Toulouse, in the Aveyron district. The surrounding natural environment is very 
	pleasant, wild and preserved; thus the village is quite isolated. Possible free time activities: swimming at the river, 
	visits to historical monuments, viaduct of Millau (the highest bridge in Europe!), hikes, culinar specialities, sport, or 
	relaxation. Please browse: www.visit-midi-pyrenees.com
	TERMINAL: Viviez-Decazeville
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/320	ENVI	18-30
	description
	JR08/320  SICOVAL  Toulous  ENVI   18-30.  15 VOLS  
	DATES TO BE CONFIRMED
	WORK: Supervised by a team of professionnals from the “Environment” services, who will sensitise you on the 
	issues of river preservation and hiking paths maintenance, you will participate in the preservation of a river and in 
	the maintenance of a hiking path: clearing the overgrowth, pruning and cutting of trees, laying out of the banks, 
	and little construction work. The aim is to prevent floods, clean the river up and furthermore to open a new hiking 
	path on the banks of the “Canal du Midi”. The group of volunteers will work in 2 teams. Important: please bring 
	suitable and strong shoes, the ground can be slippery (ex: hiking shoes).
	ACCOMODATION: You will be accomodated in one of the towns of the urban community, under tents or in a 
	community building (not yet fixed at this date). We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date
	 of the workcamp.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: The urban community of the Sicoval is spread over 36 towns and villages at the south-east of 
	Toulouse. It includes some of the most dynamic cities of the region (Ramonville, Labège, or Castanet for 
	example) but also offers the peacefulness of a coutryside landscape, in a region of large cereal fields crossed by 
	the famous “Canal du Midi” (a canal that goes from the Mediterranean Sea to the Atlantic Ocean; a UNESCO World
	 Heritage Site). The public transports facilities give a quite good access to the city of Toulouse and its 
	surroundings. Possible free time activities: hiking and cycling tours, visits of typical villages or to the city of 
	Toulouse and its suroundings, cultural activities (cinema, concerts, theatre, etc). Please browse: www.visit-midi-
	pyrenees.com ; www.sicoval.fr ; www.canal-du-midi.org/en/default.aspx
	TERMINAL: Toulouse
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/SOC01	DISA	03.08.2008	23.08.2008	20-30
	description
	JR08/SOC01  ST GEORGES SUR LOIRE (FRENCH-SPEAKING) Angers  03/08-23/08/08 DISA  20-30. 7 VOLS  
	WORK: The "La Forêt" centre is care centre, managed by the French Association against Myopathy. It receives 
	people suffering from myopathy, evolutive disease that attacks the muscles and causes serious disorders. Our 
	association has sent teams of international volunteers to this centre for many years. It is necessary to speak 
	French and to be motivated to participate in this project. Work consists in accompanying the handicapped 
	residents of the center, under the responsibility of the educative team: social support of their daily lives, more 
	particularly concerning leisure time by organizing various activities, inside and outside the centre, such as theme 
	evenings, excursions, and so on. The volunteers will also help the residents during meals. Residents of the centre, 
	suffering from myopathy, suffer for most of them very heavy disabilities, getting more difficult with age. Your 
	work and your presence will promote the exchange and the establishment of social and friendly ties with the 
	residents. Your involvement in the work needs to be strong, as well as your motivation. Note: you will be working 
	on weekends; there will be 2 days of rest during the week in groups of two volunteers (including one day off with all
	 the volunteers together)
	ACCOMODATION: In the centre.
	LANGUAGE: French 
	LOCATION: The town of Saint-Georges-sur-Loire is located in the Maine et Loire department, at about 20 kilomètres
	 from the town of Angers. The site is a bit isolated.
	TERMINAL: ANGERS
	EXTRA REQUIREMENTS: Social camp, age 20-30, knowledge of French required, motivation letter in French 
	needed with application.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/SOC02	DISA	03.08.2008	16.08.2008	20-30
	description
	JR08/SOC02 FLEURY SUR ORNE (FRENCH-SPEAKING Caen 03/08-16/08/08 DISA 20-30. 3 VOLS  
	WORK: The "Foyer Soleil" is a social centre that receives physically handicapped people. It belongs to a national 
	federation (Association des Paralysés de France). You will take part in the organisation the leisure activities of the 
	residents.
	ACCOMODATION: In the centre.
	LANGUAGE: French
	LOCATION: Near the town of Caen.
	TERMINAL: CAEN
	EXTRA REQUIREMENTS: Social camp, age 20-30, knowledge of French required, motivation letter in French 
	needed with application.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/T08	MANU	28.05.2008	14.06.2008	20-30
	description
	JR08/T08  TRETS MAY-2  Gardanne  28/05-14/06/08  MANU AGRI   20-30.  4 VOLS
	
	WORK: You will participate in agricultural work, planting and harvesting; removing of weeds, animation of activities
	 with children, maintenance of the buildings, the installation of folds for animals in the pinewood in front of the 
	house. As the farm also functions as pedagogical farm, with hosting of visitors, you may (if you wish) participate 
	in preperation of meals for visitors (restaurant is open to the public every day).
	ACCOMODATION: The access to the farm, outsite and inside, is open. The kitchen and dining room are free for 
	use. Volunteers are accommodated in a confortable room with 4 beds, general space available being quite reduced.
	 All facilities are available. Active members of the association live in the house (3 persons permanantly). All meals
	 are Shared with volunteers and permanent team. Nb : homestay type requires effort from everyone. Access to 
	internet and internt phone in the house. There is a cinema, a swimming pool and a library in Trets where books can 
	be borrowed, with internet acces (however, the farm is isolated from the village centre, at 4 km).Bring some games
	 for the evenings.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located a few kilometres from the center of the village of Trets en Provence, the farm is in the 
	middle of the vines, in front of the Sainte Victoire (a preserved mountain). Trests has a population of 12 000 
	inhabitants, with a shopping area. Nearest towns: Marseille (30 minutes), Aix en provence (25 minutes). Acces by 
	bus.
	TERMINAL: GARDANNE
	EXTRA REQUIREMENTS: Minimum age : 20. NB : there is no campleader; volunteers work under supervision of 
	the active members of the association. Group is composed of 4 volunteers only. Volunteers should be interested 
	in contributing to the developement of the project; to work at different tasks according to the needs; be ready to 
	share one room with other volunteers, respect the rules of homestay and common «family type» living, be ready 
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/T09	MANU	18.06.2008	05.07.2008	20-30
	description
	JR08/T09  TRETS JUN-1  Gardanne  18/06-05/07/08  MANU AGRI    20 30.  4 VOLS
	
	WORK: You will participate in agricultural work, planting and harvesting; removing of weeds, animation of activities
	 with children, maintenance of the buildings, the installation of folds for animals in the pinewood in front of the 
	house. As the farm also functions as pedagogical farm, with hosting of visitors, you may (if you wish) participate 
	in preperation of meals for visitors (restaurant is open to the public every day).
	ACCOMODATION: The access to the farm, outsite and inside, is open. The kitchen and dining room are free for 
	use. Volunteers are accommodated in a confortable room with 4 beds, general space available being quite reduced.
	 All facilities are available. Active members of the association live in the house (3 persons permanantly). All meals
	 are Shared with volunteers and permanent team. Nb : homestay type requires effort from everyone. Access to 
	internet and internt phone in the house. There is a cinema, a swimming pool and a library in Trets where books can 
	be borrowed, with internet acces (however, the farm is isolated from the village centre, at 4 km).Bring some games
	 for the evenings.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located a few kilometres from the center of the village of Trets en Provence, the farm is in the 
	middle of the vines, in front of the Sainte Victoire (a preserved mountain). Trests has a population of 12 000 
	inhabitants, with a shopping area. Nearest towns: Marseille (30 minutes), Aix en provence (25 minutes). Acces by 
	bus.
	TERMINAL: GARDANNE
	EXTRA REQUIREMENTS: Minimum age : 20. NB : there is no campleader; volunteers work under supervision of 
	the active members of the association. Group is composed of 4 volunteers only. Volunteers should be interested 
	in contributing to the developement of the project; to work at different tasks according to the needs; be ready to 
	share one room with other volunteers, respect the rules of homestay and common «family type» living, be ready 
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/T10	MANU	09.07.2008	26.07.2008	20-30
	description
	JR08/T10  TRETS JUL-1  Gardanne  09/07-26/07/08  MANU AGRI    20-30.  4 VOLS
	
	WORK: You will participate in agricultural work, planting and harvesting; removing of weeds, animation of activities
	 with children, maintenance of the buildings, the installation of folds for animals in the pinewood in front of the 
	house. As the farm also functions as pedagogical farm, with hosting of visitors, you may (if you wish) participate 
	in preperation of meals for visitors (restaurant is open to the public every day).
	ACCOMODATION: The access to the farm, outsite and inside, is open. The kitchen and dining room are free for 
	use. Volunteers are accommodated in a confortable room with 4 beds, general space available being quite reduced.
	 All facilities are available. Active members of the association live in the house (3 persons permanantly). All meals
	 are Shared with volunteers and permanent team. Nb : homestay type requires effort from everyone. Access to 
	internet and internt phone in the house. There is a cinema, a swimming pool and a library in Trets where books can 
	be borrowed, with internet acces (however, the farm is isolated from the village centre, at 4 km).Bring some games
	 for the evenings.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located a few kilometres from the center of the village of Trets en Provence, the farm is in the 
	middle of the vines, in front of the Sainte Victoire (a preserved mountain). Trests has a population of 12 000 
	inhabitants, with a shopping area. Nearest towns: Marseille (30 minutes), Aix en provence (25 minutes). Acces by 
	bus.
	TERMINAL: GARDANNE
	EXTRA REQUIREMENTS: Minimum age : 20. NB : there is no campleader; volunteers work under supervision of 
	the active members of the association. Group is composed of 4 volunteers only. Volunteers should be interested 
	in contributing to the developement of the project; to work at different tasks according to the needs; be ready to 
	share one room with other volunteers, respect the rules of homestay and common «family type» living, be ready 
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/T11	MANU	30.07.2008	16.08.2008	20-30
	description
	JR08/T11  TRETS JUL-2   Gardanne  30/07-16/08/08  MANU AGRI   20-30.  4 VOLS
	
	WORK: You will participate in agricultural work, planting and harvesting; removing of weeds, animation of activities
	 with children, maintenance of the buildings, the installation of folds for animals in the pinewood in front of the 
	house. As the farm also functions as pedagogical farm, with hosting of visitors, you may (if you wish) participate 
	in preperation of meals for visitors (restaurant is open to the public every day).
	ACCOMODATION: The access to the farm, outsite and inside, is open. The kitchen and dining room are free for 
	use. Volunteers are accommodated in a confortable room with 4 beds, general space available being quite reduced.
	 All facilities are available. Active members of the association live in the house (3 persons permanantly). All meals
	 are Shared with volunteers and permanent team. Nb : homestay type requires effort from everyone. Access to 
	internet and internt phone in the house. There is a cinema, a swimming pool and a library in Trets where books can 
	be borrowed, with internet acces (however, the farm is isolated from the village centre, at 4 km).Bring some games
	 for the evenings.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located a few kilometres from the center of the village of Trets en Provence, the farm is in the 
	middle of the vines, in front of the Sainte Victoire (a preserved mountain). Trests has a population of 12 000 
	inhabitants, with a shopping area. Nearest towns: Marseille (30 minutes), Aix en provence (25 minutes). Acces by 
	bus.
	TERMINAL: GARDANNE
	EXTRA REQUIREMENTS: Minimum age : 20. NB : there is no campleader; volunteers work under supervision of 
	the active members of the association. Group is composed of 4 volunteers only. Volunteers should be interested 
	in contributing to the developement of the project; to work at different tasks according to the needs; be ready to 
	share one room with other volunteers, respect the rules of homestay and common «family type» living, be ready 
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	JR08/T12	MANU	20.08.2008	06.09.2008	20-30
	description
	JR08/T12 TRETS AUG-1  Gardanne  20/08-06/09/08  MANU AGRI   20-30.  4 VOLS
	
	WORK: You will participate in agricultural work, planting and harvesting; removing of weeds, animation of activities
	 with children, maintenance of the buildings, the installation of folds for animals in the pinewood in front of the 
	house. As the farm also functions as pedagogical farm, with hosting of visitors, you may (if you wish) participate 
	in preperation of meals for visitors (restaurant is open to the public every day).
	ACCOMODATION: The access to the farm, outsite and inside, is open. The kitchen and dining room are free for 
	use. Volunteers are accommodated in a confortable room with 4 beds, general space available being quite reduced.
	 All facilities are available. Active members of the association live in the house (3 persons permanantly). All meals
	 are Shared with volunteers and permanent team. Nb : homestay type requires effort from everyone. Access to 
	internet and internt phone in the house. There is a cinema, a swimming pool and a library in Trets where books can 
	be borrowed, with internet acces (however, the farm is isolated from the village centre, at 4 km).Bring some games
	 for the evenings.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located a few kilometres from the center of the village of Trets en Provence, the farm is in the 
	middle of the vines, in front of the Sainte Victoire (a preserved mountain). Trests has a population of 12 000 
	inhabitants, with a shopping area. Nearest towns: Marseille (30 minutes), Aix en provence (25 minutes). Acces by 
	bus.
	TERMINAL: GARDANNE
	EXTRA REQUIREMENTS: Minimum age : 20. NB : there is no campleader; volunteers work under supervision of 
	the active members of the association. Group is composed of 4 volunteers only. Volunteers should be interested 
	in contributing to the developement of the project; to work at different tasks according to the needs; be ready to 
	share one room with other volunteers, respect the rules of homestay and common «family type» living, be ready 
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	JR08/T13	MANU	10.09.2008	27.09.2008	20-30
	description
	JR08/T13  TRETS SEP-1  Gardanne  10/09-27/09/08  MANU AGRI  20-30.  4 VOLS
	WORK: You will participate in agricultural work, planting and harvesting; removing of weeds, animation of activities
	 with children, maintenance of the buildings, the installation of folds for animals in the pinewood in front of the 
	house. As the farm also functions as pedagogical farm, with hosting of visitors, you may (if you wish) participate 
	in preperation of meals for visitors (restaurant is open to the public every day).
	ACCOMODATION: The access to the farm, outsite and inside, is open. The kitchen and dining room are free for 
	use. Volunteers are accommodated in a confortable room with 4 beds, general space available being quite reduced.
	 All facilities are available. Active members of the association live in the house (3 persons permanantly). All meals
	 are Shared with volunteers and permanent team. Nb : homestay type requires effort from everyone. Access to 
	internet and internt phone in the house. There is a cinema, a swimming pool and a library in Trets where books can 
	be borrowed, with internet acces (however, the farm is isolated from the village centre, at 4 km).Bring some games
	 for the evenings.
	LANGUAGE: French and English
	LOCATION: Located a few kilometres from the center of the village of Trets en Provence, the farm is in the 
	middle of the vines, in front of the Sainte Victoire (a preserved mountain). Trests has a population of 12 000 
	inhabitants, with a shopping area. Nearest towns: Marseille (30 minutes), Aix en provence (25 minutes). Acces by 
	bus.
	TERMINAL: GARDANNE
	EXTRA REQUIREMENTS: Minimum age : 20. NB : there is no campleader; volunteers work under supervision of 
	the active members of the association. Group is composed of 4 volunteers only. Volunteers should be interested 
	in contributing to the developement of the project; to work at different tasks according to the needs; be ready to 
	share one room with other volunteers, respect the rules of homestay and common «family type» living, be ready 
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ01	ENVI	01.04.2008	15.10.2008	18+
	description
	SJ01 Faï Open camp 01/04 – 15/10 ENVI/RENO 8 volunteers
	PROJECT: The farm of Faï is located in the Alps, in a preserved environment. It host all year long international 
	volunteers, families, and other people that participate actively in the renovation of the farm and the preservation 
	of the environment. The volunteers participate in the projects that take place in the moment of their staying : local 
	heritage, environment, renovation of the houses. They also contribute to the animation organised together with the 
	local communities : festivals, traditional celebrations, cultural evenings. To get more information about the 
	workcamps at some specific moment you can consult the PACA region descriptions. This workcamp hosts 
	volunteers for a period of 1 month minimum and up to 6 months.
	ACCOMMODATION: guesthouse of the Faï farm 
	LOCATION: The farm of Faï is located 15 km from Veynes, 30 km from Gap and 200 km from Marseille.
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Veynes
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ02	ENVI	01.04.2008	15.10.2008	18+
	description
	SJ02  Vaunières Open camp  01/04 – 15/10   ENVI/RENO
	PROJECT: Vaunières is a small old village located at 1200 m of altitude in the Alps right in the middle of a «circus 
	of mountains». All year around, the association hosts international volunteers, families and young people coming 
	from different backgrounds. Every person hosted in Vaunières takes part in the renovation of the village's 
	buildings and in the workcamps dealing with environmental protection and preservation. The volunteers participate 
	in the projects that take place in the moment of their staying: local heritage, environment, renovation of the 
	houses. They also contribute to the animation of the village organised together with the neighbouring communities: 
	festivals, traditional celebrations, cultural evenings. To get more information about the workcamps at some 
	specific moment you can consult the PACA region descriptions. This workcamp hosts volunteers for a period of 1 
	month minimum and up to 6 months.
	ACCOMMODATION: Vaunières
	LOCATION: Vaunières is located 90 km from Grenoble and 200 km from Marseille
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Lus la Croix Haute
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ03	ENVI	01.05.2008	30.11.2008	18+
	description
	SJ03 La Croisée des Regards Open camp     01/05 – 30/11 ENVI/RENO              2 volunteers
	PROJECT: The association La Croisée des Regards manages Domaine de Mayne/les Icards, a Mediterranean site 
	of 130 hectares left to abandonment, which the association has been renovating since 1993. The volunteers will 
	participate in masonry work on the house, gardening and daily tasks.
	IMPORTANT: This workcamp hosts volunteers for a minimum period of one month to a maximum period of 3 
	months.
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: The Domaine de Mayne/les Icards is 35km from Avignon, in the south of France.
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: L'Isle Fontaine de Vaucluse
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ04	ENVI	04.05.2008	25.05.2008	18+
	description
	SJ04 La Croisée des Regards Verger 04/05 – 25/05 ENVI 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: Domaine de Mayne/les Icards is a local and international meeting point. As activists of popular 
	education, we are involved in three main areas: social work, landscape and environment, and contemporary art. 
	The volunteers participate in the maintenance of an orchard composed of ancient varieties of fruit trees.
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: The Domaine de Mayne/les Icards is 35km from Avignon, in the south of France.
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: L'Isle Fontaine de Vaucluse
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ05	ENVI	05.05.2008	18.05.2008	18+
	description
	SJ05 Faï Espaces verts I   05/05 – 18/05  ENVI 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The farm of Faï is located in the Alps, in a preserved environment. It hosts all year long international 
	volunteers, families, and other people that participate actively in the renovation of the farm and the preservation 
	of the environment. During this workcamp the volunteers will participate in the renovation of the water recovering 
	reservoir system as well as in the camping's green spaces. The hiking and swimming possibilities are numerous 
	around the farm and they are particularly enjoyable during spring time. Something to discover!
	ACCOMMODATION: guesthouse of the Faï farm 
	LOCATION: The farm of Faï is located 30 km from Gap and 200 km from Marseille, Hautes Alpes (Provence Alpes
	 Côte d’Azur)
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Veynes
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ06	CONS	12.05.2008	01.06.2008	18+
	description
	SJ06 Veynes Fourmidiable  12/05 – 01/06 CONS/CULT 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The cultural association «Le Fourmidiable» organise festivals, theater evenings and concerts in rural 
	areas. In 2006, the association decided to transform the old village's bar in a cultural center. The first workcamp 
	that took place last year has been a success and encourages us to renew the experience. For 2008, the volunteers
	 will continue the renovation and isolation works which will be done in the walls and the cave. They will take part in 
	the organisations of cultural events that will take place during this period. Weekend meetings between the 
	volunteers and the members of Fourmidiable as well as visits around the region will be organised.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: Veynes is located 200 km from Marseille and 100 km from Grenoble, Hautes Alpes (Provence Alpes 
	Côte d’Azur)
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Veynes
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ07	ENVI	21.05.2008	12.10.2008	18+
	description
	SJ07 Montendre Open camp   21/05 – 12/10   ENVI/RENO   4 volunteers
	PROJECT: 4 volunteers will support our center during the summer, helping the team to manage and organise the 
	activities as well as hosting, cleaning, cooking and leading some creative workshops. They will participate in the 
	renovation work of the house and in the village. In the beginning of July there will be an artistic exchange with other
	 organisations and 80 young people from 7 different countries. During the summer there will always be groups to 
	welcome and the volunteers will have the opportunity to organise events together. From 25th of August to 12th of 
	October they will work on the restoration of the castle of Montendre. In addition the volunteers will always be 
	involved in household and gardening work as well as many other activities (workcamps, festivals...) going on at the
	 time. 
	ACCOMMODATION: The volunteers will stay in common rooms where the workcamp takes place, but conditions 
	can change depending on the projects which volunteers are involved in.
	LOCATION: 75 km north of Bordeaux (In the South of the Charente Maritime department) and 75 km to the south 
	of Angoulême, in the western France, Charente-Maritime (Poitou-Charentes)
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Montendre (Charente-Maritime)
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ08	ENVI	02.06.2008	27.06.2008	18+
	description
	SJ08 Vaunières Circuit de l’Eau I  02/06 – 27/06   ENVI   8 volunteers
	PROJECT: Vaunières is a small old village located at 1200 m of altitude in the Alps right in the middle of a «circus 
	of mountains». All year around, the association hosts international volunteers, families and young people coming 
	from different backgrounds. Every person hosted in Vaunières takes part in the renovation of the village's 
	buildings and in the workcamps dealing with environmental protection and preservation. During this period the 
	volunteers will take part in therenovation of the water recovering system in order to improve the environmental 
	management of the site. They will have the opportunity to participate in the festival taking place in the 
	surroundings villages (Music festival, St John's festival, etc) and they will organise awareness raising 
	environmental activities with the «La Bougeotte» association.
	ACCOMMODATION: Vaunières
	LOCATION: Vaunières is located 90 km from Grenoble and 200 km from Marseille, Hautes Alpes (Provence Alpes 
	Côte d’Azur)
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Lus la Croix Haute
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ09	ENVI	02.06.2008	27.06.2008	18+
	description
	SJ09 Vaunières Espaces verts I  02/06 – 27/06   ENVI  8 volunteers
	PROJECT: Vaunières is a small old village located at 1200 m of altitude in the Alps right in the middle of a «circus 
	of mountains». All year long, the association hosts international volunteers, families and young people coming 
	from different backgrounds. Every person hosted in Vaunières takes part in the renovation of the village's 
	buildings and in the workcamps dealing with environmental protection and preservation. The volunteers will 
	participate in the ecological works in the green spaces of the camping site and will have the opportunity to 
	participate in the festival taking place in the surroundings villages (Music festival, St John's festival, etc) and they
	 will organise awareness raising environmental activities with the «La Bougeotte» association.
	ACCOMMODATION: Vaunières
	LOCATION: Vaunières is located 90 km from Grenoble and 200 km from Marseille, Hautes Alpes (Provence Alpes 
	Côte d’Azur)
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Lus la Croix Haute
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ10	HERI	07.06.2008	28.06.2008	18+
	description
	SJ10 Vieure  07/06 – 28/06  Heritage/RENO 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: For the 5th year, the leisure center organises an international workcamp. The volunteers will stay on the
	 edge of a lake working to renew an old stone bridge and to create facilities for disabled fishermen. An important 
	element of the workcamp is the exchange with the local population.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ11	RENO	09.06.2008	30.06.2008	18+
	description
	SJ11 La Croisée des Regards   09/06 – 30/06  RENO 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The association La Croisée des Regards manages Domaine de Mayne/les Icards, a Mediterranean site 
	of 130 hectares left to abandonment, which the association has been renovating since 1993. The volunteers 
	participate in masonry work on the house.
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: The Domaine de Mayne/les Icards is 35km from Avignon, in the south of France.
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: L'Isle Fontaine de Vaucluse
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ12	RENO	16.06.2008	07.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ12 Entressen  16/06 – 07/07  RENO
	PROJECT: In the village Entressen there is a ruin of a chapel whose stones are semi-derelict and buried in the 
	ground. The work of the volunteers consists in protecting the place to limit deterioration,  uncovering and sorting 
	the stones to prepare reconstruction. 
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents in the near of the sport's association center which includes kitchen and sanitary 
	facilities.
	LOCATION: 10 km to Istres, 30 km to Arles
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ13	HERI	16.06.2008	06.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ13 Jarjayes  16/06 – 06/07   Heritage/RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: Jarjayes is a beautiful small village with whom Solidarités Jeunesses has established a solid 
	partnership: organisation of festivals, intercultural evenings, discovering days at the pedagogical farm. Right in the
	 middle of the village there is a castle from the 18th century and a parc of which the the arcades fall in ruin. Last 
	year's workcamp has done some preliminary works to clean up the ruins. This year the volunteers will continue the 
	consolidation of the ruins, will participate in workshops with the children from the primary school of the village and 
	will organise the end-of-the-year festival with the local population. Meetings with other workcmpas as well as visits 
	of the region will be organised.
	ACCOMMODATION: guesthouse and yourt
	LOCATION: Jarjayes is located 10 km from Gap and 200 km from Marseille, Hautes Alpes (Provence Alpes Côte 
	d’Azur)
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Gap
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ14	HERI	20.06.2008	12.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ14 St Aventin   20/06 – 12/07   Heritage/ENVI  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: The association Montagne et Loisirs is a mountain club whose hosting center is a cabin located at the 
	foot of the Pyrenees, at Saint Aventin. The association's philosophy is to combine the passion of the mountains 
	with the pleasure of discovering leisure activities. Thus, they organise hikes but also interships like “mountains and
	 singing”, “mountains and dancing” etc. This year, they want to host an international workcamp in partnership with 
	the community of Saint Aventin. The project consists of several maintaining and renovating works at the cabin 
	(renovating the terrace, interior upgrading) and of the participation in the maintain of paths and washhouse of the 
	community. By participating in that workcamp, volunteers and inhabitants shall share both work and leisure time. 
	The volunteers will take part in activities within the scope of the club.
	ACCOMMODATION: in the cabin
	LOCATION: Saint Aventin is located 100 km in the south-east of Tarbes
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ15	RENO	29.06.2008	20.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ15 Laguépie   29/06 – 20/07   RENO/FEST  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: For the first time, the community of Laguépie will host an international workcamp this year. The 
	proposed project comprehends the reconstruction of a big supporting wall on an ancient chapel's ground. By 
	participating in that workcamp, volunteers and inhabitants shall share both work and leisure time. In cooperation 
	with a group of local volunteers, the volunteers will be involved in the preparation of the festival Lenga Viva taking 
	place from July 13th to July 19th. That annual festival aims at discovering the Occitan language and culture. 
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: Laguépie is located 75 km in the north-west of Montauban.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ16	RENO	01.07.2008	15.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ16 La Croisée des Regards II  01/07 – 15/07   RENO   12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The association La Croisée des Regards manages Domaine de Mayne/les Icards, a Mediterranean site 
	of 130 hectares left to abandonment, which the association has been renovating since 1993. The volunteers 
	participate in masonry work on the house.
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: The Domaine de Mayne/les Icards is 35km from Avignon, in the south of France.
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: L'Isle Fontaine de Vaucluse
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ17	ENVI	02.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ17 Faï Espaces verts II  02/07 – 01/08  ENVI 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The farm of Faï is located in the Alps, in a preserved environment. It hosts all year long international 
	volunteers, families, and other people that participate actively in the renovation of the farm and the preservation 
	of the environment. The volunteers will participate in the ecological works  in the green spaces of the camping site 
	and in the construction of a wooden poles supporting wall. They will take part in the organisation of the cultural 
	evenings to the farm of Faï and the village of Saix and will be able to discover the beauty of the area through 
	excursions, hiking in the mountain pastures or "days of the lavender".
	ACCOMMODATION: guesthouse of the Faï farm 
	LOCATION: The farm of Faï is located 30 km from Gap and 200 km from Marseille, Hautes Alpes (Provence Alpes
	 Côte d’Azur)
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Veynes
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ19	RENO	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ19 Le Domaine de la Salle 05/07 – 26/07 RENO   15 volunteers
	PROJECT: In April 2006 the community of Féricy has acquired an enormous building of the twentieth century, le 
	domaine de la Salle, abandoned since several years. This little village, not far away from the forest of 
	Fontainebleau, would like to create a space where people can meet and exchange services (post, a room for 
	festivals and spectacles, café...). Many volunteers come regularly to maintain it, clean it, restore it. In summer 
	2007 there had already been a workcamp with international volunteers who came to help and complete the work. 
	About 20 metres of wall had been reconstructed and some little works had been realised in the park. This year their 
	work shall be continued. The volunteers will also have various encounters with the local population truly dedicated 
	to this project.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	SITUATION: Féricy is located about 1h30 from Paris, in the south of the parisian region
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ20	ENVI	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ20 Le Parc des Sources  05/07 – 26/07  ENVI  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: The community Roissy-en-Brie wishes to create a convivial place near a playground and a skateboard 
	area. The project consists in installing barbecues and picnic tables so that local families and youth can profit from 
	that outdoor space. The volunteers will work together with the local youth. Furthermore, cultural and pedagogic 
	activities will be organised.
	LOCATION: Roissy-en-Brie is located 40 km from Paris.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ22	ANIM	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ22 La Ferté sous Jouarre II   05/07 – 26/07   ANIM/RENO  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: The association Vir'Volt, the delegation Ile de France of Solidarités Jeunesses, is located in the small 
	town La Ferté sous Jouarre. This town (9500 inhabitants) is known for providing its millstones until the twentieth 
	century to the whole world. These days the town wants to revive this important cultural good ( museums, didactic 
	courses, restoration...). One of the works will be the reconstruction of a millstone wall around a beautiful park. 
	Moreover this little town dares to make life more attractive for its inhabitants (animations, various encounters...) 
	The association Vir'Volt is one of the partners of the town to organise these animations. This summer the 
	volunteers will participate in the project “Ferté Plage”, an animation during one week, along the riverside of the 
	Marne where a little beach with many animation offers had been created. The volunteers will be implied to the whole
	 organisation of the project and the animation workshops for the younger ones.
	IMPORTANT: During the three weeks of the workcamp the adult volunteers (15) will be together with about 15 
	adolescent volunteers. In everyday life there will be about 30 persons sharing this project . The work, either project
	 Ferté Plage or the restoration of the wall, will be distributed every second day.
	ACCOMMODATION: gymnasium
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ23	HERI	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ23 Lavoncourt  05/07 – 26/07  Heritage/RENO  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: For the fourth consecutive year, the inhabitants of Lavoncourt are ready to welcome international 
	volunteers. The international workcamp is becoming a verifiable tradition in this little village of the Haute-Saône. In 
	the framework of remodelling the center of the village, the town council decided in 2005 to begin the work of 
	renovating the rose park. This year, the workcamp will consist in finishing the wall surrounding the rose park and 
	taking down and reinstalling another low wall. This work is the last piece in finishing of the surrounding wall and also 
	putting more distinction and value in the rose park. The volunteers will be doing masonry and carving and shaping 
	stones. The activities and trips to discover the region will be planned and organized with the inhabitants of the 
	village.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: Lavoncourt is located 36km from Vesoul
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Vesoul
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ24	HERI	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ24 Esprel  05/07 – 26/07  Heritage/RENO  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: Esprel is a village of 692 inhabitants located in the east of Vesoul in an area of the country called 
	Villersexel. Surrounded by 600 hectares of forest, the village consists of many beautiful houses, especially a very
	 picturesque farm that has a pointed bell tower. The town hall is in a large building constructed at the end of the 
	19th century. The community is particularly dynamic with scores of commercial and handcrafted businesses, as 
	well as Mourey, a furniture factory. There are seven or eight businesses or farms for every 1000 hectares of 
	usable land. The Esprel cemetery is at the top of the village. A big wall with an impressive entrance surrounds the 
	cemetery. This wall has an abnormal slope that threatens its stability. Therefore, the town hall and the municipal 
	council wish to implement an international workcamp to renovate the wall and also to bring a breath of international 
	air to the community. The renovation of the cemetery wall is estimated to take many stages of work, so 2008 
	represents the first stage of workcamps.
	The volunteers will take down and reconstruct a part of the wall.  They may also begin to carve and shape the 
	stones for the masonry.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: Esprel is located 22km from Vesoul
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Vesoul
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ25	HERI	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ25 Chaux   05/07 – 26/07   Heritage/RENO   15 volunteers
	PROJECT: Halfway between Belfort and the bottom of the Alsace region, you will find the village of Chaux in the 
	green valley of the Savoureuse. Factories and beautiful farms typical of the French countryside signify an 
	agricultural past that has now disappeared due to the introduction of industrial activity in Belfort and Sochaux. 
	Chaux’s church, St. Martin, has a tower that was erected in the year 800 and renovated in 1691. It holds antique 
	objects and exceptional stained glass windows signed by the artist, George Jeanin of Nancy. In order to increase 
	the visual appeal of this church, last year the municipality decided to begin the renovation of the wall surrounding 
	the church by soliciting the aid of the Association of Popular Education of Chaux. In this perspective, we wish to 
	work in partnership with this organization. An international workcamp is planned in conjunction with a workcamp for 
	teenagers. For one week, the volunteers and the teenagers will work together on the renovation of the wall around 
	the church. In addition to the renovation, they will also clean and paint the railings around the cemetery if they 
	finish the wall restoration early. In realizing this meeting of two organizations of popular education, the region of the
	 Haute-Savoureuse will establish contacts and also organize the entire project. We have been partners with the 
	sociocultural center of the Haute-Savoreuse (situated in Giromagny) since 2002.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: Chaux is located around 10km from Belfort.
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Belfort
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ26	HERI	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ26 Colombe les Vesoul      05/07 – 26/07  Heritage/RENO  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: Columbe is a village of 550 inhabitants, situated near Vesoul. Perched on the edge of a limestone 
	plateau, the town is surrounded by incredible landscape, a little road, and a river valley. A castel constructed in the
	 18th century marks the entrance of the ancient village. A church from the 13th century, containing many 
	canvases and sculptures also merits a detour. Near the church, a very beautiful stone cross shows the scene of 
	the Virgin Mary with infant and two angel musicians, done in the style of Burgandy (dating from the 15th century). 
	This second project of the workcamp in Colombe aims to animate the village and encourage the inhabitants to 
	participate in the rehabilitation of the community heritage. After the success of the first workcamp, Colombe again 
	wishes to involve young international volunteers in the work. The local population is strongly motivated and wishes 
	to continue their work this year by welcoming international volunteers. This second workcamp will continue the work
	 of the first project, consisting in finishing the restoration of the walls of the presbytery. 
	The volunteers will be lodged in a school of the village in the center of the town, next to the place of work.  
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: Colombe is located 7km from Vesoul
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Vesoul
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ27	HERI	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ27 Héricourt   05/07 – 26/07   Heritage/RENO   15 volunteers
	PROJECT: Héricourt is a village of 10.433 inhabitants, situated in the east of the Haute-Saône region near the 
	territory of Belfort.  t has traces of the Middle Ages, and a remarkable cultural heritage. The tower of a castel in the
	 village ressembles an edifice of the 12th century. Today, only the tower of the castel of Héricourt remains, the 
	Donjon tower. The romance of the tower still dominates the village, as it is 22 meters higher and overlooks the 
	village. In order to conserve this cultural heritage, the volunteers of the association “Historie and Patrimoine 
	d’Héricourt” (History and Cultural Heritage of Héricourt), in collaboration with the town hall, wish to proceed with the 
	renovation of the castel’s tower in order to renew its distinction and to make it accessible for public visits. The 
	organization is composed of a group of volunteering people who are looking forward to live in international 
	surroundings with the volunteers. This work creates the opportunity for two associations to work together for the 
	realization of the same project. The first stage of the work will consist of the restoration of the wall and the 
	stronghold of the castel. The trips to discover the region and the activities will be organized by the members of the 
	association.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: Héricourt is located 19km from Belfort
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Héricourt or Belfort
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ28	HERI	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ28 Château de Gondenans-Montby   05/07 – 26/07   Heritage/RENO    15 volunteers
	PROJECT: Gondenans-Montby is a little village located 10km from Rougemont in the Doubs. Near the village is 
	the castel of Gondenans-Montby, owned by the association “Les Amis de Montby” (Friends of Montby). This 
	association was formed by a group of people, some of whom lived in the castel.  They wished to organize to make 
	the place available for permanent life.  To reach this goal, they organized the restoration of the castel to take place
	 over several years. The castel dates back to the 12th century, while the tower, the surrounding wall, and certain 
	buildings have been renovated in the 14th, 16th, and 18th centuries. In fact, there have been fourteen fires in the 
	château since its construction. In an effort to encourage and motivate the local population for preservation of its 
	cultural heritage and to create a dynamic atmosphere in the site, the association decided that inviting international 
	chantier and young people to their site would be an unrivalled opportunity. Thus, “Les Amis de Montby” decided to 
	sign on to international chantier. The association has already succeeded in garnering a group of volunteers from 
	the village as well as the international volunteers to participate in the project.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: Gondenans-Montby is 43km from Vesoul and 20km from Baume les Dames
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Vesoul or Baume les Dames
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ29	ENVI	06.07.2008	27.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ29 Ecoconstruction à Kerfleau I   06/07 – 27/07   ENVI/OFAJ   15 volunteers
	PROJECT: Kerfleau's Collective  gather NGO's acting in the fields of fait trade, support to people with HIV, and 
	culture. It's located in a place named Kerfleau, belonging to the sport organisation of the post and 
	telecommunication's employee, large of 4 hectares and including several buildings. New activities begin about 
	ecology, especially with ecobuilding, linked with some concret work which has to be done on the existing buildings. 
	The volunteers are going to rebuild a shanty to make it proper for some new activities of EPICES, one of the 
	member organisation of Kerfleau's Collective, mainly focussed on fair trade and ecology. The building will use local
	 and recyclable materials (straw balls, earth, wood). The workamp will also be an opportunity for the volunteers to 
	get more information and to debate about ecological housing, and to meet people who choice an ecological habitat 
	and way of life.
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: Kerfleau is a hamlet of Caudan, a small city in the neighborhood of Lorient
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Lorient
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ30	HERI	06.07.2008	27.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ30 Le Port   06/07 – 27/07   Heritage/RENO 15 volunteers
	PROJECT: For the second time, the community of Le Port will host an international workcamp this year. The 
	project consists of the renovation of ancient shepherd's cabanas in the mountains. The stone cottages will be fixed
	 and rebuilt if necessary. Not far away, there is the pond of Lers where fairy tale nights take place in which the 
	volunteers will participate. Moreover, they can discover the beautiful mountains on foot. By participating in that 
	workcamp, volunteers and inhabitants shall share both traditional masonry and leisure time. 
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: Le Port is located 130 km in the south of Toulouse
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ31	HERI	06.07.2008	27.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ31 Septfonds I   06/07 – 27/07  Heritage/RENO  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: For the fourth time, the community of Septfonds (around 1900 inhabitants) will host an international 
	workcamp this year. The project consists in constructing a wooden building in the way the ones that hosted Jewish 
	refugees from the concentration camps were built. Between fifteen and sixteen thousand Spanish refugees fleeing 
	Franco were gathered in that Jewish Camp since March 1939. During and after the Second World War, several 
	populations were interned in the camp. Via meetings with witnesses and visits, the volunteers will learn about the 
	story of that place. The objective is that the frame works and the historical and memory work would be shared with
	 inhabitants, and be an opportunity for exchanges and for the concrete construction of Peace. 
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: Septfonds is located 40 km in the north-east of Montauban
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Caussade
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ32	ENVI	07.07.2008	27.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ32 Vaunières Espaces verts II   07/07 – 27/07    ENVI   8 volunteers
	PROJECT: Vaunières is a small old village located at 1200 m of altitude in the Alps right in the middle of a «circus 
	of mountains». All year long, the association hosts international volunteers, families and young people coming 
	from different backgrounds. Every person hosted in Vaunières takes part in the renovation of the village's 
	buildings and in the workcamps dealing with environmental protection and preservation. The volunteers will 
	participate to the ecological works in the green spaces of the camping site and will have the opportunity to 
	participate in the festival taking place in the surroundings villages (Music festival, St John's festival, etc) and they
	 will organise awareness raising environmental activities with the «La Bougeotte» association.
	ACCOMMODATION: Vaunières
	LOCATION: Vaunières is located 90 km from Grenoble and 200 km from Marseille, Hautes Alpes. (Provence Alpes 
	Côte d’Azur)
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Lus la Croix Haute
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ33	CONS	07.07.2008	27.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ33 Le Saix  07/07 – 27/07   CONS/ENVI   12 volunteers
	PROJECT: Le Saix is a very pretty small village located the Alps. The village counts 80 inhabitants and not less 
	than 3 associations! Since many years, the workcamps carried out with the international volunteers made it 
	possible to weave many bonds with the villagers and to contribute to the maintenance of a social and cultural life in
	 this very rural zone. This year the volunteers will intervene on the restoration of the staircases of the old cure (in 
	the center of the village) and on the cleaning of the river shore embankments. They will take part in the cultural 
	evenings organized by the association «Les Sans souci» and will be able to discover the area through excursions, 
	hiking in the mountain pastures and visits organised together with the farm of Faï.
	ACCOMMODATION: to be confirmed
	LOCATION: Le Saix is located 30 km from Gap and 200 km from Marseille, Hautes Alpes (Provence Alpes Côte 
	d’Azur).
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Veynes
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ34	HERI	13.07.2008	03.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ34 St Georges   13/07 – 03/08   Heritage/RENO   15 volunteers
	PROJECT: For the second time, the community of St Georges will host an international workcamp this year. The 
	project consists in renovating traditional walls and cleaning a fountain at the hamlet of St Martin de Caussanille. By
	 participating in that workcamp, volunteers and inhabitants shall share both traditional masonry and leisure time.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: St Georges is located 90 km in the north of Toulouse
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ35	HERI	14.07.2008	03.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ35 Vaunières Façade 14/07 – 03/08   Heritage/RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: Vaunières is a small old village located at 1200 m of altitude in the Alps right in the middle of a «circus 
	of mountains». All year long, the association hosts international volunteers, families and young people coming 
	from different backgrounds. Every person hosted in Vaunières takes part in the renovation of the village's 
	buildings and in the workcamps dealing with environmental protection and preservation. This year, we will finish a 
	phase of important works on "The three wheels", a house dating from the XVII century that we arrange to 
	accommodate physically disabled people. The volunteers will intervene on the restoration of the frontage by 
	respecting the style of local architecture, they will take part in the animations organised with the hamlet and in the 
	surrounding villages.
	ACCOMMODATION: Vaunières
	LOCATION: Vaunières is located 90 km from Grenoble and 200 km from Marseille
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Lus la Croix Haute
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ36	HERI	15.07.2008	02.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ36 Verneuil en Bourbonnais 15/07 – 02/08 Heritage/RENO 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: For the first time, the beautiful village of Verneuil (300 inhabitants) with its very typical houses, hosts 
	an international workcamp. The aim is to create a new summer activity by proposing to the volunteers to renew an 
	old place which is now used for public events: le Pré Féraud. The work will consist in reparing a wall and during their
	 free time, the volunteers can discover the vineyards of St Pourçain.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ37	HERI	16.07.2008	06.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ37 Bocage Bourbonnais  16/07 – 06/08   Heritage/RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The association Bocage Bourbonnais is running a program to increase the value of its villages. Thus a 
	workcamp is organised almost every year, which provides an opportunity to discover the region where the Bourbon
	 dynasty was born (Henri IV, Louis XIV...). The work will take place in two villages: in Louroux-Bourbonnais, 
	volunteers will renovate a public shelter in the very centre of the village (walls and roof), and in Autry-Issards, the 
	project consists also of the renovation of a central place by restoring a wall.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ38	CULT	16.07.2008	06.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ38 Valence d’Agen 16/07 – 06/08 CULT 15 volunteers
	PROJECT: The organisation Festivalence implements each year a sound and light festival called “following the 
	course of water… a story”, in the town of Valence d’Agen (5000 inhabitants), at the bank of the Canal of two seas. 
	The festival consists of 7 eventful nights showing historical scenes, acted by inhabitants. The organisation of this 
	festival involves each year between 300 and 400  local volunteers. The organisation Festivalence will host an 
	international workcamp for the second time this summer. Together with local volunteers, the international 
	volunteers will participate in the preparation of this festival: promotion, decoration, preparating costumes and 
	accessories, and acting as supernumerary in a show. 
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: Valence d’Agen is located 60 km in the north-west of Montauban. 
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Valence d’Agen.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ39	CULT	19.07.2008	08.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ39 Souvigny 19/07 – 08/08 CULT 15 volunteers
	PROJECT: For the 12th year, the association Souvigny Grand Site offers a team of volunteers to participate in 
	the preparation and management of a large one-week-long medieval festival. Every year this event attracts up to 
	30.000 visitors.  The group will participate in installation, festive activities, dismantling and will work during the 
	event at the stalls. We request a strong motivation from the volunteers as during the festival some work will 
	continue into the evenings and weekends.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ40	HERI	19.07.2008	09.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ40 Bocage Sud  19/07 – 09/08   Heritage/CULT 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: For several years now, the southern area of Bocage has been implementing workcamps to allow 
	volunteers to discover the territory and make it more welcoming. The group will visit two villages. In St Hilaire, the 
	volunteers will participate in the organisation of the national event “The annual meeting of St Hilaire” (around 2.000  
	people are expected, coming from all over the country).  In Besson, the volunteers will renovate an old fountain 
	situated at a hiking path.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ41	HERI	19.07.2008	09.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ41 St Etienne-de-Vicq   19/07 – 09/08  Heritage/ENVI  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The village of St Etienne-de-Vicq wishes to carry out renovation work to reinforce an old Roman bridge 
	that crosses a river. The volunteers will start to repair the bridge so that the people can use it again for walks. This 
	village is situated in close proximity to the Bourbonnaise mountains, one of the most beautiful parts of Allier.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ42	FEST	27.07.2008	12.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ42 Festival interceltique de Lorient  27/07 – 12/08  FEST  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: The Interceltic Festival of Lorient is the biggest festival in Brittany. It's a gathering of different ways 
	of expression, mainly musical ones, of the Celtic culture all around the world. During the festival, the Solidarity 
	Village is an active place for ecological and solidarity NGO's. Volunteers are going to take part in the organisation 
	of the Solidarity Village, including an action about waste recycling. Before the festival, the installing of a 
	playground about sustainable development near Lorient. Debates and reflexion about ecology, sustainable 
	development and fair trade will also take place during the workcamp, which will also be an opportunity to learn about
	 Celtic culture. 
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: Lorient is on the southern coast of Brittany, between Vannes and Quimper
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Lorient
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ43	CONS	21.07.2008	10.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ43 Les Crots   21/07 – 10/08   CONS  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: Les Crots is a small rural village located in a splendid valley of the High Alps near the biggest dam of 
	Europe: the lake of Serre Ponçon. Since many years, our association has been developing a partnership with the 
	commune in order to make of this small village a pleasant place for its inhabitants and for the tourists. This year, 
	the volunteers will intervene on work of embellishments of the place of the Mills, right in the center of the village. 
	They will take part in the organisation of the festival of the bread, one of the great festivals of the summer which 
	brings together all the villagers and attracts many visitors. The possibilities of excursions, bathes and visits are 
	numerous and make it possible to discover the area.
	ACCOMMODATION: in an international hosting center
	LOCATION: Crots is located 5 km from Embrun and 200 km from Marseille
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Embrun
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ44	ENVI	28.07.2008	17.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ44 St Auban d’Oze  28/07 – 17/08  ENVI 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: Saint Auban d' Oze is a very pretty small village located the Alps labellized "flowered village". The 
	village counts 70 inhabitants who live of agriculture and of a small tourist activity. Since 2005, the workcamps 
	carried out with the international volunteers made it possible to support the villagers in their will to preserve and 
	give more value to their environment. This year the volunteers will intervene on the cleaning of the water streams 
	which skirt the footpaths. They will take part in the organisation of the annual festival of the village in partnership 
	with the association Les Bourdons verts and will be able to discover the area through excursions, hiking in the 
	mountain pastures, a picking up of lavender and the visits organised in partnership with the farm of Faï.
	ACCOMMODATION: camping
	LOCATION: St Auban d’Oze is located 30 km from Gap and 200 km from Marseille
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Veynes
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ47	HERI	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ47 Frahier  02/08 – 23/08  Heritage:RENO 15 volunteers
	PROJECT: Frahier is a town of 1,061 inhabitants that is situated 10km from Champagney. Its river, La Lizaine, 
	borders the community and its tributaries cross the village. The town is also surrounded by a forest with marked 
	paths and private pools. One area is set up with a picnic corner. The tourist attraction of the town is the three 
	fountains that date back to the 19th century. Following the first international chantier of young volunteers in 
	August 2006 in Clairegotte, the communities of Rahin and Chérimont wish to renew the experience in another 
	community. Thus, the town hall of Frahier and the municipal council wish to take part in the dynamic of 
	international chantier and welcome the volunteers to their community for a period of three weeks. Their goal is 
	towards the renovation of the fountains, greatly contributing to the cultural heritage of the community. The 
	volunteers’ work will be to begin the masonry for the fountains.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: Frahier is 11km from Belfort
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Belfort
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ48	RENO	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ48 La Redoute de la Butte Pinson 02/08 – 23/08 RENO 15 volunteers
	PROJECT: La Redoute de la Butte Pinson is a fortification from the end of the 19th century. This edifice is 
	situated at the center of a future regional parc of 110 ha. The intercommunal syndicate wishes to restore and 
	upgrade that important element of the patrimony. The volunteers will restore parts of the ancient wall and they will 
	renovate a part of the casern's facade. They will use ancient masonry and wrought ironwork techniques. Moreover,
	 together with the youth of the neighbour communities, they will participate in the implementation of activities to 
	discover and valorise the site.
	LOCATION: Montmagny is located 20 km from Paris.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ50	ANIM	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ50 La Ferté sous Jouarre IV  02/08 – 23/08   ANIM/RENO 15 volunteers
	PROJECT: The association Vir'Volt, the delegation Ile de France of Solidarités Jeunesses, is located in the small 
	town La Ferté sous Jouarre. This town (9500 inhabitants) is known for providing its millstones until the twentieth 
	century to the whole world. These days the town wants to revive this important cultural good ( museums, didactic 
	courses, restoration, ...). One of the works will be the reconstruction of a millstone wall around a beautiful park. 
	Moreover this little town dares to make life more attractive for its inhabitants. The association Vir'Volt is one of the 
	partners of the town to organise these animations like concerts, public debates, a theatre forum , games for 
	children...
	IMPORTANT: During the three weeks of the workcamp the adult volunteers (15) will be together with about 15 
	adolescent volunteers. In everyday life there will be about 30 persons sharing this project . The work, either 
	animation or the restoration of the wall, will be distributed every second day.
	ACCOMMODATION: gymnasium.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ52	ENVI	02.08.2008	16.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ52 Beaumotte les Pins  02/08 – 16/08  ENVI 15 volunteers
	PROJECT: Beaumotte les Pins is a small village of 246 inhabitants, situated 10km east of Marnay. It is a part of 
	the community of towns in the valley of the Ognon river. This charming little village was voted the second-most 
	flowery village in France.  Amongst its inhabitants, there is an association very talented florists and gardeners who
	 make the village very agreeable and attractive. In 2007, Beaumotte les Pins welcomed international chantier in 
	conjunction with another village in the area, Chambornay les Pins. Following this first successful experience, 
	Beaumotte les Pins made another voluntary service by organizing a collaborative chantier.  However, being a year 
	of an electoral deadline, the town that was going to do the chantier with Beaumotte had to back out.  It was not 
	possible to find another village or organization, so the villagers of Beaumotte, along with the association of florists 
	and gardeners, can only welcome international volunteers for two weeks. Despite the obstacles, the villagers and 
	the association are looking forward to welcoming the international volunteers to Beaumotte les Pins for two weeks 
	in August. The objective of the work in Beaumotte will be to create a path and flowers along it, thus creating a nice 
	place for people to walk.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: Beaumotte is about 20km north of Besançon
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Besançon
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ53	HERI	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ53 Ambierle  02/08 – 23/08  Heritage/RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: For the 6th year the village of Ambierle hosts an international workcamp. The volunteers' task is to 
	restore a stone wall surrounding a religious site that dominates the village. Additionally, every Friday there is the 
	possibility to participate in the organisation of an artisan market, often ending with a big picnic at the village 
	square. Exchanges with associations and sports clubs are also possible.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ54	HERI	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ54 Noray le Bourg   02/08 – 23/08   Heritage/RENO   15 volunteers
	PROJECT: Noroy le Bourg is a village of 700 inhabitants, surrounded by forest. It has a rich cultural heritage. In 
	the village there are seven fountains that have garnered particular attention from the inhabitants, some of whom 
	regularly organize long guided walks to these fountains.In August 2006, the municipality decided to undertake the 
	restoration of the big fountain situated in the center of the village using chantier done by young international 
	volunteers. The first work that was done was the central paving. The second work, which was done in 2007, 
	consisted of restoring the paving of the sides and the renovation of the joints of the main fountain. In order to 
	complete the renovation of the village fountains, the community wishes to begin similar work on a fountain at the 
	corner of the village. This fountain was designed by the architect Jean-Baptiste Pambet in 1838. In 2008, the 
	chantier is scheduled for the completion of the work on this corner fountain. In addition to that work, there will also 
	be work on the renovation of another fountain that is situated nearby. After three consecutive years of 
	international chantier, the inhabitants of the village are accustomed to taking part in this cultural exchange, and are 
	ready and motivated to welcome new international volunteers to their community. A number of outings, visits, and 
	activities will be organized with the inhabitants along with the continuous exchange of cultures and ideas.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: Noroy le Bourg is 10km from Vesoul
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Vesoul
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ56	HERI	04.08.2008	24.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ56 Vaunières Taverne  04/08 – 24/08   Heritage/RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: Vaunières is a small old village located at 1200 m of altitude in the Alps right in the middle of a «circus 
	of mountains». All year long, the association hosts international volunteers, families and young people coming 
	from different backgrounds. Every person hosted in Vaunières takes part in the renovation of the village's 
	buildings and in the workcamps dealing with environmental protection and preservation. This year, we continue the 
	renovation of the principal house of the hamlet, l’Hôtellerie. The volunteers will arrange a "tavern" in an old cellar 
	arched of the house in order to offer a place cordial and convivial for the people who reside at the hamlet in winter.
	 Another group will intervene on the restoration of the hood which shelters the staircases of the house. The 
	volunteers will take part in the animations organised with the hamlet and in the village's neighbourhood. The 
	possibilities of excursions, hiking in mountain pastures and visits are numerous and will make it possible to 
	discover local architecture.
	ACCOMMODATION: Vaunières
	LOCATION: Vaunières is located 90 km from Grenoble and 200 km from Marseille
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Lus la Croix Haute
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ58	ENVI	10.08.2008	31.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ58 Ecoconstruction à Kerfleau II    10/08 – 31/08 ENVI 15 volunteers
	PROJECT: Kerfleau's Collective gather NGO's acting in the fields of fait trade, support to people with HIV, and 
	culture. It's located in a place named Kerfleau, belonging to the sport organisation of the post and 
	telecommunication's employee, large of 4 hectares and including several buildings. New activities begin about 
	ecology, especially with ecobuilding, linked with some concret work which has to be done on the existing buildings. 
	The volunteers are going to rebuild a shanty to make it proper for some new activities of EPICES, one of the 
	member organisation of Kerfleau's Collective, mainly focussed on fair trade and ecology. The building will use local
	 and recyclable materials (straw balls, earth, wood). The workamp will also be an opportunity for the volunteers to 
	get more information and to debate about ecological housing, and to meet people who choice an ecological habitat 
	and way of life.
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: Kerfleau is a hamlet of Caudan, a small city in the neighborhood of Lorient
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Lorient
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ59	RENO	11.08.2008	31.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ59 La Croisée des Regards Salle d'Activités I  11/08 – 31/08   RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The association of La Croisée des Regards manages Domaine de Mayne/les Icards, a Mediterranean 
	site of 130 hectares left to abandonment, which the association has been renovating since 1993. The volunteers 
	participate in the installation of a floor heating system and masonry work on the house.
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: The Domaine de Mayne/les Icards is 35km from Avignon, in the south of France.
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: L'Isle Fontaine de Vaucluse
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ60	ENVI	24.08.2008	14.09.2008	18+
	description
	SJ60 St Julien   24/08 – 14/09   Heritage/ENVI  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: The association St-Julien and the community are continuing the valorisation of their natural spaces and 
	their patrimony. For the first time, the community will host an international workcamp this year. The project 
	consists in cleaning and increasing the visual appeal of a little tarn as well as renovating a fountain. The big 
	festival of the year will take place during the workcamp which will allow the volunteers to participate in the 
	preparation of the three-day-long festival. By participating in that workcamp, volunteers and inhabitants shall share
	 both work and leisure time.  The volunteers will take part in activities within the scope of the association.
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: St Julien is located 60 km in the south-west of Toulouse.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ61	HERI	25.08.2008	03.10.2008	18+
	description
	SJ61 Clausonne   25/08 – 03/10   Heritage/RENO 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The abbey of Clausonne was built in the 17th century. Even if the vicissitudes of time and  men left 
	upright only bits of the abbey, those remain nevertheless the 800 years testimony of history. Since 1994, work 
	made it possible to release the ruins and to emphasise this splendid site located into the mountain. Taking into 
	account the formidable potential of the place, the association wishes to develop a pole of initiations to ancient 
	occupations in order to meet the needs for training and economic development of the territory. This year, the 
	volunteers will intervene on the accesses of the Abbey in order to facilitate the access to the visitors: water 
	collector, construction of a dry stone way, information panels. Those who wish it will be able to be initiated to the 
	stone cutting training course which will be organised during the second part of the workcamp. The visits of other 
	historic sites organised by the volunteers of the association will make it possible to discover local architecture.
	ACCOMMODATION: Farm of Faï 
	LOCATION: Clausonne is located 30 km from Gap and 200 km from Marseille
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Veynes
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ62	RENO	25.08.2008	14.09.2008	18+
	description
	SJ62 Montendre I  25/08 – 14/09  RENO 15 volunteers
	PROJECT: The municipaility of Montendre has already played host to several international workcamps. The 
	restoration of the town's castle, using traditional, old-fashioned techniques is something many of the local people 
	keep close to heart, but currently, their castle is in need of a hand from the younger generation! The main 
	objective of this year's workcamp will be to repare and refill the joints of a section of the wall, in order to keep it in 
	good condition. The local community, now well accustomed to the workcamp dynamic, are present on a regular 
	basis to meet and exchange with the volunteers.
	ACCOMMODATION: hosting center
	LOCATION: 75 km from the sea and to the north of Bordeaux (south of Charente Maritime), the west of France
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Montendre (Charente-Maritime)
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ63	ENVI	25.08.2008	14.09.2008	18+
	description
	SJ63 Vaunières Circuit de l’Eau I  25/08 – 14/09   ENVI  8 volunteers
	PROJECT: Vaunières is a small old village located at 1200 m of altitude in the Alps right in the middle of a «circus 
	of mountains». All year long, the association hosts international volunteers, families and young people coming 
	from different backgrounds. Every person hosted in Vaunières takes part in the renovation of the village's 
	buildings and in the workcamps dealing with environmental protection and preservation. During this period the 
	volunteers will take part in the renovation of the water recovering system in order to improve the environmental 
	management of the site. They will have the opportunity to participate in the festival taking place in the 
	surroundings villages and they will organise awareness raising environmental activities with the «La Bougeotte» 
	association.
	ACCOMMODATION: Vaunières
	LOCATION: Vaunières is located 90 km from Grenoble and 200 km from Marseille
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Lus la Croix Haute
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ64	ENVI	27.08.2008	17.09.2008	18+
	description
	SJ64 OFAJ Château des Prureaux  27/08 – 17/09  ENVI  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: The association of Le Créneau is situated in a little castel in the heart of a large property in Auvergne.  
	Each year, it hosts people from different social and cultural backgrounds, who come to work voluntarily and to 
	experience a different way of  living. One task is to install equipment that allows to better economise energy and 
	respect more the environment (e.g. fabrication of biogas, wind power plant etc.).
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ65	CULT	01.09.2008	21.09.2008	18+
	description
	SJ65 Faï Centre culturel II   01/09 – 21/09  CULT/ENVI  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The farm of Faï is located in the Alps, in a preserved environment. It hosts all year long international 
	volunteers, families, and other people that participate actively in the renovation of the farm and the preservation 
	of the environment. Since its creation, the farm of Faï developed a unique acoustic project which integrates the 
	exceptional environment of the farm: two 7 meters high horns were built and make it possible to make the 
	mountain sing at the time of festivals of music and spectacles. In 2007, we started the creation of a cultural 
	center of the nature to profit from this original tool throughout the whole year. During this period, the volunteers will
	 intervene on the construction of outsides steps. They will take part in the workshops of initiation to the techniques 
	of sounds and light organised in partnership with the cultural organiation Queyras libre. 
	ACCOMMODATION: guesthouse of the Faï farm 
	LOCATION: The farm of Faï is located 30 km from Gap and 200 km from Marseille
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Veynes
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ66	ENVI	01.09.2008	22.09.2008	18+
	description
	SJ66 Le CART   01/09 – 22/09    ENVI
	PROJECT: The workcamp about sustainable development will take place in the hosting center of CART (partner 
	association). CART owns a big Mediterranean garden (local plants and terrace architecture) where cisterns gather 
	the rainwater and an ancient irrigation system serves all levels of the garden with water. The work consists in 
	constructing a new irrigation system: digging trenches, burrying the pipes...
	ACCOMMODATION: in a big house with 30 rooms in the village
	LOCATION: 20 km to Nîmes, 40 km to Montpellier, 35 km to the sea
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ67	ENVI	06.09.2008	27.09.2008	18+
	description
	SJ67 Le Parc des Beaumonts  06/09 – 27/09  ENVI
	PROJECT: Le Parc des Beaumonts is a natural and protected fallow land situated in the center of the community 
	Montreuil sous Bois in the suburbs of Paris. In 2006, the parc was accredited site Natura 2000 due to the 
	plentifulness of its flora and fauna. Since 1999, workcamps take place to transform the urban fallow land of the 
	parc into a landscape site and an ornithologic reservation. The technical element of the workcamp is not decided 
	yet. In any case, the volunteers will be sensitised, will learn about  ornithology and enhance the visual appeal of 
	the parc.
	LOCATION: Montreuil is a near suburb of Paris.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ68	RENO	08.09.2008	28.09.2008	18+
	description
	SJ68 La Croisée des Regards Salle d'Activités II  08/09 – 28/09   RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The association of La Croisée des Regards manages Domaine de Mayne/les Icards, a Mediterranean 
	site of 130 hectares left to abandonment, which the association has been renovating since 1993. The volunteers 
	participate in the installation of a floor heating system and masonry work on the house.
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: The Domaine de Mayne/les Icards is 35km from Avignon, in the south of France.
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: L'Isle Fontaine de Vaucluse
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ69	HERI	14.09.2008	05.10.2008	18+
	description
	SJ69 Labastide de Penne   14/09 – 05/10   Heritage/RENO  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: For the first time, the community of Labastide de Penne will host an international workcamp this year. 
	The project consists in reconstructing a big supporting wall. The work will be realised in cooperation with the 
	association APICQ (association for the promotion of the identity of the Causses du Quercy) being in charge of a 
	reconstruction of another wall at the same place. By participating in that workcamp, volunteers and inhabitants 
	shall share both traditional masonry and leisure time. Exchange and the discovery of human diversity represent 
	further aims.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building next to the working place
	LOCATION: Labastide de Penne is located 45 km in the north-east of Montauban
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ70	ENVI	22.09.2008	12.10.2008	18+
	description
	SJ70 Faï Sanitaire local   22/09 – 12/10   ENVI/SOCI  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The farm of Faï is located in the Alps, in a preserved environment. It hosts all year long international 
	volunteers, families, and other people that participate actively in the renovation of the farm and the preservation 
	of the environment. During this period, the volunteers will intervene on the construction of an outside sanitary 
	room in order to improve the hosting of the hikers during the tourist season. The possibilities of excursions and 
	bathes are numerous around the farm even in the end of season! Visits and meetings with other workcamps will be 
	organised in partnership with the villagers of Saix.
	ACCOMMODATION: guesthouse of the Faï farm 
	LOCATION: The farm of Faï is located 30 km from Gap and 200 km from Marseille
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Veynes
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ71	RENO	22.09.2008	12.10.2008	18+
	description
	SJ71 Montendre II   22/09 – 12/10    RENO  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: The municipality of Montendre has already played host to several international workcamps. The 
	restoration of the town's castle, using traditional, old-fashioned techniques is something many of the local people 
	keep close to heart, but currently, their castle is in need of a hand from the younger generation! The main 
	objective of this year's workcamp will be to repare and refill the joints of a section of the wall, in order to keep it in 
	good condition. The local community, now well accustomed to the workcamp dynamic, are present on a regular 
	basis to meet and exchange with the volunteers.
	ACCOMMODATION: hosting center
	LOCATION: 75 km from the sea and to the north of Bordeaux (south of Charente Maritime), the west of France
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Montendre (Charente-Maritime)
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ72	CULT	06.10.2008	22.10.2008	18+
	description
	SJ72 Vaunières OFAJ  06/10 – 22/10    CULT/OFAJ  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: This year, the Movement Youth Action for Peace celebrates his 85th anniversary. The occasion for all 
	the young people implied in the movement as well as former members of YAP and all those who would wish to 
	discover it to find themselves around a festive moment. During this project, the volunteers will approach the sets 
	of themes of Peace and the Sustainable Development through various workshops ( forum theatre, debates, 
	exhibitions) and will help with the logistics preparation of the celebration. Vaunières is a small old village located at 
	1200 m of altitude in the Alps right in the middle of a «circus of mountains». All year long the association hosts 
	international volunteers, families and young people who come to make revive this formerly abandoned village.
	ACCOMMODATION: Vaunières
	LOCATION: Vaunières is located 90 km from Grenoble and 200 km from Marseille
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Lus la Croix Haute
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ73	RENO	08.10.2008	29.10.2008	18+
	description
	SJ73 Le Perthus  08/10 – 29/10  RENO
	PROJECT: The volunteers will renovate some paths of the fort Bellegarde (Vauban style) by removing the old 
	morter and rejointing the walls as well as  accomplishing the same kind of work in several rooms of the fort which 
	shall be open to the public. 
	ACCOMMODATION: in the fort at very rustic conditions
	LOCATION: Le Perthus is situated at the Spanish border, 20 km to the sea, 30 km to Perpignan.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ74	HERI	06.07.2008	27.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ74 Nègrepelisse  06/07 – 27/07   Heritage/RENO  15 volunteers
	PROJECT: Labastide de Penne is located 45 km in the north-east of Montauban
	For the first time, the community of Nègrepelisse will host an international workcamp this year. The project 
	consists in paving a part of the main square of the village. The work will be realised with the help of local children 
	and the Maison des Arts. By participating in that workcamp, volunteers and inhabitants shall share both work and 
	leisure time. 
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: Nègrepelisse is located 20 km in the north-east of Montauban
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ75	RENO	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ75 Mirebeau  04/07 – 26/07  RENO 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The village of Mirebeau, linked with the local associations, wish to experiment the adventure of an 
	international workcamp: the goal is to create a project in which young and less young people can work together and 
	in the same time meet new cultures. The project of work is around an old praying place, near the church (protected 
	by the Historical Monuments), located in the heart of the village, this place will become, when work will be 
	achieved, an associative place. Very motivated about the exchanges of cultures, inhabitants think about activities 
	to let you discover the territory.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: 25 km in the north of Poitiers (south of Vienne), west of France
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Poitiers (Vienne)
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ76	HERI	03.08.2008	25.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ76 Verfeil  03/08 – 25/08  Heritage/RENO 15 volunteers
	PROJECT: The community of Verfeil (around 450 inhabitants) will host this year an international workcamp for the 
	third time. The project consists in continuing the renovation of the surroundings of the old wash house of the 
	village, following traditional masonry techniques. 
	By participating in that workcamp, volunteers and inhabitants shall share both work and leisure time.  The 
	international volunteers will therefore also participate in the preparation of a cultural festival organised in Verfeil 
	every year around the 20th of august, in cooperation with a team of local volunteers. 
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: Verfeil is located 70 km in the north-east of Montauban. 
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Lexos
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ77	RENO	04.07.2008	27.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ77 Port d’Envaux/Crazannes 04/07 – 27/07  RENO 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: Port d’Envaux and Crazannes are two villages, really motivated by the value of their heritage and also 
	by the intercultural exchanges. It’s in one way the animation created by the volunteers but also the concrete work 
	which is realized together which interest the inhabitants. The work will be about the restoration of different elements 
	of little local heritage around water (wash-house, pump…). In that two villages, inhabitants and local associations 
	think about the different way to permit to volunteers to discover the territory.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building (in Port d’Envaux)
	LOCATION: The 2 villages are located 10 km in the north of Saintes (west of Charente Maritime), west of France.
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Saintes (Charente-Maritime)
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ78	RENO	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ78 Cravans  05/07- 26/07   RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The village of Cravans is interested in the dynamic of what a work camp can bring to the territory. It’s 
	the animation created by the volunteers and the concrete work realized together which interest the inhabitants. The 
	project which is proposed is to work around the little river which cross the village (new little walls, digging holes…). 
	This work can permit to the volunteers to learn little masonry skills.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building (in Port d’Envaux)
	LOCATION: 60 km from the sea and 20 km in the south of Saintes (west of Charente Maritime), west of France.
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Saintes (Charente-Maritime)
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ79	HERI	01.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ79 Château de Génerac  July  Heritage/RENO
	PROJECT: The volunteers will break the old coating on the walls of the Castle, renew the ceiling and change the 
	damaged beams and the floor. Moreover the votive festival of the village will take place during the workcamp so 
	the volunteers will participate actively helping with the logistics and serving as a living proof of the openness 
	towards foreigners.
	LOCATION: Générac is located at 15 km in the south of Nîmes, next to the Camargue
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ80	ENVI	01.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ80 St Come et Maruejols  July  ENVI
	In a village very active concerning the community life, the volunteers will enhance a place to promenade for the 
	inhabitants. In the frame of the workcamp which takes an important role as animation in the village, they will cut 
	the copse and build small walls. 
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents at the schoolyard of the elementary school, the town hall will also be at their disposal 
	
	LOCATION: 20 km to Nîmes, 40 km to the sea
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ81	HERI	07.09.2008	28.09.2008	18+
	description
	SJ81 Cazals  07/09 – 28/09   Heritage/RENO 15 volunteers
	PROJECT: For the first time, the community of Cazals will host an international workcamp this year. The project 
	consists in renovating the cobblestones in front of an ancient mill at the river Aveyron according to traditional 
	masonry techniques. Nowadays, that place is frequented by canoeists. By participating in that workcamp, 
	volunteers and inhabitants shall share both work and leisure time. 
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: Cazals is located 35 km in the east of Montauban
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ82	RENO	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	SJ82 La Source du Bois de Sapin  05/07 – 26/07  RENO 15 volunteers
	PROJECT: Provins is and ancient city of the Middle Ages belonging to the world's heritage of UNESCO. The 
	community appreciates the intervention of international volunteers to participate in the renovation of its heritage 
	and to upvalue the water sources “La Source du Bois de Sapin”, situated in the quarter of Champbenoist near to the
	 city. The project consists of two parts. Firstly, in the “Bois de Sapin”, the volunteers will construct a stone 
	fountain and restore a path. Secondly, they will install an picnic area in the near of the city. During the camp, 
	cultural and pedagogical activities will be realised with the youth of Champbenoist.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: Provins is located 90 km from Paris
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ84	HERI	25.08.2008	15.09.2008	18+
	description
	SJ84 Ile d'Aix 25/08 – 15/09  Heritage/RENO 15 volunteers
	PROJECT: Ile d'Aix is a small island in the Atlantic ocean where some workcamps already took place. Due to its 
	eventful past, it disposes of several historical places like the fort Liédot. This fort was built at the beginning of the 
	19th century to defend the island against naval attacks. Today, it is protected as historical monument and the 
	community implements actions like different animations during the whole year to revive the spot. As some parts 
	of the fort are damaged, the volunteers will continue to restore the paths. This workcamp is a rich instrument to 
	combine restauration of heritage, animation and intercultural exchange.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: In the middle of the sea (!), 20 km from Rochefort (west of Charente Maritime), in the west of France
	
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Rochefort (Charente-Maritime)
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ85	RENO	01.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ85 Saint Ciers du Taillon  July/August RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The village of St Ciers du Taillon hosted their first workcamp in 2005: it was a real success due to the 
	numerous inhabitants, young and less young, taking part in this international project. That is the reason why, 
	enriched by that first experience, the townhall wishes to host a second workcamp. The work has to be defined.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: 70 km from Saintes and the sea (west of Charente Maritime), west of France
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Jonzac(Charente-Maritime)
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ86	RENO	18.07.2008	09.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ86 La Crèche  18/07 – 09/08  RENO 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: In the community La Crèche is situated a little village with a lot of little ways surrounded by traditional 
	walls, made without morter. These walls are old and need to be restored. For the moment 2 groups of international 
	volunteers work on it, using traditional techniques. A local association is involved in this project. A lot of inhabitants
	 are interested to take part in the common activities of the group.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: 50 km from the sea and 10 km of Niort (South of  Deux-Sèvres), west of France
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Niort (Deux-Sèvres)
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ87	RENO	01.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ87 Archiac  July/August RENO 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: Archiac has hosted several international workcamps. The dynamic of the village and of the different 
	groups of volunteers permitted these moments of exchanges. This year, for the second session of the workcamp, 
	the work will be the restoration of several parts of an ancient “taxes house”. This very beautiful building will change
	 its function and will become the new house for the local associations.  
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: 75 km from the sea and north of Bordeaux (South of Charente Maritime), west of France
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Jonzac (Charente-Maritime)
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ88	RENO	01.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ88 Cherveux July/August RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: Cherveux has hosted a workcamp in 2006. Enriched by that experience of exchanges, the townhall 
	wishes today to host a second project. In a little village near the centre, there is a public place, which shall be used
	 as a convivial place, where inhabitants can organize some events, meals…Cherveux is a town where animations 
	are organized by local associations: the group of volunteers will take part and contribute to this programme.
	ACCOMMODATION: under tents
	LOCATION: 50 km from the sea and 10 km of Niort (South of  Deux-Sèvres), west of France 
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Saint Maixent l’Ecole (Deux-Sèvres)
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ89	RENO	01.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ89 Baignes Sainte Radegonde July/August RENO 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The townhall of Baignes hosted several workcamps during the last years. The exchanges and 
	mobilisation of the young people of the village around the volunteers are a motivation to host another workcamp. 
	The work has to be defined.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: 90 km from Bordeaux. (South of Charente), west of France
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Angoulême (Charente)
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ90	RENO	01.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ90 La Mothe St Héray   July/August   RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: La Mothe St Héray is a dynamic village which hosted an international workcamp in 2006. Enriched by 
	that experience, the townhall wishes to host another group of volunteers. Inhabitants and local associations are 
	thinking about the different ways to make the volunteers discover the place. The work has to be defined.
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: 55 km from the sea and 15 km of Niort (South of  Deux-Sèvres), west of France 
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Saint Maixent l’Ecole (Deux-Sèvres)
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ91	RENO	01.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ91 Grandjean  July/August RENO 12 volunteers
	PROJECT: Grandjean is a little active village whose population is really interested in its history and heritage. The 
	inhabitants support the implementation of an international workcamp. The work has to be defined.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION : 35 km from the sea and Rochefort (West-center of Charente Maritime), west of France
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Saint Savinien (Charente-Maritime)
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ92	RENO	01.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ92 Genouillé   July/August   RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: Genouillé is an active village whose population is really interested in its history and heritage. The 
	inhabitants support the implementation of an international workcamp. They know the dynamic of workcamps, 
	because they saw them in others villages around. The work has to be defined.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: 25 km from the sea and Rochefort (West center of Charente Maritime), west of France
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Surgères (Charente-Maritime)
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ93	RENO	01.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ93 Neuvicq le Château  July/August  RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: Neuvicq Le Château is a village with a lot of personality! Proud of its castle, its history and its 
	heritage, the inhabitants are interested in the idea of an international workcamp, because it will be a rich way to 
	revive this heritage, and to add a rich intercultural dimension. The work has to be defined.
	ACCOMMODATION: in a building
	LOCATION: 45 km from the sea and Rochefort (West center of Charente Maritime), west of France
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Saint Jean d’Angély (Charente-Maritime)
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	SJ94	RENO	01.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ94 Rochard/Beceleuf  July/August  RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: Rochard is a hamlet that has a guest house for the members of the camping club Deux-Sèvres. This 
	place is essential for the meetings of the volunteers of that association. The building needs to be restored to make
	 it possible to host groups again. The association and the village are motivated to turn this workcamp into a rich 
	intercultural meeting.
	ACCOMMODATION: in tents
	LOCATION: 50 km from the sea and 25 km from Niort (South of  Deux-Sèvres), west of France 
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Niort (Deux-Sèvres)
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	SJ95	RENO	01.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	SJ95 Montendre III  July/August  RENO  12 volunteers
	PROJECT: The town hall of Montendre and the association Solidarités Jeunesses Poitou-Charentes work together 
	all year long to realise different projects of local development. This work also involves other associations from 
	Montendre. For the last 12 years numerous workcamps and meetings dealing with different topics (environment, 
	immigration…) have been set up. This year we propose a project of reflection about refugees during the war in 
	Spain as some of them have been gathered in Montendre. This workcamp gives the possibility to exchange about 
	that subject, to see that today it is still a current topic and to create a link between the past and today. The work 
	has to be defined.
	ACCOMMODATION: hosting centre
	LOCATION: 75 km from the sea and the north of Bordeaux (south of Charente Maritime), west of France
	NEAREST TRAIN STATION: Montendre (Charente-Maritime)
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/01	ENVI	04.07.2008	25.07.2008	18+
	description
	U/01 - Palacret-Vallée du Trieux - 04/07/2008 – 25/07/2008 - +18
	Bretagne - 12 vol. 
	The project: Since 2000 a group of communes in Begard area organizes with études ET chantiers, international 
	workcamps in the Palacret and surroundings. It aims at renovating and at protecting the natural and built heritage. 
	For the first year, the works will concern the small village of Trégonneau (Trieux valley); you will help giving 
	access to a megalithic site.
	Works: You will develop a hiking path along the Trieux River: cleaning, clearing…
	More info: The project takes place between Lannion and Guingamp in a small isolated valley. A regional office of 
	études ET chantiers Bretagne association is established there with a permanent work training projects. The Trieux 
	valley is wooded and steep-sided. Its surroundings provide an interesting built heritage: chapels, castles, and more 
	than 50 mills… Volunteers receive the warmest of welcomes thanks to the strong mobilization of local associations 
	and the local representatives. 
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated in tents at Bégard campsite 
	Nearest “big town”: Guingamp  nearest airport: Rennes or Paris
	Terminal:  Guingamp train station
	Meeting point: Friday 4th of July in front of Guigamp train station
	Good to know before applying: You will have the chance to participate in “Fest-noz” (famous Breton celebrations) 
	and to discover the beautiful Brittany region - the Palacret is situated about thirty km away from the sea.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/02	RENO	11.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	U/02 - Chateaugiron - 11/07/2008 – 01/08/2008 - +18
	Bretagne - 12 vol. 
	The project: Chateaugiron is a small and dynamic village that wishes to host an international workcamp for years. 
	Located near Rennes, it has kept many merchants’ houses with coloured and half-timbered houses. It is dominated
	 by the high towers of its castle. Classified “historical monument”, it presents a double face: a powerful fortified 
	castle built in the 12th century with its grand towers, and a pleasure castle less austere, with renovations done until
	 the 18th century. One part of the castle hosts the town council. You are expected to start the works of renovation
	 of the castle’s ditches.
	Works: traditional lime masonry: cleaning the walls, filing again the stones, re-pointing.
	More info: Chateaugiron keeps treasures of architecture that you will discover walking around the site: castles 
	(12th to 18th century), ancient houses in the centre and recent constructions (halls, churches…).This village of 
	5,500 inhabitants is characterized by a rich cultural life (animations, artistic exhibitions, concerts…). It is situated 
	15 km South East of Rennes, capital of Britanny, and corresponds to a good start point to enter the Broceliande 
	forest and its mystic legends. 
	Accommodation: in tents, at the city campsite of Chateaugiron
	Nearest “big town”: Rennes  nearest airport: Paris or Rennes
	Terminal: Rennes train station
	Meeting point: Friday 11th of July in front of the train station of Rennes
	Good to know before applying: You will also have the great chance to discover the marvels of the Britanny (Saint 
	Malo, Cap Fréhél…).
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/03	RENO	28.07.2008	18.09.2008	18+
	description
	U/03 - Arzano - 28/07/2008 – 18/08/2008 - +18
	Bretagne - 12 vol. 
	The project: For the 3rd year an international workcamp is organised in the village of Arzano (Finistere department) 
	to renovate the mill of Roc’h which has not worked since 1971. It is one element of the beautiful heritage dating 
	from the middle Ages. The site was bought by the town council in 1998; they plan its renovation and its 
	development. This renovation will help showing the former technique of the flour-milling production.
	Works: various works to renovate the mill and its premises: masonry works with lime-installation of a floor upstairs
	 in the miller’s house-insulation in one of the premises already restored-development of the surrounding area in 
	order to facilitate the access to the site. You will possibly participate in cleaning and clearing but also in collecting 
	elements of the mill.
	More info: Arzano is a small village (1,300 inhabitants) situated between the sea and the countryside, 20 km away 
	from the town of Lorient. You will enjoy the maritime landscape, the small ports of the Finistere department!
	Accommodation: in tents near the mill in an exceptional setting (orchard located in a small valley on the banks of a
	 river). You will have access to the bathrooms of the sports ground.
	Nearest “big town”: Lorient  nearest airport: Rennes
	Terminal: Lorient train station
	Meeting point: Monday 28th of July in front of the train station of Lorient
	Good to know before applying: The association “Le moulin du Roc’h” was created 2 years ago. Its volunteers, very
	 active, have started the cultural development of the area. The village of Arzano, its youth centre and the local 
	population are very dynamic: many exchanges are already planned!
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/04	ENVI	30.08.2008	20.09.2008	18+
	description
	U/04 - Entre deux châteaux - 30/08/2008 – 20/09/2008 - +18
	Pays de Loire - 12 vol. 
	The project: In the Loire valley, famous for its castles, you will live and work between the ruins of Joachim Du 
	Bellay’s castle (great French author of the 16th century) and the majestic Turmelière castle. The unique leisure 
	centre and therapeutic institute located there proposes activities that link reading, writing, and increasing awareness
	 towards environment. You will prepare the next pedagogic project: a glassed-in pond that will give the impression 
	of an aquarium.
	Works: putting clay on the whole surface of the pond in order to guarantee its waterproof quality… Creating a 
	bench in wood for the people to sit down and take a look through the window. Putting the last touch by carrying out 
	improvements for a harmonious landscape
	More info: You will be hosted on a huge site with many activities. This is notably a leisure centre with field and 
	sport room and a horse training centre. A pedagogical farm, a pigeon house, a burrow will also be part of your daily 
	universe. 
	Accommodation: in a house between the two castles; there might be some tents outside.
	Nearest “big town”: Nantes		nearest airport: Nantes or Paris
	Terminal: Ancenis train station
	Meeting point: Saturday 30th of August at 4:30pm in front of the train station of Ancenis
	Good to know before applying: The association in charge of the centre proposes many different activities and their
	 leaders will surprise you! Do not forget that you will be hosted in a beautiful region, famous for its castles and 
	plenty of richness.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/05	RENO	08.08.2008	29.08.2008	18+
	description
	U/05 - Fréhel-Vallée des Nymphes - 08/08/2008 – 29/08/2008 - +18
	Bretagne - 12 vol. 
	The project: In the "roaring Twenties", the fashion of seaside resorts led to create one of the most beautiful 
	beaches of Brittany in Frehel (Côtes d'Armor). Because of the economic crisis in 1929, the investors quit the 
	project which was quickly forgotten. After World War II, tourism restarted with a family clientele. You are expected
	 to restore the legendary ornamental lakes of the Nymphs’ Valley that has been recovered by vegetation for 60 
	years. .
	Works: Masonry works: renovation and strengthening of the banks of the lake with construction of a wall made of 
	stone. 
	More info: You will have the chance to discover the charms of Brittany, its culture and traditions (especially the 
	famous Breton feasts called “Fest Noz”), its architectural heritage and its welcoming people!!!
	Accommodation: in tents at the municipal campsite
	Nearest “big town”: Saint Brieuc, Saint Malo Nearest airport: Paris
	Terminal: Saint Brieuc train station.
	Meeting point: Friday 8th of August in front of the Saint Brieuc train station
	Good to know before applying: The site is located in a wonderful setting, in front of the sea and its fine gold sand.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/06	FEST	20.06.2008	11.07.2008	18+
	description
	U/06 - Savoir-faire Anciens - 20/06/2008 – 11/07/2008 - +18
	Bretagne - 12 vol. 
	The project: The association études ET chantiers Bretagne Pays de Loire participates with two other associations in 
	developing a project about the promotion of the ancient know-how in Brittany. This is a source of activities on the 
	rural territories: restoration of the heritage, environment, agricultural diversification, tourism… In the Mené (Côtes 
	d’Armor) a region rich of initiatives, the partners of the project wish to organize the second festival of the ancient 
	know-how, based on the theme of Bread: from the production of cereals to sandwiches making, bread oven 
	construction and small wicker baskets creation… We wait for you to muck in!!!
	Works: The aim of the workcamp will be to prepare the welcome of this festival (cleaning of the site, land art, 
	logistic for volunteers…), to promote the ancient know-how of each country of the participants on the very day 
	and to clean the site after the event. The preparation will be an occasion to meet the local population, the artisans 
	and the public (on Sunday 6th of July) and possibly share your own knowledge on the theme.
	More info: The workcamp will take place in the Mené region, in the South East of Côtes d’Armor department (30 km 
	from Saint Brieuc and from the sea). This region in the middle of Brittany is very rich from an environmental and 
	patrimonial point of view, and young people are very active in local development, athletic activities, concerts, 
	summer festivals…
	Accommodation: in tents, at the Saint-Gouëno campsite, 1 km from the festival.
	Nearest “big town”: Saint Brieuc  Nearest airport: Paris or Rennes or Saint Brieuc
	Terminal: Saint Brieuc train station
	Meeting point: Friday 20th of June in front of Saint Brieuc train station (in the afternoon).
	Good to know before applying: All the useful supports are required (pictures, videos, recipes…) to let French 
	people know about the know-how of bread making in your own country! It is recommended to have some 
	knowledge of French to apply for this project in order to facilitate the exchange with the locals (but it is not a 
	French-speaking camp).
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/07	RENO	11.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	U/07 - Notre Dame des Champs - 11/07/2008 – 01/08/2008 - +18
	Pays de la Loire - 12 vol. 
	The project: Notre-Dame-des-Champs is a small and quiet church from the 11th century which contains treasures 
	accumulated along the years. The association “Amis de l’église Notre-Dame-des-champs” (Friends of the church 
	Notre-Dame-des-Champs), bought the building in 1977 and keeps its history alive. Since 2004, the church is 
	classified as “Historical monument”.
	Works: The church and its walls are built with a local stone, “the roussard”. You will rebuild and strengthen the walls;
	 you will also work on a neighboring wayside cross. You will take materials and apply methods that were used at 
	the time of the construction of the church.
	More info: The workcamp takes place in the small village of Saint Jean d’Assé, 20 km away from Le Mans. The 
	church is located between the Mont Saint Michel and Saint Jacques de Compostelle, on a worldwide known 
	pilgrimage way signposted with shells. The region is full of walking paths and you will work at the crossroad of them
	 all.
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated in tents in the village of St Jean d’Assé, close to the church. Municipal
	 commodities will be at your disposal.
	Nearest “big town”: Le Mans, Alençon  Nearest airport: Paris
	Terminal: Le Mans train station.
	Meeting point: Saturday 11th of July at 5.00 pm in front of the train station of Le Mans, Good to know before 
	applying: This project is perfect for volunteers willing to know more about built heritage protection!
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/08	ENVI	01.08.2008	12.09.2008	18+
	description
	U/08 - Parc Normandie-Maine - 23/08/2008 – 13/09/2008 - +18
	Pays de la Loire - 12 vol.  Language: French 
	The project: The site of the “Fourneau Marsh” is located in the village of Pré-en-Pail in the Mayenne department, in 
	the Regional Park of Normandie Maine. It is made of bogs and wet lands that needs to be controlled in order to 
	preserve a mosaic of natural settlements for the specific flora and fauna that go with it. The Regional Park of 
	Normandie Maine and our leading team are professionals in protecting these endangered sites and you will give 
	them a useful hand. 
	Works: Various methods of digging out young trees and shrubs which invade the peat bog, felling and forwarding 
	trees. It is a physical work: make sure you are in a good shape and interested in environmental issues.
	More info: You will appreciate the curves of the landscapes and will enjoy the calmness of the winding rivers. You 
	will have the opportunity to discover French local traditions in this rural department of Mayenne. You will have the 
	opportunity to explore the area, walking through numerous paths, or sliding down with the flow.
	Accommodation: In Pré-en-Pail, in tents, at the municipal campsite.
	Nearest “big town”: Laval – Mayenne Nearest airport: Paris or Rennes
	Terminal: Laval train station.
	Meeting point: Saturday 23rd of August in front of the train station of Laval
	Good to know before applying: French speaking project; it is necessary to have some knowledge of French and to 
	be motivated to speak French all along the workcamp. A local working team of our organisation will help you during 
	these 3 weeks.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/11	ENVI	23.06.2008	07.07.2008	18+
	description
	U/11 - Concoret - 23/06/2008 – 07/07/2008 - +18
	Bretagne - 12 vol. 
	The project: In the small village of Concoret, the Centre of Permanent Initiatives for the Environnement (C.P.I.E) 
	works on sustainable development. It aims at increasing awareness of people towards the environment. An 
	educational path has been created to inform about the characteristics of the site and its cultural heritage: 
	architecture, ancient works, rural traditions and popular tales. The international workcamp will take it forward.
	Works: among other things, maintaining the vegetation to highlight the built heritage (mill…), installation of a bridge 
	to cross a river; development of the river to helping fish circulation. 
	More info: Concoret or “Val des Fées” (the fairy valley) is located in the Morbihan department, at the outskirts of 
	the legendary forest of Brocéliande. It owns a typical village of red schist with a traditional architecture of Eastern 
	Brittany. Its numerous hiking paths, the Comper castle, its megaliths and the whole heritage from King Arthur 
	legend are only a few of the marvels that will mark your stay. 
	Accommodation: in tents at the city campsite
	Nearest “big town”: Rennes  Nearest airport: Paris or Rennes
	Terminal: Rennes train station
	Meeting point: Rennes train station on the 23rd of June (end of the afternoon)
	Good to know before applying: IMPORTANT: the C.P.I.E proposes artistic workshops to the volunteers, in order to 
	highlight the works that will be done with this very first workcamp in Concoret. Your ideas and creative skills are 
	thus required!
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/12	ENVI	12.07.2008	02.08.2008	18+
	description
	U/12 - A la découverte de l'ardoise - 12/07/2008 – 02/08/2008 - +18
	Pays de la Loire - 12 vol. 
	The project: You will continue the works started by other international volunteers last year. You will extend and 
	improve the tour of the Museum of Slate and Geology, thanks to an open-air walk in the former slate quarry.
	Works  will be diverse so you may not get bored! It is like having 3 workcamps in 1!
	•	Realize a visit path: clearing, digging out weed, install stairs in slate on a slope, clear and highlight the small walls
	 in the slate that border the path.
	•	Mark out the visit path: engraving slates in order to realise and install boards explaining the works done (in 
	collaboration with a local association and a leader) and the important places to visit. Conception and realisation of 
	directional boards in slate too, to lead visitors during the walk.
	More info: You will learn many things. The inhabitants warmly hosted the former workcamp: friendship has already 
	been created! You will meet passionate people. The slates made the village famous, and the museum brings 
	visitors to the working times. 
	Accommodation: you will be accommodated in tents on the velodrome of the village, 1 km away from the 
	workcamp. Toilet blocks of the stadium will be at your disposal.
	Nearest “big town”: Laval  Nearest airport: Paris or Rennes or Nantes
	Terminal: Laval train station
	Meeting point: On Saturday 12th of July at 4.00pm in front of Laval train station
	Good to know before applying: Due to the slates, a rare specie of grasshoppers appeared and from this discovery 
	on, the association Mayenne Nature Environment gives it a particular attention.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/13	RENO	18.07.2008	09.08.2008	18+
	description
	U/13 - Moulin de Cordouen - 18/07/2008 – 09/08/2008 - +18
	Pays de Loire - 12 vol. 
	The project: The municipality of St Calais aims at creating a place to promote sustainable development. The first 
	step will be to let the reach of the Courdouen mill work again. People of a permanent work training project will start 
	before your arrival, and after a week working with them, you will complete the project.
	Works: All along the reach, you will have several tasks: repairing gates, dikes, mowing and cutting trees, cleaning 
	out the reach… At the end of the workcamp, you will have the honor to let the water run again in the reach and join 
	back the mill. Next step will be to renovate the wheel!
	More info: The local population will need your dynamism to believe in this project. The fate of this valley changed 
	several times but until today, nothing concrete has changed. You will be well hosted, and we hope that you will 
	create an interest for international issues to the local population.
	Accommodation: it might be in tents in a premise with a common place at your disposal.
	Nearest “big town”: Alençon – Mayenne  Nearest airport: Paris or Rennes
	Terminal: Alençon train station.
	Meeting point: Friday 18th of July at 4.00pm in front of the train station of Alençon
	Good to know before applying: This workcamp is the first step in a huge project of Saint Calais du Désert, a lovely
	 village located in the Parc Régional Normandie Maine.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/20	ENVI	16.08.2008	08.09.2008	18+
	description
	U/20 - Machet – 16/08/2008 – 08/09/2008 - +18
	Lorraine - 12 vol. 
	The project: Situated in the heart of the forest of the Vosges region, the hydraulic sawmill of Machet works for a 
	project oriented towards Social economy. The aim is to create activities in the rural area, developing wooden local 
	resources, using water and clean energy. Traditional activities such as sawing and lumberjack works will go with 
	environment awareness, promotion of renewable energy sources, tourism, hosting groups of all ages. The 
	Communauté de Communes (gathering of several villages) of the Haute Vezouze supports this project in order to 
	bring dynamism to the region.
	Works: Development of a hosting area and activities to welcome people: you will work on ancient know-how about 
	woodwork, creating a special path for carrying wood, as well as restore the roof of a traditional oven. You will also 
	participate in the preparation of the Machet party, activities and setting up of the site. 
	More info: The group will be hosted in Val-et-Châtillon (900 inhabitants), 15 minutes away from the workplace by 
	car. Shops are in the neighbouring village of Cirey-sur-Vezouze (10 minutes away by car, 1,100 inhabitants)
	Accommodation: The group will be accommodated in tents near the school of Val-et-Châtillon. Commodities and 
	kitchen will be inside the school.
	Nearest “big town”: Nancy-Stasbourg  Nearest airport: Strasbourg or Metz or Nancy
	Terminal: Raon l'Etape train station.
	Meeting point: Saturday 16th August at 05.30 pm in front of the train station of Raon l’Etape
	Good to know before applying: You will be likely to go round various production sites of renewable energy sources,
	 to discover the Vosges Mountains and of course urban centers (Nancy, Metz, and Strasbourg). Local volunteers 
	will join the group to work and to meet you.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/21	RENO	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	U/21 - Langres – 05/07/2008 – 26/07/2008 - +18
	Champagne-Ardenne - 12 vol. 
	The project: Langres citadel, built in 1842, is the last work of a city whose fortifications date from the 3rd century. 
	Its strategic position, dominating vast plains made it a really important fortified town. The Service Patrimoine 
	(Heritage Service) of the city leads an action of restoration and promotion of a site called “Lunette 10” which is a 
	little fort forwards the citadel. Works that must be made are many. Some of them have already been done and 
	children have been introduced to stone cutting on the site.
	Works: You will participate in rebuilding the ancient drawbridge and the surrounding wall. You will learn: stone 
	cutting, masonry works, making mortars, techniques to build a wall. You might have to carry heavy things. 
	Leaders will inform you about the security rules. 
	More info: The city of Langres has 9,000 inhabitants and is located in the Champagne Ardenne region. It has been 
	classified among the 50 most beautiful cities in France, and received the label of “City of Art and History”. The 
	closest big cities are Chaumont and Dijon.
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated in tents at the city campsite. A big tent will be used for the group life 
	(kitchen and common room).
	Nearest “big town”: Dijon		Nearest airport: Strasbourg or Mulhouse- Bâle.
	Terminal: Langres train station.
	Meeting point: Saturday 5th of July at 5.00pm in front of the train station of Langres
	Good to know before applying: a great project for those motivated by learning stone cutting: you will contribute to 
	this exciting project intended to bring a site back to life.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/22	RENO	04.08.2008	15.08.2008	14-17
	description
	U/22 - Ecomusée d'Alsace - 04/08/2008 - 15/08/2008 - 14-17
	Alsace - 12 vol. 
	The project: The open air museum of the Alsace region was created in 1980 by volunteers keen on traditions and 
	architecture of Alsace. The project became bigger and nowadays, it is more than 70 houses that have been 
	destroyed and rebuilt to be similar; they describe the history of an old village: the bakery, the trainstation, the 
	school, the water mill… The ancient crafts and traditional activities are presented, and the open air museum is one 
	of the most attractive sites in the Alsace region.
	Works: Works will be various: you will maintain and restore the houses of the open air museum, using ancient 
	building methods (cob, filler made of soil…) and look after the animals in the farm!
	More info: The open air museum is located in the village of Ungersheim, in Alsace. The region is famous for the 
	particular architecture of the houses, its historical heritage, its storks and its gastronomy…
	Accommodation: in collective rooms in the building of the museum.
	Nearest “big town”: Mulhouse.   Nearest airport: Mulhouse-Bâle.
	Terminal: Mulhouse train station.
	Meeting point: On the 4th of August in Mulhouse train station at 5.00 pm.
	Good to know before applying: Pick up at the airport of Mulhouse-Bâle will be possible around 7.00pm.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/24	ENVI	02.08.2008	25.08.2008	18+
	description
	U/24 - Camp de la Bure – 02/08/2008 – 25/08/2008 - +18
	Lorraine - 25 vol. 
	The project: The Camp de la Bure, situated above the city of Saint Dié des Vosges, is a former Celtic site. It has 
	been proved that humans have occupied the site since 2000 years BC. This workcamp is the third one, but there is
	 a novelty this year: a second site has been installed, on a former quarry where the last traces date from the VIth 
	century, according to current researches. Enthusiast archaeologists will let you discover the history of both sites.
	Works: As the work takes place on two different sites at the same time, the group may be divided into two or will 
	alternate between the two sites. At the camp de la Bure: restoration and reconstruction of a surrounding wall called 
	Murus Gallicus; work on the stone, and cleaning. At the quarry: clearing and cleaning the site. Archaeologists will 
	propose you an introduction to excavation.
	More info: Saint-Dié-des-Vosges, 23,000 inhabitants, is the nearest town. It manages the site of the Celtic 
	workcamp, and displays the original relics found on the site in its museum. The cities of Nancy and Strasbourg are
	 about 1 hour away by car. You will have the opportunity to go for trips and particularly to the nearby region of 
	Alsace. 
	Accommodation: in tents
	Nearest “big town”: Saint Dié des Vosges  Nearest airport: Strasbourg or Mulhouse-Bâle
	Terminal: Saint Dié des Vosges train station.
	Meeting point: Saturday 2nd of August at 6.00 pm in front of the train station of Saint Dié des Vosges
	Good to know before applying: You will have the chance to see typical houses of Alsace and its wines trail! A great
	 number of archaeological sites also exist; you will have the opportunity walk in the Vosges Mountains.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/27	RENO	08.08.2008	29.08.2008	18+
	description
	U/27 - Engelbourg – 08/08/2008 – 29/08/2008 - +18
	Alsace - 12 vol. 
	The project: The small town of Thann in Alsace region has a rich built heritage dating from the middle Ages. The 
	ruins of Engelburg castle are famous for the beauty of the site, but above all because of the “Eye of the witch”: a 
	piece of the former donjon was blown up and still lies just out over the town. It looks like a huge wheel (about 6 
	meters in diameter). This site was subject of a study in order to develop its tourist and archaeological activity. 
	Works: masonry works on Engelbourg ruins in order to make sure that the parts about to fall down are secured. 
	You will also be asked to make visible the parts hidden by the vegetation. As it has been neglected, the vegetation
	 has invaded the walls and a first big work will be to clear it and verify the state of the walls. Then, you will repair 
	the building by putting mortar according to the traditional methods.
	More info: Thann is a charming town (6,000 inhabitants) at the very south of the famous wine route of Alsace 
	region; its cultural life is very dynamic, due to the tourist vocation of the region. The famous towns of Alsace 
	region, such as Colmar and Strasbourg are close. 
	Accommodation: Bathroom and kitchen will be at your disposal in the music school. A vehicle will be available for 
	the trips in group. 
	Nearest “big town”: Thann  Nearest airport: Colmar
	Terminal: Thann train station
	Meeting point: Thann train station on the 8th of August (end of the afternoon).
	Good to know before applying: Young locals will participate in this project and they will be very happy to let you 
	discover their region.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/28	ENVI	12.07.2008	02.08.2008	14-17
	description
	U/28 - La Mortagne - 12/07/2008 - 02/08/2008 - 14-17
	Lorraine - 12 vol. 
	The project: The Commune of Brouvelieures will organise for the first time an international workcamp. You will be 
	hosted by the inhabitants in a splendid setting, at the foot of the Vosges Mountains. You will work on a part of the 
	river La Mortagne, which is the subject of research for its complete restoration. You will also show the importance 
	and the necessity to maintain and protect our rivers. Meetings will be organised with local youth.
	Works: The work consists mainly in keeping the natural balance of the environment: treatment of the vegetation: 
	felling (done by the leader), pruning, clearing, collection of waste; protection of the bank using a vegetal technique;
	 clearing of the area blocked by the vegetation. You will work on the banks and in the water!
	More info: The region offers you a natural and splendid environment, at the foot of the Vosges Mountains. The 
	nearest city is Saint Dié des Vosges, and you will also visit the big cities of Alsace and Lorraine like Nancy and 
	Strasbourg. Local parties and activities will make you discover the local gastronomy and traditions.
	Accommodation: in tents in the Frémifontaine stadium; kitchen and commodities are in the changing room. 
	Nearest “big town”: Saint Dié des Vosges	 Nearest airport: Strasbourg or Mulhouse-Bâle
	Terminal: Saint Dié des Vosges train station
	Meeting point: Saturday 12th of July at 5.00 pm in front of the train station of Saint Dié Good to know before 
	applying: This project is part of a global project of the Community territory development; the international 
	workcamp constitutes a first important step to promote this development and let people involve themeselves in the
	 project, whether they are young or older.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/29	ENVI	18.07.2008	08.08.2008	18+
	description
	U/29 - Hautes Vosges – 18/07/2008 – 08/08/2008 - +18
	Lorraine - 18 vol. 
	The project: The Nature Regional Park of Ballons des Vosges hosts once again international volunteers to work on 
	its plan of protection of sensitive natural areas. The workcamp will be organised in one of the most prestigious 
	areas of the Vosges Mountains: the pick of Hohnneck (at a height of 1200 meters). You will install facilities in order
	 to avoid the damage caused to the area by hikers in summer. Each year, about 600 000 people use the paths on 
	which you will work. It will be also important to raise awareness on the protection of this extraordinary site. 
	Works: Installing and repairing fences along the paths; leaks and others small wooden facilities, signposting… Note
	 that these works require sometimes physical efforts, and that workplaces are not always accessible by car!
	More info: The closest cities, Mulhouse, Colmar and Munster are typical cities from Alsace that you will discover. 
	Nature also offers various possibilities, walks, bathing in the numerous lakes of the mountain.
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated in a mountain refuge in dormitories. Bring your sleeping bag. Kitchen 
	and commodities are available.
	Nearest “big town”: Mulhouse  Nearest airport: Bale-Mulhouse or Strasbourg
	Terminal: Mulhouse train station.
	Meeting point: on Friday 18h of July afternoon, in front of Mulhouse train station
	Good to know before applying: You will work on the crests of the Hautes Vosges, in a fantastic natural 
	environment. With the Regional Natural Park guides, you will discover a particular ecosystem, thatches and peat 
	bogs. Do not forget to bring good walking shoes and rain clothes because the climate can be surprising.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/35	RENO	01.07.2008	31.07.2008	14-17
	description
	U/35 - La Poudrerie – 3 weeks in July - 14-17
	Ile-de-France - 15 vol. 
	The project: We have been working with the Parc of Sevran-Evry for 2 years as we have run there a permanent 
	inclusion project with people facing difficulties. For the first year, the parc will host an international workcamp. This 
	site, unique and unbelievable, is a former place for the fabrication of gunpowder. All around the site, we still can 
	see the rails and vestiges of the ancient premises. One of the premises is abandoned and the agency in charge of
	 the site wishes to renovate it in order to transform it into a Maison des Associations (Hall for Associations) and 
	Maison de la Nature (House of Nature).
	Works: In the heart of the forest, you will start the restoration of the Maison des Associations to-be. Staking and 
	repointing one of the walls are planned.
	More info: 12 km at the North of Paris, the parc of 137 hectares, is surrounded by the cities of Livry-Gargan, 
	Vaujours and Villepinte. 
	Accommodation: to be confirmed 
	Nearest “big town”: Paris nearest airport: Paris-Orly, or Roissy Charles de Gaulle
	Terminal: Sevran-Livry train station.
	Meeting point: In Sevran-Livry train station on the afternoon of the first day of the project.
	Good to know before applying: many cultural activities take place in July in the park and the cities around offer 
	many occasions to visit and have a walk. Only one trip to Paris will be organized.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/36	RENO	20.07.2008	08.08.2008	18+
	description
	U/36 - Fontenay le Vicomte – 20/07/2008 – 08/08/2008 - +18
	Ile-de-France - 15 vol. 
	The project: The village of Fontenay le Vicomte is hosting for the fourth time an international workcamp. Its 
	church, listed as a historical monument, is more and more visited by the tourists that come to admire the statues 
	of the 4th Century and the work made by previous volunteers. In the church, some events are regularly organized 
	(wedding ceremonies, heritage day…)
	Works: You will repave the floor of the left aisle of the church. The work will consist in removing the cobblestones,
	 cleaning them, making the floor level and putting them back with a coating.
	More info: Fontenay le Vicomte is a small village of 900 inhabitants, in the Essonne department. In the 
	countryside, the village is located at 3 km away from the towns of Ballancourt and Mannecy where you can find all
	 the facilities. The inhabitants will show you their region: marshes, nature parks and many castles can be visited in 
	the surrounding area (Versailles, Vaux le Vicomte…).
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated in the multipurpose hall where you will find the bathroom, the kitchen 
	and a big room for activities.
	Nearest “big town”: Paris  Nearest airport: Paris Orly or Roissy Charles de Gaulle
	Terminal: Mennecy train station.
	Meeting point: Sunday, 20th of July at 2.30 PM in front of the Mennecy train station.
	Good to know before applying: Only one trip to Paris will be organized. If you plan to visit deeper the French 
	capital, please organise it before or after the workcamp.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/37	RENO	07.07.2008	25.07.2008	18+
	description
	U/37 - Marolles en Hurepoix – 07/07/2008 – 25/07/2008 - +18
	Ile-de-France - 15 vol. 
	The project: The village of Marolles en Hurepoix is waiting for you for the 3rd year to continue the restoration of the
	 graveyard. The restoration of the Maison du Corbillard (hearse house) finished one year ago. The walls and the hut
	 are now waiting for you!
	Works: You will build the little hut of the graveyard: taking down everything and building again the walls with 
	ancient bricks, also framework and installation of the tiles. You will repoint one of the walls of the hut in order to 
	create a whole building and prevent the walls from falling down over time (as they can be weakened by the rain)
	More info: The village of Marolles en Hurepoix is located in the department of Essonne, on the Hurepoix plateau. 
	You will discover the region: marshes, natural parks, Paris, and many castles that you will visit (Versailles, Vaux le
	 Vicomte…)
	The village organizes an event on the 14th of July (french national Day).
	Accommodation: in tents, at the municipal stadium, close to the bathroom. You will cook in a modular premise.
	Nearest “big town”: Paris  Nearest airport: Paris Orly or Roissy Charles de Gaulle
	Terminal: Marolles en Hurepoix train station.
	Meeting point: Tuesday 7th of July at 2.10pm in front of the train station of Marolles.
	Good to know before applying: Only one trip to Paris will be organized. If you plan to visit deeper the French 
	capital, please organise it before or after the workcamp.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/38A	RENO	12.07.2008	25.07.2008	14-17
	description
	U/38A - Rambouillet I - 12/07/2008 - 25/07/2008 - 14-17
	
	Ile de France - 15 vol. 
	The project: For the third year, the Bergerie Nationale (National Sheep Barn) will host international workcamps. The 
	area of this educational farm spreads on 220 ha of cultivated land and there are a lot of animals: the well known 
	Merinos sheeps of Rambouillet, as well as cows, horses, pigs... Each year, the Bergerie Nationale hosts around 
	10,000 visitors.
	Works: To continue the work of previous projects, you will renovate one of the external walls of the site: masonry, 
	repointing, cleaning. The wall is located in front of the wonderful park of the Rambouillet castle.
	More info: The town of Rambouillet is located one hour from Paris. It has 26,000 inhabitants, 2000 hectares of 
	forests. You will live 2 kilometers away from the town centre, in the heart of the forest.
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated on the site of the Bergerie Nationale, in dormitories. There is a room 
	equipped for cooking.
	Nearest “big town”: Paris Nearest airport: Paris Orly or Roissy Charles de Gaulle
	Terminal: Rambouillet
	Meeting point: Saturday 12th of July (U38/A) or Saturday 26th of July 2008 (U38/B) at 2.30pm in front of the train 
	station of Rambouillet
	Good to know before applying: Only one trip to Paris will be organized. If you plan to visit deeper the French 
	capital, please organise it before or after the workcamp.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/38B	RENO	26.07.2008	08.08.2008	14-17
	description
	U/38B - Rambouillet II - 26/07/2008 - 08/08/2008 - 14-17
	Ile de France - 15 vol. 
	The project: For the third year, the Bergerie Nationale (National Sheep Barn) will host international workcamps. The 
	area of this educational farm spreads on 220 ha of cultivated land and there are a lot of animals: the well known 
	Merinos sheeps of Rambouillet, as well as cows, horses, pigs... Each year, the Bergerie Nationale hosts around 
	10,000 visitors.
	Works: To continue the work of previous projects, you will renovate one of the external walls of the site: masonry, 
	repointing, cleaning. The wall is located in front of the wonderful park of the Rambouillet castle.
	More info: The town of Rambouillet is located one hour from Paris. It has 26,000 inhabitants, 2000 hectares of 
	forests. You will live 2 kilometers away from the town centre, in the heart of the forest.
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated on the site of the Bergerie Nationale, in dormitories. There is a room 
	equipped for cooking.
	Nearest “big town”: Paris Nearest airport: Paris Orly or Roissy Charles de Gaulle
	Terminal: Rambouillet
	Meeting point: Saturday 12th of July (U38/A) or Saturday 26th of July 2008 (U38/B) at 2.30pm in front of the train 
	station of Rambouillet
	Good to know before applying: Only one trip to Paris will be organized. If you plan to visit deeper the French 
	capital, please organise it before or after the workcamp.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/38C	RENO	09.08.2008	22.08.2008	18+
	description
	U/38C - Rambouillet III – 09/08/2008 – 22/08/2008 - +18
	Ile de France - 15 vol. 
	The project: For the third time, the Bergerie Nationale (National Sheep Barn) will host an international workcamp. 
	The educational farm spreads on 220 ha of cultivated land, with animals such as the well known Merinos sheep, as 
	cows, horses, pigs… Each year, the Bergerie Nationale hosts almost 10,000 visitors.
	Works: To continue the project of last year, you will renovate one of the external walls of the site: masonry, 
	repointing, cleaning. The wall is located in front of the wonderful park of the Rambouillet castle.
	More info: The town of Rambouillet is located 50 km away from Paris. It has 26,000 inhabitants and 2000 hectares 
	of forests. You will live 2 km away from the town centre, in the heart of the forest.
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated on the site of the Bergerie Nationale, in dormitories. There is a room 
	equipped for cooking.
	Nearest “big town”: Paris  nearest airport: Paris Orly or Roissy Charles de Gaulle
	Terminal: Rambouillet train station.
	Meeting point: Saturday 9th of August at 2.30pm in front of Rambouillet train station
	Good to know before applying: Only one trip to Paris will be organized. If you plan to visit deeper the French 
	capital, please organise it before or after the workcamp.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/47A	ARCH	17.06.2008	29.06.2008	18+
	description
	U/47A - Auzat 1 – 17/06/2008 – 29/06/2008 - +18
	
	Midi-Pyrénées - 8 vol. – Language: French 
	The project: For more than 4 years, the municipality of Auzat, situated in a pretty little valley of Ariege, has 
	supported archaeological excavations project on the site of the Castle of Montreal-de-Sos (13th century), located 
	on a rocky promontory where you will find ancient tools, potteries, foundations, signs of past life, various 
	objects…. A lot of people are involved in excavations: a skilled leader, local and international volunteers. People of
	 a permanent working project are taking care of clearing and maintaining the path.
	Works: There are excavations every day but you will alternate two days of work with one day off. In case of bad 
	weather, you will clean and classify the objects found. You will have to work with precision and sometimes it can 
	be hard, but exciting if you are keen on archaeology! Sometimes the work can require a lot of physical effort, 
	particularly when you have to move stone blocks. 
	More info: For many years, local people have been working together, so they know each other very well. You must
	 be open-minded and interested in discovery and exchanges with others; so the local population will be much more 
	ready to welcome you and share their passion with you.
	Accommodation: The municipality offers you to sleep in tents, in the local campsite. You can find all facilities in 
	Auzat, and also a very nice bar!
	Nearest “big town”: Toulouse  Nearest airport: Toulouse
	Terminal: Tarascon sur Ariège train station.
	Meeting point: Tuesday 17th of June or 29th of June at 6.15pm in front of the train station of Tarascon sur Ariege
	Good to know before applying: Caution: To join this workcamp it is compulsory to be vaccinated against tetanus. 
	An attestation will be asked on arrival. French speaking project. No exception for minor volunteers: +18 only
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/47B	ARCH	29.06.2008	11.07.2008	18+
	description
	U/47B - Auzat 2 -29/06/2008 – 11/07/2008 - +18
	Midi-Pyrénées - 8 vol. – Language: French 
	The project: For more than 4 years, the municipality of Auzat, situated in a pretty little valley of Ariege, has 
	supported archaeological excavations project on the site of the Castle of Montreal-de-Sos (13th century), located 
	on a rocky promontory where you will find ancient tools, potteries, foundations, signs of past life, various 
	objects…. A lot of people are involved in excavations: a skilled leader, local and international volunteers. People of
	 a permanent working project are taking care of clearing and maintaining the path.
	Works: There are excavations every day but you will alternate two days of work with one day off. In case of bad 
	weather, you will clean and classify the objects found. You will have to work with precision and sometimes it can 
	be hard, but exciting if you are keen on archaeology! Sometimes the work can require a lot of physical effort, 
	particularly when you have to move stone blocks. 
	More info: For many years, local people have been working together, so they know each other very well. You must
	 be open-minded and interested in discovery and exchanges with others; so the local population will be much more 
	ready to welcome you and share their passion with you.
	Accommodation: The municipality offers you to sleep in tents, in the local campsite. You can find all facilities in 
	Auzat, and also a very nice bar!
	Nearest “big town”: Toulouse  Nearest airport: Toulouse
	Terminal: Tarascon sur Ariège train station.
	Meeting point: Tuesday 17th of June or 29th of June at 6.15pm in front of the train station of Tarascon sur Ariege
	Good to know before applying: Caution: To join this workcamp it is compulsory to be vaccinated against tetanus. 
	An attestation will be asked on arrival. French speaking project. No exception for minor volunteers: +18 only
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/50	ENVI	05.07.2008	19.07.2008	14-17
	description
	U/50 – Durban-sur-Arize - 05/07/2008 - 19/07/2008 - 14-17
	Midi-Pyrénées - 20 vol. 
	The project: For the first time, the association 117 Animation organizes an international workcamp in the village of 
	Durban-sur-Arize. It will consist in developing a footpath. At the end, this project will be promoted by the artistic 
	association "Act’en-scène", with the participation of local artists.
	Works: All along the path, volunteers will work on hundreds of metres in order to develop it: make the way wider 
	and bring it up to the required level, making a fence to hold the bank, build a scale. This project will contribute to 
	the development of the gorge of Arize and of a wash house.
	More info: The village of Durban-sur-Arize, owns a ruined castle which is on a rocky peak. It is located very close 
	to the cave of Mas d’Azil and to the city of Foix. The Arize River goes across the village and winds through 
	wonderful gorges nearby. The Pyrenees Mountains are waiting for you with open arms and invite you to climb them
	 during a lovely walk.
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated in tents in the village of Castelnau-Durban and a big tent will be used 
	for the collective life.
	Nearest “big town”: Toulous Nearest airport: Toulouse
	Terminal: Foix train station
	Meeting point: Saturday 5th of July at 4.00 pm in front of Foix train station.
	Good to know before applying: 8 motivated local teenagers will join you. They have already been involved in many
	 activities, more particularly in local worcamps organized by the association 117 Animation.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/51	ENVI	05.07.2008	19.07.2008	14-17
	description
	U/51 - Cazavet - 05/07/2008 - 19/07/2008 - 14-17
	Midi-Pyrénées - 20 vol. 
	The project: After the first workcamp organised in 2007 in Prat Bonrepaux, the community of Bas Couserans has 
	decided to renew the experience on another site, Cazavet. The project consists in clearing the castrum (ruins of a 
	castle) above the village, which is very appreciated by the inhabitants of Cazavet. Nowadays, this site deserves 
	to be developped again, especially after the dryness of 2003 which has destroyed many trees.
	Works: You will be asked to clear the castrum: box tree, dead trees, brambles and holly, particularly between the 
	outside part and the castle, but also inside the castle. Sawing up will be necessary (with help of the technical 
	leader) but the principal task will be cutting the vegetation, to evacuate it and to put it in swathe at the foot of the 
	site.
	More info: Cazavet is close to the caves of Lacave and to the city of Saint-Lizier, which is considered as one of 
	the most beautiful village in France, the city of Saint Girons is also not so far. 
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated in tents at the entry of the village which is at the foot of the site, and 
	a big tent will be installed for the group life.
	Nearest “big town”: Toulouse  Nearest airport: Toulouse
	Terminal: Prat Bonrepaux (French railways buses from Toulouse)
	Meeting point: Saturday 5th of July at 3.15 pm in front of the bus stop of Prat Bonrepaux
	Good to know before applying: The Pyrenees Mountains will welcome you with open arms and will invite you to 
	climb up on it during wonderful walks!
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/57	ENVI	18.07.2008	05.08.2008	14-17
	description
	U/57 - Villages accueillants - 18/07/2008 - 05/08/2008 - 14-17
	Midi-Pyrénées - 20 vol. 
	The project: The association “Villages Accueillants” (= Welcoming villages) organises several projects (construction,
	 environment…) in the department of Hautes-Pyrénées for people facing inclusion difficulties. It particularly runs 
	an organic farm integrated in the network of AMAP (Association to Maintain the Farming Agriculture). This year a 
	first international workcamp will be organised at the farm, but stays for younger are often organised there.
	Works: You will mainly participate in gardening with the people of the centre (harvesting vegetables, weeding, and 
	plantation); you will also realise small improvements on the farm site.
	More info: The Val d’Adour is located in the middle of the West South part of France, where you will meet many 
	different cultures of the region. You will have the opportunity to go for a walk and discover the diversity of the 
	green and wooded landscapes, the rivers, and the heritage. The village of Montbourguet is a stop on the way to 
	Saint Jacques de Compostelle.
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated in tents on the farm site, whose premises will be at your disposal.
	Nearest “big town”: Tarbes Nearest airport: Tarbes or Toulouse.
	Terminal: Maubourget train station.
	Meeting point: Friday 18th of July at 4.15 in front of the train station of Maubourget.
	Good to know before applying: Some activities take place all along the summer: the “Meeting with Art and Sport”, 
	local and typical parties, and of course the bullfighting tradition with its races and Novilladas.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/61	FEST	07.06.2008	23.06.2008	18+
	description
	U/61 - Plein la Bobine – 07/06/2008 – 23/06/2008 - +18
	Auvergne - 10 vol.  Language: French
	The project: This year again, the AFFE (organization for a film festival for children / Association pour un Festival 
	du Film pour Enfant) welcomes international volunteers.
	One of its targets is to develop educational programmes in connection with cinema through the year in the Sancy 
	area. It also organises the festival “Plein La Bobine” (Cinema Festival for the young of the Massif du Sancy). This 
	festival hosts children from 3 to 12 years old.
	For it’s 6th festival (from June 13th to 19th), the AFFE organization wishes to get the support of international 
	volunteers.
	Works: You will participate in the setting up of the festival: installation of the scenery, installation of projectors 
	with a projectionist, preparation of badges, posters, signposting. You will also help in leading workshops for children
	 groups in the casino of the town.
	More info: You will be based on the La Bourboule spa town (at an altitude of 950 meters), in the middle of the 
	Nature Park of Auvergne Volcanoes. La Bourboule stretches on the banks of the Dordogne River crossed by 
	many bridges and has a splendid sequoias wooded area. You will be located near the hiking paths and you will 
	enjoy the activities organized by the municipality for the spa users. You will also have access to the facilities of 
	the town: shops, activities…
	Accommodation: in a flat not so far from the festival place.
	Nearest “big town”: Clermont-Ferrand  Nearest airport: Clermont-Ferrand
	Terminal: La Bourboule train station
	Meeting point: La Bourboule train station on the 7th of June (in the afternoon).
	Good to know before applying: Caution! The life in a festival is often hectic and days could be long. This 
	workcamp is different from the others! You have to be available and to know how to react facing emergency 
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/62	FEST	27.06.2008	11.07.2008	18+
	description
	U/62 - La Bouchure – 27/06/2008 – 11/07/2008 - +18
	Auvergne - 10 vol. Language: French
	The project: The association La Bouchure is happy to host again international volunteers this year! Delighted with 
	the significant contribution brought by the volunteers on the organisation and of the impact of the workcamp on the
	 festival’s life in the past years, the association will welcome you warmly!
	Works: Before the festival starts, you will prepare the stage and the reception, and you will distribute leaflets... 
	During the festival, you will receive the public and the musicians, work in the refreshment area and help to cater. 
	And of course, after the festival you will take down, clean and tidy the site. You will have the opportunity to meet 
	the bands and the artists playing for the festival.
	More info: You will live in the small town of Commentry in the heart of the Bourbonnais region in the Allier 
	department. Former mining city, today it is a pleasant place for its 7,000 inhabitants and its tourists. You will find 
	shops, parks and would go around its rich heritage linked to its industrial past... you will have walks in the 
	surrounding area (lakes...)
	Accommodation: in the village hall, not far from the festival site.
	Nearest “big town”: Montluçon, Moulins  Nearest airport: Clermont-Ferrand
	Terminal: Commentry train station.
	Meeting point: Friday 27th June at 5.00pm in front of Commentry train station
	Good to know before applying: Caution! Life on a festival is often hectic and days may be long. It is a different 
	workcamp from the others. You must be available, and able to face emergency situations. French speaking project
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/63	FEST	25.08.2008	12.09.2008	18+
	description
	U/63 - Billom – 25/08/2008 – 12/09/2008 - +18
	Auvergne - 10 vol. Language: French
	The project: The young association “Billom Renaissance” is very happy to host international workcamps for 4 
	years now. Once again it will organise the “Charivari medieval and fantastic festival” (on 6th and 7th of 
	September). The aim of the association is to promote the medieval area of Billom through many actions. You will 
	give an international dimension and will help to install and liven the festival up.
	Works: In partnership with local volunteers you will take in charge the artists (welcome, meals…), improve some 
	decorations and costumes, and decorate the city… During the festival, your main aim will be to realise the 
	CHARIVARI, with wandering which will liven the city up: music, dance… Bring your own musical instruments if you
	 want to!
	More info: Billom (25 km from Clermont-Ferrand) encountered an intense development that made this city one of 
	the first “Good City of Auvergne” from the XIIth century on and allowed the construction of its fortifications. 
	Nowadays, an important medieval area remains from that time. All the commodities are available there (store, 
	bank, swimming pool…)
	Accommodation: in tents at the city campsite, near the city centre.
	Nearest “big town”: Clermont-Ferrand Nearest airport: Clermont-Ferrand
	Terminal: Vertaizon train station.
	Meeting point: Monday 25th of August at 6.35pm in front of the train station of Vertaizon.
	Good to know before applying: Caution! A festival is often hectic and days are long. It is a workcamp different 
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/64B	RENO	15.07.2008	31.07.2008	14-17
	description
	U/64B - Montaigu II - 15/07/2008 - 31/07/2008 - 14-17
	
	Auvergne - 20 vol. 
	The project: The medieval castle of Montaigu Le Blin (13th century) located in the Allier department is waiting for 
	you to continue its renovation! It is a long-term project where we plan to propose various activities to the public: 
	stone-cutting workshops, visits to the public…
	Works: You will restore the external wall: weeding around the wall, cleaning the joints, repointing (with a lime 
	mortar). You will also participate in the general cleaning of the site: works of clearing because of the vegetation 
	invasion, maintenance of the panelling: fences, doors and bridge (a coat of oil linen is needed). These works will 
	allow the access to the castle. 
	More info: Montaigu-le-Blin is a small village of the Allier department, 30 km far from Vichy and Moulins. All the 
	commodities are situated in Varennes-sur-Allier, 12 km away. The area is full of lovely villages and various 
	castles. Hiking is a good way to discover this heritage.
	Accommodation: in tents - installation in a big tent for collective life and individual tents on the former stadium. 2 
	toilets and 2 showers are nearby.
	Nearest “big town”: Vichy  Nearest airport: Clermont-Ferrand
	Terminal: Saint-Germain-des-Fossés train station.
	Meeting point: Tuesday 15th of July or Tuesday 5th of August at 4.00 pm in front of the train station of Saint-
	Germain-des-Fossés
	Good to know before applying: You may help for the visits of the castle.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/64C	RENO	05.08.2008	21.08.2008	14-17
	description
	U/64C - Montaigu III - 05/08/2008 - 21/08/2008 - 14-17
	Auvergne - 20 vol. 
	The project: The medieval castle of Montaigu Le Blin (13th century) located in the Allier department is waiting for 
	you to continue its renovation! It is a long-term project where we plan to propose various activities to the public: 
	stone-cutting workshops, visits to the public…
	Works: You will restore the external wall: weeding around the wall, cleaning the joints, repointing (with a lime 
	mortar). You will also participate in the general cleaning of the site: works of clearing because of the vegetation 
	invasion, maintenance of the panelling: fences, doors and bridge (a coat of oil linen is needed). These works will 
	allow the access to the castle. 
	More info: Montaigu-le-Blin is a small village of the Allier department, 30 km far from Vichy and Moulins. All the 
	commodities are situated in Varennes-sur-Allier, 12 km away. The area is full of lovely villages and various 
	castles. Hiking is a good way to discover this heritage.
	Accommodation: in tents - installation in a big tent for collective life and individual tents on the former stadium. 2 
	toilets and 2 showers are nearby.
	Nearest “big town”: Vichy  Nearest airport: Clermont-Ferrand
	Terminal: Saint-Germain-des-Fossés train station.
	Meeting point: Tuesday 15th of July or Tuesday 5th of August at 4.00 pm in front of the train station of Saint-
	Germain-des-Fossés
	Good to know before applying: You may help for the visits of the castle.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/65	FEST	31.07.2008	14.08.2008	18+
	description
	U/65 - Festival de Murat – 31/07/2008 – 14/08/2008 - +18
	Auvergne - 12 vol. Language: French
	The project: For the 23rd year, the local association Les Mondes Croisés (“Cross Worlds”) is warmly waiting for 
	you to organize its dance and international music festival in the small city of Murat. The renewal of this association
	 continues with the arrival of new local volunteers and current international music in the festival programme.
	Works: You will decorate the surroundings of the gymnasium (trees, walls of the premise…) which is used as the 
	main auditorium: you will use elements already created and give them your personal touch (using salvaged 
	materials), you will create a board made in wood about the festival theme that will decorate one of the wall of the 
	gymnasium. All your creations will be used for the next editions. During the festival, you will help the staff for 
	food preparation and installation of the show areas. At the end, you will clean and tidy everything.
	More info: Murat is a 2500 inhabitant’s city with all the commodities (shops…) located at the foot of the volcanoes 
	of Auvergne, 50 km up north from Aurillac. études ET chantiers has a local office there with a permanent team who
	 organizes voluntary activities and actions for people facing difficulties. 
	Accommodation: in a boarding school next to the workcamp site in the city center.
	Nearest “big town”: Aurillac  Nearest airport: Clermont-Ferrand orAurillac
	Terminal: Murat train station.
	Meeting point: Thursday 31st of July at 6.15pm in front of the train station of Murat.
	Good to know before applying: Caution! Life during a festival is often bustling and days are long. It is not a usual 
	workcamp! Thus you will be asked to be available and able to face emergency situations. French speaking project
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/66	FEST	07.07.2008	18.07.2008	18+
	description
	U/66 - Rêve de foin - 07/07/2008 – 18/07/2008 - +18
	Auvergne - 8 vol.  Language: French
	The project: The local organization “Rêve de foin” whose aim is to protect the rural heritage and to offer activities, 
	organizes each summer the “Nuits de Rêve Festival” (dreaming nights). It is a theatre, music and dance festival in
	 the middle of the natural site of the Blanhac mills (village of Rosières). This year again, the young team will 
	welcome international volunteers in order to help organizing the festival and to take part in the activities. You will be
	 fully integrated within the life of this young and dynamic organization and you will have the opportunity to meet 
	the artists invited. 
	Works: you will welcome people (around 1000 visitors), take in charge the reception (ticket booth, refreshment 
	bar…) and take down the facilities at the end of the festival.
	More info: This project takes place in the Haute Loire department (centre of France). Great walks can be planned 
	around the beautiful (and quite isolated) site of the Blanhac mills. The local volunteers will be delighted to show you
	 their region!
	Accommodation: in tents around a renovated farm on the area of the festival. Bathroom and collective life in the 
	farm.
	Nearest “big town”: Clermont-Ferrand  Nearest airport: Clermont-Ferrand
	Terminal: Retournac train station
	Meeting point: 7th of July in front of the train station of Retournac (end of the afternoon) 
	Good to know before applying: Caution! Life during a festival is often hectic and days may be long. It is a 
	workcamp different from the others! You will have to be always available and be able to face emergency 
	situations. French speaking project
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/67	RENO	08.07.2008	24.07.2008	14-17
	description
	U/67 - Pays de Murat - 08/07/2008 - 24/07/2008 - 14-17
	Auvergne - 20 vol. 
	The project: Situated in the heart of the Volcanoes Park in Auvergne, the community of Pays de Murat (a group of 
	local communities) organizes each year a workcamp in partnership with études ET chantiers. The aim of our co-
	operation is to develop this rural territory, in links with its rich natural and built heritage.
	Works: This year, you will be asked to develop a picnic and a rest area next to the medieval village of Murat. This 
	area is for the moment a waste ground with two old tables in wood. You will participate in a transformation appealing
	 to your creativity: installation of elements in wood (benches, tables, logs in wood…) and construction of small 
	walls in dry stones.
	More info: Murat is a village of 2000 inhabitants situated at a height of 3000 feet in the Regional Park of Volcanoes
	 of Auvergne. The site is beautiful, be ready for hiking and living in a rural area! Be careful, evenings are 
	sometimes cold in summer. You will be quite close to the Mounts of Cantal (about 10km). 
	Accommodation: in tents (for 2 or 3 persons) in the municipal campsite. A large tent will be provided for the 
	collective aspects of life (meals, etc.). The campsite is near Murat, where you will find all the services you need.
	Nearest “big town”: Aurillac  Nearest airport: Aurillac
	Terminal: Murat train station.
	Meeting point: Tuesday 8th of July at 6.15 pm in front of the train station of Murat
	Good to know before applying: You will have an Internet access at études ET chantiers’ premises which are in 
	Murat, next to the train station.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/68A	ENVI	08.07.2008	17.07.2008	11-13
	description
	U/68A - Volvic I - 08/07/2008 - 17/07/2008 - 11-13
	Auvergne - 12 vol. 
	The project: The village of Volvic and études ET chantiers have been working together for 15 years by organising 
	international workcamps and permanent inclusion projects. Volvic is a place to try out new projects! As we did last 
	year, we repeat the experience for teenagers between 11 and 13 years old.
	Works: Your action will have a great ecologic infuence: you will develop the surrounding area of the waste 
	reception centre and increase awareness of the inhabitants. After an analisis of the site, you will collect and sort 
	out rubbishes (papers, plastic). Then you will make a photographic cover of the site to realize the work you have 
	done compared with the initial condition. Finally, you will create awareness boards with cameras: writing and 
	preparation of 2 boards in collaboration with the communication service of the town council to increase awareness 
	of the inhabitants towards good practise. The boards will be installed permanently on the railings of the waste 
	reception centre.
	More info: Volvic is at the heart of the Auvergne volcanoes. The activities will allow you to discover this natural 
	heritage. It is a nice area for walking and games will be organized with the local youth. Volunteers will also 
	participate in visits; for example: a feudal castle, a roman Church, a museum, and many fountains. You might 
	also visit the site of the Springs of Volvic which release a worldwide known mineral water.
	Accommodation: in tents (2 places) at the stadium of Champlebout. A big tent for the collective life, commodities 
	of the stadium.
	Nearest “big town”: Clermont-Ferrand  Nearest airport: Clermont-Ferrand
	Terminal: Clermont-Ferrand train station.
	Meeting point: Tuesday 8th of July at 5.30pm in front of Clermont-Ferrand train station 
	Good to know before applying: Pick up is possible at Clermont-Ferrand airport
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/68B	ENVI	22.07.2008	07.08.2008	14-17
	description
	U/68B - Volvic II - 22/07/2008 - 07/08/2008 - 14-17
	
	Auvergne - 20 vol. 
	The project: The village of Volvic and études ET chantiers have been working together for 15 years by organising 
	international workcamps and permanent inclusion projects. In 2008, 3 workcamps are organized in July and August 
	for actions of heritage and environment preservation.
	Works: environmental development: the “Chemin de la Vierge” (Virgin path) and banks in the village centre. Stages 
	of the work: clearing, cleaning of the areas serving to evacuate the rubishes and awareness to the methods of 
	clearing and treatment.
	More info: The village of Volvic is at the heart of the Auvergne volcanoes park. The activities will allow you to 
	discover this natural heritage. It is a nice area for walking and games will be organized with the local youth. 
	Volunteers will also participate in visits; for example: a feudal castle of the 12th century, a roman Church, a 
	museum, many fountains… You might also visit the site of the Springs of Volvic which release a mineral water 
	that is known worldwide.
	Accommodation: in tents (2 places) at Champlebout stadium, in the village of Volvic. There will be a big tent for the
	 collective life and you will use the commodities of the stadium (showers and toilets).
	Nearest “big town”: Clermont-Ferrand  Nearest airport: Clermont-Ferrand
	Terminal: Volvic train station.
	Meeting point: Tuesday 22nd of July or Tuesday 12th of August at 6.30pm in front of the train station of Volvic
	Good to know before applying: Pick up is possible in Clermont-Ferrand airport.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/68C	ENVI	12.08.2008	28.08.2008	14-17
	description
	U/68C - Volvic III - 12/08/2008 - 28/08/2008 - 14-17
	Auvergne - 20 vol. 
	The project: The village of Volvic and études ET chantiers have been working together for 15 years by organising 
	international workcamps and permanent inclusion projects. In 2008, 3 workcamps are organized in July and August 
	for actions of heritage and environment preservation.
	Works: environmental development: the “Chemin de la Vierge” (Virgin path) and banks in the village centre. Stages 
	of the work: clearing, cleaning of the areas serving to evacuate the rubishes and awareness to the methods of 
	clearing and treatment.
	More info: The village of Volvic is at the heart of the Auvergne volcanoes park. The activities will allow you to 
	discover this natural heritage. It is a nice area for walking and games will be organized with the local youth. 
	Volunteers will also participate in visits; for example: a feudal castle of the 12th century, a roman Church, a 
	museum, many fountains… You might also visit the site of the Springs of Volvic which release a mineral water 
	that is known worldwide.
	Accommodation: in tents (2 places) at Champlebout stadium, in the village of Volvic. There will be a big tent for the
	 collective life and you will use the commodities of the stadium (showers and toilets).
	Nearest “big town”: Clermont-Ferrand  Nearest airport: Clermont-Ferrand
	Terminal: Volvic train station.
	Meeting point: Tuesday 22nd of July or Tuesday 12th of August at 6.30pm in front of the train station of Volvic
	Good to know before applying: Pick up is possible in Clermont-Ferrand airport.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/69	ENVI	05.08.2008	21.08.2008	14-17
	description
	U/69 - Vallée de l'Authre - 05/08/2008 - 21/08/2008 - 14-17
	Auvergne - 20 vol. 
	The project: For several years, études ET chantiers has been working with an association of protection of aquatic 
	circles (APPMA) that works on habitats and watercourses. This year again, you will work on the riversides of the 
	Authre river, in a beautiful valley close to the Cantal mountains
	Works: This project aims at cleaning and clearing the river banks. You will cut the vegetation which is in the way. 
	You will participate in the preservation of the water quality and in the reduction of the pollution of the site by 
	removing all the waste. Furthermore, you will be likely to participate in some development works along the 
	watercourse to preserve the banks and to improve its accessibility.
	More info: The workcamp takes place near the town of Aurillac, at the foot of the Puy Mary which is one of the 
	most prestigious peaks of the Massif Central. You will enjoy the beautiful landscape and discover its heritage.
	Accommodation: in a campsite, in tents planned for 2 or 3 people. This place is very pleasant and has all the 
	comfort. Your meals will be taken in a big tent equipped with all conveniences.
	Nearest “big town”: Clermont Ferrand  Nearest airport: Aurillac or Clermont-Ferrand.
	Terminal: Aurillac train station.
	Meeting point: Tuesday 5th of August at 4.30pm in front of the train station of Aurillac
	Good to know before applying: This project is particularly open to volunteers with a strong environmental 
	awareness!
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/70	RENO	12.08.2008	28.08.2008	18+
	description
	U/70 - Pompidou – 12/08/2008 – 28/08/2008 - +18
	Languedoc Roussillon - 12 vol. 
	The project: The village of Pompidou, located in the National Park of Cevennes, has hosted international 
	workcamps since 2004. You can find a lot of elements of the built heritage to restore. The project will not have 
	only a technical purpose, but also a human side: bringing life in the village by meeting the local population.
	Works: You will restore a wall in the centre of the village. The final aim, for the community, is to restore this wall in
	 order to realise an artistic creation on it in the future. The work will consist, among others, in masonry. 
	More info: The village of Le Pompidou is at an altitude of 760 meters, in the National Park of the Cevennes, 
	surrounded by hilly landscapes and huge conifer forests. The population (around 158 inhabitants) increases in 
	summer owing to the tourist activity. You will find all shops in the small town of Florac, at a 20 minutes walk away 
	from Le Pompidou. The life of the village is organized around craft industry, agriculture and tourism.
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated in the campsite of the village and will sleep in tents for 2 or 3. You will
	 organize the group life under a big tent where you will also take your meals.
	Nearest “big town”: Mende   Nearest airport: Montpellier
	Terminal: Mende train station.
	Meeting point: Tuesday 12th of August at 7.30pm in front of the train station of Mende
	Good to know before applying: The project takes place in a very beautiful but isolated area. Don’t join this project if
	 you don’t like to be “into the wild”
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/75	ENVI	21.07.2008	01.08.2008	11-13
	description
	U/75 - Aurillac - 21/07/2008 - 01/08/2008 - 11-13
	Auvergne - 12 vol. 
	The project: Since 2001, études ET chantiers has collaborated with the town of Aurillac on various environmental 
	projects. This year, you will work again on the highlighting and development of paths in the Bois de Coissy (Puy 
	Courny), a place to have a walk for the residents but also for the tourists. Young inhabitants of Aurillac will be part 
	of the group and will participate in the project (meetings will be organised).
	Works: Installation of wooden handrails to help hikers; clearing vegetation and small works of development. There 
	may be some painting (to be confirmed). You will use manual tools as shovels, sledgehammers, brushes, shears, 
	pitchforks, etc
	More info: The work project is situated on the edge of the town, nearby the accommodation. With about 30,000 
	inhabitants, Aurillac is a small welcoming town, situated near beautiful mountainous landscapes. You will have 
	opportunity to hike in the mountains.
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated in a campsite close to nature- (tents for 2 or 3) 
	Nearest “big town”: Clermont Ferrand nearest airport: Aurillac or Clermont-Ferrand.
	Terminal: Aurillac train station
	Meeting point: Monday 21st of July at 4.30 pm in front of the train station of Aurillac
	Good to know before applying: Pick up is possible at Aurillac airport.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/77	RENO	05.08.2008	21.08.2008	14-17
	description
	U/77 - Gourillats - 05/08/2008 - 21/08/2008 - 16-17
	Auvergne - 15 vol. 
	The project: Since 2004, the association CEDD and the municipality of Charensat have been working together to 
	create a centre of education for the sustainable development in Gourillats (commune of Charensat). The site has 
	been cleared and walls in dry stone have been reconstructed by several international groups of volunteers. Last 
	year, participants have already rebuilt the main part of a bread oven. 
	Works: This year, you will complete the renovation, working on the entry, where the bread is prepared and kept. 
	A new cover should be installed:
	-Taking down all the tiles
	-Changing the damaged woodwork
	-Door and 2 windows also have to be changed.
	More info: Charensat is located in the Combrailles, area situated in the north west of the Puy-de-Dôme department.
	 This rural zone, with a hilly and wooded landscape, is a good place for walks and nature activities. Visits to local 
	manufacturers will be another opportunity to discover the local heritage.
	Accommodation: in tents, at the football pitch. Toilet block – A big tent for collective life.
	Nearest “big town”: Clermont-Ferrand  nearest airport: Clermont-Ferrand
	Terminal: Saint Gervais d’Auvergne train station.
	Meeting point: Tuesday 5th of August at 01.30pm in front of the train station of Saint-Gervais-d’Auvergne
	Good to know before applying: works on heights, roofing and scaffold!
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/78A	RENO	16.06.2008	27.06.2008	18+
	description
	U/78A - EPMM I – 16/06/2008 – 27/06/2008 - +18
	Languedoc Roussillon - 8 vol. 
	The project: Since 1999, the EPMM centre of Sainte Enimie and etudes ET chantiers have been working together to 
	organise workcamps of volunteers each year. Located in the famous “gorges du Tarn”, the EPMM hosts groups for 
	open air activities. The workcamps are based on long-term projects of development and improvement of the 
	hosting places in the centre. This year again, EPMM is waiting for volunteers motivated by meetings and manual 
	works.
	Works: You will build dry stones walls around small local heritage elements (shepherd’s sheds for example). 
	On the second project, you will also participate in clearing the surroundings of the centre in order to make it more 
	pleasant for the visitors. 
	More info: The EPMM centre is situated in the Lozère department at Sainte Enimie (540 inhabitants and 28 km 
	South of Mende). Sainte Enimie belongs to one of the most beautiful villages in France.
	Accommodation: in the centre, in big tents. Meals will be done by the restaurant of the centre. On the second 
	project, you will be accommodated in rooms. 
	Nearest “big town”: Mende  Nearest airport: Montpellier
	Terminal: Mende train station 
	Meeting point: Monday 16th of June or 22nd of September at 7.30pm in front of Mende train station
	Good to know before applying: You will be asked to work hard and to be patient (which is needed for dry-stone 
	work), nevertheless with the friendly staff of the centre.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	France	U/78B	RENO	22.09.2008	03.10.2008	18+
	description
	U/78B - EPMM II – 22/09/2008 – 03/10/2008 - +18
	Languedoc Roussillon - 8 vol. 
	The project: Since 1999, the EPMM centre of Sainte Enimie and etudes ET chantiers have been working together to 
	organise workcamps of volunteers each year. Located in the famous “gorges du Tarn”, the EPMM hosts groups for 
	open air activities. The workcamps are based on long-term projects of development and improvement of the 
	hosting places in the centre. This year again, EPMM is waiting for volunteers motivated by meetings and manual 
	works.
	Works: You will build dry stones walls around small local heritage elements (shepherd’s sheds for example). 
	On the second project, you will also participate in clearing the surroundings of the centre in order to make it more 
	pleasant for the visitors. 
	More info: The EPMM centre is situated in the Lozère department at Sainte Enimie (540 inhabitants and 28 km 
	South of Mende). Sainte Enimie belongs to one of the most beautiful villages in France.
	Accommodation: in the centre, in big tents. Meals will be done by the restaurant of the centre. On the second 
	project, you will be accommodated in rooms. 
	Nearest “big town”: Mende  Nearest airport: Montpellier
	Terminal: Mende train station 
	Meeting point: Monday 16th of June or 22nd of September at 7.30pm in front of Mende train station
	Good to know before applying: You will be asked to work hard and to be patient (which is needed for dry-stone 
	work), nevertheless with the friendly staff of the centre.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	France	U/79	RENO	05.08.2008	21.08.2008	18+
	description
	U/79 - Ruynes en Margeride – 05/08/2008 – 21/08/2008 - +18
	Auvergne - 12 vol. 
	The project: For many years now, the village of Ruynes en Margeride hosts international workcamps. The 
	succession of workcamps helped in renovating several bread ovens, fountains and other elements of the rural built
	 heritage. The project will not have only a technical purpose, but also a human side: putting life in the village by 
	meeting the local population.
	Works: In the village of Ruynes, a wall in stone has to be restored: taking apart the damaged parts, restoration…
	More info: Ruynes en Margeride is a village with around 600 inhabitants, situated at an altitude of 3000 feet. There 
	are some small shops and craftsmen in the centre of the village. Ruynes is part of the natural region of the 
	Margeride, a wooded area with well preserved valleys and rivers. This area has also a very rich built heritage 
	(menhirs, crosses, chapels, fountains, bread ovens, typical buildings used to shoe horses…); 
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated in double tents, with a big collective tent for taking meals, and 
	bathrooms. This site can accommodate various youth groups. There is a leisure centre on the area but we are in 
	the heart of nature. The centre of the village is around 500 metres away.
	Nearest “big town”: Clermont Ferrand  Nearest airport: Clermont Ferrand
	Terminal: St Flour Chaudes-Aigues train station.
	Meeting point: Tuesday 5th of August at 3.00pm in front of the train station of Saint Flour-Chaudes Aigues.
	Good to know before applying: the local history is quite marked by legends. You will discover beautiful landscapes 
	and typical villages of the region.
_________________________________________________________________________
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